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PREFACE

Most of the papers which are published in gyvaskyla Cross-Language

Studies 9 and 10 were presented at the Fifth International Werence

on Contrastive Projects entitled "Cross-Lanquage Analysis and Second

Language* Acquisition ". The conference was held at Jyva5kyla on June 1-5,

1982. A number of the conference papers have been published in a special

issue'on cross-language analysis and second language acquisition of

Applied Linguistics (Volume 4, Number 3) and in Finlance: the Finnish

Journal of Language Learning and Language Teaching (Volume 2). Both

were published i51 1983.

Some of the payers included inf the two volumes were not read at the

'conference; they tome from various contexts, eg. Finnish Summer Schools

of Linguistics, or.are based on research carried out in dyvaskyla.

dYvOkyra

November; 1983

sv..
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'SLARpING FUR LINGUISTIC UNIVERSALS THROUGH CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS

,
Gloria Italiano Anzilotti

Univeneae dcgti Studi di. FC4cnze.

Wow why Odn't they invent a way to adjust these roStrumssto

people's'different heights? Had someone answered that questionnot

only:would the rest ofthe audience have beeni surprised, but)I, too, '

would have been taken aback. The utterance posed had no real intention

of being a questicn. From the point of view of discourse analysis, the.

function of that syntactic questiop form was merely to gain an immediate

apphoving audience reaction.

t Before proceeding further, a common agreement on what constitutes

.a rhetorical question is necessary. Most dictionaries define the term

"rhetoric" first as the art of speaking or writing effectively'; then

secondary derogatory definitions draw on lexiCal items. like

insincere, empty or superficial, ript clear.' A subsidiary definition'''.

Of rhetoric in Webster's dictionary states that it may be considered is
,

,solely "verbal communication", that is, a part of "discourse". Webster's

goOs on to define the rhetorical question ass: "a question asked merely

for effect with no answer expected." Why, then, is it,classified as a

question if no answer is expected? The American Heri6ge Dictionary

.adds: "...or to which only one answer may be made.:', Is that sufficient

to warrant a, question classification wheri the onty answer 'possible is

one already known by the gAstioner? It does appear that we have come .

upori,a classic case of "clothes not making the *man." Just because words

appeal-- syntactically arranged orinflected,as.a question, this does not

necessarily mean that the utterance must be,conTidered a ques.tion. This

is the issue that I have undertaken to explain by studying examples of

rhetorical questions in English and Italian.

If we are ready to accept the definition of a Question as "an

expression of inquiry that invites or calls for a reply...a subject

or point open to controversy; an unsettled i9sue..."1 then the rheto-

rical question cannot be considered a question because there is never

a real'query made or else there is no doubt as to the one and Only

reply possible. Furthermore, a question mark is, Heritage declares, the'

1 Amcki,Cqh Notitage Victionaity, 1976, p. 1070.
.................. , '. ......
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P.
punctuation bol used to indicate a direct question. How can we allow

.the content f a rhetorical question 0 be classified as anything but'

an indirett speech act? As Doris Graber puts it in Vekbat Bghavion and

PoUti.es, there are manifest messages and there are -instrumental symbol

statements which evoke latent meanings. "Under...standing of the latent

meaning& usually requires insight ineo.the context in Which' the verba2

lizeion has occurred.° The instrumentalli-forMed message "must. be

inferred from the -form, context-and paralinguistie features"
2
and may

carry attitudinal messages not at all apparent from the, face value of

the'words that make up the utterance.

From ancient Greek and Roman times we know that rhetoric has been

universally considered a skill in the effective use of speech. I have

endeavored to analyse the deep structure of the ehetoriCal.question in

order to pin -point its use in modern English and Italian. From a

corpus of 82' English and 82 Italian newspaper editorials, Letters tb

*the Editor, reviews and editorial-like articles, I compared the forms,

frequency, distribution and functions of the rhetorical questions pre-
3 i

sent. 'It s Ortinent here to remember that the subject-verb inversion

that may occur in English is not an Italian feature.

Of interest to language teachers is the fact that, in both languages,

the most significant single feature that carries tk function load of

rhetorical questions appekrs to be intonation. A few examples:

See What Snow Can Do? Serve un'idea?
By sleight-of-hand? Ricordate it vaiolo?
A Frendribtergate, then? Si vogliono coprire aree di

evasione? '-

The second most important feature is syntactic incompletenes, such as:

, .

Apocalypse Saturday or now? Es allora?
Why not enforce carpools? E it PCI?
So what? 1Pronti a the cosa?
And what sort? Ma come?
But how much? In esilio?

10.A. Graber, VeAbai Behav;ipit and'Ppe,itic4, Univ. of Illinois Press,
Urbana, Illinois, 1976, p. 24.

L . , p. 41.

3

For a more complete treatment with charts see G.I. Anzilotti, 'The
Rhetorical Question as an jndirect Speech Device in English and Italian",

. in The Canadian, Modenn Language Review, Vol. 38, No. 2, Winter 1982,
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A meltdown? Da quali parti estere?

Helnetless, or headless, Veriteo balla?
motorcyclists?
A ship for Washington?
Compulsory physical education?

And just.how much attention do we as teachers devote to 6estion into-

nationand.incomplete utterances?' Theobvious answer: very little,

makes that, too, a rhetorical question.

,In searching for language universals, I thoyght, what better

vehicle to stupy than *pal encyclicals which have a multiple-language

genesis, written as they are to be understood and related to by perhaps

the largest.number of ethnic groups ever called upon to consider the

same document. If we'observe the present Pope John Paul's first ency-

clical, "Redemptor Homillis",-scrupulously careful planning is apparent.

There is a geometrical baFance of question dosage throughout the four

parts: 4 rhetorical questions apiece in Parts I and IV, eleven apiece

in Parts II and III; together with 3 information questions asked in

Part I, a highly significant total of 33 questions are included in this

encyclical.

The central topic of the Pope's message is introduced succintly

'.by the simifle question: "Do you accept?" The entire document is devoted

to the answer to this question, and why the Pope reached his decision.

When, at point 6 of Part I, Pope John Paul feeis that a change of

pace and an attention-rouser is needed to keep the interest of his

readers, he,adeptly elicits participation by drawing them to identify

personally with him by asking: "What shall I say of all the initiatives

that have sprung from the new ecumenical orientation?" That is, 'listen

to what I have to say about these new developments that have sprung up

around me.' Near the close of the following paragraph. he recalls. the

last question posed in the preceding one: "Have we the right to run this

risk?" by now asking: "Have we the right not to do it?" This forces the

reader/listener mentally to connect the present question with the one

before, thereby achieving active mental participation.

Part II, point 7, starts vigorously with a cluster of 3 questiOns:

"How? In what manner shall we continue? What should we do...?" These

direct appeals to his readers gain the effect of identification with the

problems the Pope must face; that is, empathy towards himself and be-

lief in his earnestness. Further along, he recalls the disciple Peter's

apropos question, which is nothing but a statement of comment: ."Lord,

to whom shall !we go?" in fact declares: 'There initT-one else we can

it ()-
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turn to; you alone have words of eternal life.' Point 8 continues to

draw the reader closer to the Pope through the use of two successive

questions: "Are we not convinced of...the creation that 'was subjected

to futility?'" Does not...progress...reveal...that manifold subjection .

to futility?' A repetition of words, a repetition of concepts, a

repetition of questions: all markS of a competent teacher whd is

emplosizing,reinforcing and requesting agreement through negative

affirmation. The unifying thread is further pulled by having the

paragraph end with a further negative affirmative-seeking question:

"...is it not also the world...that 'waits with eager longingjor the .

revealing of the sons of God? " In Point 12 of Part II, questions

again serve to stimulate the reader's attention. The same basic pre-

mise in a. triad of questions is reiterated in order to underline the

importance of the message.

Part III moves aldng smoothly until Point 15, "What Modern Man is

Afraid of..." 'The fact that seven questions are contained in it findi-.

cates the highly emotional quality of the topic, calling for as much

direct participation of the reader as possible if the Pope'''s policies

and programS are to be accepted and carried out. The first query is

lengthy and pondered one; two paragraphs later, two.further questions

act as hammer-beats on the conscience_: "Does this progress.imake

human life on earth 'more human'...'? Does it make it more 'worthy of

man'?" The next paragraph ends with four consecutive questions, all

concerning the basic point which he has been developing in this section.

By repeating much'the same concept seven times jn question form, the

Pope has reassured himself tat the parts he wanted to emphasize were

sure to come across.

Points 16 and 17 contain three single questions which definitely. .

focus attention:

"Who is man?

Has this process been decisively curbed?
And what social...program could renounce this descriOtion?"

Tht Pope feels his audience even though he is writing and wants to make

sure that his "listeners" keep f011owing him by drawing their attention,

using the most direct means possible, the syntactic question which is

typically most frequent in oral discourse.

In Part IV, Point 18,,the'Pope again attains variety of tempo by

asking and immediately answering two quegtions;

".Can it be said that the church is got alone in Making' this

11

ti
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appeal? Yes it can...
Is not this .conftrmed by...the unity of all.mankind?",

Although not universally present, the majority of rhetorical ques-

tions in'the newspaper articles 'contained. a strong negative component

with which one must contend, either explicitly or implicitly, such as:

'Ethics? In the, press gallery?' .Even though there^are no legative

markers in this question cluster, the underlying semantic value is

definitely a negative attitude/comment,. Some'form of opposition to.

something positive is often the rule. Thus, the predominantly negative

'opinions voiced in- the newspaper articles had led me to read an almost

inherent negative component into rhetorical questions; the Pope's en-

cyclical disposed qf this view. His choice of lexical items demonstrates

an underlying positive character to his message, and therefore, also to

his. rhetorical questjons.1 He is'ilot concerned with negative aspects,

much less with sarcasm. However, it must be said that the encyclical

often employs a negative marker somewhat as appears in a.tag question;

that.is, to make the "listener" unconsciously agree with thepurpose of

the question. In effect, the Pope frequently offers up his interpreta-

tion of a fact in thcrtform of a negative question in order to win accep-

tance of his message. It appears reasonable to conclude, therefore,

that the rhetorical question works just as effectively within the frame-

work of a positive approach as within a negative one.

' This example of well thought-out political strategy demonstrates

how refined persuasive arguments may bile introduced by questions and

used to shape the will to identify with and rally behind someone's

line 9f thought. An accomplished teacher, the Pope knows the value,

1

An analysis shoilis an overwhelming majority of positive items. A sampling .

by word categbry are:
VeAbs: accept, say, reveal, make, convince, be born, come, bear, give,

manifest, become, project, attain, prevail, dominate, favor.
Notte: sons, progress, man, dominion, world, people, spirit, power,

. beginning, earth, whole, initiative, road, right, trust, centuries,
grace, belief, fgllowers, religions, truth, church, principles,

if" advent,wordscreation, revelation, God, life, humanity,
conquests.

Adjective.* new; human, firm, visible, mystical, moral, ethical,
apeoaching, everlasting, eloquent, eager, immense, manifold,
continuous, understandable, various, present-day, every, worthy,
essential, better, mature, award', responsible, open, good, social,

authenticHegitimate.
Advek06: spiritually, fa4-, often, overpoweringly, together, especially,

more, most, truly, decisiVely.
... .

1
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and applies the technique, of inductive teaching. He fully appreciates

the efficacy of a repeated question as an instructive device. And he

doeS not often furnish the answer outright; it is.,his use of well-timed

quegions-that-TeaA hiS "disciples." into understanding the answers:_

through thought sequences that he has carefully plotted out.

Pope John Paul's manipulation of the.syntactic question demonstrates

his intimacy with the art of public speaking and his ability to held the

attention of his audience: He is also aware how questions universally

help to break the communication.barrieri between the writer and the

reader by adding a certain touch of informality to a serious, lengthy,

profound exposition, The 'Pope's intentional, contemplated use of thee

question has linked together his problems, his arguments, hid plea;

they have served as a unifgintg ligament. The Encyclica) would haVebeen

wanting in personal appeal had the questionbeen omitted' in this master -

piece pf international oratory.

The study of the question formations that appear in its English

translation is significant for the strong presence 'of modals and auxili-

aries as question formers: of the 33 questions present Only 10 use WH-

words, the rest being formed by and be/have. This fact is of

great pertinence to English language teachers because the role that

modals.pl'ay in English as question formers has not yet been fully

appreciated, or, at least, satisfactorily tpught. More study in this

on would help to clarify many linguistic and psycholinguistic

ramifications.

We have seen how rhetorical questions are usually considered as

empty, or superficial. 'My circuniscribed study of the subject brings

forth the very opposite conclusion. They are anything but'superficial:

the only thing superficial is the form, but the intention behind them

goes into the deep structure of the utterances. While the rhetorical

question does not request information, it apes appeal for some type of

agreement, Of a positive or a negative sort. Not only is there an under-.

lying affirmative or imperative-impact,:hut.the utterance also require

Outside confirmation or execution to be "felicitous" in J.L. Austin's sense.

1
Robert Lado deeply impresses the importance of breaking the communication
barrier in his teaching methodology classes at Georgetown University.

2

J.L. Austin, HoW To Vo Thinga With Wand4, Oxford Uni ersity Press,
New York, 1966, pp. 14-17.
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reement'orexecution must take place orelstr-the -a tAeLraflce_____

goes limp. It may, there 'tifiably be considered a performative

verb in function /If, in the context.'bf e - .: r; nticsi we .hold ----'

thatthe highest:performative stratum of the.Logical 5,tructur$ contains. -.

ceLL-__'-thilE7appr! pr , wha* 111.1WIEPOGNilotiOlf. Magrlia.m. 2..

structure, we may-thenpestul that.the.underlying pe fermatiye'verbal

olifies and pervad the entire utterance, in spite of
_

41
total of the,,seman L!..iitiof its constituent parts. With this in

mind, tho-logical tructure'of the r litufte tion: 'Chilly,.isn't

it?' meaning: ' ose that window, goof!' 'could appear w

sII. positiOns at its highest levels as represented in Figure 1

By accounting for this particular type of construction with the

abbve Logical Structure;. the syntax of the utterance is explained and

no longer overrides the semantic. represeptatiOn. The S,. irltentional

... _
1

level canneit-appeocin grammatical tree diagrams because it belongs
. ,

to the problem,tOlVing subsystertref-ttp brain and therefore has no part

in the li uistic subsystem which is .languageetifi-ci Owing to the.

predis itiofl of the'underlying performative verb,.however, the word

order has been,influenced, and this may well account for the high number.

of questions based.on orthography or intonation alone in our examples.

Thus, the rhetorical question, in English and Italian, and perhaps in

many more languages; may be considered a pragmatic tool for achieving

a complete communicative experience., Just as in discourse, the experience '

shared is carried out by a cooperative effort.

What Started out as a simple exercise in taxonom9 has led to*.
discussion of what may be considered universal linguistic properties

in at least two languages. Indeed, it must; be admitted, with Robert

Di Pietro, that "the grammar of individual languages must contribute,

in some way, to the grammatical theory of all languages."2 Two of the

ten recommendations made by the Federation internationale de professeurs

de langues vivantes in 1968: (1) that contrastive analysis shoulti be

undertaken with prithary regard to theoretical implications, and (2) that

it should be undertaken beyond the sentence level into discoorse-Rructure,

1

The notions of two distinct cognitive subsystems operating in adult
lgrners was exhaustively develgped by Sascha Felix in his paper

re Evidence for Competing Cognitive Structures" given at the "Cross-

Language Analysis and Second Language Acquisition" International Con-
ference on Contrastive Analysis Projects held at the University of

Jyvaskyla, Finland,June 1-5, 1982.

2
R.J. Di Pietro, Language StAuctuhe4 in Contuat, Newbury House

Publishers, Rowley, Mass., 1978, p. 3.

Jur. 14
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'

SAY

S,= intentional/performative deep structure

NP

I YOU

On S
4'

Om S3: 1
3

s. 2

3

4

V
1

PRES

NP

S3 = 9terrogative punctuation
and intonation

ASK

NP P NP

YOU

.4

surface structure

Optional Verb Deletion
11 Subject Raising Rules
" Equi-NP Deletion Rules
Obligatory Interrogative Intonation Insertion

On S2: Tense Incorporation

On Si: Performative Deletion
2. Lexical Intention Incorporation: (Close the

window!)

Often no post-cyclic V-NP inversion

Figure 1. The logical structure of the rhetorical question 'Chilly,
isn't it?' meaning 'Close that window, goof!'.

15
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z and on the sociocultural And psychol inguistic level s
1

--have been

applied in this study. There is much to gained by probing the

subject of contrastive pragmatic forms. e fact that the rhetorical

question has been, used for praatic purposes by such widely-differing

sources as English and Italian newspaper editional w'hters, a Pope

and a linguist, Noam *Risky, in his Book title Peace in thi. Middee.

---------7--E-04-V_appears_extremely significant and' is. perhaps indicative of the

presence of. a pragmatic language unive7s41tin-der-the--curer-of-rhetor4Gai
0

r

1
p. 12.

-.AP."'
P

1.6
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L DISCOURSE AND CONTRASTIVEANALYSIS : TOWARDS A FRENCH vs.

FINNO-SCANDINAVIAN (SWEDISH/FINNISH/LAPPISH) MODEL

M.M. Jocelyne. Fernandez

Coake Nccptua.,471(17,162xleficke_Scitntii...44e

Pait.iA .

THEMATIC ANALYSIS AND BILINGUALISM

The functions of constituent order (CORD) in three geogi-aphic;lly.

neighbourih but genetically unrelated languages, Swedish (S),

Finnish (SF) and Lappish (L)', all spoken on the territory of Finland,

can be briefly character d as mainlizyntas!ic (ie. identifying the

immediate constituepts: S) ersus maply inlionmative (ie. available at

the message -level:.rich.case-system of NSF and L). However, a study

focused upon the -44wuration level reveals functional analogies betWeen

the three languages, traditionilly obliterateddby typological descrip-
.

tionsx

Thematic anaty4i,6 was the'Main method which I used in a

,dissertation (1977) concerned, with "The syntactic and discursive

structures of Finnish spoken by Sami
1 Bilinguals in Uts-joki-Ohcejohka

(Finnish Lappland)". This work. was intended as a reaction to the study,

' of situations of plurilingualism exclusively,by measurement against

. monolingual norms; it is a functionalist presentation of a variety of

Finnish spoken by non-native speakeA, Finnish 'influenced by Sami. In

the conclusion about the 'discourse strategy" of Sami-influenced Finnish,

. one oftheoriginal hypotheses is shown to be verified: the speech of

bilinguals brings out certain latent possibilities4of a language.

It has been possible to trace latent characteristic thanks to a postulate

that establishes a stuctural parallelism between the Late/Lance level

and the content level. This "thematic' analyslls" turned out to be operative

in the description of an authentic reality of speech, a reality to be .

seized in the ituation of communication - my recordings were all

spontaneous co ersatidns of everyday use - so I have continued to use

. the thematic approach in other'studies afterwards (Fernandez 1982).
' I .

1
'The indigenous term\"Sami" - restored by its own people in'the 60s

- will be used a3,,a synonym of "Lappish" (traditionalized'by Fnno- 1
0 Ugric research).
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In what measure does this analysis differfroT the'endsl-developed

by the Prague School (Mathesius, Firbas, Danes), bOliljdaY'and by

others.,Three points should be mentiones:.
°.

(1) the clear distittion 'between the two basic scheMesOf

realization of the dichotoMy:ThemeiRheme; \\
P

---'---C21-the---importance_gAven to _the prOcess of what its011ed;

' "enonciation"
1

in French;

(3) the application of this thematic method to living'qtural

discourse. As far as I know, the method has not yet'iNee'

applied to other corptises than ad hoc sentences or wri

texts. In spite of the difficulty of e systematisaticq.Of

discurse phenomenaI find th)t the plication of the

thematic analysis to 4ontaneous speech is a condition t

validity of the theory.

In French general linguistics, the postulate of a structura

parallelism between the utterance level and the information leve

been mainly developed by C. Hagege, and is often referred to by thers:.:.

".le message est couje dans le moule de Penance", as J. Perrot ormulatqs

it ("the message is shaped by the mould of the utterance", 197 ) . Hagege

(1978) distinguishr three "niveaux de couplage" (mixing leve s) and

has been doing interesting work with the relations between th "sema

referential" and tKe "information-hierarchical" levels.2

How can we speak of "enunciative structures"? Atthe meat le 1

- the level characterized by the domination of prosodic features:- the

parallel existence of two structures (probably universal?) is recognized:

(1) a continuative - terminal intonation

(2) a terminal- parenthetic 3

1

I am using the term 'enonciation" in the sense of 0. Ducrotk ."J'appellerai
"enonciation" l'eveneMent, le fait que constitue l'apparation d'un &once
- a purely semantic function. "Les seas d'un &lance, c'est une'description,

,une representation qu'ilapporte de son enonciation" (1980: 33-34)

2
In his most recent seMinars("Typologie des langues'et universaux",

E.P.HE., Paris) he replaces the term of " niveaux de couplage" with
"points de vue ".

3
This uestion has been discussed by phoneticians (D. Bolinger, M. Rossi)
as well as syntactipians (Danes, Hagege).
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In this perspective, the Thillie is 'defined by means of formal criteria:.

it comes.before the Rheme, and it carries specific marks (prosodic and

Morphological). As a short demonstration, I give you here two examples

out of my previous corpUs, Lappish=Finnish* The dichotomous basic scheme

is seldom to be found in spontaneous language,

ex. Katekeettat piti koulua 4,

kithe caitchist was teaching' school,].

1 yeti,

- _ _.____.

(1),Ne luki yleensd ldksynsd aika hyvin

[They-read-generallytheir lessons- rather - well] ;

(a),A,could principally be a disCourse about what children used

,to.do "in genehal", which is here excluded by the CORD (it would bec
..

yleensd...);

(b) what the Children "read" or "studied" could be in question,

Ne luki yleensa I...

(c) the effective realization of the utterance requires (the

beginning ofthe falling curve of intonation is upon aika hyvin) that
t

this is a commentary about "the-way they were learning their lessons",

Neluki yleensd ldksynsd f ika hyvin

Bul the d4ection of the cury not always rising /"falling. It t,

...can also be what I have called. "terminal (falling) - parenthetic (flat)",:.-

The4 are two different kinds of strategies: as the sentence Katekeetta

piti koulua could be an answer to "What was the catechist doing?",

the answer to 'Who was teaching school?"wouls be Katekeetta y piti

koulua- 4 . Some,thematists speak about the different position of the

Theme before or 9fter the Rhemg; I findit essential to recogniie an

independent existence to the 3rd element-, 'which modifies the basic

scheme (we shall later see its importance in pedagogical speeches. The

Mnememe is a kind of appendix without any informative value of its own,

inIllarge of revealing, after the Rheme, the divergence between the

syntactic and informational structures;.its frequency in a longer

sequence ("text") symbolizes the modutation:of the information present

in any speech act .(tather than a logically determined dichotomy "old/

new ").. The cleft constructions can occur either to the left or to the

ript; while they are often used in Indo-European languages; they are

generally considered to be rare in Fenno-Ugric systems.(because of

their numerous pos-Wilities of particle use), but a rapid survey of

19
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spokenipiscourses actually proves that they are quite commo?i in Finnish,

even a right'cleft construction like

(2) Toi sano kyl aina "hei" 4, tuo Magi.

[He-said-sure-always-hallo that-Matti]
oik

Here again the physical realization of the utterance will be dec.. isive:

the pro n i-e-hi--s-t n' s is 'evice wi Rlo---biesfur---------7------mir

delive ing signification,, is the essential .s.tgriktitant of the message

structure.

Other explanations could be needed on the subject of emphasis,

which I use here as a synonym to focalization, although a finer

distinction could even be introduced, the one being paradigmatic, the

other Syntagmatic. At.th0french-Finnish Contrastive Colloquium in

Helsinki (1979), I pointed out that the confusion should be avoided

between Thematization and Focalization. As a brief illustration, here

are the main differences between French and Finnish: the construction

C'est ... que was specially examined, with its different meanings, and

the corresponding devices in Finnish were sought. The informative value

is expressed in French by using a syntactqdevice (an auxiliary"of
u

predication), which can mean an exclusive selection, but not obligatorily:

(3) C'est le voisin qui bolt.

(a) identification:

SF. Se on se naapuri Joka juopottelee. L.

4(b) exclusive ection (correction after a negative assertion, for

instance):

AAPURI ,I, juopottelee-4

NAAPURIHAN ,I, (se on joka)'juopottelee -4.

or, facilitated by the presence of the clitic:

Seh4n on NAAPUR1 4- joka juopottelee --

(c) the whole of the utterance is rhematized; SF actualizes through

deictics:

Naapuri se sielid juopottelee 4 .

Thus the strong accentuation .of Finnish in (b) appears as the direct

equivalent of the French syntactic device - extlusively when the value

is selective - for emphazi.6 (cf. Fernandez 1982a: 192).

Each language has its own devices of thematization, and they should

be thoroughly investigated, which is still to be done. I discussed some

of the specific thematizing devices of French and Finnish at the same

contrastive seminar such as:
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.'" (4) 11_ a qui, another predication auxiliary of spoken French,

11 y a sa femme qui 4st malade.

Sen N1 aimo on nyt kipea

[HisLwife -isInow-sick]

y a un home qui a ttlOphone.

JokW mies soitti

[Some-man-phoned]

Finnish in its turn makes a large use of pahli.ceeb; some of them have

traditionally,been described as such (eg, -hAn above), some are typical
6

of oral Use, for instance the forwarding of a' term followed by Icon

(Comparative-temporal 'when-as') in a subordinate clause:

(5) Toi mankka ku on paalla nii

[This- recorder-as- is- on -so]

Ttlis device is'reminiscent of the Greek proltpse. These are--some of%,

the problems raised by the thematic anaiy5js. The differences appear in

detail, but the general process in organizing the information is clearly

-seerto be identical: thus the pkezeittative Lunn which Hetzron considers

as/ideal' exploits different resourseslOn Finnish and French, but has

the same orientation, eg.

. (6} Il manque un livre sur ce rayon

will be Tasta puuttuu-yks kirja tasty hyllysta -4

- an oral variant of the more grammatical

t Tasty hyllysta puuttOb yksi kirja

[From this-shelf-is missing-one-book] .

In this construction French uses an 'apparent subject' whereas Finnish

has CORD only, with some special constraints (the verb could not be

used in the first position without Emphasis).

ORALITY AND AREAL LINGUISTICS

Now the reflexion, if it can be demonstrated progressively for languages

as remote as French and Finnish; is still more valid within a delimitated

area. It appeared to me that the contrastive descriptions of the'main

1This construction is even very near the variant of spoken French

2
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Scandinavian and Finno-Ugric languages in contact, ie. Swedish and

Finnish, sort out syntactic oppositions of categoniez instead of

pointing3out 6unction, Through giving a priority to the descril9tion'of

the material facts without wondering about their linguistic status, one

can continue the legend of 'complete freelintfor F_inn_ishCORD-,- as--

opposite to 'rigid' Swedish CORD. On the contrary; the recogniti6n of

informative organization brings o.ut the anatogie4.

The oppositioptof written order and spbk n order is .more pertinent.

It can be defined briefly as follows:

' (1) In written communication, the Cord is the p 4mary means of

carrying the information. In the outform the speaker who undertakes

an act of communication is preoccupied p rimarily with maintaining

psychological contiguity: he will therefore have recourse to enunciative

markers such as phatics and modal auxiliaries for the transmission of .

an .61diciat information. The 'existential sentences' of Finnish area

convincing-piece of the unabilitylof CORD to carry alone the, presentative
4

function in spoken language. There is a vast linguistic literature about

Finnish existential sentences as the ideal use of CORD for the expression

of the opposition definite/indefinite. The most modern pregTitation

still reproduce the classical examples by Setala (cf. Karlsson 1978):

(7) Pbydalla-on kirja and Kirja on pbydalla

[On the table-is-a book] [Thesbook-is 7on the table]

-with their Corresponding constructions in Swedish:

[There is a book 'on the table]

Boken ligger pa bOrdet

or Det ligger en'bok,pa bordet

PA bordet digger en bok

It seems from a large set of standard examples that Finnish CORD is.

. sufficient in making the opposition, wheeeas Indo-European languages

must use articAs (and even presentative verbs). All these examples,

peated and repeated again by gramMars, )eflect however a whAtten state

o language. assert that this is not the case in Finnish as spoken.,

Intuitive impressions have been corroborated by the analysis of

-different corpuses, some belonging to a big Finnish.project about

I- 'Standard spoken Finnish' in progress at the four Finnish universities

(cf. Paunon.en et al. 1981). The spoken forms. equivalent to the clWssical

examples:produced by grammarians are:
>
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(7'). Siella on yksi kirja silla pdydalla and Se kirja op sills

or Sills pbydalla on joku kirja

The analysis of a corpus of standard spoken Finnish thus reveals that

in more than 50 % of cases the definite substantive As preceded by a

deictic ae 'the', tdmd 'this', tie 'that';-the indefinite substantive

by the numeral yini ne', an indefinite adjective mite 'a certain',.'

fact 'some', muu 'another'::tainen 'a second one', lbr by a qualitative

adjective aemmanen, tdmmonen, tommonen 'one bf this/that kind:, 'of

this/thk 'sort', etc.. ,

(2') In the oaken form, CORD plays an essential role in correlation

,with the phonic values of the language: the interphrastic cohesion is

often assumed not by syntactic *vices bUt by the repetition `trt elements

fr',in a certainifixed order. This is the case of the .icon,itat cohnim -
.;,.

a term borrowed from'Peirce by the textual linguists- which can be shown

,Ito work in pedagogical discourse, eg.

(8) (tupistumaverbeista) !varata-varaan' yks paradigma. Toinen
'karata-karkaan'. 'Verata-varaan"karata-karkaan,(...).
Mists se tiedetaan ? 'Yarata' tai 'karata'/ etta toinen on

'varaan' eika 'varkaan'/ tai etta tama on 'karkaan' eika

rikaraan'?
[(about contract verbs).'to reserve-I reserve' one par,adigm.

Another one 'to flee-I flee'. 'To reserve-I reserve' to flee-

I flee'(). How should we know? 'To reserve' or 'to flee'/that
the other on is 'varaan' and not ' varkaan'/ or that this one

As 'karkaan' and not 'karaan' ?]

This type of contrasted. repetitive explanation is normally exluded by

the demands of theiwritten form. lL

TEACHER TALK

The pedagogiea situation gives us an opportunity to meet both written

and oraf'discourse: it is a speech which is delivered in an 'mat med,i.un

but which has'usually a tutaten baaia. .

A. The specific universe of the pedagogical discourse is

/*iconst4tuted y:

'(1) a purely pedagogical part - with reference to a written code;

(2) facultative complements (anecdotes,'illustrations) - with

reference to an oral, code: .%

(3) a free discuss {on - ."spontaneous" ditcourse.
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B. The pedagogical strategy is characterized by:

the importance of the metatext: it generally precedes the text,

a difference with the spontaneous language; it is.integrated

in the preparatory -phasis of -the cti-scourstr°, rtormally-iMplicated
9

by the outl i.ne, and often appears eXpl ici tely,

(9) S: Ja/dst har .pied r:en ska vi kanske prata. 1 ite-grann om.

[Well /that stuff with the. r:s shall perhaps go a little into.]

SF; .Aion ottaa muutamia esimerkkeja sitten.

[Now I intend to take a few examples-then.]

.A competitor to the metatext in this 'presentative role is the special

use of topical izati on .

(2) the pseudo-dialogue: here the inte.nlogati.ve modality is

dominating Mid permits the introduction of "artificial" Rhemes. One can

observe the correlation of semantic difficulty (ie. of the matter to

be presented) with the use of a familiar style marked by the' accumulation

of phatics and of what I call the enuncdtti.vc.'part.t.cc.Cm (French

"partliculet enonciatives", PEN). Let us mention here some of the points

developed in. a special study (1980) about PEN.

The PEN are manifested by a series of anomalies:

contradictory influence (reenforcing, weakening)

- variable syntactic incidence (word, sentence)'

resistence to transposition (translation)

condemned semantics (the'y are classified by grammars as "filler

wordy ").

The PEN cannot be dissociated .from the linguistic sit uation; they

underscore the impo?tance of the code; their multitude in spoken

discourse symbolizes the fundamental difference of density between the

oral and the written form. Language as poiven is a process of eXabuva.1-Alon:

The PEN provide resting places for the speaker, they -contribute to

making explicit the way the speaker thinks his utterance must be

integrated into the communicative_context.----7------

Finally this study. suggest a general change of the linguistic

perspective:

Syntactic categories are broken down PEN among clitics (S ju,

viif, nog; SF -Ilan/ , -pa., -/261/-ltan/-kd4n, etc.),

adverbs (S nu, .i.gen; SF bujt., tacth 'now, again', etc.), conjunctions

(SF lin), adjectives (SF selta,inen, ,semilorlyn etc.), pronouns

(S

24
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speech'is:restructured: the use of .PEN is A phenomenon of

niangue";,

- expressiVity is no longer left at the margins;,

`'- the Conclusion eVen contibutes to. the theoretical issues

. concerned with'modati,ty.

-;The pseudo-dialogue of pe dagogical discourse is punctuated by PEN; most

utterances are opened by an affirgmative,PEN (S ja, Jo; SF joo), or by

a suspensive4ore (with a very slight variation - S n4, SF no, L na

'well').The questions are often addressedby the speaker to himself.:

(10) S Och vad menar jag dA med-proiodin?

'And so what do I mean with prosody?'
.cl

they can also,be impersonal:

:SF Mikg on tempuksen ja moduksen suhdeT

'What is the relation between the tense anti the mood?'\ ,

or they can be turned directly to the addressee:

SF Miten monta eri sananmuotoa syntyy jos () ?.Flits arvaisitte?

'How many wo'rdforms will appear if ()? What would you guess?'

C. The main devices for organizOng the information :

(1) TopiGali.zation: the heads of paragraphs, often as a cleft,
announce the main subjects to betreated, according to a
preestablished program;

S Intonation) och uttal

'Intonation and pronunciation'

Prosodin/kvantiteten
'The prosody/the quantity'

SF Uudempi Ideliteoria
'The newer linguistic theory'

Tekstilingvistiikka
'Textlinguistics'

Kontrastiivinen analyysi
'Contrastive analysis' - expanded into (subparagraph)

virheanalyysi
'error analysis'

and interlinguatutkimus
'interlingual research'.

4' (2) Rhematization: from the view point of informative charge,

pedagogical discourse seems tobe marked by an intense topicalization,

but the balance between old and new eleiOnts is secured by a recureTnt

device of caummation, a' special type of rhematization which shows the

didactic purpose of the text (dialogue is mainly absent in didactic

discourse),
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(11) S Det dr-de TONGA ordklassernalltsa substantiv/huvufterb
och en del:betydelsebdrande.adjektiv

.'These are the HEAVY wordclasses/ie. substantives /main verbs
and a number of meaningful adjectives'

.SF Morfeemiluokkia on kuusi ta'ssd/eli kanta/passiivi/tempus/
modus/persoona/enklitit ja liitepartikkelit.

'There are six morphemclasses here/in other words tibio/1-oot/
the passive/the tense/the mood/the person/the clitics and
the articles'

A good example of combined iconicaf coheaion and enumeration is:

112) L (k p t) Muht'imat/hAliioit Witt nu/ahte/DON BOADAIK K-jienain/

MI BOAHTIP P-jieolin/ja mi h31iiOivcciimet doallat clan mi
ovdal lea Callojun T-jienain/BOAHTIT ja BOADAT. (...)
Seamma guaska dakkar sSniid go BOADAM/mas haliiett muhtimat
callit M- jiena /ja mi fas haliibivaiimet 'Witt BOADAN (...)

"(k p 0..Some/wish to write so/that/DON BpADAK ("you come")

with the sound K/MISOAHTIP ("we'come") with the sound P/
anti we would wish to keep it as it has been written before
the sound T/BOAHTIT and BOADAT..(...)The same thing concerns
such words as BOADaM ("I come")/in which some wish a M/and
we again would wiSM to write BOADAN (:..). ,410

(3) Emphasis: in "teacher talk" we can observe a systematization

of the selective and contrastive values of Emphasis whenever there is
,

a more personal contribution of the teacher. In its extreme form,
,

'Emphasis means the emphatic realization of a whole utterance, even a

series of utterances. The whose o6 the utteltance is then contrasted to

the rest of the text, but.notning is contrasted within the utterance.

This devise, to be attributed to thewuse of dictaUon, a remnant of the

magistral talk, is apparently one of the irreducible elements of.

pedagogical strategy.:
. .

= the puOtont Emphasis can fall upon any:word, even a particle

or a casual suffix:

SF (WotSalaisilla niin kun/SUomalaisillaKIN

'For Swedes as well as for Finns TOO'
.

- the contrastive value of Emphasis appear most clearly when

-------- used I.

1

In fact, although iconical enumeration is obviously very reCurrent in
a pedagogical corpus, a similar use of it has been found in spontaneous
language (cf. Fernandez 1981), even In the form of a "circular cohesion"
(1982b:.260ff.).

26
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. (13).S'Vi talar naturligtvis inte om RTGLERNAforsta dan/ men vi

GUR accenterna. 7.7

0

' WeAnn't speak of courseff-the RULES the first day/
bUt we DO the accents.' ,

SF Ei ole kyse vain siitS ettS foneemiVARASTO/eroaa vain
nimenomaan-siitN ehkS ettS foneemiSUHTEET ovat erilaisia. .,

'The question is not only.apout the STOCK of phonemes/ _...-

which differs but precisely about maybe th 'RELATIONS
between the phonemes that are different.'

Another question would be to what extent some items have a propensity

to Emphasis, for instance proper names as quoted, foreign words in the

' middle of the sentence; a Special group in my' corpus is constituted by .

nationa.tity and tanduoge names:

(14) L 143innaIet oailu ahte/nuppistivvalaU ja 0 merken/Couvvu
soahpamaa ma9qa ALBMOGF1D GASKASAS vieru/ige ask SUOMA

vieru -
'One can 'mention tPat/theilarking of the U and 0 in the

second syllable/follows after that agreement the INTERNA-
TIONAL habit/and not only the FINNISH one' - '---

tong EMphaAi4, for instance,

(t5) SF ASTEVAIHTELU EI DitINANTEELtINEN ILMIU VAAN SE ON/
PUHTAASTI MORFOLOGINEN ILMIU. -

'Consonant gradation is not a phonetic phenomenon but it

is/a purely. .morphological phenomenon',

is realized with strong accentuation (regular, on the first syllable),

slow rhythmand distinctive articulation, all 'Sf which are normally

characteristic of Emphasis in Finnish. In the extmtingui6tic dimension, 4f

this long Emphasis, as a strong declavation of principle, is linked to .

an ideotogicat intention as.seen from an extract of Sami discourse, on

the boundary. between pedagogical and political speech (the discussion

is about the opportunity for a unified orthography and the speaker is

one of the Sami teachers from Finland who have strongly critisized the. .

project)

ObktasaI, 'llenvuohki) suopmelg lahtuid.mielas dat lga

RENOAMAS DARBBILAg JA VEALTAMEAHTTUN/MUHTO/I OKTASAS
CALLENVUOHKI OAS 0 SAMEGIELA BILIDIT/dasa i leat mis Ord/
mi fertet 4oallat juogalSgan NJUOLGGU LINJA.
'(common orthography) from the point of view of the Finnish

members it is QUITE IMPORTANT AND ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY/BUT/
COMMON ORTHOGRAPHY MUST NOT DESTROY THE SAMI LANGUAGE/we.
can't afford that/we must hold a STRAIGHT LINE on that' -

4

2/
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Will this vision be considered as too universalistic? But every science

proceeds withia dialeCtic movement and: in my opinion, one can never stress

to sufficient degree how complementary Typological descriptions and

research upon universals are.

Are we to study mere syntactic devices like Word order - for

beach language as internal systems? To answer this, I allow myself to

paraphrase one of my Sami teacher informants (16):

it is quite important and absOlutely necessary, BUT (MUHTO), the
study of grammar must not destroy thejanguage as living, we cannot'
afford thati.e must hold a straight line on that.

CDA AND TEACHING OF FRENCH IN FENNO-SCANDIA

The two main phrases which I underscored in a recent series of lectures

at different Finnish universities. on "Contrastive Discourse Analysis"

(spring 1982) were:

- exercises in analysing thematiz components and thematical

progression, and

- special attention to be paid to the Enuncthtive Patticee4,which

are essential for personal communication; in French the difficulty

involved is due to

(a) the grammatical disagreement

- sometimes there is no .agreement eg.

Tiens! Vous voil?!

- sometimes there is air agreement eg.

Dis-donc, to pourrais t'excuser!
.

Di tes-donc , vous pourriez vous

(b) as in other languages -the non:-literal meaning, even an apparent

semantical incoherence, eg.

Allen, vous pouvez rester, va!

As far as the PEN are 'concerned, dictionaries. are

A-good method for studing discourse devices

turned:out to be the one presented by J: Delisle

..4nderlining

- the limitations of lexicographic works;

- the distinction between equivalences of Signification vs.

equivalences of meaning.

It was originally intended for translators of English into French, but

was used with similar success if) finnish classes. Thd main point is

11V

help.

reign language

aims at

28
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that one builds up threedblumns with the "difficult" words or utterances

in the left one; the students are asked to write in the central column

the different meanings they come across 'through knowledge nr with the

help of a dictionary. The last column is filled, when tit whole text to

be translated has been given. This method intends to prove that:

(a) in a con4A the different parts of a discourse lose their

potentialities of signification and acquire one single meaning (the

other ones do not even come to the mind of the translator),

(b) the liriguistic signification and the contextual meanjng may

sogtimes agree.

(c) in a situation of communication other signs acquire a meaning

which cannot be guessed from the individual meanings at the

language level.

Another type of exercise is very near the classical "explication de

texte":

1. find the keys of the text that can locate and determine the

context;

2. find the non-linguistic knowledge necessary for its understanding;

3. trace outth allusions and the embedded statements and

4. interpret ce tain words, syntagms or idioms semantically.

As an illustration, I will here make a few comments on the results of

a tentative analysi and translation into Finnish and Swedish of a

colloquial spoken ext recorded on the (French) radio but imitating

natural conversion.1 Let us concentratd upon a few lines that'were

translated by a group of ten students:

"(Est-ce que vous Ates content de la television?)

a.' Ah ben ce serait difficile de'N'etre MonsieUr.

b. Parce que/en Wit du changement du 10 Mai Monsieur/la DROITE/

la DROITE continue a detenir toutes les commander de l'informetion.

c. Et en particulier sur TF1/sur Antenne 2 et sur FR3 ( - en

particulier...?):

d. Je vais vouslire Monsieur/c'est degoaant!"

The most important points to be discussed were the, following:

1. "Monsieurl'n the sense of "Sir" has no direct equivalent.in

Finnish; hewn is too solemn in usual conversation. It could easily be

For a more thorough
see Fernandez 1982b.

analgsis of the contrastive problems raised,

r
4.-
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considered, as an expTetive in (b), but in (a) and (d) it was felt to

add to the elocutive strenght of the text that it had to 4 replaced

by another device. The right solo ion seems to be to.' d phatics in

order to compensate for the individual apostrophe: Kyt kuuthaa4

('listen indeed').

2. The cultural /historical - political allusion to the "changement

du 10 Mai" had to be understood, and the idiomatic use of the Finnish
r.

formulation to be known: instead of the date, the nature of the event

had to be defined through veto, vailitui (' the power changed') rather

than c,t)siat muutl.u (Fthings changed', which was too allusive) or hatti-

ttus vcahtui ('the goyernmentichanged', too punctual).

3. The.reference to information monopoly was even more\delicate.

"Les commandes de l'information" is a very concrete image, and mast of

the translators tried render its by an expression containing kaziAssdan,

in their hands' - tiedonvatitykaen fangat ('the threads of the trans-
..

mission of information') - or hatiusaaan 'in their power' - tinkedt

tuota ('the important seats', etc.). be more natural to say

that the Right(ists) vatva ('control') cdotuata iitiizintaa/tidottov-

neLtd/ttedittamata ('the activity of information/the means of informa-

tionithe informationlrocess1).

4. The knowledge of the (foreign) cultural background is also a

determining factor in translating utterance (c): it was either under-

translated (litehl use of the threTV channels) or overtmanslated

('the 1st one/the 2nd one and all the other chancels'), which both

miOecthe point. Here the. most explicit way of transmitting the speaker's

'irony is the transpositjon oft.the names of the channels into Finnish

background: ("particularly" and then quoting all the Finnish channels

existing) valus4nkin MTV:64d, ykko4hanavafta ja hakko4afta.

5. The colloquial character of the text implied some hard choices,

for-instance the chqree of the. insulting adjectives: would "disgusting"

be the usual 4nhottavaa or stronger (even'far-fetched) expressions like
1.

tikkeda/kuvottavmaidlytantii/kuitjana/aiivotonta? There were as many

solutions as there were answers given and only a closer stydy of the

situation (origin, age, relationship, intentions of the speakers) would

allow us to judge: all of them express thesame kind of repulsion in

variab141degrees.

0
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(

Even the correct interpretation of the opening PEN "Ah ben" needs

'a deep reflection about its connotations (marked by its intonation, by

the connection with other phatics or addressing titles; "Ah ben...

Monsieur").

ti

In conclusion, it could be pointed out that spontaneous speech, although

fascinating and necessary, may not be the most best frame to begin the

practising of CDA, at least not as isolated from other fields of

language .use. The picture of everyday communication can be constructed

as well from more fixed uses like languages for special purposes.

Finally I would like to mention the interdisciplinary Project we have

undertaken at the D.I.S.C.O.S.S.1, which is now expanding into an

international i.. search group including Finnish and Swedish scholars,

entitled "Le Discours Conbrastif de Specialit6 (franco-nordique)".

One of the mai themes is theoretical, "Semantics and pragmatics of

scientif.ic di course: a contrastive approach", the other practical,

"Pedagogy and translation of the specialized discourse". One of the

objectives will be to show in what measure the communicative 4thategte4

in such situ tions differ between two languages,ie. two societies, both

in realisati n and modalisation. In addition, effective and significantly

Wimplifiedr_ rs should be composed with native language of the target

eader popu ation in mind.
2

1'Association "Discours Contraltif Scientifique et de Specialite".,

Parispfrom 1980).

2The contrastive work will be continued. An international conference

was held in 1983. The proceedings will be published in Fernandez (ed.)

1983,

31.
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. 4
CULTURAL EFFECT ON THE COMPREHENSIBILITY OF

READING TEXTS

M. Al-Rufai

Bagdad vehz.ity

. Introduction

"What are you reading? my lord," Hamlet asked. "Words, words, words,"

he answered. What he, perhaps, meant by this was words strong together

in sentences put down in a certain con for written communication.

Landor supports this idea by stat that "a sentence, no less than

each of its parts, is a creature of social convention". Casier (in

Grennberg 1971:49) points out that "the difference between languages

derives less from differences in sounds and signs than from differences

Of world-view". These differences of world-view have been neglected in

the teaching of reading in Iragi 'schools and universities. Reading has

been, fer years, a problematic issue in comprehension lessons. Efforts

havebeen directed towardS the improvement of the reading act and

process. Nevertheless, our students cannot read efficiently. They fail

to extract implied and inferential meanings out of a reading text;

especially that of literary literature (test result analysis reveals

this fact).

Emphasis has been put on the teaching of linguistics, the Structural

aspect of language, which the most easily analysed,-described, and taught.

Thit could, however, be a drawback to communication, whether spoken or

Written. "It is not certain that teaching knowledge about language helps

us in any way" (Cazden in Stub 1975:289)..In this sense "linguistics is

at one and the sage time helping and retarding us in our exploration of

experience, and the detail of these process of help and hindrance are

deposited in the subtler meaning of different cultures" (Sapir in Hoijer

1971:97). Hoijer (1971) states on the cover of his book that "language

of different societies do not make the same sense out of the same reality".

Sapir Sin Hoijer 1971:95) makes it clear that language culture are held,

to be inseparable", though each can more or less be studied independently

of the other..
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2. Purpose

The ever increasing concern with reading comprehension at all

levels has stimulated an interest in looking deep into the meaning of

reading; reading into its culturally, oriented meaning that has arisen

out of the interaction between linguistic and culture. Hence this paper

is to show that there is no way that written language can fully communi-

cate without encompassing cultural meaning. That is to say, culture

constitutes an important part of the general study of written communi-

cation.

The study of the reading act and process can inde be a centre of

a culturally constituted linguistics, in communitie and in social

sciences. Our interest does not lie in questions such as what this form,

or formed clas, means but, instead, in the question in what manner a

language ockanizes, through its structural semantic system, the world

of experience in which its speakers live? To quote Sapir (in Mandlebaum

1949:10-11), "as our scientific experience grows we must learn to fight*

the implications of language". 'The fruit ripe in the sun' is by its

linguistic form.a member of the same relational clas.i.pf experience as

'the woman works in the kitchen'. Sapir reports (in Hoijer 1971:98) that

"it is necessary to concentrate on those structural patterns of language

that have definable semantic correlates, and omit those which survive

only in purely grammatical function", because not all the structural

patterns of a reading text have, the same degree of semantic importance.

Since the diversity of psycho-sociolinguistics presents itself as

'a complex problem in many sectors of life-education, national development,
and written communication - it is hypothesised here that when the social

environment (culture) of a reading text is not familiar to a reader,

comprehension is blurred and lacking, The more familiar a reader is with

the cultural background of a reading selection, the better his CoMprehen-

sion is, The appropriate question is: How should a comprehensive defini-

tion of reading and its component parts be,provided and illustrated?

Since "languages differ markedly from each other, so we should

expect to.find significant and formidable barriers to cross-cultural

34
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communication and understanding" (Hoijer 1971:94). Not only languages

but'also cultures differ. The study of cultural differences, in addition

to that of linguistics, might solve the problem of reading interpretation

to a great extent. This belief has both necessitated and facilitated

an extensive investigation into the act of reading comprehension (Al-

Rufai 1969). At this point, though, it seems proper to provide a compre-

hensive definition'of reading and its constituent parts.

3. Definitions

A comprehensive definition of the reading act presupposes a brief

account of each of its components.

A close look at Figure 1 reveals that the act of reading consists

of two major parts: (1) the lexico-grammatical (linguistic) elements on

the left half of the figure, and (2) the socio-psychological elements,

on the right half on the figure, within a historical and geographical.

context. The situation is conceived as a network of relationships that

hold among social, psychological, lexical and linguistic factors which

collectively supply meaning. Meaning is in the centre of the figure.

Words are read and interpreted individually as lexis, and collectively,

as they are arranged in an acceptable manner, as syntax and if they are

to be prot(uced orally, as phonology. Yet all these give but half of the

meaning to be deducted out of a reading passage. The other half, which

completes the meaning, is its socio-psychological element.

There is, however, no intention of going here beyondthesturface--

of the controversial definitions of linguistics:There are those, Chomsky

and his fellow transformationaliSts, who believe that language is

knowledge.(Chomsky 1955), and those who look at language as behaviour

(Halliday 1978). Although Hymes's (1964) Concept of communicative

competence, whiCh is fully supported here, implies that language is

knowledge, it necessitates a theory of relating knowledge to behaviour
.

in language study which is beneficial in the reading act and proCess.

The psychological element moulds the writer-reader view-point and

impretsion of what is written and read respectively. Yet, both the writer

and reader are affected by the social peculiarities oPany one society

in which they lived and still live. Societies change with develpoment

through time and differ from a geographical point of view. Not only

3-5
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Words + Words + Words

Lexis

Historical + Geographi
cal .

changes

Syntax

(sutface + deep
structure

emantics Meaning
Meaning Semantics

Historical +

Geographical

changes

Words + Wors.+ Words

Figure 1. A representation of the components of reading
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------mg-i-on-,--turarsOClimate, and the agricultural and industrial products

determine, to-.a great extent, the abilities and habits of both the

writer and the reader.

Since through previous tests (Al-Rufai 1969, 1980, and classroom

tests) we have known all the linguistic elements which impair our

learner's comprehension, this work has primary been concerned with the

effect of cultural-interaction on the comprehensibility of. the reading

text. The proper question to be asked here seems to be: What is culture?

Culture, as Taylor puts it, is "that-complex whole which includes

law, customs, and any other capabilities and habits acquired be man as

a member of society" (Hoijer in Hymes 1964:455). The complement Taylor's

definition, we employ Word's (in Hymes 1964:36) definition, who according

to which "culture consists of whatever it is one has to know or believe

in order t9 operate in a manner acceptable to its members, and do so in

any role that they accept for anyone of themselves". Culture, then, is

an organization, and not, of things,,people, behaviour or emotions. It

consists only of the concepts...of things which people have in their minds

but also of the way those things are perceived, related, and interpreted.

What people say, do, feel, and believe are the products of.their social"

environment. In this sense, a society's language is the product. of its

culture and therefore an inseparable aspect of it. Thus, the frequent

claim that language and cultu're'are two independent acts does not make

any fruitful impression on those who are engaged in the process of the

act of reading.

-6e-tt-fin-tiyarer-T36-interrelates language to . cul tu re in the

Same way in which a part is related to a whole. A part, then, cannot

provide meaning fully, unless the whole of which it is a part is known.'

It is clear that language, is 'one of the many capablittles which must be

acquired tq deduce mew -ing out of any reading material.

the Tight of the above discussion,, it seems that language is

not, as Chomsky and other transformationalists see it, lexico-syntacti

units. Language, most of the time, is larger than -a senttlice; it could

be atpragraph, a chapter, and even a whole took; for example: Paragrap

writing has been recently proved) by research, to be affected by

cultural tradition (Connor and McCagg 1983).
Ob.
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The study of language should be looked at in a broader sense. It

should be expanded to include psycho- sociolinguistics. These aspects of

language, psychology, sosiology, and linguistics, can only be divided

and separated for an immediate objective of research or pedagogy.

4. The Procedure

Now that the'act and process of reading and their component parts

have been defined; attention is paid to the construction of a reading

test battery; The question which arise in this Context are:

1. What should be tested?

2. What material should be used?

3. What items should be selected?

4. What subjects and how, should be drawn from the

entire population?

4.1. The Material

All types of reading material involve some cultural element. The

degree of that involment differs; of course, from law to medicine,

politics to history, gedarAPAYAIL.goiLagvand-archeo4ogy. But literature-

seems to be richer in the embodiment of cultural factors. Literature is

what students fail to comprehend fully, and literature makes the material

for the test. It remains to find out what branch of literature is to be

used for this purpose. Since novels and plays are rather long, it was

decided to use poetry. This decision was supported by what Hoijer (in

Hymes 1964:92) says of the comprehension of a piece of'poetry He says

that "the understanding of a simple poem, for instance, involves not

merely an understanding of the single words in their average significance

but a full comprehension of the whole life of the community as it is

mirrored in words or as it is suggested by their overtones".

4.2 The Construction of the test

It is evident from what has been said above that both the study of

iinguiSticsand culture play a significant role in-the totality of'the

reading act. Consequently the test is made up of .three parts: (1) that
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which gives lexical 'meaning: (2) that which produces meaning from.

syntaxi---a-m1(-34--tha-tiiifiehdeteet-s- -mean] -out of tlie cultural con tex .

Each of these parts comprises six questions, The test battery has 18-

.questions all together and the intention is to find out which part,

and which question in each part, constitutes the major problem in the

test both quantitatively and qualitatively.

'An identical battery of tests was designed for cultural points

*that were similar to those of Iraqi culture.

4.3 The Test Ittms

- The items, both lexical and syntactic, were selected on the ground.

that they would not create difficulties for the readers. But, in the

first version of the test, cultural items were not similar to those of

Iraqi culture. In the second version of the test cultural items were

similar. This was prepared to:find out if the performance of the readers was

better in the second test than in the first one.

The answer to each problem required a tick or a single word only.

4.4 The Selection of the_ubje .

The whole ,population of three third-year classes whose instructor.

I vas were chosen to be the subjects of the test. Many Arab, non-Iraqi,

students were included in this pulation: Their answers were separated

from the others to find out wh er the Arabs, whose social environment

was different, differed in their answers from the Iraqis.- Thenumber.of

the testees was 00; there were two Tunisians',24 Palestinians; and the

rest were Iraqi. The weakness of this population isAof course, the

limited number of the subjects.

4.5 The ApplOtation of the Tdst

Two quiet, comfortable rooms, which were known to be suitable for

exams, were prepared. Seven'reliable Lolleagues were asked to help in

the administration of the test. We were eight, four_in each room. When

the students were ready, the first test papers were distributed together

with"the answer sheets. At the end of the time allocated, the answer

Lb
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sheets and test papers were collected. The second test was administered

under the same conditions two weeks later. AnsWer sheets were marked

to be analysed and interpreted.

5. The Analysis of the,Test

The data was submitted to statistical methods of analysis. The

means, standard deviations,'percentages, and correlation coefficient

of the raw data were calculated.

The means of the syntactic tests Were rather high in both versions

of the test with a small standard deviation, while the means of the

lexical items elere slightly above average with a larger standard deviation

than of the syntactic test. On the contrary, the means of the cultural

items in the first version of the test, where they were unfamiliar to

the readers, were rather low with a large standard deviation. The

cultural items in the second version of the test, where the items were

familiar, showed high means and loW 'standard deviations. The total

comprehension means of the first test was below average with a compara-

tively high standard deviatibn, while that of the second test was above

average with a relatively 1a'rge standard deviation. (The formulasOnd

figures are excluded in order to give the article its reasonable rength.)

The correlation cbeffidient between the two halves of the first

test was low. The correlation coefficient-between the two halves of the

second test was high, and significant at 0.01. At the same time a low

correlation coefficient was established between the two versions of the

test, that of the familiar culture and that of the unfamiliar one.

Further more, the mean,,standard deviation and percentage of each

item was calculated and their relative difficulties were established.

The correlation coefficients between and within the test items were

also calculated. The syntactic items were highly,cor'related and signifi-

cant at 0.01. The correlation coefficient between the syntactic elements,

on the one hand, and that of the cultural items, on the other, was not

significant. The correlation coefficient between the lexical items and

the cultural items Was significant at 0.05. The cultural items between

the two versions of the test were insignificant correlated.

40
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Q.

The differences of the means and correlation coefficients between

the Iraqi readers' perfortnance and that of the other non-Iraqi Arabs

nats-ign-ificantUhe...tAelt Was applied throughout.),
. , .

6. The Interpretation of the Test

Lodking back at the analysis of the data it "see-Mtq-u-ifeObvious

that syntax has hardy anything to do with the understanding of the

cultpral background of a reading extract. This, of course, doesn't mean

that the recognition of syntactic.forms does not help in reading compre-

hension'. It does help interpretation to a great exten* but it is not

the be-all and the end-all of the act .of_reading.

The, results reported in the graph of chapter 5 clearly show that

syntax does not hel'p much in the understanding of the culture. of those

possible..Syntax is the product Of cuiturfe: It wasgnly invented for

the purpose. of huMan cotmunication.Knowing lexis is a different matter.

Knowing lexis of a reading text helps greatly towards understanding the

cultural background; sometimes, a word'eMbodies a major part of that

culture. ,

The correlations found between the test items also confirm that

cultual!understang4ng-4s-not-affected-try-the-kribwiedge of-syntactic

rules. ,Understanding'culture is affected by vocabulary.

Surpritingly the non - Iraqi Arab and the Iraqi performances were

,rather identical. This demonstrates that as long as the culture is

unknown it hakes no difference who the reader is.

. 7. Conclusi )h

The coiclusion to be drawn from what has been said above is that

cultur"T, though closely related to'the other aspects of language, is a

separate entity in its own right. Therefore, it should be taught to

enhance the improvement of the reading act and process. That is especially

so in reading literature; the novels, drama, and poetry.

It is obvious that when the cultural background of a reading text

is not familiar, cqmprehension is rather ibor. On the contrary, when

readers are familiar with cukure of the language, their reading

41
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interpretation is goOd.Jo quote Stub (1975:289), "Communilative

Competence implies:a;knowledgedf both linguistic and Sociolinguistic

rues:-a~ nowlidge-,--iii-otherVio-Fcis, both of language (in the narrow

penTeTof-phuncitogy;7170ra-rOd-PffialitTCS), and of the

Which it must be used,"

Greenberg (1971:274) believes that "linguistics is a social .science.

he +very -noti-en- of language-presupposes-e-sec4a1-g-retip-which eTplays it
as means of'communication" and "language as a highly complex body of

learned behaviour forms a part df the cultural heritage of the community

which uses it. Indeed it has a central traits within and across social

groups." From this point of view, linguistics may be concluded to be a

specialized branch of cultural anthropology, the general science which

As concerned with behaviour, "Language, in short, ror of both

history and culture", says Greenberg (1971, back cover).

Years ago, Thorndike, the famdus psychologist, rightly pointed

out: "Reading is thinking t

words in an expressive style (rhetoric), but it is an act of decipher-

ing meanid§ out of the constituent dements and their, relationships

which participates in the construction df language.
ti

Let us go'back to Figure 1, which seems to be a piece of.fa ric.,
.

The left side_ of the figure represents its warp and the right si

stands for itsiVieft. Reading and appreciation should be recOniz d and

a ssititta-ted according- to the- nature - -of this_ fabric', Read the , is

' to be understood in terms of 'a rule of use stated in terms of th

language and the environment.

It is a well established fact that the socio-cultural environment

of the western world differs from thatof the Arab world, thong today

to a lesser extent than in. the past; This change, however, took place

trough:deVelPoment: educational, econftical, political, and so n.

It seems that Iraqi readers who are quite familiar with t e struc-

ture of the English language fail to grasp the full meaning of a reading

text. The reason is, apparently, the differences which exist tween

the two cultures. This assumption is to be verified An test construction

analysis and interpretation.
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THE APPLICATION OF SOME PARAMETERS OF

TEXTLINGUISTICS- ON,CONTRASTIVE.ANALYSIS.

Vesna Polovina

Univeu.ity.o6 Betakade

In this paper an attempt will be made to present some of the.

results of)) wider research programme dealing With some syntactic forms

Of emphasis in English and Serbo-CroaViane

The following forms of emphasis which:have been analysed in written

texts are.the following: kepetition, ete6.t-4entenee4; wokd okdek and

included as a graphic means of'1

showing the author's placing of emphasis). These fonis have earlier

been'described in .variousAegreeg.Of detail, but such,anelyseshtve

usually been confined to the examination of each of them separately,

and were done mostly within the context of a sentence.

Since textlinguistics gives stew methodological tools for the

description of the phenomena described earlier within other theoretical

frameworks, the syntactic forms of emphasis have not only.bed considered

from the viewpoint of their formal internal strktureant-syntactie

function, but also from the viewpointl/f their position within wider,'

textual units, ie. paragraph, .chapter and the whole textThat is the

forms of emphasis have been studied in their relationship with pelf

linguistic context within which they occur and. the logico-semantic

structure of the wider unit. An attempt has been made to account for

the similarities and differencei between English and Serbo-Croatlan

in view ofthesparameters. .

The corpus included the following works: Tke GtAta o6 .5tendek Mean4

and TeitiLitoiat Right4 by Muriel Spark; Anglo-Saxon Attitude6 by Angus

W114on; thama &tom 'Wen to Bliecht by Raymond Williams; and their

translations in Serbo-Croatian.

The results of the study can be summarized as follows:

Emphasis is a universal linguistic phenomenon. It is a feature of

both written and spoken language which occurs in every style and re-

'gister and.can be expounded by phonologiCal, syntactic,lexical, Ind

semantic means of language organization. Therefore, it cannotbe neg-

lected or omitted from a Ascription oft language.on account of

do
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being "an exception to the'rUle".

The. analysis of the corpus showed that emphasis cannot be connected

solely to some sort of ",emotional expressiveness", "stylistic effect",

etc. Even when we can talk about emphasis in this sense, it does not

seem sufficient to consider it only within the grammarof the sentence.

It seems obviouS that once "expressiveness" is 'included within the

domain of the notion. of emphasis, we must be able to link "expressive-

'ness" to some other linguistic and extralinguistic components of 'the

language situati

Emphasis isAnditioned by the larger context. It has its-telanal

function, and different ways'of emphasizing should-be related to larger

. textual units which seem to determinecthe occurrence of these forms.

The context may range from only one single sentence to a bart'of the

paragraph,Ahe whole paragraph, a chapter, or the'whole text-. Each of

the levels off-textual. organization seems tiooettract one or two of the

forms of emphasis listed.

ithin a text as a whole (eg., a novel), repetition is potentially

the most convenient form of emphasis. ^i . most

O

dominant forms are clAft and pseudo-cleft sentences;- word order varia-

tions seem to be restricted-to the context of one, or less often a few,

surrounding sentences. Italicized words and morphemes, which convey

the author's, decisions as to the placing of special emphasis and reflect

certain intonational changes oclAf spoken language, are confined in ,

the present corpus to the context of one or two sentences at most.

Each one of the-forms of emphasis will now be considered separa-...

tely. It was hypothesized that impel-Won as a means of emphasis would

not show any significant differences between English and Serbo-Croatian,

as it is fairly easy to retain the same forms and meanings where

necessary. In most cases, this was foun to be the case: there were no

significant differences which would unde ine the possibility of

congruent translation of repetition from ne language into the other.

When textual parameters were applied to the analysis of the

corpus,.it was found out that repetitions oftext-units consisting of

several sentences were in Orect proportion to the scope of the macro-.

text within Which they occurred. The same relationship was retained

in thetrinsIation. Repetitions for emphasis\usually occurred at the

final or initial position of a paragraph, rarely in the middle. In

dialogues, repetitiprwas mainly connected with the change of topic;

46
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the transition from one logicts-semantic unit into another.

The differences which we found betWeen the English and Serbo-
.,

Croatian texts were not due to any linguistic factors-but.to the

translator's wrong interpretation of the meaning, ie. the 'semantic

function of repetition in the original text.,

Cleft sentences usually occur at the beginning of a paragraph, t

less often at the end, and rarely in the middle. Even when they do
0

occur in.03 middle of a..pAra graph, they either conclude or begin

a smaller textual unit-within the paragraph, such a unit being defi-

nable on certain logico-semantic grounds. For example, cleft sentences

mark the end to a passage of general thinking and the beginning of a

passage of particular exemplification, or the change from analytical

reasoning Into generalizations, and so on. The second semantically

important function of cleft sentences in the. corpus was to adhere a .

contrastiwmeaning to something that had already been mentioned in

the text.

e r''- o show any. significant dif-

ferences in the placing equivalent forms for English Cleft

'"sentences. Asa result of the lack 'of an equivalent syntactic form.

in Serbo-Croatian,'where we have to use certain lexical items to convey

the right degree of emphasis, the translation of these sentences how

ever presents'a problem to the. translator. In many cases, the emphasis

is lost in. thetranslation. This can then result in differences in

the focusing of the reader's attention and, consequently, in a some-

!whatslower proCessing of the text.

Not m86 examples of emphatic word order were found in the English

.\\ texts which were examined. In Serbo-Croatian, word order is more

flexible than it 'is in English, and this possibility is, of course,

exploited in translated texts.

Inverted word order or, more precisely, inverted sentence element

order compOsed cases such as Lovely chap, he i.a. Senzuat and etegant

though Gertatduaa, he deteated... Yea', that I know:Him you give ten,

pounda, me you give tha. Inekeadibte though it may Bound...

It is much more difficult to determine the emphaticalness of some

other in tances of the ordering of (sentence eleMents. That. is the case,
.

for example, with adverbials occurring before the Subject at the be-

ginning of the sentence. The examples of such a usage could be better

explained b a somewhat 'different ccoditioning by the text as being due

to the princ of coOmunicative dyiiamism,Jah Pesults.in such an

4/



ordering.of sentence elements showing the appropriate way of segmenting

the information units,

An interesting point in the comparison of the two languages relates

to the.fact that although word order in Se4b-Croatian is more flexible,

the equivalent translations whith were seen.to convey emphasis in

English very often consisted of-certain emphatic leXital items and

comprised no'inversion of the sentence. elements at all.-

The analysis of the use ofiiiiitrata-mea,is of emphasis indi-

cated that the forms most frequently italicized are prohouns, while

those italicized least frequently ah lexical verbs and nouns. Again,

though it may seem odd at the outset, the posi ion ofd the items itali-

died within larger units is.similar to. what w s found to be the case

for other types of emphasis: at the beginning or the end of a paragraph;'

in the middle; or at the change of the topic. An interesting point is

that italicized items are often found within repetitions, in cleft-

s and in exam word rderi,In this waythere

seems to be a possibility to establish a certain hierarchy of emphasis.

The fact that forms in Serbo-Croatian iere often found to be

inadequate in rendering the English italicized formi is due to certain

systemic differences between the two languages which Make it difficult

for the translator to adequately italicize in Serbo-Croatian (for

example, Serbo-Croatian synthetic verbal frbrms, vs.. English analytic

f6rms, eg. "I'm not" translated by Na am"; "we d dropped" trans-

lated by "pkeatati."; "doe4 delight" tran lated by Hz tg oduaevtjava").

Verbal forms in Serbo - Croatian. do not u

personal pronoun, and therefore emphasi

pronouns in English can be conveyed in

personal pronouns.

For some of the forms subjected t

equivalent syntactic phenomena to be u

ually require the use of the

indicated by italicized personal

Serbo - Croatian by the use of the

analysis it is easy to find

ed as means bf emphasis in

Serbo-Croatian. In many cases, however, English syntactic forms are

translated in Serbo-Croatian by means f morphological or semantic

units relating to the lexical level. The systemic differences between

the two languages thus have much more'influerle on the forms of

emphasis relating to smaller units in the original teXt than on other

forms of emphasis such as repe.titions.

The analysis of the forms bf emphasis withill a larger context

clearly indicates that the translators should not fail to find the

equivalent forms in the target language. If emphasis is too often

48
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omitted in translation, as was found to be the case with the transla-

,

tion of certain forms of emphasis, the translation losps mu511 of its V
origihal force and ends up having a semantic textual organization which

is not clear. .

Different types of emphasis seem to be complementary to each other

in relation to the type of textin which they occur.'lf repetition pre-

vails, there' are fewer occurrences of cleft and fewer italicized items.

This is the case with, for instance, Muriel Spark's novels. If cleft

1sentences are d inant,forms, repetitions are rare: Thisis the'case

with Pt= Pal been to Bucht. Similarly, in Anoto-Saxon kaitudeS,

word order was not used for emphasis in a sufficient number of instances,

so that it could not be compared with the other forms.

The analysis of the,forms of emphasis implies their significance

for, and their relationship with larger textual units, which must be
--it,.

taken into account in translation. The results of this analysis not

only .explain certain differences and similarities'between the two

languages, but also point out certain significant facts at:Play-within'

textual units larger than one. utterance which have not been taken into

account when other theoretical models have been applied.

In this way 'Contrastive linguistics can also contribute_Alan-

guage teaching. In the teaching of cleft sentences and word order

variations, for example, the linguistic and stylistic analysis which

is used to explain these forms implicitely or explicitely should account

for the textual parameters such as the position of the forms in the

larger textual, units and their logico-semantic organization.:
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE FIRST LANGUAGE:

AWANALYSIS OF LEARNERS' QUESTIONS*

Horst Raabe

Ruhn-Univem.itat Bochum

1.*The analysis of learners' questio s in view ofother types of

cross-language analysis.

This paper deals with the nature of the lfestions ithich learners

ask in the foreign language classroom in relation to th6ir Ll (or L3)

backgrounds and with the extent and the ways in which L1 (or L3) ' *

influences such questioning behaviodr.

How do these two problems relate to current work on cross-language

phenomena, eg. language transfer? It clear'that links with current

approaches should be discernible, -but no direct connection with any.

. previous analytic procedure can be found. The reason for -this.4i.s---qui.te_.

simply the facrathat the data under consideration here it not inter7s

-language output data. This data consists of learners' questions which

occur in foreign language classroom discourse when the learners en,

counter problems or deficiencies in handling -in the broadest sense -

L2 tasks.

The connections with other investigations are as follows:

(a) Learners' questions involve comparisons between languages

as made not by contrastive linguists but by learners them-

selVes. Learners go beyond merely noting contrasts and simi-

larities; their questions are an indirect_ attempt to loCate

and define. their problems.
,

(b) Learners' questions are no ,interlanguage productions. This

means that they do not constitute interlanguage performance

data and are not-directly related to (perhaps automatized)._

Ooduction processes such as inte0erence phenomena In terms

of the contrastive analysis hypothesis (WardhatIgh 1970).

(c) .Further, when we consider the phenomenon of transfer/inter-
-0

ference in analysing,learners' questions, it would'be pro-

*I should like to express my tatitude to Mary Wildner-Basset, Willis
Edmondson and Edwin Hopkins r their discuss* and criticism'of this
paper. .
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cedurally_rWrictiveto simply desCribe,the data as puducta

(as is done for example in traditional iHW-analysi,1.-Three--___________

claims support this:

Such data may offer the possibility of gaining insights
11

into the cognitive processes underlying such transfer/

inttrference phenomena,. offering.insights, for example,

into why such phenomena occur, what type of transfer is

involved (eg. transfer in the production process, trans-

fer in the planning process, and so on). -

- Insights may be gained into the creative nature of trans-

fer processes and into processes which are not in fact

manifest in the interlanguage products.

Infor ation may be gained concerning fully con6ciou.6

transer prkesses. ,

The data in the form of learners questions on which this study

is based was not, steMatically elicited, nor-were any controls, eg.

similar learning tasks in similar groups, used. Therefore it would-be
4

premature to generalize onthe basis of the results presented below.

Furthermore, there is no attempt to propose a model clarifyin_g_which_--L--

lingu4-st-i-c--facte-metrecondtrc iVEntbrfor eiiiople, transfer processes

in learners' questions (factorS. such as 'language distance', intuitions

about markedness, 'coreness', involvement of surface features; and

semantic syntactic universals underpinning certain Ll-forms and so On)!

Instead, the results will be presented in an anecdotal fashion in the

hope of stimulating ideas for a more systematic analysis, and of offering

insights of relevance to, eg., error analysis. The wish to establish

links between the analysis of learners' questions on the one hand and

contrastive analysis, error analysis and interlanguage studies on the

other is certainly theoretically justified. The attempts that follow

'must howeverbe viewed as preliminary.

2. The data

I do not wish to define learners' questions very precisely; it is

clear foil example that not all.questions have the form of an interroga-

tive sentence, nor is the speech act involved necessarily that of 're-

questing information'. Furthermore, different degrees and kinds of

1
Pee Gass 1979, Kellerman 1979, Kohn 1982.'
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ignorance and uncertainty will not automatically lead to a question

on the part of the learner. Leaving the problem of a precise definition

aside
1

I shall now outline the data source.

The subjects were German students taking beginners' French courses

conducted by three teachers over a period of seven months; the courses

were not obligatory courses for the students. The textbook used was

A bienteti.and the course sessions comprised three hours a week. The

question data was not deliberately elicited; thedata was collected as

instances of questions occurred inwthe course of the lessons. On an

average, five questions. occurred in each teaching session in one of

the courses. To facilitate interpretation, the contexts of.the occur-

rences were also recorded (the items being worked on, the types of

activity ingtlass)'? In cases which were not clearly interpretable, the

learners were asked to give their reasons for asking the questions. In

order to determine whether the questions were representative of the

learner group as a whole and of the group's stage of learning, a. kind
,10

of identification -4m-sufe-44r-eaeli-lpestithr:was ret.prdd-TIV7-11-64

many learners could identify themselves with the question). If all

relevant factors are taken into consideration, there must be a much

higher number of pdtential tokens than the circa 500 question types

recorded.

3. Learner5' questions and language background

In the following, a rough impression of the distribution of the

questions in view of the language background of the learnv (L1

German, L2 = the target language French, L3 = English) will be given.

For this purpose, a selection of *the lessons will be considered during

which all 149 occuring questions were recorded. The general distribu-

tion is as follows:

A. The question concerns an item in which Ll equal L2: (13 %).

1

See attempt at a definition in Raabe 1982a.

A b1entet 1, Ftanzo4i4chlak Antiamek, Herausgegeben von Heinz
Haberzettl, Francoise Hdnle-Grosjean, Jean -Pol Martin and Rainer Rauch,
tuttgart: Ernst Klett, 2. Auflage, 1982.

The number of the potential tokens is assumed to be close to 6000.
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(1) Warum helsst es hier im Plural nicht Lb 4e4 &vent?'

(Why doesen't it have to be ALA 4e6 eavent in the plural?)

uM =

B. The question refers to a case in which there is a. contrast between

Li and L2: (78 %).

(2) Wie sagt der Franzose.bei3cP6, atm, wenn er ftir eine
gemischte Gruppe Sprichtr

..(How do the French choose betweenT and eLLe4 when they
talk about a mixed group?). UM = 1 .

Of these questions .(116 items), 42 were concerned mithlexis/

semantics, 27 with morphology, 23 with phonology, and 20 with

syntax. Four other questions concerning Ll/L2 contrast were on

cultural and pragmatic contrasts.

C. 9 of the questions did not seem to be unambiguously classifiable.

and were not taken into consideratiOn. For example:

(3) @atke.. vingt, normal? Sagen dasauch,die BeTgier,
die Schweizer?

(Qtatte vingt, Is that norwl? Is that also said by Belgians
and_theSwiss?) ER 0,75j.

1, D. In addition, we analyzed in how many questions the learner had

clearly proceeded from Ll phenomena: the answer was (28 %).

(4) Wann verwendet man Madame, wann Mademoi6ette?
4

(When does one use Madame and when Mademoiaette?). = 0.51 .

7 % orthgyvestionscontain an explicit reference to the Ll

formulated by the learner himself (example 5). 4 % were questions

containing an expliCit reference trthe L37.English (example-6).

1 The learner'tends to expand the concept of plurality to the passessive
pronoun, Here French,and German are similar [Sg.+pl.:Ae/Aic41 .

2
The identity measurq (x IM) is calculated as" follows: IM = (number

of learner's identifying themselves with thd'question asked) : (number

of learners in the group) = 8 : 18 = 0.5.

3
The German Aie (plural) splits into .114and etteA.

4Here the learner felt that the madame-mademoiaette distinction in. French
might not entirely fit within the German distinction Rau and Fmaatein,

The question was asked in search of possible:pragmatic contrasts between

German and.French. '

a
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6

(6) Heisstrdas, dass der .'subjonceifl nach je ue pen4Ppcia
. wie im Deutschen 'gepflegteren Gebrauch bedeutet?

reflects ahigher stylistic level, as.in German?) IM =

(Does that mean that the 'subjonctif' after jreflects pq4

(6)' Dann gbht wohl Vas franzbsische bei ptua4cho wie das
Englfsche?'

(Does that mean the Fre c is identical with English in

the'case,of pew, cheA7) IM = 0, gj.

E. 10 % of the questions refer to a process of generalization in L2.

(7) Wie heisst die weibliche Form von betge?

. (What is the-feminine form of betge?) EM = 0.2].

AsrUonenenfLatiove,__thesenumbers are onlyAngnded-to give an approxi-

mate impression or overview of.the distribution of one set orTala
against the background of the languages (11, L.2, L3) involved, and.1

are not designed to*lead to any specific conclusions. B t they do

show that the majority of the questions are possibly m tivated by 8.

underlying linguistic contrasts (approx. 80 %), and that within the

corpus more tharum questions

vated by linguistic contrast, in part with explicit reference to4.1

meanings, structures or items. Moreover the explicit reference to

previously learnt languages such as English cannot'fie overlooked.

4. Some assumptions on'thecOgnit4ve development of leaners' questions

4.1. General structure of learners'questions

Now I should like, to take up in more detail certain aspects of

the influence of the Ll, which a closer analysis of learners' questions

suggests. Let me first develop a very general structure. The following

steps are proposed for the cognitive development of such language

oriented questions:

1.' selection 2. reflection 3. setting up a 4.formulation
hypothesisA I,

To explain these steps at least roughly, it could be said that in.

the first phase the initial item is lected within the framework of

an interaction, eg. between previous kn d , linguistic activity

.

1 g. mice expenaive.

54
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occurring at the moment,.or input. In the reflection phase the questioner

-..complements the original item chosen with a more'specific and precise

block of knowledge which leads to certain specific results, eg. con-
itaso.

clusions or statements referring to the contrast between the item

structure and this specified block of previous knowledge. The result

of this process is transformed into various strong hypotheses, to be

verbalized perhaps only later, if the ongoing activity in the class-
.

room.does not permit their being verbalized, at the moment. Of course,

this must be considered a maximal structure which is in many cases

abbreviated, above all in the reflection phase and in the phase of

setting up a hypotfiesis.- Further on,'in individual phases the actual

Iprocess may be more.differentiated.

..-

4.2. The Ll L2-specific structure'of :learners' questions "

The general structure here proposed is for thp

partial corpus ssion here (consisting of questions referring

1 ically to Ll knowledge) as indicated in Table 1.

Table 1. The general structure of learners' questions as specifiable
for the partial corpus under discussion.

a.)r-
"A

general ° Ll/L2 specific

selection

:reflection

hypothesis

forratl etiorti---1*

la

.

L2 ..,

interlingual identification
1

association

search ..'

11

'
1

..,
2
P hypothesis 1

. ...A

'W

14
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The specification,process may be illustrated in .deta14, via the

analysis of the following pragmatically motivated question:

(8) Wie sagt eigentlich der Franzose, wenn er wie im
Deutschen atimmt act ausdrUcken

(What do you say in Fxenchlor German .stimmt so
(peep the ehange)?) .= 1 .

as

In the selection phase, which takes place largely in the unconscious,

an interlingual identification takes place. This proceeds from a situa,.

tional L2 input leading to the selection of a class of items 'behaviour \

in Café'. The interlingual identification requires that in the Ll there
.47

are compargble rules of linguistic behaviour for café situations. After

this selection has taken place, there follows, associatively in theC

learners' reflection phase, an activation of the previous Ll knowledge

'behaviour in cafés', whereby the item keep the change is made available.

Later in the reflection phase, the first interlingUal identification

ase is followed by a second interlingual phase. At this point, the Ll

r

.6.ammt zo is assumed to exist in a an

If no equivalent can be found, the question quoted above is asked, which.

rests on the hypothesis that in the pragmatics of the L2 there exists a

form for the situational Ll behaviour:atimmt zo.

If we assume the existence of this more specific Ll/L2 structure,
-

we can further assume that the interlingual influence of learner opera-.

tions in explicit Ll/L2 questions can occur on a maximum of three levels:

After the 'formation of a class of items or the selection of one item in
ti

olne language, which may be either Ll or R, an interlingualidentifica-

tion
2

takes place first. This operates, 'Ken, from Ll to L2 or vice versa.

It is possible that, even at this level, an inappropriate equation between

the two languages occurs, as we *now from the disCussion in the literature

A
This question occurred after the learners had listened to the following
text (see A &Leek 1:17.(E = Eric, G = le garcon)..)-:

E: ,S'il vous plait!
G: Monsieur?

Je vous dois combien?
G: 12 francs.

G: 12 francs.
E: VoilS.

G: Merc 0 Monsieur.

2
The con er4 of interlingual identifiCatioo used. here owes much to the

concep Aeyeloped by Weinreich (1974:7-8).
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about the .comparability of languages (COseriu 1972). In the second

interlingual phase a searching process in L2 occurs, where a realisa-

tion of the Ll 'items which were associatively determined oh the basis

of interlingul identification is sought for. Following this phase,

`ii!the third phaSe of concrete hypothesis building ends the interlingual
t.

process. This third phase can end in a question.or,- given an appro-

priate instructional situation, in more or less recognizable inter-

language productions, depending on a series of personal and situational

factors. For-example, if the knowledge of the learner is above a

certain level, then the following question is possible: "When I give

a tip can I say eat cotkect,'c'ebt ju4te, or,e1e4t bien come `

This is clearly a case of hypothesis6testing.

The explicit intention in terms of hypothesis testing of the inter-

language performance c'e4t bien comae p is less obvious. Since no.

directly comparable situation for the German 4timmt 40 exists in French,

this could be a case of prag tic.interferele. Unlike the instance

in which the learner asks a qu stion, we have here no more specific

information as to whether tr isfer has consciously occurred or whether

an intentional hypothesis is present.

If the knowledge of the learner is below a certain level, we

receive no output in interlanguage concerning this situation. The

learner is silent and involuntarily conforms to L2 behaviour. At this .

stage, as we saw in the above example, questions may, however, be

produced.

It is possible to gaill more specific information about the level

of. consciousness of interlingual operations from questions

of this type which, in comparison to interlanguage output alone, re-

present additional natural data. The influence of Ll on foqpign lan-

guage learning behaviour, in the spectal_case of transfer and inter-

ference processes, Should not be examined.as a simple-interlingual

process to conform to the ques1164-phaSe model presented here. Rather,

a three-phase inte-rttliTual -model-cduld-be-posited. which also reflected
_."

1
As the data reveals a kind of naturatospective information on
the part of the learner which has not been artificially elicited,
the critical observations by Seliger concerning the use of intro-
spective data in the explanation of second language acquisition
(Seliger 1983) are surely not valid here.

5'1
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an increasingly more precise analysis on the part of the learner of

..the LI elements which exert their influence on the analytic process.

5. Aspects of transfer in learners' questiods

In addition to the above general comments on Ll-L2 interaction

and its occurrence in the learner, five further aspects of crosslinguis-

tic learner behaviour will be briefly discussed such as they appear in

learners' questions.

(1) This point correlates to what was above described as the' level of

learner consciousness in interlingual operations. It seems that as the

level of consciousness in the interlingual phases increases; Ll/L3 in-

fluences which lead to automaticjsm or performance phenomena are elimi

nated. This of course does not (*dude errors inhypothesis

building by the learner. Learners' questions seem to be largely based

on competence, if one wants to'use t is simplifying term in tit inter-

languagecontext, or rather on the l arners ac u

ledge of L2.

The following sequence might se cited as an illustration of the

above assumption:

(9) L: "Je ne peux paa
richtig?"

6aite, steht denn das tout

T: "Ja, aber wie ko t du darauf?"

L: "Eigentlich stehen ie Objekte nachdem Verb,
wie im Englischen."

'T: "Ja, das stimmt auch bis auf Ausnahmen."

L: "Nun, wenn das hier a ch eine Alternative hatte, dann
brauchte ich mir nur ie Englischregel welter merken:"

(L: "Je ne peux pq4 Alta lin e, is the tout in the-right
-- place?"

T: "Yes, but why do you ask

L: "Actually the object comes fter the verb, like in

English.'

T: "That's right, with some exceptions."

it:this here had an .alternative, the I'd

only.need to remember thiTtn0iih rue, IM = O.

1See eg: Sharwood Smith (1983) ford discussion of these issues.
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'(2) The second point refers to the associAtion.section of the

reflection phase and relates to the fact that questions which occur

. while hearing or reading L2 input, texts from1.2 grammar sections, etc.

show Ll influence which is not, as a rule, clearly interpretable on'the.

basis of interlanguage output data Alone, as such data is based on

productive "skills. \

(10)-Ptendke, heisst das auch .butetten, also Monzieuit,
je voudIaL4 pkendke?

(Can pundke be used for DOT ie. Monzieuk, je
voudkaiopkendke?) 0.25 .

The question analysis could thus te.useful, for example, for a:

better understanding of traniTeil'-orof.interference processes which

refer to the level of learning, as it occurs in L2 reception.

(3) The third point refers to the reflection phase: learners'

questions help reveal Ll influences on both the reception and-the.

production by the learner 'of the L2 in a relatively specific way,

. I It., , I' . I e roug a mere anarcins of

. interlanguage surface data alone..

(11) Wie kann ich denn beim Kind im Franzosischen NeutraleS
ausdraken?

.
.

(How can One qpress ajeutPal)gender when referring
to a child?) UM . 0:75 .

"(12) Wenn garcon auch Jugge.heisst, liann' ich denn,dann
auch einen alteren Ober gaAcon ebfen?

(If gancon means also boy, how can one. efer to an
-elderly waiter?) gm = 0.5j., .

(4) The fourth point refers to a testing element inothe reflection

phase, indicating that we do not only receive additions data about

Ll influence from question analysis, but also inforliati In about the

factors which can promote the occurrence of transfer, For example

(13) Li( "Alors, je mets la cle dans un couvert."

T:."Couvert?"

1: "Was ist denn das Genus von envetappa-!-----"

(L: "Alom,427inets-11ertsdans un couvert."

"Couvert?"

L: "What is the gender of envetoppe?")

example shows that the learner decides to use the interference

form le eouvect in the utterance process, because the knowledge of the

gender is missing for the known lexical alternatiVe envetoppe. Indeed,

59
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considerations concerning the theme Of L2 production strategies can be
1

included here.

(.5) The fifth point refers directly to the phenomenon of-learner

associations in the reflection phase of question formation. It focuses

on the fact that learners tend to give to an L2 expression such associa-

tions as are present for the learner in Ll, especially in the receptive

phase. This could be illustrated by example (14) and the sequence (15a -

15b).

(14) Wir hatten Le, .ea and un;. gibt e's auch etwas dazwischen,
wie Ich mat Canlembent?

something in between, as in Ich mitt Camembett?) IM =
(We have talked about te, ta and7UTir.-N'ow isn't the

(15a) Mo4ka chet, ja, was heisst dann aber batig?

(Moinz chet ris less expensive, how ses one then
say cheap?) M = lj .

ques ion 5b).

(15b) Heisst das auch bittip im anderen Sinn?

(Can that also xefer to it (cheap) in the

other dense ?)' LIM = 0.75j.

As we see, learners try to draw associative conclusions from L2 analo-

gously to the Ll fields of association, although such associations tend

to be Ll-specific.

It is worth considering here to what extent the results which can

be more specifically obtained =from analyses of learner questions can be

used for the construction of pedagogical materials (see Raabe 1982b).

6.. Conclusion

The points taken up above and the general. argumentation above cannot

be an exhaustive and fully differentiated treatment of learners' questionet.

Moreover, I have not tried to-relate my findings explicitly to current

theories and hypotheses about second language acquisition. Since, however,

le:ruersE-quest4ons has si-fir-no-t--b-eerr-takert---tiricin-

cross-linguistic studies, my primary interest was to give more weight to

the hypothesis that the analysis of learners' questions could contribute

1 One possible hypothesis which could be advanced here isithat the
learner, if uncertain, either chooses the form which.damages his
reputation as an advanced learner less, or the form which has heceived

less negative sanctioning in the classroom.
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to a better understanding of cross-linguAic phenomena.

Thus it seems quite possible that the component 'influence of Ll

(and L3)' can 6e made more precise within a comprehensive theory of

second language learning. Such a more precise definition says that,

during instruction with explicative phases (withcAlta special in-
,

clusion of contrastive awareness activity), beginning adult learners

inclUde a great many elements of Ll (and L3) ih their hypothesis for-

mation. This happens with a high probability-level wherever elements

'or structures from the L1,(or L3) offer themselves for use in a pro-

cess of problem-solving or explanation. A qualitative difference

between Ll andL3 influences exists iothe effect that (see Example 9)

L3 is normally used the form of explicit, earlier-learned rules or

more clearly outlined (defined) earlier-learned concepts or question

formation. The ouVines..of rules and concepts from Ll are, on'the

intentionally less specifically'defined.

. am

Furthermore it seems to be possible, by means of question analysis,

to crystalize different influence levels of Ll (or L3) which are the

basis of hypothesis formation for questioning. This was shown in the

suggested developmental structure of questions (see Section 4).

Finally, we receive information (not available from the analysis

of interlanguage output data to the same extent) about Ll (and L3)

influences in the phases of the,(first) receptive processing of L2

items and structures, information about Ll (and L3) influences on the

level of the learner's metalinguistic activity, and information about

Ll (and L3) specific associations within L2. This information is clearly

based on'the linguistic knowledge of the learner and not 'confounded'

by performance influences.

If we consider learners' questions to be data\that is, as a rule,

cognitive, conscious, based on reflection, not artificially elicited,

guided to a high degree by interest, consciously communicated, and

controlled-by the learner, we can assume that quest-166s constitute

data of particular potential relevance and importance for a variety

of important issues in interlanguage and cross-linguistic research.
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.QUESTIONING STRATeGIES IN ENGLISH AND SWEDISH CONVERSATION

Anna -Brita Stenstrbm

Luncrt7Prtvemity

.INTRODUCTION

The primary purpose of this paper, which is based on English and Swedish

tape-recordings,

gis

to describe'Aow the que4tionek immutate4 the Q move

and, to some extent, how the kest3ondent kectatz to it in two different ca-
.

.tegories of conversation, informal and formal. A secondary purpose is to

describe what dililiment Astutegie4 ahe uaed lion. My original assumption

was that differences in planning and reacting would not depend so much

n e lan ua e s oken but rather on the type of conversation, whether

it was informal or formal, and on t e pur s. a

Q was posed because the questioner wanted information or for some other

reason. I assumed that straight simple Qs would be typical of casual or

informal conversation but that the questioner would proceed stepwise in

.
more formal conversations, such as discussions.

PRELIMINARIES

The degree of complexity in Q,strategies, can be desEribed in terms of 'how

many steps are taken' before the questioner gives away the turn to the re-

spondeq. Simple Q strategies consist of only one step, the Q move itself,

whereas complex s'thtegies consist of at least two steps, as in Figure 1.

SIMPLE . COMPLEX

1- .

!FOC

-R pre

!()

clue

;-R

Figure 1. Simple and complex Q strategies./

I deal with Q and R in terms of Exchanges, Moves, and Acts; both

terminology and definitiorI are mainly a modified version of the Sinclair

& Coulthard 1975"model.

1

For the codingconventio6 see the

4- g
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By EXCHANGE I understand what Coulthard & Brazil (1981) define as the unit
concerned with negotiating the transmission of information. and
its polarity. My concept of Exchange differs from theirs in
that it allows for optional, embedded exchanges, as is illu-

'strated in the model below, which captures the types of exchange
that I deal with in the paper:

(FOC) Q (0k11) ),(Fn).

Exchanges consist of: -'

MOVES which indicate what the utterance dou in the discourse and consist
of one or more

ACTS which indicate what,the utterance meau at a certain point in the-
on-going discourse.

The only obligatory, moves' are Q and R. The model above consists of a

FOCUSING move (FOC) which introduces the exchange. This is mostly done
dirctly by the

ELICITING move (Q).

CHECKING moves (Qc) hold up the progress of the exchange until certain
points have been clarified. This move has to be responded to before
the

RESPONDING move (R to Q1) follows.

F terminate the.exchange and indicate the questioner's
attitude to or a -. le . estioner's
F move (in case there is more than one F).

Moves consist of ACTS. There are three different acts involved:

'Q,:i_nrio asks for relevant information;

Q:pot requires a-polarity decision;

Q:con6 asks for confirmation, agreement or acknowledgement.

'Other acts are:

metcotatemen/A commentoon_the_act,of-asking and serve-to introduce an Elicit
-- ------ in the, Focus move);

pneg4 serve-to introduce and prepare the way for the focal Q;

aum add information with respect to the preceding pact.

Examples (1) and (2) illustrate simple and complex Q strategies;

(1) A: +is /this a spare PAPER//+

D: -R (([a] /YEAH//

I actually/got it for YOU//))

A: F /thank you very MUCH//

64

32-35



(2) A: FOC

pre

a

Q

clue

8: --R

69

/can I ASK though //

/how IS the new syllabus t /working OUT//' fjor.

/SECOND year people/0 //

/can we - - I /mean are you GETTING enough TEACHING//.

or/are you being.ipleaSe don't MISUNDERSTAND me

/OVER-TAUGHT//

/that is to SAY//.

being/asked totTTENDii.

/more SEMINARS,/

/more TUARIALS//..

than/you can PREPARE for//

((NATURALLY / /)).

it de/pends very.MVCHii

/what combination of courses you're DOING//

A Focusing move opens the exchange by introducing a-Q ich is

to pre-function due to its position. The pre act is ollowed by a second

Q which functions as an 'elicitation', ie. it is the Q which is responded

to after the specification given in the clue act.

I studied four English and four Swedish conve ations which are

described in Figure 2.

TEXT SPEAKERS CONVERSATION

number number sex relations topic ype

3.3.

714-727

-2. ---M/Mr---olleagues

G

1 8 3 F/F colleagues. .pictures exchange of opinions'

professional friendly talk

'matters

6 .M /F administrator/ study discussion.

,Sudents situation

3.4 7 M/M same/staff teaching
conditions

discussion

S 4:1 4 M/F head of project/ children's preparatory

W parents'. books on sex talk

E

D 5:1 4 M/I,\ same/libra- the buying. preparatory

I rians of bboks talk

S

H 4:2 4 M/F same as 4:1, same as 4:1 discUssion

5:2 4 M/M same as 5:1 same as 5:1 discussion

Figyre 2. Corpus description.
... o

V a
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DISCUSSION

Let us consider what complex strategies an do that simple questioning

cannot by looking at examples from the data (the English examples are

simplified), .

--TIWOSTEPS. - Two,step strategies may e seen as.basic insofar as the

same moves and acts occur in more comple stf--ategtes, onlL _more elaborate

combinations, The following two-step str tegies oiCurred:

TWO .-11-1i5S

1

pre

__Q_

FOC Q 1

li

_Q___

l
1 __I 1 clue

1 R ---R R

(3) A: FOC /what I mean 1S//

.

Q the/whole point here i WORTH/J.

/ISN'T its //

/that's/that's the won, he's AFTER//

/YE5/ 1.1

, 639-643

The Q move is introduc d by a Focusin move, realized by a metastatement,

which explicitly signals that there is more to come: The hearer is thus

prepared for tie following, but her is nothing in this procedure (*at least-I\

\not in this example) that mak i,t easier for him to respond. Examples (4)
\

t:

I

(4) A: Q /have you MET our m n Yoolet YET// \

I

.and (5) are different in that respe

clue +((theione who'4 a udent 604 the.) l+
V

DIPLOMA//

B:--R + /NW/

((NO//))+

./WOJJ

A: F /141M// 1.1

557-562

A's intention is obviously to sp cify Q by giving additional information,

thus making it easier for B to a swer,yez or no. A similar specifying effect

can be obtained by asking two su cessive Qs:

/".
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(5) A: iiize /610'4 all Woe TUTORIAL aide// - - -

1 0 16 :3 /departmental TUTOR side / /..

is /THAall : right //

10-: --R 1.till//

R 7- - /GOUD/

'it /all depends On who you've 3.3

1057-62

The first Q, which has been relegated to a pre due to its position, is Spe-

cified in the second Q.

function in similar sequences, but in t

both' Qs are responded to,. by different spe

the clue act had this' specifyi

Y. 6 I ice;
s case (multiparty conversation)

kers.

function in very few cases,

three ut of 11 in the English conversations and,nowhere in the Swedish

conversations. The narrowing -down, specifying effect of the pre + Q procedure.

was a little more common, and somewhat more common for, English than for

Swedish.

There are obviously other reasons why the questioner lases the two-step

strategy. In an earlier study of a larger English corpus (Stnstrarn 1982:

217-226) I found that Q +'clue often serves .a 'social' purpose.. By 'adding

information which is superfluous. from the'point of view of Makin q easier

to respond to, the clue act contributes to making the conversation livelier

and.more 'personal and engaging. Such information may reflect the queitioner's .

personal opinion, as in:

.

(4) Q /how- do you get ON-Loth/this feV ow HARM j //

clue I mean he'a a /NICE Ifettow NORMALLY // 1.1' N
,

1040-41

or offer. a reason for asking:

(5) Q ((have you /got)) a PEN/t

°

clue I'Legeave a .MESSAGE// 1.8

360-.7361,

or give any kind of backgrolf7d information that the questioner...associates. ).

with .Q '

Pre + on the other hand, often has an 'interactive' purpose, The pre

act may be intended to offer the turn to the hearer, as in. (6), where the long

pause after 'what else' seems to indicate that this is an invitation to bring"

up anew subject for discussion:

(6) pre. /weg what ELSE//

Q /how do you Cord/how are communications with the STAFF// -

. 468-469

6 7
$
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But the same procedure is sometimes us d for the questioner's own benefit,

as in (7), where'the pre serves as a t rn-holding device which aisb gives

him some extra time for consideration:

(7) pre /what ELSE//

Q /haven't be6 up to . WAL again HAVE you//. 7.3f
741-742

Finally, pre + Q allows for refo mulation, which sometimes leads to

specification:, sometimes not:

(8) pre 43 FAIR//

Q. is/this what HAPPENS in English// 3.3

162-163,

In this data, the pre + Q procedure was somewhat more common in the

Swedish conversations while Q + clue occurred more frequently in the. English

conversations.

In a larger English corpus (SIenstrdm 1982:217-226) I hound that the

most common.formal realization of Q + dluewas a yesloo-Q followed by a

declarative a4d that pre + Q typiCally consisted of a Wh-Q plus a yew /no -Q.

This was confirmed by the present.data for Q + cid, but not for pre + Q,

which was more often realized by a yea/no-Q followed by another yeas /no -Q.

Interestingly, exactly the same is true,for the Swedish conversations.

MORE THAN TWO STEPS. - What can be achieved by.using more intricate

combinations is illustrated in examples (9), (2), and (10):

(9) A: pre fd.j/how about. ra:mj . dupticate COPIES //

clue I/mean :]ii

I suppose it's reasonable to EXPECT//

i /YOU know//

/eve/y/every . person reading ENGLISH //

to have/BOUGHT or //

/somehow to have been given their own copies of

SHAKESPEARE// .

/but LaTINAT isn't the point//

the/point is that you've got{MASSES of}

CRITICISM tot /READ/ilii

C: if I:1 _W..

(A: Q (0 mi /IS this available //

C: R /NW/ .

+((there /aren't))+ 3.3

8 .281-291



This prOcedure allows A to bring up a problem in fairly vague terms to start

wAth'and then go on, if necessary, and specify exactly what he means. It may

or may not be.a conscious strategy. It is p;1/4-obably conscious in'this example.

The very long pause after 'duplicate copies' seems to indiCate that A expects

an R arthis point.. But the absence of Rshows that nobody is ready to re-

spond, and this prompts him to be more explicit, which he may or may not

have anticipated.

In (9).the focal Q, the one to be answered, wars askedin the firlt Q

act, pie.,, one. In4(10), on the other hand, the focal Q is not arrived

at'until step four, which reflects a different planning:

(10) A:, pre l is this+ VEN so//

meta /may I/may I put a a/Dui/try and:. put'a

pre /is this EVEN so//

on the/rooms which look back onto the ZOOLOGY buiVing//

ae ac/cepting the.fact.that zoology will not

be rebuilt every YEAR// -+

Q "it's/STILL NOISY //

/even on THAT side IS tit//+

B: R /YES //_ r

.oh/YES// .
3.4

357-367

The Q act is carefully prepared, and what might be necessary information is.

given beforehand. It follows that in (9), the focal -C) does not function as

an elicitation, whereas in (10), it does.

Instead of presenting a large probl6m at once in a complex Q strategy'

it is sometimes favourable to divide it up into smaller bits and finally

arrive at some kind of cohclusion. In that case we get a series of Q R

exchanges which achieve the same purpose as a complex Q strategy followed

by a complex R.

B RESOURCE. - If. the respondent does not understand what the questioner

is talkinf abouthe can either remain silent, which he does not normally do

since he wants to cooperate, or he can ask for clarification or repetition,

as in

v

69



a)

1

(11) b:

r-Q
/were you there When they erected the new .

STOW/

a: 11-Qc /MUCH new 4iqns//4
.

-

b; :1-t4 +/litt+le NOTICE BOARDS//

/indicating where you had to go for

IVERYTHING//
.

,
a: L-R /N6 // -

\.11!

SUMMING -UP. - The various ways open. to the, pestioner to s*iecify

order to,get an appropriate R-can be summed up as follows:

TWO STEPS

pre

0LI

es.

-4'

MORE THAN TWO STEM-'

FOC

pre

clue

7Q.

R

. introduction

Focal Q

specification

elicitation

REPEATED ONE-STEPS

- 2_11 via Q 0
LR LR LR

s B RESOURCE
,

tQc

13

R

FOC

pre

pre

L')

etc

introduction

specification

Foal Q4* elicitation

Q

5.9'
ZO-54

in

These strategies are sometimes consciously planned, sometimes necessitr:

ted by the\respondent's behaviour.
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DISTRIBUTION. - The distribution of simple and complex Q strategieS in

English and SWed.ish per

INFORMAL

nversation type appears.in Table 1.

FORMAL

ENGLISH ENGL.&

1,1 6/31 20 3,3 17/55 30

1,8 2/36. 06 3,4 10/15 70

SWEDISH SWEDISH

4 :1 17/66 26 4:2 11/34 32

.5:1 4/62 06 5:2 7/9 . 78

Table 1. Simple and complex Q strate es in informal and formal conversation

(the first figurb indicates the number of complex strategies, the second

the total number of Q - R exchanges).

The total number of Q - R exchatiges was much lower in discussions than in inform

conversation, except in 3.3, which is an example of 'repeated questioning'. And

generally, complex strategies were much more common in discussions than in

informal talk in both English and Swedish. Notes especially texts 3.4 and 5.2,

which contained more complex than simple Q strategies.

What is not reflected in Table 1 is that:

- half of the complex strategies consisted of only two steps in both English

and Swedish;

- the complex strategies were generally more intricate in the English discus-

sions than in-the Swedish ones; four-step
strategies occurred in the Swedish

discussions but up to six-step strategies in. the English ones; and

- other than two-step strategies were rare in informal conversation.

INFORMAL. -. In the-Informal conversations people generally asked eachother.

Qs consisting of two steps. As appears in Table 1, the same variation occurred

in English and Swedish. But the reasons differ. The difference between the

English conversations seems to depend on whahe Qa tveke.u6ed OA and on what

typeo 06,Q act were invotved. The colleagues in 1.8, for example, used Q:conf

to express their feelings and impressions when faced with a'collection of

paintings instead of just stating what they felt, as in

(12) /they're . really UNDISTINGUISHED //

/AREN'T they//.
103-104
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(13) it's /quite NiCLf to /106K at ask, ; //1//
,

/Just a series of PrCJURLS though//

/ISN'T it// 1.8

584-586

and;Q:conf are not nonmlly constituents of complex Q strategies.-since there

is HQ transmission of information Involved on the part of 8, who is only asked

to confirm what is suggested by A.

In 1,1, on the other hand, there is also a certain number of Q:info and

Q:pol, which moans that B is asked to supply information, and this forces A

to be morelPerecise, which sometimes results in complex Q strategies.

The difference between the Swedish conversations seems to depend on robe

u6ked the n, on what subject. There were more complex (two-step) strategies

in 4:1 than in 5:1. 'Children's books on sex' in 4:1 obviously involves the

speakers in a livelier conversation than 'the bying of books for libraries'
, .

in 5:1; and lively conversation is often characterized by two-step QslAs to
apic.

the groups of Speakers, it is possible that the librarians, as a profssional

category,. had a tendency to use a fairly strict language as compared to the

parent group, Or, which remains to be proved, here may be a male/female

distinction; women may simply not ask straightforward Qs to the same extent

as men do.

Considering what te complex Q strategies do in text 4:1,i ,it turns out

that the pre + Q procedure is mostly used to reformulate and specify, in Q what

I)

was vague or incomplete in the pre act, as in:.

(14) re hur gamma] e diva (/)Ow old are yours)

eller ja menar hur gametal e ditt (p) (or I mean how old is
yours)

' 4:1

208-209

what is done by the clue act in Q +,clue, on the other hand, is mostly irrelevant

from the point of view of specification, as in:

(how did you pick people)

(I can understand that

i.

hur har ni plockat ut folk

clue att ni har plockat ut Hans kan ja
forstA4
4

you picked Hans)

4:1

78-79

Pre + Q is consequently important 'for an appropriate completioyS of the exchange,

whereas Q + clue serves a social purpose in the fcst place.

72
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FORMAL. - In discussions, the speaker who manages to get the floor

generally keepsit for quite a while, and this may result in fairly long

and,complex strategies both with respect to questioning and responding.

-40is may be one reason why there were fewer Q - R exchapges altogether in

the discussions than in the informal conversations4With the exception of.

3.3)

A direct comparison ts\possible between the Swedish conversations

where not only the speakers aN\the same in both types but where also "the:

topic remains the same.

Except for the reduced nuMber R exchanges in :2 as compared

to 4:1, there is no great difference betwetn the way Qs re asked in the

Preparatory talk and the discussion. But why are there o few Q..- R exchanges

in 5:2 and whyare almostall the Q moves coMplex? I c n think of o reasons:

one is that the librarians were more aware of the ne situation han the .

parent group and tried to adapt their contribution accordingly, another

that they'were discussing facts to a greater extent than the parents, who

were rather supposed to express their personal opinion

That the way questioning #s done diffT depending n who panticipatyz

is particularly obvious if one compaxes'he Q strategies the English

discussions, 3.3 and 3.4, where one of the speakers, the adm histrator, is

the same in both while the co-participants differ, students ib 3.3 and staff

in 3.4. When the administrator is talking to the undergraduates, he is not

only more explicit; buthe also asks a much larger number of Qs. The main

reason for the large number of Qs seems to be that the Rs were not exhaustive.

enough so that new Qs haa\to make up for the deficiency. A secondary reason

may be that it is sometimes more profitable to ask one simple Q at a time

than to present an intricate problem in one go. This might account for the

fact that only 17 out of,the 55'Q moves were complex.

The large nutriber ofqs in 3.3 gave the discussion the Character of. an

interview, but text 3.4, with more complex than simple Q strategiet,'has the

character of a geniune discussion in that all'the speakers involved made

fairly long contributions and in that new issues were brought up by any of

the participants. Both Q and'R moves were generally extensive..

Long and intricate Q moves do not only make it possible for the ques-

tioner to explain exactly what he means; they also permit him to give certain

background facts, account for what:has already, been done to try to solve a

problem, express personal opinion off' the problem and so on. Rs following

such Q moves are by force very long since not only what is asked'for, but

also.the questioner's standpoint, etc., should be-responded to.
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CONdrUSIdNS

According to this data it can be concluded that:

- two-step strategies are typical of informal talk with speakers of equal

status and have a social or specifying purpose, depending on'what Q "acts

are'involved;

- Q strategies of more than two steps are typical of formal talk and aini

at getting the message though; and

- Focusing moves are typical f discussions while Follow-up moves occur

in both informal and formal nversations.

In these respects,,:-.0greAs no difference between the English and.Swedish

conversation.
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, Appendix.

ENGLISH SWEDISH

onset Y
fall .

// end of tone unit t rise

subordinate tone, unit (p.) pause

rise

fall

level

N/ fall-rise

hort pause

ong pause .

+ + simultaneous speech

(( u certain
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PRAGMATIC EQUIVALENCE IN CONTRASTIVE STUDIES:

REQUESTS IN POLISH AND ENGLISH

Wieslaw Oleksy
Bydgozzcze Poland

-T

Even a cursory glance at recent contributions to our "contrastive

enterprise" allows one to observe that the need for the incorporation

of pragmatic considerations into Contrastive Analysis (CA) is becoming

'. more and more evident. While'some researchers approach the pragmatic

phenomena involved in linguistic communication across languages from the

point of view, of the relevance of these phenomena to L2 acquisition.

(cf. Walters j1979, House and Kasper '1981, Fraser 1978), others prefer

to tackle the pragmatic aspects of CA from a theoretical standpoint

(Riley 1979,;Krzeszowski in press, Oleksy in.preis).

Of particular interest for my purposes in this paper is Krzeszowski's.

(in press) illuminating paper dealing with the fundamental concept of

CA, namel)! that of TertiuM Comparationis (TC). In his paper, Krzeszowski

distinguishes seven types\of equiValence. Following James (1980),

although disagreeing with .him as to the role that different types of

equivalence play in the establishing of translation-equivalents across

languages, he argues for the introduction ofPragmatic Equivalence (PEq)

into CA and discusses, among other things,.the type of relationship that

holds between PEq and other\types of equivalence. KrzeszoWski's.contri-

bution to the explication o' the.concept of equivalence in CA has been

substantial (Krzeszowski 1971, 1979, 1981), which has been widely.

acknowledged (see Bouton 1976, van Buren 1976, Sajavaara 1977). Htlever,

in his recent paper Krzeszowski (in press) has not attempt a definitidn

of PEq although; it must be Admitted; he has postulated PEq as one of

the seven types of equivalence.

It is worthwhile adding at this point that the concept of PEq, to

-.--ttit best knowledge of the present author, has never been defined .by

contrastive linguists though, it must be stressed, there exists a good

deal of work in which reference is made to various types of pragmatic

cOrreSpondencies across languages. More importantly, the existing //7-

definitions of equivalence, irrespectively of the number of types being

\distinguished and the nature of restrictions. imposed on each type, have

not been designed as as'.to capture pragmatic phenomena,
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This contention brings me to the presentation of the main objectives'

of this paper: in what follows I will attempt a definition of PEq and

then I will try to.show how the concept of PEq can be employed in the

analysisof Requests in English and'Polish. I will also comment briefly

On ume.aspects of the pedagogical implications of what might betermed'

'applied contrastive pragmatics'.

The theoretical framework within which I proposie to consider PEq

is Speech Act Theory (SAT) augmented by elements of.Socia1 Psychology

(in the sense of van Dijk 1981). I'have dealt with the general frame-:

work of Contrastive Pragmatics elsewhere (Oleksy in press) and for this

reason and also-because of the scope of the present paper questions'

pertaining to the general scheme of Contrastive Pragmatics will not,te

elaborated on here.

It must be admitted that there exists a fairly large amount of

studies whose-authors exploit the notion of Speech Act (SA) for various Nr,

comparativepurposes. One of them is, for instance, Walters (1979),

who reports on the strategies used by a populayion of bilingual children

for conveying the speech act of request in Sanish and English. In his

paper, request, as a SA, is the communicative category being comparedon

the basis of syntactic and pragmatic features thaunderlie its use by

speakers of. SpaniSh'and English."

Walter's paper deserves attention for at least two reasons:

1. it is one of the pioneering attempts at the investigation

of the acquisition of pragmatic competence in a second

langua9e;

2. At provides a (preliminary) methodological framework for

conducting empirical research on pragmatic phenomena across

languages.

However, it must be. stressed that Walter study, despite its merits

pointed out above;_can not be accepted without hesitation mainly because

it lacks a systematic relationship to a theoretical model, which would

guarantee that the phenomena investiOated are not ephemeral and the

basic concepts hazy. This remark concerns such concepts as,. for instance,

''strategy' and 'request'. In bath cases, and the same can be said in

connection with Walter's treatment of 'politeness', the explanations

provided for these concepts are misty or simplynon-esistent.i By way

of illustration it can be observed that one finds it hard .to accept

that "...strategy is defined here by the Semantic form of the utterance"

(Walters 1979:279), According to this definition, strategy is defined
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solely in,terms of the semantic characterization of the sentential form

whith is used in the performance of a SA. In fact, stratejy1S-60Uatel.-

with.the sentential form. If one adopts this definition of strategy

»00 one is forced to accept that there may exist an infinite number of

strategies for the. performancb of a SA. This is a rather pessimistic

perspective for-an Applied lingUist oriented towards a stCond language

learners..

One problem with this approach to strategies seems to be related

to the lack of criteria enabling one to identify strategies for the

performance of a SA. It will be claimed here that the criteria for

the identification of strategies should be based on semantic and prag-

matic characterization of the SA which is to be performed, on the one

hand, and on the data drawn from empirical research on the communicative

behaviour of the speakers performing a particular SA in concrete commu-

nicative contexts, on the other. In particular, it will be suggested

here, though this point will not be dealt. with in any detail in this

paper, that the study of strategies for the performance of a be

related to Felicity Conditions (FCs)-characterizing a given nd

Social-psychological as well as Socio-Cultural norms accepia a

oiven speech community.

In what follows I wish to demonstrate why it makes sense to talk

about comparability of SAs across languages. In doing so I will employ

the standard jargon of SAT thoUgh I realize that the jargon I have here

in mind may lie controversial.

As is welt' known, SAs as minimal units of verbal communication

(see Searle 1969) are said to be representative of communicative func-

tions, or illocutionary functions to be precise, and as such are assumed

to be language universal. This is more or less expressed in the claim

recently put forth by Fraser, Rintell and Walters (1979) as reported in

Walters (1979). 'I repeat this claim for conVenience here.

Claim 4. Every language makes available to the user the same

basic set of speech acts such as requqting, apologizing,

declaring, promising, and the like...

From the contrastive point of view, however, this claim must be further

elaborated on so that the comparability of SAs across language's is.

asserted and not implied.' As the first approximation I would like to

suggest that Claim 1 be substituted by Claim 2 since the latter Seems

to be better suited for contrastive purposes.



' Claim 2. Speech acts across languages are equivalent if they

allow the users to achieve corresponding communicative

and social goals.

From the above it follows that SA is conceived of as a pragmatic cate-

gory representing a relation holding between language users and different

communicative and societal tasks that language users may fulfill through

the usc'of language.

Claim 2, it must be noted, states the relation of equivalence of

SAs across languages in terms of their liunct,Loning in the respective

languages and societies. What it does not state is when and how SAs

across languages are equivalent a't the level of their ptoduction. It

will be claimed. that at the level of production SAs should be accounted

for relative to conditions which characterize them as autonomous prag-

matic categories. The conditions I have in mind have been called

Felicity Conditions (FC) and they are abstractions representing the

speaker's beliefs and assumptions about the interlocutor, the dommuni-

cative context, and the speaker's knowledge of the'werld. In ()they'

words, FCs characterize SAs; in fact, they define As. In'view ofithe

above, it will be assumed that every SA is characterizodibY a set of

FCs which delimit pragmatic categories, ie. SAs. The above approach

to SAs makes it possible now to put forth Claim 3.

Claim 3. Equivalent speech acts across languages are characterized

by the same set of Felicity Conditions.

One advantage of Claim 3 over Claim 1 seems to be the fact that

the former is not as strong as the latter. Claim 3 allows for a hypo-

thetical situation in which a SA in L
1
may not be related to a SA in L

2

especially when it is realized that linguistic interaction is derivative,

of social interaction and the social norms that are acceptable and pre-

vailing in one society and culture do 'not have to be the same for all

societies and cultures. For reasons of scope I will not dwell on the

implications of Claim 1 for contrastive studies of SAs any longer.

. Returning now to Claim 3, I wish to propose FCs for the Speech Act

of Request (SARq). FCs presented in (1) below will be claimed to charac-

terize Request as,a speech act.

(1) Felicity Condititths for SARq

1. S'wants X to be done
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2. S wants H to do X

S believes His able to do X

S believes H is willing to do X

S believes H will not do X in absence of Rq

6; S believes Xis acceptable in SC

7; S believes Rq is acceptable in CC

where: S = speaker

H = addressee
X . a .future act of H desired by S
CC = communicative context in which S

And H perform
SC = socio-cultural context in which S

and H perform
Rq = a linguistic expression used by S

in the:performance of SARq

The FCs presented in (1), as Was mentioned earlier onin this paper,

'faaracterize Request as a Speech Act\,(SARq).1 In fact, SARq is defined.

as a communicative category via FCs. There have been numerous otheh

proposals accounting for SARq (see Searly 1975, House and Kasper 19 &1,

Leech 1980).

House and Kasper (1981) characterize request as 'pre-event' and

'anti-Y', which means that the requested event takes place after the

utterance of the speech act and is at a cost to the addressee. These

are correct observations concerning SARq. At the first glance, the

'pre-event', 'anti-Y' features of SARq seem to be missing from FCs pro

posed in (1). However, upon closer inspection, it turns out that they

can be deduced from (1): the''pre-event' feature of the requested act

is jointly accounted for by FC-1 and FC-5. From FC-1 it follows that

an act "X" is anticipated and desired by the speakers-which entails

futurity. The same can be deduced from FC-5.

Leech (1980:106) while discussing the speech acts of Command and

Request expresses a view that "command. and request differ only in, that

request allows optional compliance". Here again, this feature of request, '

although not stated explicitly in (1), can be deduced fromFC-4, which.

is Oostulatedonly for request and not for. command.

Now I would like to pass to the often discussed issue of the dis-

tinction between Direct/Ihdirect Speech Act. The.validity of this dis-

tinction has been seriously questioned both on theoretical grounds (Leech

1980, and. especially Van der Auwera 1981) as well as on the grounds of

its being irrelevant froth the point of view of the comprehension of SAs

(Gibhs 1979). My position in''his respect is the following. In actual.

79
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verbal interaction the transparency of illocutionary force exhibited

by linguistic expressions that are being used in the performance of a

SAdoes n seem to be a decisive factor. What underlies the speaker's

decisions as to which' expression is to be selected:on a particular

occasion are contextual factors and such pragmatic factors as,.for

example, politeness and mitigation. The findings of the Bochum Project,

as reported in House and Kasper (1981) show that, for instance, levels

of directness are more decisive than the direct/indirect SA distinction.

The empirical data re orted on in House. and Kasper,(1981) indiCate

that indirect request are on the whole more frequent that the direct

ones both in English and German, though the two languages display

differences as to the levels of directness. The results of the psycho-

logical research on the processes by which speakers interpret indirect

requests cast considerable doubt on the claim advanced in Clark and
Of

Lucy (1975), according to which the understanding of indirect requests

is a serial process involving the understanding of the direct act first.'

Gibbs (1979:1) reports on experimental data and concludes that "a person

t, understanding an indirect request in context need not construct the

literal interpretation before deriving the conveyed request".

In view of the above, FCs 'proposed in (1) will be claimed to

characterize SARq irrespectively of the superficial form of the expres-

.sion with which the speech act of request is performed. This approach

to.the role of FCs in characterizing SAs allows for a uniform treatment

of (2) and (3) below.

4
(2) I request that you help me.

(3) Why aren't yoOfhelping me?

Both examples are due to Fraser (1978).

Both (2) and (3) can be realizations of SARq if they are characterized

by FCs proposed in (1). In both cases the speaker who uttered (2) or

(3) has issued a request if his assumptions about the addressee, the

communicative context and the act desired can be related to the FCs pro-

posed in (1). Thus (2) and (3) and all other utterances which can be

related to the FCs 'for SARq are equivalent pragmatically. In,order to

avoid misunderstanding, it will be suggested that the notion 'pragmatic

equivalence' be conceived of as either inter-lingual equivalence, or

intra-lingual equivalence. (2) and (3) are cases of intra-lingual equi,

valence. With this distinction in mind, it is_ clear that the primary
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interest for contrastive pragmatics is inter-lingual equivalence.

However, I would like to stress that the two.types of pragmatic equi-

.valence are related and a contrastive approach tb pragmatic phenomena

cannot be succesfully carried.out withobt recourse to intra-lingual

pragmatic equivalence.

In the above I wanted to show how the claim concerning the equi-

valence of SAs across languages can be defended in the context of SAT.

The often assumed, but hardly ever defined, equivalence of SAs across

languages has been rellated to FCs which guarantee the isolation of

0 corresponding entities in the languages compared.

As will become apparent in the *flowing section of this paper,..

the above approach to equivalence of speech ac across languages is

but one possible way of dealing with pragmatic quivalence.

The other approach which I now wish to p pose takes.as the basic

unit of comparison not a SA but a linguistic pression which on a,parti-

cular occasion counts as the performance, ie. ealization of the SA.

Accordingly, I propose that Pragmatic Equivalence PEq be defined as

II Claim 4. A linguistic expression X1 in L1 is pkagmati.caty

vatent to a linguistic expression X2 in L2 if X, and X2

can be used in the performance of the same SA,in L1 and

L2 relative, to the corresponding set of pragmatic, con-

textual and socio-cultural factors.

I will not deal here with pragmatic, contextual and socio-cultural

factors. Suffice it to say that they, roughly, contain the following:

Pragmatic' Factors: politeness, deference, modality markers,...

Contextual Factors:. converSational context; type of discourSe, factual

background information,...

Socio-cultural Factors: role relationship, distance, channel, cultural

setting,...

The contribution of pragmatic, contextual, and sociocultural factors

in the realization of a particular SA, and especially the role these

factors play in the decision-making concerning the speaker's choice of

y a particular linguistic expression in the performance of a SA should

be studied, I believe, within an empirical'model of linguistic communi-

cation comprising not only pragmatic, contextual and socio-cultural as-
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pects but also social-psychological aspects (see in this connIction

Dijk 1981).. Given the preliminary nature of research dealing with the

above questions it becomes very important that a methodology for the

study of these phenomena be proposed.

Returning now to Claim 4 it is important to notice that we are

no longer dealing with an abstract category of a SA but with concrete

utterances of linguistic expressions used by the speakers pf L1 and L2

in the performance ofiSA on a particular occasion. The above approach

to PEq provides a convenient framework of CA wherein the pragmatic,

the contextual and the socio-cultural features of linguistic expressions

in L
1

and L2, as actuatey uaed by the interactants of verbal communica-

tions, can be studied. °What is perhaps even more important is the"

realization that the above definition of PEq be seen as a step towards

creating a model/of Contrastive Pragmatics allowing one to study pheno-

mena underlying speakers," decisions concerning the choice of one ling-

uistic expression over another in the performance of SAs from the

contrastive point of view. As is well known, the choice of a parti-

cular linguistic expression in the performance of a SA has been called

"the strategy for the performance of a le (Fraser 1978).

To conclude the theoretical section of this paper, I want to point

out that the incorporation of the two definitions into CA; one concerning

the equivalence of SA across languages (Claim 3) and one concerning PEq

(Claim 4) is believed to allow foroa more systematic treatment of prag-

matic phenomena across languages. Needless to say, moue research is

needed, both theoretical and empirical, intothe nature'of pragmatic

aspects of language use.

It is worth mentioning at this point that the definition of equi-
,

valence stemming from the conceptual frameworkiderived from the Universal

Base Hypothesis does not lend ittelf easilyto contrastive considerations

pertaining to pragmatic phenomena. The adoption of the definition of

equivalence based-on semantico-grammatical criteria could result in in-

correct statements concerning-the implied homogeneity of the languages

compared.v

In the'following section of this paper I.will report on two ex-

periments in which a limited number of requests in Polish has been eva-

luated as to their relative deference and levels of directness. The

results of the two experiments will then be confronted with the results

of the empirical studies reported on An Fraser (1978)-aneHouse and
, .,.
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Kasper (1981) concerning relative deference and levels of directness

for requests in English.

I have to admit at the outset that I am aware of the methodological

shortcomings of the procedure I have adopted, and I realize that the

results of the experiments as regards. requestl,in Polish as well as the

conclusion one might draw from the compari;On
4
of these results with

I. .,the ones reported in Fraser, and House and Kasper, must be approached

with great caution.

Expetiment 1 In the first experiment I asked 40 native speakers

, of Polish, all of thewstudents in the English Department and Polish

,Department,. to rank eight Polish sentences in order of descending de-

ference. The eight sentences. were translation equivalents of the eight

sentences used by Fraser in hi5 study. 8$fore:the experiment, the Polish

equivalents. were independently verified as to their correctness and

thethe4ini,versitx:teachers of English and specialists in

4Polisli'literature and linguistics. '1
The results of the experiment are shown in (4).and (5), respectively

for English and'Polish...Bofh English and Polish sentences, it should

be 'remembered, are tanked in order of descending deference.

(4) 1.Could you do -that-

2. Can you do that

.3. Do that, .could you

A. Do that can you

8..Couldn't youdo tha

6. Can't you do that

7. Do that, couldn't you

1 oCzy.m6giby§ to zrobit

Nie.m6glbyt tego zrobit

3. Czy motesz to zrobit

..ZrOb.to, nie moglby§.

5. Zr6b.to, m6glbyt

6. Nte m4/esz tego zrobit

7. ZrOb to, motesz

8. Do that, can't you 8. Zr6b to, nie motesz

The arrows going from the English sentences point to their translaijon ,

equivalents in Polish.

The results of the, experiment show that there is a match between ..

. .

the first, the sixth'and the eighth positions in the ranking of English

and po

4
lish data. There three pairs consisting of a sentence in English

.,and stranslation equivalent in Polish exhibit both syntact,ic. and -..

pragmatic similarities. Siintactically, each member of the pair can be

related to asdeep-level soureei In other words, the sentences in these

pairs are relate0 to t &same semantic input and thus they'are equivalent.
- c A

This type of-equivalence can be Otified in a principled way by reference

Y
'. .
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to the. theoretical model.of CA' proposed by Krzeszowski (1974/79).

Additionally, the sentences in each pair can be said to be equivalent

pragmatically if it is assumed that each of them has been used in the

performance of the same SA in English and Polish and the relation of

pragmatic equivalence has been established vis-a-vis the same pragmatic

factor, which in the case under cohsideration was 'relative deference'.

The latter type of relationship holding between each member of the

pair was established on the basis of the defihition of pragmatic equi-

valence proposed in Claim 4.

The greatest. difference in the ranking occurs between the English

sentence (45) "Couldn't you do that", which was ranked fifth by the

native speakers of English who participated in Fraser's experiment,

and the Polish sentence (52) "Nie moglbyt tego zrobit", which was ranked

second in my experiment, and between the English sentence (47) "Do that,

couldn't you", which was ranked seventh, and the Polish sentence (54)

"ZrOb'to, nie mogly§", which was ranked fourth.

Now, application of the definition of pragmatically equivalent ex-

pressions in Claim 4 to the eight sentences in English and Polish shows

that sentence (4
2

) in English is pragmatically equivalent to sentend

(5
2

) in Polish, where 'pragmatically equivalent' is defined relative

to relative deference. This conclusion isibased on the positions these

sentences occupy in the ranking, which in turn is a reflection of the .

native speakers' assessment of the relative deference of these sentences

as demonstrated in Fraser's and my experiments. However, it is important

to point out that.the sentences in this pair display considerable struc-

tural differences. The English sentence is characterized by the following

syntactic features: +Interrogative, -Negative, +Present Tense, while the

Polish sentence is characterized by the following syntactic features:

+Interrogative, +Negative,. - Present Tense. Perhaps most importantly,

the English sentence is a regular 'Yes-No Interrogative' without a

negative element whereas the Polish sentence is an 'Intonation Question'

with a negative dement.

Expekiment II. The second experiment involved a group of 44 students,

all of them native speakers of Polish, who were asked to decide which

of the eight expressions given in (6) they would use if they were to

request someone to close the window.
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(6) .1. Bardzo to zimno.. (It's very cold in here..) ,

2..Dlaczego okno jest otwarte? (Why is the window open?)

3. Czy motesz:zamknat okno? (Can you Close the window?)

4. Mozesz zamknat oknd. (You can close the window.)

5.14olal/a/bym, tebyt zamknal okno. 'AI would prefer it if
you closed the window.)

6. Powinienet zamknat okno. (You should close the window.).

7. Proszi.ci9, zebyt zamknal okno. (I ask you to close-the
window.)

8. Zamknij okno! (Close the window:),

Situational context was provided, and the role relationship of the inter-

locutor'was varied along the parameter of authority. Thestudeats_parti-_

cipating in the experiment were to decide which one of the eight ex-

pressions they would use in the following situational contexts:

(a) room in a dorm;

(b) classroom in which the student is acting as a

teacher, eg., during a practicum;

(c) livingroom in their own family apartment;

The addressees were the following:

(d) colleague

(e) pupil

(f) parent

' This- xperiment relies heavily on the output of the empirical research

conducted by House and Kasper (1981). In particular, I have made use

of the eight levels of directness that they distinguished for the speech

act of request. In fact, the eight expressions in (6) are Polish

translation equivalents of thk English expressions with which House

and Kasper illustrate the eight levels of directness in their paper..

I have reduced level seven to just one possibility, namely that which

they call 'explicit performative'. The comparison of the results of

the second experiment with the results obtained by House and Kasper was

based on the frequency counts as reflected in the use of-a particular

level of directness relative to three situational contexts and role

relationships of the addr' ssee as specified. table 1 shows the distri-

bution of th use of levels of directness in situational context (a).

The data for English in Table 1 is repeated after House and Kasper

(1981). The iscussion of the results will be limited to the two most
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\Table 1. The distribution of the use of the levels of directness
situational context (a). .

directness level

in

REQUEST 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

ENGLISH

number of-instances 3 18 6 .3 2 1 5 44

POLISH .

number of instances 1 1 14 2 6 10 41

frequently used levels of directness for requests in Polish and English.

As the table shows the most frequently" used level of directness both

in English arid Polish is tevet 3, exemplified by (7) and (8) below.

(7) Can you close the window?
u.;

. (8) CZy mozesz zamknat.okno?

The second most frequent levels of directness in English are level 4 nd tevet 1

whereas in Polish it is tevet 8. These levels, ie. tevet 4 in English

and tevet 8 in Polish correspond to (9) and (10).

(9)' You can -close thewindow. Or tevet I:. It's very cold in here.

(10) Zamknij okno:

In (9) the English expression is a declarative while in (10) the Polish

expression is an imperative.

Now, if the discussion is focused on the linguistic expressions .

which realize a particular level of directness, rather than oz levels

of directness themselves, it is interesting.to notice that the situation

is very much the same as was the case with Experiment I. One. and the

same pragmatic feature can be linguistically re4ized by expressions

which are also characterized by the relation of semantico-grammatical

equivalence, eg.: (41) and (51) as regards relative. deference and (7).

and (8) as regards a level of directriess. However, such examples as

(42) and,(52), on the one hand, and (9) and (10), on the other, point

to a possibility wherein a pragmatic feature, eg, relative deference,

can be linguistically realized by expressions which are not equivalent

formally. This feature of pragmatically equivalent expressions across

Languages is expressed in Claim 5.
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Claim b. Pragmatically e nt expres

need not be -.uivalent fo

ions across languages

In this context the notion of 'formal equivalence' means, more or less,

semantico-grammatical equivalence.

In conclusion, it is worthwhile pointing out that the existing defini-

tions of:equivalence as worked out in the 'classical' Cohtrastiye Ana-

lysis do not provide a satisfactory framework enabling one to deal with

pragmatic'phenomena from a contrastive viewpoint. Thus it. will be

claimed here that the incorporation of the notion of inter-linpalTy

equivalent SA; and especially the incorporation of the notion of

'pragmatically equivalent' linguistic expression into CA is a necessity

if contrastive pragmatics is to prOVide a conceptual framework within

which pragmatic aspects of the use of linguistic expressions across

languages could be studied. Needless to say, more empirical research

on thelluse of linguistic expressions across languages-in needed so

that both the nature and mutual relationships holding between corres-

ponding pragmatic factors across languages can be stated. What seems

to be especially relevant from the point of view of foreign language

pedagogy is'empiricl research bearing on the acquisition of pragmatic

'Oihenomena and 'pragmatic interference'. However, one must be aware of

the delicate nature'of t enterprise; pragmatic aspects of language

use are ',connected Ath a' ytem o1 cultural and social norms, on the

one'han4 and!ka network of idiosyncratic social-psychological features

displayed speakers across languages and cultures, on the other.

Therefore it seems i'easoniti4, to suggest that the introduction of prag-

matt aspects oflanguage use 'into fore'ignslanguage teaching be based

on empirical research conceritog the relationship between the perception

of pragmatic phenomena in the native language and culture and the ac-

.quisition of these phenomena ip the context of foreign/second language

learning.
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GIVING AND GETTING DIRECTIONS: CROSS.-LANGUAGENTERACTION

BETWEEN NATIVE AND FINNISH SPEAKERS OF ENGLISH

Marja-Kaisa PihkOc

Unive/oLty o6 Jyvictshytd

INTRODUTION

...

There is a need for people to cross linguistic barriers. People

speaking different native languages are brought together in face-to-face

encounters jn which they may want to, or find it necessary to, communicate

with each other. The participants of such encounters can achieve remarkable

communicative success despite great linguistic trouble (cf. Jordan and

Fuller 1975); the manner and ways in which they manage to do that in different

communicative settings stand in need of further examination. r

In the present paper the ,focUs of-interest is in discover ng'how a

transactional encounter is conducted in cross-language intera tion between

native and Finnish speakers of English. The communicative task subjected

to analysis is that of giving and getting 'directions: a tourist, a native

speaker of English, turns to Finnish passers-by asking them in English

whether they could tell him how he could find the way to a desired

destination.

For an average Finn,,tellingthe way to a foreigner is one of the

most characteristic situations
..,.

in /which he needs to speak a foreign

language, most often English in his own society (POPS-1976, 3d). The

first part of the paper is. mainly concerned with.einterpersonal inter-

* action that results from,an unforeseen foreign language communication

situation. For a foreign tourist, information about directions is an

emerging co unicative need through which he is likely to get involved

1111
in conversational exchanges with people with widely different communicative

abilities ii English. In the latter part of the paper particular attention

is paid to those interactional features which make it possible for the
t

participahts to convey their communicative intentions despite impending

language problems.
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THE DATA

The material consists of two hundred surreptitiously tape-recorded

brief encounters with requests for way-information. The research confederates

(Duncan and Fiske 1977 -:26), ie. the persons presenting the requests,' were

six native speakers of English. During the data collection, the confederates

were not familiar with the particular objective of the study; they were

asked to behave as was natural of them when in need of way-information.

The confederates were equipped with small a tape-recorder and a hidden

microphone. They kept asking the way to places which anyone living in

the town could be expected to know: post office, railway stAlr museums, .

and so forth. The people in the streets to whom the confederates spontaneously

turned for help were men and women of different age groups.

The analygis of the verbatim transcriptions of the data is supplemented

with indexical information obtained through naturalistic observation

during the encounters. The observation was carried out either by an

intraohserver (cf. Golopentia-Eretescu 1974:84).appearing together with

the confederate' or by an external observer nearby. Asample of seventeen

tape-recorded way-description conversations in Finnish is included in the

corpus as control material. Empirical evidence about the encounter type

as interaction between native speakers of he same language also provides

some. insight into the nature of the transaction as such.

First, an instance of giving and getting directions'may be defined

as a bti.ei olcountRA /cf. Poyatos 1976:87) because it has usually the

characteristics of a short dyadic transaction in,which the sole purpose

of the interchange is the achievement of a transactional goal. Second,

as a compl6x problem-solving task the enterprise may be divided into

three sub-tasks: cognitive, interactional, and linguistic.. However, the

pftticipants are familiar with the rules of the game. Having performed

in the roles required for both the acts of Telling the Way and Asking

for Directions the interactants - ditectot and queztionet respectively -

have learned certain interactional strategies which serve as a general

scheme for tarring oe the task at hand (Wunderlich and Reinelt 1982).

Such mutual concern Wbautthe successful management of a task is described

by Goffman (1963, in Argyle and Kendon 1972:19) as a4 Octoed intRnaction.

Third, at interpersonal level the course of the encounter ismodified

by determinants related to 6octat expec.tationA The questioner is aware

of his tight to perform the request: his act cannot possibly be intehpreted

A
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as a great imposition towards the addressee because he is only asking

for 'free.goods', ie. minor services which people consider themselves

entitled to demand from one another in public (Brown and Levison 1.978:85).

Likewise, the director interprets the way-enquiry as his personal in-

volvement obUgatiou rather than as an intrusion upon his privacy. Even

when unceriain about the location of a given destination the director

usually makes every effort to perform the task in some way instead of

relinquishing it straightaway.(cf. Wunderlich 1978:68).

A LANGUAGE CONFRONTATION ,

The basic determinants of a giving-and-getting-directions trans-

action remain unchanged in cross-language interaction. However, the use

of a non-native language as a means of communication appears to have an

impact on the'entire outcome of the encounter. Figure 1 illustrates

how the encounter is realized not only as a brief exchange of factual

information but as a language confrontation in which the overriding

role-relationship is that between 'a native and a non-native speaker.

NON-NATIVE SPEAKER: FOCUSED NATIVE SPEAKER:

CODE
(

INTERACTION,

DIRECTOR

social cognitive

obligation knoWledge:

and "there"

emotive

attitudes

STRANGER

SOCIAL

EXPECTATION

BRIEF

ENCOUNTER

..).

CODE

QUESTIONER

cognitive

problem:

"where?"'

STRANGER

social

right:

'free

goods'

Figure 1. Participatory role-enattment in native non-native

speaker interaction in Giving and Getting Directions.
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Various emotional and attitudinal aspects are attached to the encounter

encounter at the interpersonal level. It follows that a large number of

behavioural patterns observable,d4ring the interaction may be regarded

as indexical_of the socia-pscychological dimension's of using a non -

native language in an unforeseen-interchange.

In the, materials gathered for the present study the outset of cross-

language interaction is ofimportance. It is the native speaker having the

role, of a newcomer into a linguistic community. His opening enquiry

Excuse me, do you speak htyi,sh? appears unexpected and embarrassing to

the people he addresses. In addition to suggesting the language code to

be preferred in the eniuing encounterothe formulalc;entry also signals

'I want something from you' (cf. Kiefer 1980:150)., The nog- native speaker's

predisposition towards, interaction is likely to be determined not only

by his actual command ofEnglish but also by his willingness to engage

himself in an unforeseen foreignlangpage contact. Purely affective be-

. hdviours related to interpersonal attractions (cf. Triandis 1977) and a

perception of the current situation,. including' stereotyped attitude

potentials towards foreign language use and foreigngrs in general, for

example, can be expected to determine how attuned a person.,is towards

cross-linguistic interaction.

In the present data the persons addressed by the native speakers -

generaOtly showed positive attitudes towards foreigners and were ready

to help them. Their internalized knowledge of social expectations relevant

in the context, often combined with what seemed to be a "natural curiosity

about people from other lands" (Triandis 1977:3), encouraged the addre§sees

to accept the role of a belper,,often in spite of theif poor og non--

excisting command of English,

.
In more than every other test encounter the nativespeaker's initial.'-

enquiry Execov me, dojo omit Enge,i2h? was,met-withA response which

could be labelled as positive, ie. Conveying the addresgee's readiness

to communicate in a foreign"language. A number of theroostive responses

-we/e given as quick,answers of the type &.the 1/611t,.. and Yu, I do.

The /assertive responses_ indicateethat the channe wa's open for cross-

:language communication and the native speake'e cojId lalinch his actual.'

rIquest, the way - enquiry. Yet the most typical. a9wettwhich was elicited

the native speakeg's opening enquiry was an utterance containing some

variant of the tentative formula a fittie. It may be understood as a.

secure stock.response emphasizing the speaker's role as a language learner ,
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rlot fully competent to use the language in question. For a native

speaker., a att.N., when uttered hesitantly, tends to give raise to

uncertainty about how to go on with the actual task. The native speaker

realizes that to ensure mutual understanding he has to pay attention to

his own choice of words and constructions:

(1) A: Excuse me, do you speak Etish?

B: Uhm...a little... (laughter)

o A: I am, I umm...want to go to the National Museum.

A tentative response.can also lead to a brief negotiation.about the

language to be used in the ensuing interaction:

(2) A: Excuse me, do you speak English?

B: Very little.

A: But.you speak a little bit?

B: Anything, but very little.

A: Can I, mmh,'may I ask you a question?

B: Yes, but do you speak German?

A: No, I don't, I don't / / But it is a

B: Ohh...

A: small question, I / / I want to go to the National Museum.

B: Yes.

Jaaha, ye- yes, I understand. It is...

(3) A: Excuse me, do you speak English?

B: (laughter) Uhh, I don't speak English.

A: You-speak some, I hear, some words...

umm, I am looking for the National Museum, wondering how to

get to the .National Museum...

You k-.National Museum? No?

B: (laughs embarrased) ((...))

A: All right, thank you very much.

In example .(3) interaction breaks down because the person approached

clearly indicates that he does not consider himself capable of carrying

out thg suggested task in' English.. As a rule, the encounters do mot

develop into way-description exchanges if the addresloe gives a negative

response. Whenever there are other people around, the native Speaker

acknowledges the negative response and turns to other passers-by for

hepl. The perceived urgency of the situation tends to increase the non-

native speaker's personal respontibiliiytto provide help: if there'are

no other peole hearty, it is more likely thatthe addressees try to be
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helpful even if they do not know any English (cf. Triandis 1977:72);

non-verbal and kinesic 'devices of communication are then the only means

to promote mutual understanding:

(4) A: Excuse me, do you speak English?

B: ... (indicates a negative answer)

Ai, No... .

B: Mitas to oisitte...?

'(What would you want to.,. ?)

A: Uh... Kai-Kaivopuisto -

B: Kaivopuisto eteenpain-vaant (pointing)

(Kaivopuisto-- straight ahead!)

A: This way? (pointing questioningly) .

B: -Joo, joo-joo.

(Yeah, yeah)

A: Thank you

As a label, a negative response relates to answers by which the persons

approached reject the role of'a foreign-language speakers Negative.

responses, often apologetic, are either verbal denials in Finnish or in

English or non-verbal rejective behaviours such as shaking of the head

and various facial expressions. A majority of the verbal denials are

given-in English, as plain No answers. This fact, together with the

popular conception of a Finn as being inclined to remain uncommupicative

in cross-language encounters (see Lehtonen and Sajavaara 1982equired

further attention to be paid to the reliability of the numerous negative

answers. To test the possibility that the addressees use the native

speaker's formji;ic opening question as an escape route to an-engagement,

a number of 'encoun'ters were initiated with an enquiry about factual

information instead of language proficiency, for instance: Excuae-me,

coudt you tett me Aute the po4t olgice4.4?

The straightforward questioning technique increased the number of

encounters in which the English question was answered in Finnish. Some

of the mixed-language exchanges could perhaps be explained by the fact

that the addressee was able to infer the place of destination from the

English pronunciation and tries to provide some help (in examples (5)

and (6) the questioner, too, is a non- native speaker):
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;(-5-)A1 ixcuie--,me,Ap.yOu. know where. is here post office? Post office?

(Post office? Or -)

A::Post, yeah. You know where

Ma.en ny mit-... --

_ . .(Now I don't -... what does, he...?)

-(The post office)

A: Joo, perhaps, I don't:know what it is in Finnish - postOffiCe..

Lwant to.§end a letter.:. letter...

B: Tuollahannetietaa kun meette tohon lenattimeen..:

'when. ...(points).

(Well, you'd beftergo'into that Telextatfice......p/grthere,,l-

they'll know there...)

It is more problematic to analyse conversations in which the English

pronunciation gives no indication of destination for a person who knoWS

no English:

(6) A: Excuse me, can you ehh, tell me where is here railway station..-.

train station?

B: Tuonne pain... (points)

(In that direction...)

A: Where?

B: Tch, ummh...

Later on in the same conversation the director indicates that she speaks
tr.

some English but, is not able, or willing, to make use of her knowledge:.

A: Can you - tell me if it is near?

B: I can't...

This is an example of what might be termed a laniage conflict, a non-

native speaker's unwillingness to use a foreign language-in a face-to-

face communication situation. Provided that the addressee comprehend

what has been asked, the native speaker maf reasonably assume that the

p&son also speaks some English.

.Exchanges of .the following kind are embarhssing for the native

speaker as well:

(7) A: Excuse me, could you tell me where there this... street is?

(showing an envelope with an address)

B: Test su9raan, eteen ja tonne pain (points)

(Straight ahead and Onto that direction)
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A: !? (questioning laughter)

II: Ma en puhu eng)anti...tost suoraan ja tonnepaiLL_

(pointing gestures)

(I don't speak English... straight ahead and then into that

direction)

Mmh... I go down this way //

a: Uh-huh

,ja sit tonne noin, suoraan tast'd -

(and then there, straight from here -)

A: How - when I turn? How many streets?

B: Uhh... yks, aks:..skaks ja sitte tonne pain (points)

'(Uhh... one, two... two and then there)

The research methodology adopted fOr the present study does not

allow for -definite conclusions to be drawn about the actual amount of

communication apprehension in'the test encounters. However, the data

suggests that evasiveness may occasionally have been a strat'egy to which
. sV

a non-native speaker prefM to resort under the thrept of an unexpected

foreign language confrontation% Ile non-native speaker may have acquired

a risk capital in his-attempt to reduce the anxiety of uncertainty

(Montagna 1980:31) caused by his poor linguistic mastery. The reasons

-of avoidance behaviour may also he related tiscouraging experiences

from previous situations of the same nature, self-criticism as a thY-eshold

suppressing all attempts to participate in a conversation (cr. Saario

19110:73), situWonal anxiety, shyness, tr simply, introverted personality

(kehtonen and Sajavaara 1982).

f The data for.ee present study was collected in two different

environments. This 'resul'ted in an environmental differentiation in

foreign language use. In a large urban area, where people obviously are

more used to foreign language contacts, the persons addressed by the

native speakers of English appeared to be more attuned to cross-language

.communication than people in a smaller rural town, where foreign language

contacts'are less common. Other things being equal, the potential occur,

rence of foreign language contact may have had an impact on the non-native,

speaker's predisposition towards foreign language communication. A

'foreign langua4e does not exist as a separate and isolated object for a

non-native-speaker. It relates to his "associations, attitudes, beliefs,'

concepts, evaluations, expectations, memories, opinions, percepts,

role perceptions, stereotypes, and values" (Triandis 1977:4), among

others.,
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7:

The delicate nature of an unforeseen foreign language encounter is

clearly displayed ,in.the initial exchanges between the participants.

When a-iVatlon of cross-langua,ge communication is established, the flow

of interaction seems to tolerate a considerable amount of-trouble. This

is because the parficipapts are 'bound together' by 'goal-achievement'

(Mathiot 1978:214), their willingness to accomplish the task bt hand.

' ,See 4he following example.
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HOW TO GET FROM HERE TO THERE

A: Ex- excuse me, do you speak a bit of English?

B: Yes.

A: I was wondering if you.could tell me how I might be able to get to

the National Museum from here? (pause)

Would you happen to know how... I can do that?

8: Omni, mmh... uhmm...

( pause)

C: National Museum...?

B: Yes, I know where that is but...

Since he assumes the role of a director, the lion- native speaker should

be able to tyke the questioner to an imaginary wandering from the place

of the encounter to the destination; the questioner on his part tries

to construct a plan of the route described and then memorize its crucial

o parts (Wunderlich and Reinelt 1982:1V). The participants find that they

are faced not only with.a complex cogniti% problem-solving task but

Also with a linguistic problem of getting the intended meaning across.

It can be expected that the director's more or less perfect mastery of

'the verbal code determines the outcome of the transaction. In the study

reported here three referential labels were adopted to denote the
\ -

perceivable different patterns of communicative interaction observable

in the data. They are sense-making, trouble-managing, and facing distress.

1. Sense-making: colldborative interaction

In a number of encounters the manner of participatory interaction ..**

resembles corresponding focused interaction between native speakers of

one and the same language. It is the non-native speaker who is
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responsible for,pruducing the way-description. The native speaker is in
0

the role of a respoldent, and
for'the.most part.his contribution to the

Conversation takes farm ef assertive backchannel behaviour - grunts,

1.Ns's okay's and head nods - and a few inquiries about the route:

(8) A: dcUse me //

A: Do your spe a bit of English?

A: 1 was wondring if you could tell mehow to get to a cafe thaqis...
` I think it is Kap-

Kap - pefi... 'KW/
,

A: Yes. '

A: ikay.

A: Okay, it is, is it rather close to the ((...))//

A: Okay. 0
A: Yeah-

A: Right.

A: Uhuh.

A: Okay.

A: Ahah! Okay-

A: Right.

A: And it's only a Cafe, there is a... is there//

A: Restaurant...

A: Okay... okay, I think I can probably fond it with that.

Thanks very much!

In the above example the director wanted to prodtice a detailed way-

description. His command of the verbal code allowed him to elaborate an

adequate set,of instructions in reference to landmarks along the route,
for example. However:the perceived easiness and the relaxed manner of

a way2Idescription exchange do not result solely from the non-native

speaker's language proficiency. Since it is likely that the director
is.

always faced with problems of expression, it is his ability to cope with-
emerging trouble that is essential 'Rik, the outcome of interaction as is
evident from examples (9) and (10).

(9),B: It has, err, likeoa churchil... of a... what, torni...

(forms a steeple with' her hands)

A: A steeple, a steeple A// steeple.

B1 Yes:
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B: Yes, like a... (forms a steeple)

A: A steeple; Uhuh.

.

.

(10) B: there's th-... not railway but...//

. A: tram , tram Oh,

8: ((how)), to call it., yes.
.

.

.

The non-native speaker.admits that he isnot certain how the intended

meanipg ig to be expressed in the foreign language. But, at the same

time, he also understands that the communicative setting of a direCTIN

face-to-face encounter-makes it possible ar him to appeal for the

native speaker's assistance to ensure the continuation of interaction.

Again, Z5 a basic pattern of interaction, this strategy resembles

casual conversations between native speakers of the same language', who,

whether in search for a correct word or'simply being at a loss in one's

Lines, dV not hesi'tate to 's.ignal an appeal for help to their inter-'

locutor:'hence the usual expressions of the:now whatchama call it'

type in casual conversation. Interaction of this type can bt described

as colla orative as regards not only the manner but also the strategies

femploye in view of potattial communication problems,

To recapitulate,.an essentia 14 aspett of sense - making, ie. 'having,

a meaning which can be understood', is that the non-native speaker is

willing fib, and aware of how, to appeal for assistance when he is

experiencing. problems in his speech production. The strategy of

making an appeal, which Fearch4and laSper (1980) call a non-native

speaker's 'achievement strategy, is important alsb because the native

speaker usually makes no attempt to try to coriec!,)he non-native

speaker's errors. Instead,deviance is allowed to go 'unnoticed'

occasionally at the cost ofincreased ambiguity.

2. Trouble-managing: supportive interaction
s

...-

The great majority of giving-and-getting-directions encounters in

the data show that communication between speakers of different languages

is hazardous. The interlocutors are continuously faced with problems

of expression and understanding.

To cover a lahge spatial area by means of a verbal route description

is a demanding task even in the native language. The director's uncertainty

in giving expression to concepts crucial in a way - description. such as
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lexsical items for directions, deistic relations, and destriptive properties,

is a threat to the success of.interaction when reference can no longer be

made to 'this street' and 'that great house'. However, deficiences of this

kind seldom lead to communicative disaster. The knowledge of the language

code being pporly shared makes the participants resort to remedial

communicative strategies when they try to move mentally from one place

to another; besides directive and mimicking gestures and facial expressions,

a strategy frequently used is 'map-making', which often releases an embar-

rassing situation and takes the interaction a step further:

(11) B: And.., you must go over the... uhh... tch.!.

it's two roadis, what's what's it... two roads

goes err... drawing a 'map', on the snow)

A: The.., you come to'a dead end and the roads go like that?

B: Err- joo, jdo, juu, juu, juu//

A: Okay......

All verbal exchanges of giving and getting directions are typically

accompanied by a variety of extrclinguisti4nd kinesic devices (Psathas

and Kozloff 19/6:113), but in cross-langudge encounters these elements

tend to increase considerably. In addition to being used to emphasize

and clarify the message, extralinguisic anckinesic &vices may, in

relation to the director's linguistiC"skills, lie used to support or

even to replace verbal communication.

The concrete transactional orientation of the interaction combined
OPwith the social norms governing'participatory'behaviouP in the encounter

strengthen the director's wish to make himself understood and the

questioner's need to understand. The. mutual attempt to overcome speech

problems usually results in what Jordan and Fuller (1975) call "the non-

fatal nature of trouble": The preseht data suggests that as long as

deviancein the non-native speaker's communicative performance does

not exceed the native listener's 'repair threshold' (Hackman 1977:144),

the main threat to the success of interaction lies not so much in what

is actually said, or in how it is said, as in what is. left unsaid.

The director's insufficient mastery of the language restricts the

descriptive informativeness of'ivis route explanation. Uncertain in Ole

use of the language, the director may leave'unsaid much of what he would

otherwise have Wanted to include in his set of instructions:
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11i

(12) A: Excuse me, could you tell me how to get to the post office?

0:: Umm,yes. First right

A: Uhuh.

B: and then.... left... and - Ws... there it i's.

The non-native speaker's strategy of reducing the actual communica-

tive goal to escape problems in verbal expression (Faerch and Kasper

1980) may becoMe cruciafrfor the accomplishment of the task if delivery

of exact infokation and directive functions is required, as is the

case in way-descriptions. In the present materials the existence of

goal reduction strategies can only be inferred, since it is not known how

the same informants' descriptions would have run in Finnish. Convincing

evidence can, however, be obtained from the overall pattern ofparticipa-

tory interaction, which shows a notable change in the division of labour

between the interlocutors, as in (13).

(13) A: Excuse me, could you tell me Where the post office is?

A: Okay.

A: Okay, a park, yeah. %-

A: Okay... uhhm... could you tell me some names of... of a store' -

or... something to give me, to tell me when to turn, is't...

A: I... I just go down this street and when I pass the park...

then I? What do I clo'after pass the park?

A: Uhum.

A: Uhuh.

A: Okay... is't a //

A: Uhuh.

A: Okay - so I go to the right? I go, I go

((...)) this way...

A: Straight and then to the right, or? To the left...

Af But, okay, if we're right, if we're here, k go straight and

here's the park, and then I go this way?

It is no longer the director who bears the major responsibililyfor

the production of the way-descripttion; he possesses the cognitive

knowledge necessary for relating the expressionsused in the speech

encounter to the desired destination but he receives considerable help

from'the questioner in the formulation of the verbal route description.

Since the questioner regards the instructions as insufficient, he tries
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to elicit more exact information by presenting simplified questions,

making guesses, ylig reformulations, and suggesting alternative answers:

f

(14).A: Can i recog-... is it a modern buildingb,isit a new building...

the National Museum?

(15) A: Um, do you gu to the left or to the right when ydu get to

this... Mdnnerheimintie?

(16) A: Is it before you get to the university or is it 'after 7

The nom-native speaker's tentativeneSs also makes th qiestionep resort

to more encouraging oackchannel expressions(oftup empathic such as

Right, tole, The'lez.s a cued idea) or acknowledging repetitions and

pragmatic expansions of the director's utterances. The native speaker

shows that, in spite of trouble, the participants manage tocommunicate

with each other:

(11) Yeah, and from the Esplanad you can ask.... ask..:'

A: Ask again!

(18) B: Just follow this street// and

A: yes .4;

B: then straight... straight...

A: 5traiyht up?

(19) B: Yeah, it is open.

A: It is open.

In cases of trouble meaningful communication requires extra-effort front

both participants. Repair is however initiated by the native speaker in

the first place. He has to come half way, or even further, to reach the

level of the non-native speaker's commuriicative potential. Consequently,

the participatory roles of the director and the questioner become obscure:

the questioner has to change his role of a respondent to that of a

supporter in order to keep the interaction moving on.

11,43. Facing distress: breakdown of interaction

The sense that the interlocutors lack a shared language code with

which to handle the communicative task may grow out of the non-native*

speaker's tentative approximatiogito the target language as well as
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his rejection of the role of a foreign language speaker. The common

dehominastOr of the situations recorded is that rpching the communicative

goal. by means of verbal interaction turns out to be beyond the limits

of reasonable effort. Since the exchange of factual information is

minimal or nonexistent, the participants' attempt at interaction can

'hardly be considered to have promoted the actual purpose of the encounter.

Although communication seems to be hampered by considerable dis-

orders:instances of decaying interaction are not easily traceable. Such

an observetion is in conrmity with the principles of Trouble-managing:

as long as communicative success remains the mutually accepted goal of

interaction there is,a natural tendency for the participants to ignore,

and even to deny, the existence of any communication troubles that

cannot be repaired. Instead, the interlocutors appreciate even the

slightest understanding achieved in a' 'look-we-can-still-talk-together'.

atmosphere (Jordan and Fuller 1975':27), thus maintaining the sense of

purpose of the exchange and their efforts:

(20) A: There? Yes, there? (pointing) And there, there...

B: tuu, tuu hundra... eiku tuu...

mmh, tota'sitte... right

A: Right!

B: Right. (pointing)

A: Yes, there - and right.

A5 soon as moments of decaying talk grow in number within one sequence-

of conversation, interaction must be considered to be breaking down;

the linguistic and communicative barriers between the partisoipants make

successful mutual repair work' impossible. Communicative frustration is

displayed at two levels fcf. Jordan and Fuller 1975).

The non-native speaker's frustration relates to his incapability

of expressing the intended meaning or his non-comprehensiop. Frustration

develops into distress rather than results in trouble- managing because

the non-native speaker is unable both to appeal to his interlocutor'for

assistance and to dertve support from the native speaker's cooperative

contributions to manage the situation. See example (21).

(21) S-straight and then to the right, or? To the left...

B: (to her friend) Se on ihan suoraan, se on tankadun varrella...

miten ma sen sanon?
.

(It is straight ahead, it is on this street... but how can I say
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Frustration experienced by the native speaker is closely linked

with, his repair threshold. The repair device was show to allow a certain

amount of deviant signals in the non-native speker's communicative

performance without considerable danger for mutual interaction. Yerif

the instances of deviance grow high in number, non-comprehension cannot

be avoided. The aon-natiVe speaker's tentative language proficiency

tends to reduce, rather than increase, the native speaker's 4upporting 9

devices. The native speaker feels that his support does not get across.

Interaction decays and becomes more restricted both linguistically and

contentwise as im (22).

(22) A: Uh, excuse me, sir, do. you speak English

d tiny bit?

B: ' V-very little! (laughs iria loud voice)

A: Okay.. could you, could jou tell me how to get to this,

uh, this uhh... is it Suomen- ... lin- linna?

B: Suomenlinnna...

A: Yes.

B: Jaa... this is (laughs), ehh, there, fOr... but uh....

uh, you can... uh... uhh...

mm.... go to to .. with 'a boat.

A: Is it

C: (intraobserver) a boat...?

B: .With uh a.... this, ehh, rail ay° (points to railway rails)

A: Ahah, okay.

B:4t.o uhmm... mmh... uh... Kauppato (...))

A: Ahah, is that,

is that the market place?

B: Market place, just!

4A: Uhuh, yeah.

B: And there is the... umm... boat... with a.,.

A, Ahah!

B: ...the... ... you can drive Suomenlinna.

The director's tentative approximations to English are hardly

sufficient to cope with the task. The attempts at a way- descriptiof
,

remain at the level of a fiew scattered words that the questioner can

combine with a sensible whole, only with difficulty. When the inter-

actional situation seems to be breaking down; the only thing that the
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questioner t.an do is to r'elinquisb the blirector tactfully from any further

-obligation. The directors themselves'do not usually give.up their tasks.

When a dir'ector cannot speak Egglish, his wish to provide help in_

siAle way at least may make him trY'to use same other forei.gri language. .

If this does not result in action, the next step may be an'offer to

take the questioner to the desired place of destination or at least an
.

offer to accompany him for a while as in examples (23) to (26).

(23) A: Excuse me, sir, do you speak English?

B: No, no - uh konnten Sie Deutsch sprechen?

A: Oh, no I don't - do you speak a little English?

B: Uhh I, nein, little.

I'm looking for the National Museum.

B: Jaaha, jaaha, National Museum, ahah.

A: And-' Yes, and I would like

to go there.

1 Uh, have you... map ?,

A: No, I don't, but if you could point in the direction,

I w- I would be all right... Which way do I walk?

B: Joo One, one moment

please. (pause) Follow me, please! (starts walking)

(24) B: Please, komm, mit mir! (starts walking)

(25) B: Maa voin 14htee sinne kavelemaan...

Nii, maa vien teidat sinne.

(I can come and walk with you there...

Yes, I'll take you there.)

(26) gA med! (approximations to Swedish)

(.., come with me!)

Offers of this kind by the director can be regarded as a feature

typical of cross-language gncounters. The strategy is employed also by

more fluent non-native speakers but it seldom occurs in encounters

between native speakers of one and the same la...-ngpage. In the Finnish

control material, offers' to show the way are nonexistent.
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CONCLUSION

the point of departure of the present study was that communicative-

tasks requiring focused interactiop can be succesfully handled despite

the existence of considerable language barriers. This is supported by

the study of giving and getting directions in cross-language interaction

between native and Finnish speakers of English.

For a non-native speaker, an unforeseen foreign language encounter

l''d 'ation. The non-native speal, 's prediS-

posit-Ion towards foreign language communication in general is relevant

for the establishment of interaction. The tentative initial exchanges

are indexical of the emotionally and attitudinally loaded relationship

between the native and the non-native speaker.

However, the maintenance of interaction is secured by the concrete

transactional purpose ofthe encounter. The participants have a strong

wish to accomplish the task at hand. The non-native speaker's mastery of

the langauge,determines the development and outcome of the encounter,

but it does not predict its success. Conversational support provided by

the n,itive speaker and various non-verbal devices of communication

(paralinguistics, kinesics, etc.) are available for the non-native

speaker as a compensation for his insuffident language skills.

Communicative effectiveness grows out of the participants' ability

to adjust themselves to the existing conditions of communication both

linguistic, transactional, 90. interpersonal. 'Tqeteforei instead of the

non-native speaker's proficiency to communiCate in a foreign language

it seems more appropriate to refer to the participants' ability to

interrelate their communicative pyrformances in afmanner which promotes

the achievement of the interactional goal 'in the best possible' way.
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APPENDIX

.Participants.:

A: Male 25 (American)

B: Male 45 (Finnith)

Setting: Helsinki, hear, Agricola Church.

. .

Task: Asking for the National Theatre.

Observations: B embarrassed. Strategy: map-making, showing the way.

,

A: Excuse me, sir, do you speak a little bit of English?

B: Noo... very, verrlittle. ,

A: Okay, could you tell me where I can find the National Theatre?

B: ((...)) nyt...

A: National - uh theatre, err, where-they have plays

uh is it -

B: what, what, what place? (obviously means puce)

A: Uhm .. is it, uh, I think it is... Kansallis-, Teattq/

B: Kansallisteatteri?!

A: Yes, yes.
.

B: Aaahh... uh, railway station....

A: Yes.

64, you know where is railway station?

A: Yes... yes.,

B: Okay. Railway station and there is Kansallisteatteri...

ws' a--mtp)

4Ahah... Does- (toes the - is this the front of the

B: Mmh

A: railway station here? (i.e, on the 'map')

B: Yes ((...)) railway.

A: This is the front?

B: On joo ((...)) this gide.

A. Okay. L.

B: and there is Kansallisteatteri.
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A: Do you - okay, do you know how far it is from here...

is it a kilometre from 40; to there... one, two kilometres

or -

B: No, no...

A: Or is it. very close?

B: One, one hundred meter, two hundred meter...

A: Ahh... ahh... ahiTi

B: Railway station...

Okay.

B: Mmh.

A: All right, thank you very much.

B: (indicates that A should follow him)

A: Ah, you go this way // thank you.

B: Joo.
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A PRAGMATIC. ACCOUNT OF PROPER NAMES IN ENGLISH AND 'POLISH

Barbara Kryk.

Adam Michictuitz Unive,04,ty

Poznan

1. THE PROBLEM

The traditional 'distinction of common and proper names seems

justified in natural language as accounting for the distinct functions

of the two categories. There is a general agreement as to the origin

of proper names historically traceable to common nouns (cf. Lyons 1977:'

79). In the'course of language development, some common nouns have.-

lost the distinctive features originally inherent'to-the object they

named and the remaining phonic substance has been used, by convention,

to refer to that object (cf. Zabrocki 1980). Hence, the sole function

of proper names is reference but they are said to,be devoid of meaning.

Although the validity of the common/proper dichotomy has generally.

.been accepted, the ongoing disputes have left an air of uncertainty on

the actual status of proper names. The present paper is an attempt to

clarify the issue within the pragmatic framework. It is my contention

that the rigid
1

common/liroper distinction, taken over from logic, suffers

from serious inadequaciesif applied to natural language. In his paper

"On the sense and reference of proper names" McDowell (1980) noted

that'even such an'important contribution to-the theory of names as,

Kripkes "Naming and necessity" (1972) expresses a suspicion that any

sObstantialiheory of names - like any philosophical theory - is likely

to be wrong (1980:162). Being aware of this fact, I hope, however, that

the present paper suggesting an alternative approach to names might

give some insight into the problgm. As the argument develops, it will

become clear that many doubts concerning the status of proper names

have already been raised by other authors. Thus, Quine (1960) advocated

reparsing of names as general terms, Geach (1962:Ch. 2, 7) and Strawson

lAccording to Lyons (1977:222), many Mace names and family names
originated as definite descriptions or titles, eg. John_Comes from
a Hebrew name which could be interpreted as 'God has raciouss.-,

See also GrodziAski I1973:Ch. 8).
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(1974:67), on the contrary, were for names extended to include some

general terms, and Lyons (1977:179).managed to accommodate these facts

within the traditional division I am arguing against. It will-be de-

mbnstrated on the basis of contrastive English-Polish data that the

labels If PROPERI can be misleading since the actual behavioldr of

nouns often contradicts the characteristics they are ascribed due.to

their categorial membership. Consequently, it is.my conjecture that

.the assignment of the features It'PROPERI can be contextually condi-

tioned, thus belonging to the famous pragmatic wastebasket.

A glance at onomasqNstudies confirms the opinion on the complexity

of the probleg. Is it the case that proper names only refer but do

not have any meaning,, whereas common nouns do mean? The answers to

this question gave rise to numerous theories in philosophy and liAguis-.

tics, which delimited the pecularitjes of both nominal classes.

2. PROPER NAMES DESCRIBED -

Let us now cpncentrate on the characteristics that proper names

have been credited with so far. The mode of 'presentation will_ be as

follows. The inventory of features will be divided into semantic and

grammatical and each feature will be discussed' under an appropriate

label, on the one hand, as a result of relevant studies. On the other

hand, the traditional view will be juxtaposed with counterexamples

from English and Polish which will form the basis for further generali- .

zations. I

2.1. THE SEMANTIC FEATURES OF PROPER NAMES

2.1.1: THE REFERRING FUNCTION

Alohg with definite descriptions and pronouns, proper names have

---.L.._tr_aditionally been recognized as referring expressions. Moreover, they

were sometimes credited-with-uoUpe_reference (cf..Frege 1962; Russell

1905; Strawson 1959; the latter view was refuted 'by Donnellan (1972),
.

1
As was noticed by Lyons (1977:179):

The fact that the movement from one category to another may take
place in the course of the historical development of a language
suggests that the functional distinction between the three kinds
of singular definite referring expressions, (ie. definite NP's,
proper names, personal pronouns) is not absolutely clear-cut.

Cf. also Quine's (1960) reparsing of names as general terms and an
opposite proposal of Strawson (1974:67) close to Geach (1962)..

4 .4 rt
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KriiRk.e (1972), Lyons (1977), 7abrocki (1980), and others. The non-

uniqueness of proper names is so obvious that it does not 'require

fUrther comment, such asLinsky's contehtion that proper names are

usually,krather) common names (1967:118). However, note that being

consideredthe pdtradigm examples for a'.referential theory of meaning,

limper names do deviate from this norm. Lyons (1977:223) observed

the tendendi of many institutionalized place names to refer uniquely,

as opposed to personal names which have many referents. For Strawson
,

(1974:57) even the referring 'functior of proper names disappears in

certain contexts, eg. when they are self-quoting, in questions and in

the case of introductions.

The fact that the secondary non-referential function of proper

names should not beineglected it evident on the basis of the following

examples;

1. ,A certain Mr. Smith has been looking for you.
1'. Pewien pan Smith.szukal pana.

2. Is there a Mr. Taylor here?
Czy jest to jakit pan Taylor?

3. This is Mary Brown.
3'. To jest Mary Brown.

Moreover, not only is the proper/common distinction blurred on contextual

grounds, but even within the class of proper names no uniform behaviour

can be observed. Thus,. place names like The Whi6. Hou4e/Baty Dom or

personal names of the type John Kennedy Pt. are' uniquely referring

thanks to their semantic import, whereas others are not, eg:Siehmond;

John/Jan.-Consequently, my hypothesis as to the contextual assignment

of the. feature It PROPERI has gained some support.

2.1.2. THE MEANING OF.PROPER NAMES

While the referring function of proper.names has been fairly non-

problematic, their meaning-carrying properties constitute the critical

'point of the discussion. Frege and Russell both believed that proper

name .is-a definite description, abbreviated or disguised. The Strawponian

backing Of-descriptions was modified by Searle (1958) so that the

referent bf a name is determffied by a family of descriptions. The most

recent studies, having rejected. the concept of meaning_with proper

names (+Fodor 1977; Kempson 1977) and the principle of identifying

descriptions (Donnellan 1972; Cyons'1977), have taken a more pragmatic.
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position. Thus, for Donnellan (1972:377) the namellas no meaning but

its referent must be histprically;orioabsally connected to the speech

act. Lyons notes that a proper. name identifies its referent. by utilizing

the unique and arhitrary association ietween the name and its 4parer

(1977:214), whereas according to fltDoWell the belief about the bearer

of the name constitutes its sense:(1980:150).

AS' I have shown elsewhere (Oyk, forthcoming) proper names do

shave slave if they are subject to.what Zabrocki (1980) called secondary

appellativization, ie. when they acquire specific associations trace;

able to.the characteristiv of their. bearers. HoWever, this is by no

means a uniform-process; some of the 'products of secondary.appellativi-

zation jtain the features of proper names, others become common nouns,

and still another group forMs a hybrid semi- proper class.

Consider the following examples:

4. Keeping up with the:Joneses..

can be compared to Polish:

. 4'. Mieszkanie dla Kowalskich.'a flat for the Kowalskit'

where a popular family name stnds for a typical Englishman and a Pole,

respectively. Analogously, some Christian names have gained a wider

meaning, so that they symbolize 4 sweetheart in English and any woman

in Polish:

5. She is my new Valentine.
5'. Katda..'.Ewa dostanie dzi§ prezent. 'each EVe will get

a present today'

These, what I call generalizations, are. not however, instances of

total secondary appellativization, since despite their meaning-carrying

properties, they have retained some features of their original sources,

eg, capital letters.

In the case of what I call detachment, proper names are associated

.with objects unrelated.to their original bearers. In contrast to

generalizations, this process is idiosyncratic of a given language;

thus parallels are hard to find.. Compare English John Thomeo, jaky

'a night pot', jack-intihe-OX fa toy', benny 'benzedrine, a drug'

with Polish jdAiek''beans, a small pillow, a day-flower', IeSka 'a head',

1

Note that.5'. is ambigious in Polish between two possible interpretations,
ie. &a-referring to any woman bearing this name or to any woman in general.
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mace 'belly'. Not only do these examples carry meanings completely A/

detached from their bearers, but they have even lost capital letters /

characteristic of proper names only. Thus they may be treated at

homonymous to their corresponding names or as separate words (the

question has not been solved yet, cf. Grodzinski 1973:112). Still, in

this usa they are con idered to be legitimate common nouns.

Apart fr e e two extreme cases (secondary appellativization

close to or detached from' its original) there are a few borderline

examples,. more difficult to account fo'r, thus confirming my conjecture

about the shaky status of the common/proper.division. A question arises.

as to .the way of handling such English nouns, as mackintosh, watingtons,

sandwich, boycott, and others historNlly.traceable to their-sources

(which was not the case with%the instances of detachment) but otherwise
4

devoid of such proper name markers as capital letters, the inability

to take plural, and other syntactic characteristics to bediscussed

below. Polish islpoorar'in such examples, but still it contains jetcz,

wauzawa, poinaniak (the makes of buses, cars, the hamesfor inhabitants

of cities).

. Ftnally, the names of historical and fiCtitious characters can,

according to Lyons (1977:219-220), symbolize some features. of their

bearers:

6. a _Tadao 'a traitor'; a Napoleon 'agreat leader, tyrant'
6', Judas z, Napoleon -

7. a Cindeftetta 'a person or organization that is not
valued as much as he/it should be'; a don Juan 'a
man well known for his love affairs'

7'. Kopc.iu4zek, don Juan

The examples, are common to both languages, as they have sprung from

the world's cultural heritage. However, here the situation with spelling

is even more complex for some of these nouns have retained capital

letters, but others hwie not,eg. English cicenone, Polish kopciuszek.

Some discrepancies in the use of capital letters can be noticed

in the language analysed. English is richer than Polish in 'this respect,

since it Nai grown capital letters with the names of months, days of

the.week, makes of carsetc. which are all spelled as.common nouns in

Polish. Does it mean that English has more proper names than does

Polish and how should contrastive studies handle it? Note that the

spelling problem disappears in German where all nouns are capitalized.

The questions doubtless-beg a more.detailed analysis but they hint at
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an imperfection-of common /proper distinctiori both 9p Ater- and intra-

linguistic level.

2.1.3.,THE VOCATIVE FUNCTION OF PROPER NAMES
o .

The vocative function ascribed to proper'names boils down to their 4'

use toattract the attention of the person being summoned or called.

But, as was noticed'by Lyons (1977:21.7), alsoscommon nouns can be'used

to address individualS, cf.:

8. Come here, bop!
8'. Chod) tu, chtopcze!.

Moreover, in certain contexts restricted by pragmatic and socio-linguiitic

factors (such as the degree of formality), the vocative function can

be fulfilled by pronouns and even common nouns both in English and in

Polish:
1

-9. Hey you.!.(40e)
9'. Hej, ty IwylOtam).

4

Thus the vocative function', of names likewise renders the proper/common
.

isctinctiori redundant in natural language use.

2.1.4. THE 'CoNyENTIONAL CHARACTER OF PROPER NAMES sr,

As the act of naming is governed by convention, in most cultures

there. is a set of institutionalized personal nanles which are conven-'

tionally assigned to either boys or girls. However, the rule can be

broken either within the language itself (tezti and d'au doing service in:

both categories) or externally, since John and 'male' are not semantic -

ally related in the way that man and 'male' are. If a girl happenedto

be called John, we would have to say John orrt-heuetti, which would be

both grammatically and semantically adceptable.(LYons 1977:221; Throe

1980:214),

Though Rolish lacks such violations of themale/female distinction,

)004k full Of female counterparts of male names, eg. Wta406mw-a;

oni4taw-a. If their diminutives, like Weadzio/Weadzia and Bkonio/B4onia,..

respectively are used vocatively the gender distindtion disappears thanks.

1

In Polish there. is another marker of the vocative use of a given noun,
it simply occurs in the vocative case, having a distinct inflectional
ending. This distinction disappears with pronouns whose vocative endings
equal nominative ones.
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to the vocative ending -u;

10. Wadziu, gdzie jestet?
10'. Wladziu, where alle you?

Here the disambiguating factors can be either the context or the past

or future conjugation forms of the verb, which carry the gender dis-

tinctions. Consequently, the convention of naming may be broken in

both languages analysed.

Besides, Lyons' claim (1977:216) concerning the contrast tetween

the relations name/bearer, on the one hand, and.common noun/its denotata,

on the other, seems questionable, cf. Ilks own example of ambiguity in:

11.. What is this animal, called? '
11'. Jak siq to zwierzq nazywa?

English and Polish allow in reply both a common noun standing for the

mime of the animal class or an .iindividual name can be used. It was ad-

mitted by Lyons that although reference, denotation and naming need to

be distinguished, they can coincide. According to him, FAdo referso

a, dog named 'Fido' and the noun dog has many different denotata ('Fido,

Bingo,' etc.). But is it not the case that both.sets are open classes

of non-unique Objects? The only difference is that the 'Fido' set would

contain identical items (Fidol, Fido2, etc.), whereas the 'dog' set

distinct ones. But even then we cannot exclude the possibility of assign-.

ing the name Fick, to other objects. To take an example from Polish:

the name Liam (female proper name), though referring to a set of items

identical formally (Bazar Balb22), does not secure the conventional

assignment of the name to the objects of the same class. Note that each

occurrendt of BaZibl may refer to a distinct object: a human bilIng,a

squirrel, a goat and even a I-animate I noun, the latter only when

. secondary appellativization takes place.

The adherents of the common/proper distinction of nouns have to

admit,at' this point that the conventional use of names constitutes a

strong counterargument.to their.hypothesis. Firstly, the convention can

11 always be subject to idiolectal changes and, secondly, it is a fact

about langUage system as a whole that'it is.governed by the rules set

up and modified by man himself. Thu Americans would be calling 4abatty

what the British call tithe, and.thihumin name flied can be assigned. to

dogs. In Potash, the name for 'mass SnOdta-ma4megopkzelzazu
.

wasonce'chariged into pubtikatoky (thoughvithout-success and nothing

may prevent a mothei!from addressing her_ kid Puzek 'feather Own°

1 1 R
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despite his having a regular proper name.

2.1.5. THE SEMANTIC CLASSIFICATION OF PROPER NAMES

The semantic classification of proper names is the last point to

be discussed in.this seCtion devoted to their semantic characteristics.

On the basis of the object referred to, proper names can be divided

into personal and place names, the former beige further split into

feminine and masculine proper names. However, these distinctions may

arbitrarily be violated not Only, as was noted above, in the case of

feminine/masculine distinction. Also, the main division is subject to

ambiguity, so that:

.12. I visited Sydney (York) laSt week.
12"..0dwiedzitam Sydney(a) (York)a) w zesz-tym tygodniu.

may either refer to a city or to a personal name. This ambiguity is .

not relevant to Polish due ta the distinct'inflectional.endings of

nouns. It can be assumed, however, that if a girl were named, eg.,

Warizzawa, so that the- declensions coincided, the same ambiguity would..

arise. Natufally, with secondary appellativization cases (like. Sydney

referring to a hotel, restaurant, etc.) the ambiguity will still be

greater. To conclude, evensuch an apparently obvious and well-delimited

division as that of proper names may be subject to ambiguity requiring

some pragmatic rules of conte

It follows from the discussion so far the the It' PROPERt division

of nouns is of
r
little explanatory value on semantic grounds. My con-

tention is that analogous conclusions can be drawn from the English and

Polish data pertaining to alleged grammatiCal peculiarities of proper?

names which will be tact eld in the t011owing section..

I

2.2. THE GRAMMATICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PROPER NAMES

2.2.1. PREDICATIVE POSITION

It is assumed that in contrast to common nouns proper names do

not occur in a predicative position; cf. Russell (1905) and Geach's opinion

to the effect that a proper name can occur in a proposition only as a

logiCal subject (1962:31): -

..if the same expression appears to be used now
predicative,ly, now as a name', this is a misleading
feature of our language.

So if a name occurs in such a position, it.ceases to be a proper name, eg.
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He 4.4 the Napoteon oh tiinanee: This view was shared by Lyons (1977:219),

who noticed that the predicative'position of proper nouns is possible only

in appellative uses, ie. with the assignment of names to their bearers

(Tit,iA AA John) or in propositions like He no Cicep, ie. our se-

condary oappeTlativization.

The same is true of Polish which also allows for a predicative

position of proper names in these two cases:

13. To jest Barbara. 'This is Barbara'
14. Jestem Barbara. 'I am Barbara'
15. Bydgoszcz jest Wenecja pUnocy. 'Bydgoszcz is the

Venice of the north
16: Marek jest Judasz(em). 'Mark is a Judas'

Compare these examples with analogous constructions employing, common

nouns:

13'. To jest still. 'This is a table'
1

14'. Bydgoszcz jest miastem §redniej wielkotcl.
15'. Marek jest lekarzem.

Consequently, the distribution of nouns in predicative position is not

a plausible argument in favour of the It PROPERI division.

2.2:2. ARTICLES

Proper names do not normally take articles (Lyons 1977:225) but

there are, again, numerous exceptions to this rule:

(a) Some geographical-proper names require the definite article

(names of rivers; mountains, etc.), whereas others do not

take it (names of cities, Countries, etc.). Nevertheless,

we have such names as The Hague, The Soviet Union, and the

like.

(b) Both with personal proper dames and those place names

which are not preceded by articles, the rule is violated

in relative clauses. Despite the claim of Tabakowska (1979)

that proper names can function as head NP's of restrictives

1

Polish nouns in predicative position normally take instrumental, as
in 15'. However, sometimes a nominative ending is also possible which
differs from vocative in its semantic import: Janeh jea kie/townih/
Janeh jet kiekownikiem. While the latter example'. with a noun in
Instrumental answers the question: What i4 John'4 Job? John c4 a'managet,'
the former sentence employing a.noun in nominative indicates some
inherent. feature of John as a proper person to be a manager.
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Itlosing their property of establishing unique designation,

It has already been shown that they never really refer uniquely.

thus their occurrence with articles cannot deprive them of a

iion-existent characteristic. Consider the following examples:

16. They arrested the Gierek who is responsible
for the Polish crisis.

16'. Aresztowali tego Gierka; ktory jest odpowiedzialny
za polski kryzys.

17...I have met a Kennedy who had no relation whatsoever
to the famous Kennedy family.

17'. Poznalam pewnego (jednego; takiego?) Kennedy'ego,
ktory nie mial ladnychIPowiazan ze slynna rodzina
Kennedylch.

On the basis of the English examples and their Polish equi-

valents employing demonstratives and indefinite pronouns in-

stead, it is evident that the present criterion is irrelevant

to the It PROPERI distinction: The distribution of artiCles

in English and of corresponding devices in Polish is governed

by the contexts as is the case with Common nouns. Finally, the

process is not restrictedto relative clauses only. We cannot

exclude as unacceptable sentences like:

18. Could you introduce me to a,John because this
is my favourite name.

Czy mogabyt przedstawielnie jakiemut Jankowi,
bo jest to moje Ulubione imig.

19. Mary went to a Richmond yesterday; I have no idea
. which Richmond it is.

19'. Maria pojechata wczoraj do jakiego§ Richmond:
nie mam pojecia do kt6rego.1,

2.2.3. PLURAL

If proper nouns .were taken to be uniquely referring, thentheir

occurrence in plural would automatically be ruled out. Such a view

would entail problems with a bundle of perfectly'acceptable sentences

like:
i

1
Compare also a Polish example of this kind:

Maria pojechata wczoraj do Makowa, nie wiem tylko: do
Podhalanskiego czy Mazowieckiego.-

where the names of the towns are qualified with adjectives denoting
.

corresponding regions of .Poland
.
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20. How many Johns have you invited for tonight?
20'. Ilu Jank6w zaprosilat na dzit wiptz6r?

Therefore, the present criterion has been refuted as spurious foi"- the

It PRMERI distinction in natural language. Hockett (1958:311) noticed

that uniquely referring proper names of logic do not exist in natural

language, that is why they are, along with common nouns, subject to

pluralization (which he calls deproperization. Cf, also Lyons' comment

on the status of the nou sun (1977:285).

, Indeed, note tha both in English and Polish not only personal

but also place names can be pluralized:
411.1.m

21. Have you seen both Berlins, or is it only East
Berlin that you have visited?

22% Czy widziab§ oba-Berliny, czy odwiedzi/aS tylko
Berlin Wschodni?

Consequently, the question of plurality with proper names is no longer

relevant to our discussjon.

2.3. RESIDUAL PROBLEMS

Two more issues deserve attention at this point; one being of a

general nature, fib. the status of proper names in the. language system, anti

the other related to pragmatics, ie. the politeness factor.

2:3.1.,THE-LJNGUISTIC STATUS OF PROIIERAAMES

It has often been queried if proper names are words of language.

Geach (1962:26) gives a positive answer. to this question since, as

.he claims:

It is part of the job of a lexitographer to tell us that
"Warsaw" is the English word for "Warszawa"; and a grammarian
would say that "Warszawa" is a Polish word - a feminine noun
declined like "mowa". And what is wrong .With thiS Way'of
speaking?

On the.other hand, Lyons (1977:222-3) contends that the problem is

far more complex, so that some human proper names and the most common

place names would be. subject to translation,:whereas others would not.

Also the name used would often express our personal and even political'

sympathies, eg. Gdahalzys.iphnzig.

The issue could easilycbe a topic of another .longish paper. Suffice

it to say, that in most English-Polish bilingual dictionaries, eg. The -

Ko3eiu4zho Foundation Oittionany, names like Wohingtpn, Xaviet, etc..
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are given their Polish equivalents, ie. Waexyngton, KAawerty, respect-

ively. The monolingual English dictionaries of an encyclopedic type,

eg:Webateea New Wbatd Dietionaty have separate entries for human

..names and place names, whereas-others supply an index"of names at the

end' (The Advanced LeatnW4 Dietionaty oti Cument Engttah) .

The presenti)rdblem.does not constitute a counterargument to our

claim that the It PROPER.1.distinction should be assigned on pragmatic

.grounds. On the Contrary:,.

41(a) Whether we treat the so-called proper names as words of

language or noti they do occur in some form in dictionaries and are

often translated into the other language in the same way coMmon_nouns

are, eg. Neaiktean6/Nowy Ottean.

(b) The choice of'either the original form,or.its-equivalent in

the speaker's native language is often governed by his personal pre-.

ference (Wham vs. Watszawa in English), by the adequacy. of the

information conveyed (Uncte Tom'4 Cabin is rendered into Palish as

Chata wuja roma, since Tomana, ie. the Polish equivalent of the name

would not imply what the nationality of the uncle it) or bythe know-

ledge of a given language (Athan4aa is.pronounced by non-English

speaking Poles according to their native phonological rules). Finally,

the name used can also be an indication,of.snobbery (Poles saying

"Kbln" or "Washington" rather than "Kolonia" and "Waszyngton").

lc) The process is analogous with borrowings of common_ nouns;

they are normally adapted to the,phonological system of the borrowing

language but the original form may be 'retainedso that two parallel

forms are used,.eg. compatek in Polish allows for two pronunciations

with the diphthong preserved or changed into a vowel.,

ConseqUently, proper names should be.analysed as legitimate words

of a language since they share numerous characteristict with common.

nouns.

2,3.2. THE PRAGMATICS OF PROPER NAMES

For obvious reasontl_properAnamescannotlemsedanapharicallay_

but, as was observed by Thrane (1980:223), even in non-anaphoric function

John and he are not in free variation as referring expressions. There

is a politeness factor that separates these two categories and this is

due to deixis (we do not say he or ahe about the persons who are present).

This is indeed the case in both languages analysed. WeiCuld tell our

hearer:
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. 23: John is doing well at the uni-versity..
23'. Jan dobrze sobie radzi na uniWersytecie:

if John were close to the deictic center, ie. in our company. In such

contexts also some conventionally,accepted common nouns are possible,

eg. English gentleman, young Man; Polishpan,,mtady eztotaieh. Otherwise,

ie. in JOhn's absence, he/on can be used respectively. Note that in

Polish the Politeness Principle (cf. also Geach's formulation) may be

violated onathe grounds of social hierarchy. A master would not only

refer AD his servant by means of personal pronouns on/ona ('he/aitel),

.bu.c he would employ these as forms of direct address:

24. Co ona ugotOwah dzi& na obiad? .
24'. What has shecooked for dinnee. today?

can be uttered both in the' maid's. presence and absence. The forms being'

.archaic nowadays, they are sometimes used joicingly.

The present remarks have shown that the distribution of alleged

. proper names can be accounted for only within the pragmatic framework,

the key terms being context,.. deictic center of the utterance, the

Politeness Principle ayievensuch sociolinguistic factors as the degree.

of formality.
.

3. A TENTATIVE SOLUTION'

The present paper has been an attempt to challenge the traditional

claim that, apart from a small number of borderline cases, the division

into proper names and common nouns is readily drawn (Lyons 1977:219).

The contrastive data from English and Polish haVe demonstrated that the

It PROPERI distinction finds-little support in the functioning of

'natural language. The semantic, grammaticaland formal criteria deli-

miting the alleged category of names in Mip es fail t make this

.distinction absolutely clear-cut. As a re e"features ascribed

to proper names are no longer idiosyncrah thWcategory which.

can, in many contexts, be assimilated by the category of common, nouns..

Qnseguently, my contention is that the. featufe It PROPERI be

assigned to nouns with respect to reTarilit-WaVITIErt-it---ehdseb444-thg.

information. Thus the final decision Cofthe speaker"should becondi-

tionec(by context, deixis, and certain conversational principles, on

the one hand, and on the other, he should observe the. conventions and

sociolinguistic'rules operating in his native language. Finally, certain

choices might be due to the speaker's idiolect so that he will be able
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to disambiguate such utterances as:

25, My John is awful.

26. Batka pracuje.

26'. Barbara/the brain is working.

The foNal apparatus to be employed is not quite clear at this

point as is 'the case with other problems pertaining to the field of

Wragmatics. The assignment of the feature It PROPERIcould be formalized

as an isomorphism linkfng a given lexical entry with a corresponding

set of contextual, sociolinguistic, and other relevant facts. Thus in

some circumstances Johh would stand fora human.male, in an other situa-

tion it would refer toa loo.

In conclusion, the rejection of the rigid common/proper distinc-.

tion in natural language'in favour of a pragmatic approach would allow

for a more flexible treatment of the N category without any rule t_

violation or borderline cases. .It.is evident that much more is still

to be done in the field of onomastics full of problems that the present

paper has merely touched upon. If this tentative proposal is going

.:to stimulate. Jurther.research in. the domain of_cwtiangmage onomastic ,_:
studies, then it has served its purpose.

4
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A FUNCTIONAL MODEL FOR TILE DESCRIPTION OF. MODALITY

IN CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS

RaulRobberecht-andMaeleen van Petegheny

Univeuity o6 Ghent

1. INTRODUCTION

.. ..
. .

1.1. Modality is one of the problem areas in foreignlanguage teaching:

it is a very ,complex and illunderstood phenomenon, and a contrastive : .

study of modality. increases the awareness of.this. complexity, especially"

wilen three rather'than two languages are involved. This paper is a

partial report of ongoing research at the university of Ghent, where the

authors are working-on a contrastive description of English. and French

as opposed to'Dutch, the students' native language.

It is possible to find general and rather vague definitions of

modality,, like "the attitudinal relationship between the language user1 " . ... . ,,, .
and what'he says" (Dekeyser dt al. 1979:84) or."the speaker's view of

the potential involved in the predication" (Marino 1973:312). Such

defi ions can give a general idea of what is meant by modality, but

lf'they". o not allow us to set clear limits on the phenomena that we wagt

to study: they would involve an open-ended list of expressions of

modality, including 'of course!, 'I believe', 'It'is.conceivable', etc.

________ILEurelyformal approach would also be sfnce __--
. surface structures expressing, modality can be so'different from one

language to another that it becomes .imPossible to identify them with .on*
,

another:ye have no basis for our comparison. In English, for example,

it is posSible to define the modal auxiliaries formally, but not in

french. In French a mood like thesubjunctive plays an importaOtpart

in the speaker'sview ofthe'potential involved in the predication ,; . --.

(especially in subordinate clauses), but the subjunctive mood has

virtuallk diiappeared from English and Dutch. We clearly need a

----L-----:----,-seigqic. 0,r functional toutium companatio)vialo be able to compare such

phenomena, bi;i7iiii-t-Df-ttl-4t_is_neca5sary to set limits for ourselves.

'------'-----:-----.....1.

1.2. As a starting point, we shall consider modality as expressed by the

Modal'auxliaries in English,' since' these canlg,defined formally and
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described semantically, The English system can be applied to Dutch and

French, where modal verbs
1

cannot be formally defined. Support for this

procedure can be found in the fact that the non-constrastive.Frehch

grammarian Pottier has a semantic classification of modalities in French

which' is similar to thg one outlined in this paper, and which has the

same limits. Pottier defines modality as "une formulation du JE" (ie..

the expression of subjunctivity in the linguistic message), and he uses

the concepts [devoir] , Lpouvoirj, [Savoir] , pouloirl (Pottier 1976:

39).

Taking the English modals as a starting point implies that a -number

of-phenoMena have been excluded from the discussion of modality. These

items are recognized ds having to. do with subjectivity in the linguistic'

message, but they are-not describable as modalities in the limited -sense

used in this paper. For instance, the subjunctive mood, which isproductive

only in French,. alwayI indicates unreality of some sort in the three

language%, but it is not possible to find a place for it in the framework

outlined in this paper. On the other hand, the-imperative mood is clearly.

a way of expressing obligation, and does fit into the scheme, Other types

of unreality which do not fit into .the framework are illustrated-by woad

and 4houtd in the following examples:
.

(1j I.don t think it would be helpful.
.

que ce soit utile. (Subjunctive)

dat het nuttig zou zijn.

(2) I am glad that he sould think so. ('Putative' 4hould)

qu'il pense ainsi. . (Subjunctive)

dat hij er zo over denkt.

(3) If this machine should failto give satisfaction, we guarantee'

to refund the purchase money. ,

Au cas oO cette lachinene donnerait pas satisfaction...

Indiewdeze machine gten,voldoenisg zou .sihenken...

Conditionals, too, are considered as modal in a wi&r sense only, and

the same applies to futurity. The controversy as to whether English

future should be considered as a'modality or not can only'be 'mentioned

, here.2 It is clear that there are man uses2-i-nvcrIviffilridefermipacy,

1
The term 'modal verb'will be used here for any verb that'expre,sSes:,
modality: it applies to full verbs as well as to auxiliaries,

2
For a discussion see eg. Palmer 19741X-37, and Palmer 1.979:111ffix
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._ where a modal element (in the narrow sense ) is'present. But the 'pure

future' will be considered as modal in a wider sense only, or as 'non-

modal', for short. In a pedagogocal grammar it might be better to

discuss the future in a chapter on time and tense; which would be dealt

with before modality. Such a chapter would also include cases like

(4) Worse was to follow.

Et pire encore devait s'ensuivre.

Er zouden nog ergere dingen volgen.

where pure future in the past'is indicated, and also

(5) The. Prime Minister is to make a speech tomorrow.

Le Premier Ministre doit prononcer un di scours demain.

De Premier zal morgen een redevoering houden.

to refer to planned future events. English be to and French devo4A are

used in a 'non-modal' sense here.

hf

1.3. Before discussing' the semantic framework, a brief look at the formal

characteristics that are used to define the English modal auxiliaries is

necessary. The 'NICE properties'
1

place the modals in the same category

as the 'primary' auxliaries be, have and do. They involve negation,

inversion, 'code',.and emphatic affirmation. Other verbs require do in

these cases, but auxiliaries are used alone. A typical characteristic

of English modal auxiliaries is their defectiviness: they have no

forMs and no non-finite forms. In Dutch and French, on the.other hand,

it can be posited that the modal verbs have a full inflectional system,

though there are some anomalies with Dutch hannen, rnogen, zuften and

wiXee.nc where the third.person singular does not have the usual -e

ending, but is the same as the first person singular: hij han, mag, zat,'

wt!'. Like English modals, Dutch and French modal verbs do not normally

occur in the imperative mood, though it is possible to find occurrences

f sub3edt-oriented modality3 in the imperative in Frendh:

1For a discussion cf. Palmer. 1974:18ff. The term was introduced by
Huddleston (1976).

2Note also the change in the stem vowel with hunnen, mogen and zutt en.

3
For a definition of'this term see section 2.1.
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(6) Sachez faire la cuisinegOlce A ce nouveau livre.

(7).Veuillez vous asseoir. (Cf. Please be seated.)

. Morphologically, however, these instances are connected with. the

.subjunctive rather than the imperative.

The defectiviness of the English modals is relevant from a

,contrastive point of view: the absence of non-finite forms entails that

ca verb phrase can contain only one modal at a time, whereas in Dutch
.

and French several modal verbs can co-occur:

(8)*You must can speak English fluently.

Je moet vlot Engels kunnen spreken.

Tu dois pouvoir parler l'anglais couramment.

English needs paraphrases to express modalities in a non-finite form,,

eg.:

(9) You must be able to speak English fluently.

1.4. There are further grammatical points which a contrastive grammar

.should deal with, but they fall outside the scope of this paper. One

such item wOuN be the fact that Dutch can use modal verbs independently,

." in: Vat han. Mag dat? Moe,t dat mitt? etc.' Both English and French

need paraphrases in such cases2:

It's possible C'est possible.

Is that allowed? Estce permis?

Is that really necessary?' Est-ce bien necessaire?

Another problem is the use of the perfect infinitive after English

medals. With episteMic modalities this indicates that the modality*

refers to a past event. With root modalities, in .so far as it is

possible, it implies counterfactualness, ie. that the action did not

take place (or with negatives, that it did). In French and Dutch, the

difference can sometimes be reflected formally, eg.:

1

Several examples can be found in this paper: (5) in 4.1., (4) in 4.2.,
(5) in 5.1., and (1) in 5.2.

2
French does allow independent use of the modal verbs, but to a lesser

. . degree than Dutch, eg. It to 6aut, je n'y peux Wien, and the %personal
reflexive in Come it ae &lit; also the refleiive with epistemic
meaning in Cat,. ae pea. r"
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Epistemic:

He might have been in his room.

Hij zou in zijn kamer kunnen geweest zijn.

Il se peut qu'il ait Re dans so chambre.

(I1 peut avoir ete dans sa 'chambre.) (Uncommon)

Root:.

He. might have been in his room!

Hij had tenminstp in zijn .kamer kunnen zijn!

41 aurait pu. etre dans sa chambre!

More research into this problem is needed however,

2. PALMER'S MODEL

2.1. The main source of inspiration for the delicriptive framework Of

modality that will be discussed below has been Palmer's model (Palmer

1979), which is essentially semantic and logical, 1 though it also takes
.

the formal characteristics of the modals into account. Palmer's model is

represented.in tabular form; in table 1.

On the vertical axis, epislemic modality is the modality of

propositions rather than events: It makes judgement aboutthe possibility,

certainty, etc., that something is or is not the case (Palmer 1979:41).

Deontic modality is illuStrited by may for permission and must for

obligation: with deontic modality, one of the participants in the discourse

. (the speaker or the addressee) will be the source of the modality. An

alternative term for 'deontic' would therefore be 'discourse-oriented'.
a

The third kind is dynamic modality, which can be either subject-oriented

(when the grammatical subject of the sentence is 'the source of the

modality, as with can for ability and mitt for. volition),'or it can be

neutral: the. modality is then either subjeCt'oriented or discourse-

oriented."This is exemplified by meat in the sense of 'necessary for'

and_can in the sense Of.'possible,for'. Palmer notes that it could be

argued that ..have (got) to represents a, third subtype of dynamic modality,

which we might call 'circumstantial' (Palmer 1979:3.Y). This argument

. will be followed. up below.

1
A _

It is inspired by the logical categorie/ discussed by von Wright (1951).
O
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.Table.1. Representation of modality by Palmer (1979).

O

DYNAMIC
DEONTIC

(DISCOURSE
ORIENTED)

EPISTEMIC
MODALITIES

SUBJECT ORIENTED NE TRAL

MUST

(obligation)
MUST

(certainly)r
8,;
N
uo

U.1'=

...

1-

co

7)
v)
Oa.

5

4

// ,

MUS

(obligation)
.

HAVE TO ,

-

...
.

CAN

(ability)

.

CAN
(theoretical
possibility)

'MAY ,

(permission)

MAY

(factual ..

possibility)

. .
.

. -

WILL
(volition)

.

SHALL

(undertaking)

WILL

(strong
possibility)

.

- ',.4

2.2. Apart from its pioneering semantic classification, Palmer's framework

has other advantages: the close ralationshiP between ability and theorecal

possibility is well illustrated.by their nearness in the diagram, and the

link between futurity and the modalities. using ahalt/wylisalso clear.

The ohatt/witt future would in fact neatly fill the empty slot as a neutral

modality, though Palmer.does not do this explicitly.,There s some

justification for considering. -the English futA'at a modality (4hatt/ualt

are formally modal auxiliaries% and they .arb rarely used for 'pure future'),
1
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but it is not confirmed by contrastive evidence: the French 'futur simple'

is formally a tense, and the f6rmal basis for congiderimg Dutch oaten

as a modal,auZiliary is also rather shaky.
1

For pedagogical purposes.it

would seembetter to consider futurity as a time-sense category.'This

does not mean that it is impossible to acknowledge the fact that it is.

modal in a wider sense.: any reference made to the future is by nature*

speculative, and other semantic characteristics than pure.' turity are

often involved.

Table 1 contains an empty slot for subject - oriented necessity. This

awkward feature could be avoided by putting.the atilt of volition here.

Epistemic witt also indicates necessity, and so does deontic 4hatt (as

in you shaft do as I tett you) or deontic mitt (as in Private Jone4

wiLL nepo&t at 08.00.). All the instances involving 4hattlwae could

therefore be considered as necessity.

Another drawback of Palmer'S system that he has some difficulty

in classifying forms for obligation like shoutd/ought to, need, etc.,as

against murt and have to: are they deontic 'or dynamic?

Palmer rightly mentions ambiguous and ,indeterminate cases. An

investigation of his examples shows that a large number of them are in

fact indeterminate, either between different modalities or between a

modality atAicta aen4u and modality broadly speaking. A descripti/ve.

framework should be able to account better for this indeterminacy. It is

in connection with this problem that Palmer feels the need to devote

separate sections. to 'Rules and Regulations', Iptional Modality',

'Existential Modality'. These categories however are difficult to

:Iflegrate jnto the rest of his frapeworki which is semantic and logical.

'Rules and Regulations' is clearly a pragmatically based category.

3. A FUNCTIONAL MODEL OF MODALITY IN CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS

o 3.1. In this-section, an outline will be.given of the framework that was

developed-by starting from Palmer's model and by taking into account the

criticism-that could- be levelled against it. Futurity, unreality and

conditionals are excluded from this model. They are. mentioned. only,if 1

.

1Cf: section 1.3. of this paper.
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or

.they co-occur ith the modalities in-the strict sense. In their own right

they cannot b described in terms of possibility qr necessity. The model.
,

is represents in. tabular form in table 2.

?Table 2. Revised representation of modality.

SUBJECT

ORIENTED .

ROOT

DISCOURSE ORIENTED.

EPISTEMIC

WILL

(inclination)-

CAN

(abiljty)

INTERNAL EXTERNAL 'NEUTRAL.

MUST
(obligation
imposed).

HAVE TO

(obligation
stated)

SHOULD

NEED NOT
(obligation)

MUST
(certainty)

WILL

(relative
certainty)

.MAY.

(permission)

CAN
(theoretical

possibility)

CAN

(possibility)
MAY

(factual -

possibility)

As can be seen, Palmer's 'third degree' has been dispensed with. Modal

taile finds a place with necessity: mainly subject- oriented necessity

.(the witeof inclination. which covers volition and habit) or episte9ic-

necessity.(WW indicating relative certainly). The distinction root';vs.

. epistemic modality'is made by most linguists nowadays, 1 Epistemic

modality has already been defined as the modality.Ofpropositions. Root.

modality would then indicate the possibility or necessity of events.

.''..

1

Palmer, for example, distinguishes between epistemic and non-epistemic
(Palmer 1974:38), and Halliday 's distinction modality vs. modulation
covers the same concepts (Halliday 1970).
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Within robt modality the distinction subject-oriented vs. discourse-

oriented is also made by Palmer, but here it is more basic, and

discourse-oriented modality has a wider meaning: it includes not only

cases where the source of the modality is the speaker or the addressee

(internal), but Also those where the necessity or possibility is

determined by circumstances bra 'third party' (external), as well as'

those where the source 'of the modality is simply indeterqinate.(neutral).

Thisois only one of several kinds of indeterminacy. Modal verbs are

typically polysemous, ie. they have a potential for various related

meanings. It follows that there may becombinations of various modalities .

in one single modal verb. Which modality will dominate the otber, or

perhaps completely eliminate it, will often depend on the context and

the situation, ie. pragmatic factors. Lech and Coates (080:81)

distinguish'between three types of indeterminacy: gradience.(where the ''

meaning of'modal cannot be clearly_ assigned to one of two categories),

ambiguity (where the pos.sible meanings are in an either-or relationship) .

and.merger (where the meanings are in a both -and relationship: they are

mutually compatible in a reading of the passage). The second type would

be more common in French, which has fewer modal verbs available to express

the setup numhpr of modalities, But therejs_no space to pursue this

matter here, and we shall use the term indeterminacy in a general way

to cover all types of indeterminacy in'context. That implies that cost

of the examples of indeterminacy will illustrate gradience or merger.

3.2. If indeterminacy is-integrated into the framework, the .block diagram

will take the form in table 3. As far as necessity is concerned,

'Indeterminacy with 'non-modal" :usually means indeterminacy with

futurity, whereas with possibility this is not so, since no forms that

can express futuritare used in any of the.three languages.

3.3. The term 'pragmatics' has tlready been mentioned above.' It would

be attractive if it were possibleto draw a neat distinction between the

semantics and the pragmatics of modality, if it were possible to see a

1 Originally only internal and external.discourse-oriented modality were
considered, but ft became clear that there were too many indeterminate
cases, and tkata category of neutral dUcourse-oriented modality.would
have to be ifftrOduced.

y



Tab 3. Representation of modality integrating indeterminacy.

.ar

.z

11-4

1:13

V)

ROOT MO TI ES EPISTEMIC MODALITIES

SUBJECT
ORIENTED

INDETERMINACY

WITH DISCOURSE
.ORIENTED

INDETER.

WITH NON-

MODAL

DISCOURSE ORIENTED IN DETER.

WITH NON-
MODAL

INDETERM.

WITH
ROOT MOD.

INDETERM.'

WITH
NON-MOD:INTERN.' EXTERN. NEUTR.

WILL CAN'T HELP

MUST

WILL

SHALL

MUST HAVE TO SHOULD

NEEDN'l

SHALL

WILL

SHOULD

MUST

WILL

SHOULD WILL

CAN CAN. MAY \ICAN CAN MAY MAY COULD

CAN'T
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'central', 'semantic':way of expressing each modality, with in additioA n

a-number- of.other means,which would'be'pragmatic (eg. extended usage:of

mods verbs Which are normally used to express other modalities). But it

tremely difficult to find consistent criteria to distinguish

whether the means used to,express a particular modality_os semantic or

pragmatic. This is corroborated by findings of such theorists as Parret

(1-976) or -Allwood (1981), who argue that the distinction betweeh

semantics and pragmatics is more. of a -hindrance than an aid to clarity

in the study of meaning in natural languages. They both favour "...a

semantico-lragmatic approach where lingUistic meaning has as its primary

factor contextual adaptability, which would-mike such things as

vagueness, metaphor and contextual determination of meaning central

concerns..." (Allwood 1981:1887189). These remarks apply to the cases

of indeterminate modality-that we have touched on: eg;,. the meaning of

mitt in I Witt wt:Lte.qt Boon aa I get .there could be considered either

as volition with a pragmatic implication of futurity, or as futurity

-40111.441ragmatic_tmplicOtion of volition. In this paper;,howeyer, it:

be regarded as indeteliffhatiletween future and-Wit-Ion.

We can say then that we limit ourselves tothe semantic notions we have

defined, and that we state that these can have different values according

to the context and situation in which they occur. The terms :central'.

and 'additional', with regard-to ways of expressing a modality., refer

.____simply:_to frequency of occurence, not to the opposition semantics vs.

pragmatics.

For reasons of space, the diagrams in this section have been

exemplified.. with English modal auxiliaries only, but the same categories

apply to the two other languages. Even'the instances of indeterMinacy

are usually the same.

- In what follows, a survey of the different kinds and degrees of

modality will be illustrated with examples1 in the three languages.

11Most of the examples have been taken or adapted from Palmer (1979).
The Dutch and French translations have been checked by native speaker$.



4. .NECESSITY

' 4.1. Subject oriented necessity

t-

Examples:

(1) I asked him, but he would't come.

Ik vroeg het hem, maar hij wou niet komem.

de le lui ai demands, macs i1 n'a pas vdulu venir.

(2) If you will play it this way.

Als je het echt wil doen.

Si to veux vraiment le faire ainsi.

(3) He would always talk.

' Hij had. gewoonte 'steeds maar to praten/Hij

praatte steeds maar.

garlait tout.le temps.

(4) Oil will float on water.

Olie drijft op het water.

L'huile-flotte sur l'eau.

(5) The key won't go in the lock.

De sleutel wil niet in het slot.

Le clef ne veutpas entrer dans la serrure.

. ,

"Inclination is an informal label that cduld be put on this kind of

. 'modality. It covers various types,of,Volitio:01), (2), ppowerie.
:subject oriented necessity with inanimate subjects, as in (4) and (5),

and habits (3). It should be borne in mind that theSe informal labels,:

have no exclusive value, There ls'also a certain amount of overlap

between the different kinds of subject-oriented necessity: (4) illustrates

the indeterminacy-between power and habit, 15)-that between power and

volition. The central modal'verbs. are Watituaten/Voutotx, except for

upower".and habits in Dutch and FrenCht.wherenecessity is rendered as .

.an iridicatiVe, and there is no explicit subject dreintatio. Other ways:

of exbresiing various shades of volition; not illustrated in the

examples, include
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.had/would rather irzou liever hebben = aimerais mieux

(would).pre*
. preferais

be willing to = bereid zinj te = vouloir bien

want to = willen : vouloir

It may be noted that French and Dutch voutoik/wtaten are used as the

equivalents of the English catenative want to.

1

0

Such indeterminacy-is. quite rare. It would occur in the sentence

(6) Akleptomaniac is a.pet'son who can't help stealing.

die niet kan nalaten te stel.en

qui ne peut s'empecher de voler.

There is an element of obligation Ineutral or external), but the

necessity can also be seen as subject-oriented. The fact that can/

hunnen/pouvoin are used has to do with the logical equivalence.

necessary-not = nit-possible in negatives. Muat and its equivalents. can

occur in affirmative sentences, eg,: He .1.4 ekman1419 must have money

(in non-epistemiZ-3En7W.

Indeterminacy: subject-oriented necessity - 'non-modal' future.

*Examples of this type "indeterminacy:

(7) Dick, will stand by the- anchor?
. .

Wil (zul) JiJ even op het anker letten?

Veux-tu faire attention A l'ancre?

(8) I shall certaimily apologize to the captain, sir.

( fk zal zeker mijn-excuses aanbieden aan de kapitein.

Je Or4senterai certainement.mes excuses au capitaine.

As was. atd before, in thispaper we shall limit.ourselves to stating.

the in eterminacy between the two concepts in these examples. When

English has wilt, French ans Dutch have the Uture in ,statements And

-voutoix resp. witte% in questiOns,.theugh aaten.is possible sometimes,

. as can be seen in (7). In sentences with EngtishahaO, Dutch.andvFrench

havea future (zatten-resp. IfUtur'siMple').4*t.,

*4., 139
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4 .2. Discourse-oriented necessity.

The three subtypes, illustrated in the following list of examples, will

be discussed below.

-(1) You must have some this'cake.

Je moet (echt) eens van deze koek proeven.

faut vraiment que vows gouttez a ce cateau.

(2)'Must I go?

Moet ik_gaan?

"Dais-je m'en eller?

(3) The)sale must not be delayed beyond the ehd of November,

De Verkoop mag niet tot na eind november uitgesteld warden.

La v'ente ne peut tre remise au-AelA de fin novembre.'

(4) We had to make a special trip to EpSem to. collect the bloody

thing.

We moesten speciaal naar Epsom om het verdomde ding to gaan

halen.

Nous'avont_du detcentre sPOcialeMent A E. pour allercherther

ce fichu bazar.

(51I may need to stay a couple of nights at Minna.

Misschien zal- ik een paarnachten in M. moeten doorbrenpen.

Peut-etre me faudra-t-il resteruelques nuits a M.

(6) He.is to be ready by four.

Hij moet the:vier uur klaar zijn.

I1 faut qu'il soft pret.A quatre heuret.

Ii'doit etre pret A quatre heures.

(7) I must have an Immigrant's visa,.you see: otherwise they're

likely :to kick ale out.

Ik moet een visum-hebbevzieTje.:. enders zetten-ze me

waarschi4nlijk eat de deur.

1 me faut vraiment un visa, to yds, sinon ils me mettront

sans doute A la porte.

(8). Yciii should .have some of this cake.

Jeiou eens van deze koek' moeten proeven.

Tu devr.ais gouter A ce.gateau..

f.



.(9) You needn't to take this down.

Je hoeft dat niet tenoteren,..

Ce n'est pas la peine que iu'notes cela./Tu ne Aois,pas

noter cela./Tn n'as pas. besoin de.../I1 n'est pas necessaire.

de... . .

The informal label that could by put on the notion ofdisconrse.,oriented

necessity would be 'obligation' but, as elsewhere with informaljobels,

there are instances whiCh are not entirely covered by this

s
.

/4.2.1. Internal necessity is illustrated by examples (1)-(3).. Here the

obligation.is-imposed by the speaker (or by the addressee in questions).

This categorqs corresponqs with Palmer's deontic necessity. The central

modal verb, here mazt for English, moep.n.for Dutch, and devotA for

French. French liattoiA, cannot be used fiFFIVIstemic necessity and is

therefore more typically a nodal verb. expressing dtscourse-oriented

necessity.- Eg., "It Oat qu'it 4.oit c4ez tut" can only be interpreted

ar-di-ithui'Se=&-iiiiitiChiCissfii whereas "It ciO.it arse ciez tui" can

be given an epistemic interpretation. On the other hand, 4attoiA tends

to be used for external, 'objective' necessity, whereas .devoiA is:rather

more. internal when it is.used in the root sense. Cf.

.. Tu dois le ire (I order you)

Il faut quetu le fasses (It is'necessary) .

The imperative mood, which will not be discussed here, also plays an

important role in the three languages. With internal (deontic) necessity,

the speaker lays -dowri the 'obligation while using the modal verb. This

performative aspect is abtent when there'is no immediate present

reference (as in past, future, orindireCt speech): thenive have external

necessity, as in example (4). Dut.ch and French' retain the same verb for ,

such cases, but English needs another fei,m, since mu,st'is typically

deontic, ie.. performatiVe. Example (3) has negatixe obligation. The Dutch

_ . use of mogen is due.to the logical eqiyalence necessary -not = not-

'-pos'sible. But Palmer. notes a difference between refusing permission.

and laying down an obligation not to: "With the former it is. to be

assumed that the permission is mormally 'required, while with the latter

the speaker takes 'a positive step in preventing the action for which

permission may not normally be required.. May not/can't is not, therefore.
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the same as Intotn't..." (Palmer1979:64). In Dutch, the most common form,

viz. niet mogen, is used for.both these-M311CeS. The difference'with

niet
t
moeten is,more a matter. of degree : the latter expresses a weak

prohibition of distussion, as.in:

Je moet het niet zo persoonli'jkopvatten.

(You shouldn't take it so personally.)

In French, the distinction mot not-may not can be..made by contrasting

It ne 6aut paa.que (necessary-not) and ne paapouvo.iA (not4ossible).

4.2.2. External necessity is illustrated by (4), (51Alhe Here the
. _

obligation is simply stated, and the source Of the obligation, lies in a

third person or in circumstances. The central modal verb forms here are

semi - auxiliary hive (got) to in English, moeten in DUtch and tialtoia or

devoin. in Frencp: As example (5) shows, the full erb or catenative to

need tolt.can occur. (The auxiliary need is used in negatives and

.questions only, and expresses neutral. necessity.) Reported-commandS-are

rendered with be .to in English'(example 6), whereas Dutch and French

have the usual' moeten resp.'devoiA.'Apart from these, the three

languages have paraphrases like be obtiged.ta, veApticht te, eue

obtigt de,,etc. In the French (4),4he 'passeicomp4eis a clear indication

that the modality has been actualized.

4.2.3. Neutral necessity is exemplified' in (7)-(9) above. Here it is

impossible to determine whether the necessity is.interrial or external.

This category covers tentative, 'moral' obligation as expressed by

Ahoutd/ought to in English, and by moeten resp. devoin (mainly conditional):

in Dutch and.French. The speaker will probably agree with the obligation,

but he is not its source. This type of obligation may also'have the

pragmatic value -0(an offer, its in example (8).' Apart from these modal

verbs, there are also paraphrases, like be uppohed-tal-veicondeuteld

iifn tevetice cen4P., which it perhaps rattle 'more external than ahoutd/

ought to and their equivalents, and had b a/ 40u beteratieu.i..a mteUA.

French also has a reflexive, ae devcart, which\indicateslmoral obligation

with reference to inherent characteristics of\the.sUbject noun phrase.
.

.-The modality cannot be termed subject-oriented, however, since the
. 0

grammatical subject is not the Source/of the modality. Dutch uses
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(belhonen. English would use ought to; but there is no explicit

referencito characteristics of the subject here. An example would be:

A child of your age ought toplay.

Een kind van jouw leeftijd (be)hort to spelen.

Un enfant de ton age se deft,de jouer..

Finally, both English and Dutch haYe_a modal that signifies neutral

necessity and is used in questions and negatives only: need/hoeven te.

as.in (9). French has several possibilites: negative devo.i/c is the most

common, but siva& buoin del which is "used occasionally,*only occurs in

negative and interrogative contexts, and thus shares this characteristic

with its Dutch and English equivalents. For Palmer* have (got) to as

well as muat can express neutral necessity (Palmer 1979:93). But in

this paper have. (got) is considered as the typical form of external

obligation. In example (7), have (got) to would not-convey.thesense`Of

urgency that wilai has: it would simply state the obligation, without

any. speaker involvement at all. In the example asit is, the speaker is

not the source of the obligation, but he adds to.its urgency by using.

note

Indeterminacy: discourse-oriented necessity- futurity.

Examples: ,

(10) Shall we haye a cup of cqffee?

' Zulle we een kopje koffie nemen?

Voulez-vous que nous prenions une tasse 4e Cafe?

(On prend une tasse de cafe?) (colloquial)

(Prendons nous une tasse de cafe?)

\ (11) You shall have it tomorrow.

Je zult het morgen hebben./Morgen heb je het (zeker).

Tu l'auras demean.
.

(12) And the president said: "Mrs Dodgson will walk on my right".:

\ Mevrouw D. zal rechts van mij lopen.

\ Madame D. marshera A Ma Aroilte.

Dutch and\French havie future (zutien\or 'future simple'). English has

4hatt indf ting internal' necessity inl,questions-with the first person

(example 10 and in statements with the second or third personAexample

11). (11) doe not express'obligationc. but an undertaking on the part of

the speaker: h re it has 'the pragmatic value of a promise. It.woUld

'express obligat on in a sentences like Vall'Ahatt do a4 Itett you! :
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As always with internal discourse-oriented
neccessity, volition on the..

partof the source of the obligation is implied. It can occur openly in

French, as in (10). It should also be pointed Out that English shaee with

second or third person, as In (11), alWays involVes discourse-oriented

'necessity: it is never used as 'pure' future. Example (1,2) involves

neutral necessity, and English has coat here. /

Indeterminacy: discourse oriented necessity - oter 'non-modal' cases.

The only instances found' involve indeterminacy between neutral obligation

and general unreality, as in

(13) We deeply regret that it should have come to this

(dat het zover is ekomen)

oeten komen

(qu'on en soit ve u la)

qu'on ait dO en ernir la. .. .

4.3. Enistemic necessity.
\

/
'English makes extensive use of modal auxiliaries to express epistemic

necessity, whereas Dutch tends to make us of modal adverbials to express

this modality. If a modal verb is used in Dutch, it is often together'

with such adverbials. In French the pict e is similar to Dutch: verb forms

can be used alone or together with reinf rcing modalabverbials. It would

seem that the use of modal adverbials alone as a way of expressing epistemic

necessity l's less common than in Dutch.

Examples: .

(1) He must have been flying too 1 w.

Hij moet (zeker) to laag gevlo en hebbeft./HU vloog zeker to laag..:

11 a dO voler trop bas./I1 doi avoir vole trop base,

(2) the cost is bound to be great. c

De kkteg zullen zeker hoog ap open.

Les frais wont sOement elev s.

(3) According to the mapthis should be the.way.

Volgens de kaart zou dit de weg moeten zijn.
..,

Selon la carte, ceci deirait etre le bon chemi0.

(4) If he saw a light, it can't have been thg light of a motor cycle.

Als hij een licht gezien heeft, kan het (zeker) niet het licht

'''

144,
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van een motorfiets geweestzijn.

..., was het zekerniet het licht van een motorfiets.

S'tla vu unelumiere, ceba ne peut paS avoir 60 celle

dune moto.

(5) He may be there, but he. needn't be.
---"

Het zou Runnen dat hij er is, maar het.zou ook kunnen van niet,

Misschien is hij er, maar'inisschien ook niet..

'Nisi ka'n daar'zijn, maarliij:hbeft er niet to zijn.

11 se peut qu'il soit TA, mais it se peut aussi que non.

1(6) Mary will ve.driven by

111

Alin.

--1 M. qal doo J gevoerd: zijn. 'N
N

.,

1. aura sans doute ete conduite pat Jean.

Example (1) illu;trates absolute certainly. This is mostly expressed by

-murt in English.-Dutch has moeten-and adverbials like zekm. FrenCh has

sfOessed devoix together with. adverbials like 4akement, 4ana aucun doute,
Al.

etc.1 These adverbials can equally be-used-Alone. English can express

epistemic necessity about a future event by means of 'the phrase 44 bound
t.

to. Dutch and French have a future with the same modal adverbsin such a

case; cf. example (2). A tentative expression,of absolute certainly can.

be found in 13): English has Ahoutd/ought to:butch and French have

; moiten resp. devoix in the. conditional form.. But it should be pointed'

out that such tentative epistemtc necessity is Often indeterminate with

neutral discoUrse-oriented necessity, especially when it has future

reference (cf. below). Examples (4) and (5) illustrate negation. The
.

forMs for epistemic possibility are used when-the propostion is negated

as in (4). This 'is'due to the logical equivalence necessary-not = not

- possible. When the modalityjs negated, the equivalence not - necessary

= possible-not allows for the forms of epistemic possibility to.be used

in the three languages (eg. may not in the case of English), but as (5)

.showsi English accept9necessity modals (needn't, muatn't) when "it As

P. important to make the judgement in terms of necessity rather than

possibility". (Palmer 1979:54). (6) is an example of a less. emphatic way

of express'ing certainty. English has wilt, French and Dutch haVe a. future

'Without special emphasis or adverbials.that increase the. certainty,

French devote would express relative certainty rather than absolute
.dertainty. It would then be anfequivalent of EngliSh. late as in
example (6).
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and /or modal adverbials like v4a4embtabtement, 44AA doute,, pubabteMemt,.

(h000t) wamAchijnt4A, etc.. French can also halie unstressed devoirt.

Indeterminacy: epistemic necessity - 'non-modal' future.

Examples:

(7) John will be coming tomorrow.

Jan zal morgen (wel) komen.

Jean viendra vraisemblablement deman

The indeterminacy is due to the use of Latt/zuttenPfutur simplel. All

such instances are in fact epistemic with future r f nc n I'

has the expression be Likely here, as in Ape ake tihetrto begeaderita.

Indeterminacy: epistemic necessity - root necessity.,

Examptes:

(8) For the EnglishilistoriarOt must have a preculiar importance

because of the possible light it throws. on- Melpham.

Voor de historicus van Engeland.:

moet het eenspeciaal belang,hebben.

(.heeft het zeker een.speciaal belang).

Pour l'historien de l'Angleterre-cela
doit avoir

une importance particuliere.
a certainement

(9) This can mean, (thogh it doesn't have tb mein)

deliverance from time and history. :.

Dit-kan-fietekenenAmaer-hoeft-niet-te-betekenen)-

bevrijdingvan tijd en gesctiiedenis,

e qui peut signifier (mais ne signifie'Oas necessairement)

la delivrancevit.4-vii du tempts et de l'histoire.

(10) He ought to came tomorrow, shouldn't he?

Hij zou morgen moeten komen, niet waar?

11 devrait'venir demain, nest -ce pas?

Most of these cases involve a blend of neutral obligation and ,epistemic

necessity indicated by the forms ahomed/oughtto and a conditional.form

of moeten resp.VeNVih. They.have future reference; as can be seen from

..,(10). But muAt and have to; and their equivalents in the other languages,
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can also be indeterminate, as is shown in (8) and (9).

5. POSSIBILITY

5.1. Subject-oriented possibility,

The informal label to be attached to the main type of subiec -oriented

possibility is 'ability'. But the category also includes 'cou age' (in

a rather weak sense). This has been included because in Engli h date .

is considered as a modal auxiliary on formal grounds, viz. its

Semantically it is subject-Oriented, and the ac ion in

propositions,is mde postible by the subject's 'courage'. D tch

dumen and Fre ch omen are formally more like catenatives, ie, like the

full verb to-date in English. These verbs play only a marginal part'in

the .system'and they are not illustrated in the examplesgiven

(11) John carom a mile in four minutes.i

J. kan minuten een. mijl. lepenl.

Jean peut courir le mille en 4 minutes.

(2) Yes,. you must be doing that, I can see 6at..

Dat.zie ik wel:/Dat kan ik wel begrijpen.

oui Je le vois bien. /Je comprends bien.

'.(3) He has marvellous eyes, he can see the tiniest detail.

Hij kinohet kleinste detail zien. ,
peut voir le moindre detail. .

(4) John could run:a mile in four minutes Wherthe was younger.

J. kon'in 4 minuten een mijl lopen toes hij jonger was.

J. puovait courir le mille em minutes quand.il etait plus
4*

jeune.

(5) I could almost reach; the branch.

Ik kon bijna aan de talc.

Je pouvais presque'toocher la branche.

(6) And yet you're.able to look at the future in this very

objective way.

En toch
kunt Ude toekomst aanSchouwen

etc.
bent U in staat om deloekomst te aanschouwen .

Et cependantvOus petivei regardeilnieriTr de cette fawn si

objective. . )4,
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-r.--

(7) I run fast, and was able to catch the' bus.

lk liep vlug, eilico de bus nogg net halen.

J'ai couru vite, si 'ien que j'ai pu,attraper le bus.

Abilitycan be paraphrased as "possibility in relation to the subject".

The central means to.express a ility is can in English, kunnen in Dutch

and poudik/eaucrik'in Frehch ( f.example 9. There is a lexical difference

between these two verbs in French, in thatsr:mix indicates a permanent

abiliti(as in Je 4a.4. nagek) an pouvoik a non-permanent.ability (Je

peux nage& e6 100 mttke.6 en 2 n uted). The verbs are central in the

System 0 abilityvand.cOmplement ach other,. 'The.distinCtion appears

to be neutralized however in potit , tentative negatives in the

'conditionnel', as'in Je ne Aaukaio e Oulu. In (2), we have a 'private'

verb: there is little or no differen between ability and accomplishment

(the modality is actualized), and can ends to lose its distinctive modal

meaning. French tends to avoid modal ve bs here, Dutch has the choice.

In (3) however we have real ability: the is no actuality here, and

'Prech and Dutch have corresponding makers of subject-oriented possibility.- '

-When there is refei-ence to the past, could a d be able to are used in

English, hunheri in Dutch, pouvainkaavoin in French. In English, coutd

is used to refer to a general ability without actuality, as in (4),

whereas be abte to has to be used to refer to the accomplishment,of a

single event (ie. the modality is. actualized), as in (7), where could

would be ungrammatical. It can be noted that in-French the !passe compose'

is possible only with actualized modality, whereas the 'imparfait' leaves

this unspecified. The English rule on the ungrammaticalitS, of coutd for

actualized ability is.related,with private verbs and in non-assertive

contexts such as negatives or cases like (5), vherethe 'almost' indicates

the 'almost-non-occurence' of the event (Palmer 1980:95). Questions also
,

belong to such non-assertive contexts:,

e.g. Mow could you do such a thing?

Hoe kon je zoiets doen? Hoe heb je zoiets- kunnen doen?

Comment as-tu pu faire une chose paeeilleT

,;Eicilme (6) shows 044 be abteto is preferred in: the present because

there is a strong implication of actuality. For the sake of completeness.

paraphrtes like to be capab'e o6, <stoat zijn. (om) te, ttke tapabte

de, en m (ow de, etc. should also be mentioned.

4
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. Indeterminacy: subject-oriented - discourse-oriented pos:sibilky.

Examples include

(8) I can tell you the reference, if that's any help.

lk kan je de referentie geven, als dat helpt,

Je peux to thinner-le reference si cela Vest dune quelconque

utilite.

'(9) lane, darling, so glad you could. make it.

Ik ben ze blij:dat je het gahaald hebt.J..dat jekunnen

komen bent.

.Je suis tellement content(e) que tu.-afts pu vernir.

(10).,buying the most subitantiacl property you.can buy.

.... de grOotste eigendom kopen dte je, kunt

.., la plus grande propriete qu'on puisse'acheter.

Sinte edn/hunrienjpouvo.ik are thecentral verbs:in both ability and

discourse-oriented possibility (neutral-or external), there is bound.

to be indeterminacy as to whether the source of the possibility.is .

inherent to the subject or riot. In a large-number of cases both:
. .

mddalities seemed to be present toa greater oflesser extent(eXamples

8. and 9). In certain cases'(examOe 140), the context could disambiguate

the'modkl-verb,'but oftevI it is virtually.impoesible to kitinguish one

.modality from the otherThe only category to cover the modality,of

such sentences. with-complete certainly would be 'root pasibility'. It

should also be noted that whenever there is a human (or even animate)

subject, one is tempted to interpret the modality.as ability rather

then- as-discourse-oriented possibility. English has can, as well as

coutd and be abte toi French and !hitch have respectively pouvoiA and

hunnen and some paraphrases lfke Mice capabtede,2:4n titaat'zifn te,

etc. The indeterminacy also occUrs in cases where French has ne-aavein.

. in the 'conditionnel.': 4e.ne 4aulca.44 VOU4 .ire dike. ;

542.- Discourse-oriented.possibility.

It

AS with discourse- oriented necessity, three subtypes can 14.distinguished: ,

internal, external and neutral, These wily bediscussed.after the list

O

of representative examples.
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(1).May I have the. salt, please.

Mag ik het zout even (hebben)

Puis -je avoir le sel s'il vous plait?

(2) You. may not smoke in here.

U mag hier niet roken.

Vous ne, pouvez pas fumer ici..

(31*May I come in?
misschien

7ou ik mogen binnenkomen? ( ?Mag ik
soms,

binnentoMen.
.

pourrais-je entrer?

(4) Can I get you.a drink?.

Mag/kan ik u (misschien) iets'aanbieden?

. Pais -je vou.s_offrir quelque chose .A boire?

.(5)-You can forget about him!

Je kunt hem wel.vergeten./Vergeet hem meat.

O

Celui-18, to peux l'oublier./Ne pense plus a celui-1A.

(6) You may take it from me.'

U mag dat van me aannemen./Neem dat maar van me aan.

Vpuz puovez me croire./Croyez-md.

(7) Greek can be learnt by anyone.

Grieks kan door om het even geleeerd worden.

Le Grec peut etre appris par n orte qui.

(8) Here, June, can you give me a hand with this harness?

Kun je me even helpen met dit gareel?,

Peux-tu me donner un coup de main'puor fixer ce harnais?

(9) ..., Where youmay find the neat little Norman church of

Pennant Melangell.

waar u het mooie Normandische kerkje van P.M. kunt vinden.

ou vous pOuvez trouver la jolie petite eglise de P.M.

(10) You Might try nagging the Abbey National again.

Je zou weer kunnen proberen by A.N. aan to dringen.

Tu pourrais insister A nouveau aupres de l'A.N.

(11) I might as well have stayed at home.

Ik
hzaodu

net.zo goed
hebben kunnen thuisblijven.
kunnen thuisblijven.

J'aurais pu tout aussi bien rester chez moi.
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(12) Wotld Professor Werth be able to sign some cheqdei this,

afternoon?: .

lou,Professor W. vannamiddag een paarcheques kunnen -cur

ondertekenen?
4 ,

Est-Ce que le P. W. pourrait signer quelques cheques cet

'apres-midi? I

(13) These aspects are.to be found in his entire work.

Deze aspecten zijn in hele oeuvre terug to vinden.

Ces aspects peuvent etre retrouves'dant toute son oeuvre.

(14) We could be in. Africa.

We zouden-wel in Africa kunnen zijn.

(15 As-a student I couldn't get a key.
.

:Als studenficon ik leen sleutel kr.ijgen.`'

En twit auletudiant de ne puovas pas avoir de clef,

(16) Bill is allowed to have a choice.

Bill mag kiezen.

Bill peut choisir.

(17) Can I ring yOu back?

Kan ik u weer opbellen?

Puis-je vous rappeler?

(18) You can smoke in here.

.0 kunt hiermoken.

VOus pouvez fumer ici.

5:2:1":71-6fiernardi-te6U-Fil-dribhted-possibility-eanbelound in examples

(1)-(6). The :Informal labal_here_is....permission'-igranted-or-refused- by

the-speaker, or required from the addressee. The central verbs are may

and cj1n) for English, mogen-(and hunhen) for Dutch, pouvoik for

Fragh: In English and Dutch, may/mogen is more formal than canaunnen,

and C/annot be ambiguous with other types of root possibility. Examples

like (1) or (4) show. that the sense of permission cantcrather weak,

but they are clearly instances of deontic possibility. Requests and

offers like these could be considered separately in'a pragmatic Component,

but in: a-semantic moder.they belong together with the other examples in
;

this section. Similarly (5) and (6) have in fact the value if apcommandi

I
.

(imperatives are possible in Dutch and French, but one may note, the
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downtoners (wet, maa4I,in Dutch). However, they areclearly'not cases

of deontic necessity: the modality in these sentences is possibility,

and it is only in certain contexts, and with certain intonation patterns,

that it can have the implication of a command. Example (2) illustrates

negation,Thedifferencewith mat not°in English has. already been dealt

with (cf.)). ). The tentative way of asking for permis-sion is might

(could) in English, conditional. mogen (kunnen) in Dutch', and pouvoiA

in French (example 3).

in , the sOurce'of

the modality does not lie with the speaker or the addressee, but with

other'situational.fattors, such as circumstances. The informal label

would be ' theoretical possibility, and a paraphrase would be: 'It is

possible (for X) to...' The central verb forms are can/kannen/pouvoiit.

English also has may (example 9-11) and be abte to (example 12). One should

also point out here the use of be to + a perfect infinitive, at in (13).

Dutch has a similar construction, but with a simple infinitive.
2

Theoretical possibility is closely relatedto ability: the only difference

lies in the source' of- the modality: the subject for ability, external factors

I

This term does not imply that the possibility cannot be actualized.

2
8e -to is an excepti,onal form: it can be used not only for possibility,
as in example (43),Aapt'also to express necessity, as in example (6)
in section 4.2.. This is highly unusual, since normally a form for
possibility can be used, to express necessity in negat_ites__Day-r--(Ths--7--

--------.-is--cormectect with the logigal.-*OyaTence-lteetTary-not 5 not-possible,
discnied_elsewhereffithis paper..) It follows from the special status

be -to that in certain cases with a passive infinitive indeterminacy
between necessity and possibility may occur, as in

Conditions were .treacherous and mistakes were to be'expected.
De omstandigheden Waren verraderlijk en fouten waren to verwachten/
konden (moestenr) verwacht worden. .

Les conditions.etaient trompeuses si bien qu'on pouvait/devait
s'attendre Ades fautes..

In Dutch and French'moeten and hunnen resp. devoiA and pouvoiA appear
to be interchangeable with little difference in meaning in this example..
More reasearch on be to and its equivalents in the other two languages
is needed before definite cOnclusions can be drawn as to the position.
of this type of Indeterminacy in the. framework.

1
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here. But even the active counterpart of a sentence like (7), viz.

Anyone'nan teann
,

Tkeettcannot be considered as expressing ability:

the su ject 'anyone' is too impersonal to be seen as the source of the

ymOdali ; the possibility cannot be determined by inherent properties

of such t subject. Sentence (8) shows how this kind of possibility is

often used in requests. (14) illustrates unreality. Such .a sentence,

if said on a warm night in Finland, indicates theoretical possibility..

Dutch and French use conditonal hunnen and pouvoin. here. We may note

again in French the only central verb form for theoretical possibility

is pouvoih, zavoiA can be used in negatives in the 'conditionnel':

On ne aamait penzet a tout..In a few instances, English also has may

(and mighti (9-11). But this is clearly not epistemic possibility:. the

French and butch equivalents never contain the modal adverbs or

paraphrases which are so common with epistemic possibility. (10) and.

(11) illustrate some pragmatic uses of theoretical possibility again:

suggestion in (10), irritation of the speaker in (11). Ift example's (15)

and 1.16) there.is an element of permission, but the modality cannot be

deontic/internal:.there is no speaker involment at all. Dutch mogen

can occur in sych'sentences, whereas English maycan be deontic only.

5.2.3. Neutral possibility (examples 17-18) consists, similarly to"

neutral necessity, of cases where the source of the possibility is

left vague: it'may be internal and/or external, or simply unspecified.

Can and could are the most common in English, but may also occurs, as

well as paraphrases. Dutch has hunnen (and mogen) and French pouvoit,

and also paraphrases. (17) shows the possible.pragmatic.use of this

kind of possibility in requests. It also occurs in offers, eg. in

kou can give me a king. 11018) there is an example of indeterminacy.

between internal and extrenal possibility: it is not known whether the

speaker gives permission himself (deontic/internal)-or whether he just

notifies that permission has been granted, hence that the (theoretical)

possibility exrsts (= You are allowed to Amide here).. Dutch- speaking

learners of English and French should be careful when' translating such

sentences as

Mag je zoiets wel doen van je vader?

Mag je dat wel doen?
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Paraphrases have to be used in English and French:. t.

Dots your father allow you to do that?

Are .you allowed to do that?
,

:Est-ce que ton perete perniet de faire celo?

Est-ce que to as le droit de faire cela2

Pouvo4.4 in(16).(cf..preceding section) is posiible'because'there'is a

stronger element of theoretical:possibility 'in that .sentenCe.

Indeterminacy discourse - oriented pot ibility - inOn-(nodal'

Examples:

(1) However difficult it may be...

Hoe moeilijk het ook J
zij

moge zip}
j

Aussi difficile que
ce soit

lcela puisse etre j

(2) May God -bless you all.

Hoge God u alien zegenen -------

Que Dieu vous benisse tous.

This is parallel with the indeterminacy involving necessity.that was

explained earlier (p. )..Englishhas subjUnctivel?) may herie French' ,

and Dutch have a subjunctive, sometimes with pouvoit/mogen. English.',

may can be seen as expressing a weak kind of neutral discourse-oriented

possibility, but this use of may in English could also be called non-

modal (ie. modal in a wider sense only) and be seen as an example of

unreal4ty as indicated by the subjunctive mood. That would:explain the.

equivalents without modal verbs in the other two languages, and the

equivalence of. the English (2) with God bte46 you att. _

5.3. Epistemic possibility

1

Like epistemic necessity, epistemic or 'factual' possibility is

charatterized in Dutch and French by the relative unimportance of verb

.forms, as opposed to English, where may (and theAtentative might) is

central, andcan(coutd) is used in questions and negatives..Modal

adverbs like pelthao and 'poaaaty, and paraphrases like It .6 poaabte

that can occur, either alone or together with modals (4), but not to

dse

----
the same extent as in the other languages. Dutch makes e ofmiaochien
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and other adverbs orlmraphrases. like het it, magetijh dat, hethan (zijn)

dat. In the latter naraOhrase a modal verb is used, but the paraphrase

reMoves, it frai.the proposition. French also uses this technique:

It ee peat que is quite codmon, as well as It eat 044ibte que and

-adverbials like peut-dtAe. The. following is a list of renr:sentative

examples: \ .

(1) He may be working in his study.

Misschienis.hij in z'n studeervertrek aan het werken.

421-161

(HiJ zou ( misschien) kunnen in zijn studeervertrek aan het

werken

Peat -Otre travaikke-t-il sans son bureau.

use peut qu'il travailledans son bureau.

(2) 1 may go up at the enki of August. .

.1k ga misschien eind augustus.

Ik zou (eventueel) eind augustus kunnen gaan.

Het-is mogelijk dat ik eind augustus ga.

J'irai peut-etrtA la fin du mois d'a90t.

Il se peut que J'.y aille a la fin du mois eadt:

(3) You may not have Met-her.

Misschien heb Je haar nog niet ontmdet.-

Peut-ttre ne l'as-tu pas encore recdntree.

(4) You may. possibly prefer that one.

Je hebt misschien liever die daar.
.

Tu preftres peut-etre

Il se peut que to ortferes celui-la.

(5) He might have been. there while you were there.

Hij was misschien dear terwijl iii er oo was.

Hij kan daar (misschien).geweest zijn

Il etait peut-ttre 1Aquand etais Il se peut qu'il

alt ete 18...

Epistellic hunatx and POUVOihs except in 'qUestions .and

4ther awkward or impossible if they4re kept within the proposition.

In Dutch, if they are.used.all, they often, co -occur with adverbials

'(examp16 2 and 5). ,Example (1) shows the use of the progreSsive form

inEntlish, by means of which ambiguity with discoUrse-oriented

possibility is, avoided. (2) has future reference; and in (3) themodaJity

concerns a4 past event (cf.:the perfect infinitive in English). -(3) is.

, , .

. .
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also an illustraton of negation of the event, whereas in (7) below it

is the modality that is negated: this form means the same as negation of

the event epistemic necessity because of theTegical equivalence'

necessary -not = not-possible (but see below for another type Of ambiguity).

Might is the tentative form of may. It is also used in conditionals or

other cases of 'unreality'. Example (5) is an illustration of its

it9 tentative use.. French and Dutch do not have such a neat distinction as

between nay and might.in English. The distinction is not always made,

or might is rendered by the adding of extra modal adverbials or intonation

making the possibility more remote. The tentative forms f

ver' II co. c , t e 'conditionnel' in/French) are sometimes

used, though not very frequently. Epistemic pos'sibility is questioned

and negated by means of can (and coati) in English. (cf. examples (6)1

(7) and (8) below). It would seem however that whenever epistemic

possibility is questioned or negated, there is indeterminacy with

external or neutral discourse-oriented possibility. It follows that the

Dutch and French translations of the examples can have either a modal

verb or an adverbial.

Indeterminacy: epistemic-discourse oriented possibility

Examples:

(6) Can they be on holiday?

IS het mogelijk dat ze met vakantie zijn?

Zijn ze misschien met vakantie?

(Kunnen ze met vakantie zijn?)

Seraient-ils peut-etre en vacances?

Est-il possible qu'ils soient en vacances?

(7.) You cannot have met her: sfie's never been in the country.

Je kunt haar onmogelij-kontm.
4-let kan niet if

aat je haar ontmoet hebt.

Het is niet mogelijk

Tu ne peux pas l'avoir rencontree elle,n'a lamais

Impossible que to l'aies.renCantree'ete'dans le-pays.

(8) I was wondering if it could have been fear.

lk .vroeg me af
of het misschien angst geweest was.

of het (misschien) angst had kunnen zijn.
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Je me demandais
fsi peut-etre cela avast ete de la pews]

si celalurait pu etre de,la peur.

(9)~Thiscould be the all-important round, .

Dit zou de alierbelangrijkste ronde kunnen ziJn.

Cecl pourrait etre la manche decisive:

`,Sentences (6), and (7) and (8) question or negate epistemic possibility.

The same forms can be used.to express theoretical possibility in English.

It could be argued that the modality in these examples is, in fact,

theoretical possibility, the negation or quettloniny of wihiO automatically

'implies negating or questioning the possibiltty.oi the prbposition. .

Example (9) illustrates in fact theoretical possibility. Palmer (1979:

155-57) insists that Coutd merely says that ...something is theoretically

possible, whereas might coMmits the speaker to a judgement about the ...

possibility of the truth of the proposition: Might can therefore not

be. used when Ae possibility is later denied, as in Palmer's example:7

could -

i
ThiA-pictme be 'a Chagatt, but..ia in &Let a &ague'.

.-

MiAschien and peut-gtu are not possible in Dutch and French hert,*and

we have an unambiguous instance of theoretical pdssibility. But in real -

life situations4 such fine points tend to be disregarded, And example

(11) could also be used epistemically. .

6. CONCLUSION

The present paper is only an outline of thibisic functional framework

within which a.constrastive description. of Modality in the three

languages should be possible. Much more attention will haye to be paid

to points. of grammar: that have hardly been mentioned here. A list of

modal auxtliaries andtheir translations would 'not be usable for a

contrastive description,: whereas the. framework Ascussed in this paper

is. All the examples so far have, been dealt with without streching

the system:It is true that most'Contrastive descriptions of.modality

nowadays are more or less functional, in the sense that they discuss

ways of expressing 'permission', 'Volition', 'habits'', 'obligation',

etc. (eg.'Aarts and Wekker 1962), but they do not'use the rigidly

defined concepts and terminology' which have been.used in this paper.

These concepts are necessary to give one a better insight into the
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very complex field if modality. A number of points will have becOme

clear from the survey in sections 4 and 5:- English has a more complex

system of modal verbs, and with epistemic modality they are used more.

widely that the other means which the language has at its dispotal.
This should be stressed in any pedagogical grammar of English,. since

modal auxiliaries are generally underrephsented in the expression of

epistemic modality,by Dutch speaking students.

As far as French .is concerned, the model is equally useful, although

the small number of forms that can express possibility might mean that

a simplified outline of the framework is sufficient to-teach learners
how to express; this degree of modality; The detailed framework. however

would also be useful, viz, for the comprehension. of the 'French modal

verbs (which, because of their small number, show a .lot of ambiguity),

and afso to account for the various paraphrases and modal adverbs.

In this way, the model could be useful to teach the students about

modalities ratheri#,han modes, The need for this is evident of we look_

at learners' performance: in English., for example, students past the

intermediate 'level will have little difficulty with eg. the.defectiveness

of the modal auxi 1 iaries , but there remains utter confusion with the

plettidra-of modal verbs in English. Students have 'no feeling' for the
various nuances,. sometimes not. even in their mother tongue. It would

be of help therefore to teach students more about concepts like internal
and external, epistemic and discourse-oriented modality, ie. to teath

them about meaning. Learning about meaning is part of learning to
communicate. It might be especially useful in remedial. courses, as is
suggested by..Wilkins..(1979:92):- "Existing approaches to remedial

teaching tend to be little more than a repetition.of initial teaching
procedures% In the case of modality, it would mean teaching aboUt .

modal verbs again Wilkins goes on: "A notional approach can proVide a

way of developing.communicatively what is already, known while, at the'

same time, enablin the teacher to fill the gaps in the learner's
knowledge of the lan e. In either Case the learner will have an

awareness that he is doi g something fresh."
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PRAGMATIC AS?ECTS OF DEFINITE DETERMINATION

WITHOUT TRIIR, MENTION' IN ENGLISH AND POLISH.

.410,

Eltbieta TabakOwske

ThkJagettonian Univemity, KicalOw

Motto: Take care of the sense and the

sounds will take care of them-

selves (Duchess to Alice).

1. Phetmina4ie4. In spite of'considerable differences -concerning

formal aspects of determination in English and Polish, in both languages

the 'range of definite determination covers three basic types' of 'pointing

at objects', as they were distinguishell by BUhler: astettai6n (pointing

ad ocuto4), ie. deixis proper, where.definite reference is achieved by

locating objects in real space; anaphora (linguistic 'prior mention') with

spacial relations mapped upon.the.time axis, and phoha, where.the

definite determiner functions.aS an 'augury' (the t rm used in Klemensiewicz

1963) of some information.whichmill ensure'defini e reference but which

is only about to come further in thediscourse.

In all the three cases a relative clause of some kind is either present

in.the surface structure, or else it can be postulated as'a deep structure,

Constituent: as was claimed by Vendler (1975:123), "the insertion of a.

restrictive clause after a noun is a necessary condition of its acquiring

a definite article". I will modify this statement by enlarging the *category

of definite determiners to include demonstrative .pronOUns - thia or tha.i in

English, te (or stylistically Mifked 6w) or tamen in Polish.. Indeed, in.
.

ostensive expressions, demonstratives are typically used, the relative clause 7,

'the x that I am showing you' being characteriStiCally,replaced by extra-

linguistic elements present in the speech situation of which the given:utter- .

'ante is a part. On the other hand, anaphoric definite expressions serve the

purpose of'establishing a case.ofcoreferentiality within a discourse: 'the

x I have just spoken about', or 'the x which I am, or you are, speaking
.

about!. Thus an anaphoric definite determiner is used to ensure 'story-rela-'

tive' identification (cf. Strawson 1974).. Typically, anaphoric definite

descriptions employ the in. English and 0 in Polish. In Polish, an alternative

occurrence of the demonstrative tin.--usually in postposition - is conditioned

by grammatical structure and lexical contents of the utterance (for a discus-
i'

sion, see:eg. Boguslawski-19771120-126, Szwedek 1976).
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In this paper, however, I intend to concentrate on the third category

of definite expressions, ie. tataphou. It is here that the distribution of

'determiners proves most complex, the choice being conditioned by pragmatic.

factors. It is a matter of common agreement that in English cataphoric

definite reference can'be marked both by the definite.article the and the

demonstrative pronoun that. Polish sources claim that the function of 'antic-

ipated identification of something that is to be defined by thetext' (Topo-

linskb 1973:39, translation - ET) or of 'instructing the heaerthat he

should get the appropriate contest from the following context' (Jodtowski

19764183, translation -.ET) is erformed by the demonstrative pronoun ten.

While Jod4owski claims that the'pronoun can. 'often be omitted', the distri-

bution being conditioned by 'customary usage' (1973:800), Topolinska states

that its occurence is 'ex deliintione facultative' (1973:39). It is the purpose

of this paper to show that this is not the case, and that the distribution

of ten vs. 0 in Polish cataphoric definite expressions is Atrictly parallel

to the disetribution of that and the in corresponding structures in English,

a fact that might prove relevant for a contrastive analysis of the systems

of determination in the two languages.

2. The data. The limits set for the scope of this paper impose certain /

restrictions upon the length of the. discussion. First, I shall only deal /.

with thoSe aspects of determination that are reflected in the structure of /
/,

the NP, hand not in the structure. of the sentence -'an assumption especially

relevan for an analysis of Polish, the language in- ,which determination is

often r alined in terms of sentence stress, word order,. etc., rather than /by

means f overt lexical markers (cf. eg. Szwedek 1976). Second, only such cases

will covered in which the noun in question is in the singular and displays

the f atures f +count, -gen] ; in other words, I-Ahall limit the diScussiOn :

to ssellian degnite deautiption4. Third, I will consider only two pairS

of definite determiners: the vs. that in English and ten (or itsappropriate
\ .

flectional variants) and 0 in Poll-Sh, confining myself to the unstressed. .

forms. The stressed- counterparts bear additional contrastive meaning, which

conditions the rules of their distribution in both prior and first mention

contexts in some ways which I cannot discuss here:

. As it is my purpose to show that a choice of a' definite determiner,

both in English and in Polish, depends ultimately on the communicative

function which the speaker intends his utterance to perform, when choosing

my data I. decided to look for utterances in which any additional:ostensive .

or contextual information which is usually supplied by nonverbal elements

.of thesituation of which the utteran e forms a part might be expreSsed
/ v
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verbally, I found that the type of discourse which fulfills this condition

in the most adequate way is a joke: a complete mini-discourse., where all

deictic elements are either 'translated' into words or supplied by an ac-.

companying cartoon. Jokes often fodus on the pragmatics.of determination

and reference, the two aspects of meaning which are of equal importance

for the intended effect of a joke and for the intended effect of the present

argument. Moreover, most jokes - again like. this argument - are based upon

the conviction that pragmatic:preuppOsjtions are crucial for the intended

.function of an utterance. Last.but not least, the textual 'completeness'

of a joke makes it possible to avoid explanatory 'footnotes' when providing

translation equivalents. (It goes without saying that the latter objective

means- limiting the,choice to samples only that are pragmaticAlly .'universal',

ie. are not based upon culture-specific knowledge which might be a hermetic

property of'a single speech-community.) Finally, I do'realizgthat d joke

dies'hard,in the hands of a linguist, as to explain a joke is to kill it.:

I 'can only hope the sacrifice will not be utterly in vain.

All examples quoted in the. course of the following analysis come from

Readeea Digeet.

3. The anatya,U.. As the first example, let us consider

. 1.1. We have decided to let you have that dog you wanted.

1.1. is uttered'by a man depicted in a cartoon!which shows him coming hOme

with a huge and fierce-look g boxer which he is about to pass onto a c uple.

of his frightened and di ppointed children. The point. of the joke is ma

by our realization that the father must have presupposed that both he himelf

4nd his children (ie. 'the speaker' and-ttlighearers' respectively) had been

or would be able to actually . identify one'parif lar dog, the unique refer nt

of the definite:description. Yet the man has offviou made the wrong choi :

what makes the.joke funny is-our recognition of what might be called a pre-

supposition Jailure. In 1.1.. the function of definite determination is per-%
formed by the demonstrative_ pronoun; replacing it with the deaf mite article

gives

1.2. We have decided to let you have the dog you wanted,

which, although still perfectly acceptable, is pragmatically less appro..'

priate: the joke simply :becomes less funny. Definite descriptions employing

both that and the logically preiopposethe existence of a unique referent,

but while the former in addition pragmatically presupposes the ability to
4.

identify it on the part Of both the speaker and the hearer, the latter
,

remains neutral in th i respect..Yet referent identification is the most
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crucial pragmatic aspect of 1.1.:-the communicative funCtion of the

restrictive relative clause is precisely to ensure identifiability.

The pragmatic equivalent of 1.1. in Polish is

1.3. PostaRowili§my sprawit tego psa, ktoregokie (tak)
1

chcieli,
---

where the demonstrative pronoun ten erforms the function of.the definite

determiner. While the use of'0 would s:X411 preserve the definiteness of

the 1413:

Pbstanowili§my sprawit wam psa, kt6regotcie (tak) chcieli,

it is less appropriate than 1.3., for exactly the'same reason as that found

for their respective English counterparts: whil ten carries the pragmatic

presupposition of actual referent identifiability n the part of the partic-

ipants in the discourse, the 0 determiner is pragmati ally unmarked: the

quest o the speaker's and/or the hearer's acquaintance with the object

at issue is left open.

Let usjturn consider

2.1. The best way' to get real enjoyment out of a garden is td ut on

a -straw hat, dress in old clothes, hold a trowel in one h pd and
a cool drink in the other, and tell the man where to slig.

The point of the joke is the little satisfaction that the hearer or,

strictly speaking, the reader) finds in his being able to recover the d eted

relative clause - eg: 'whom one had hired to do the job'. Notice that the%

demonstrative pronoun could not serve as an appropriate replacement for the",

/definite article:

2.2. :.. and tell that man where to dig.

results in a pragMatic presupposition failure, which the speaker obviously

could not have intended: the purpose of the definite description in 2.1. is

to characterise an (only and existing) referent, and not to provide infor-

mation adequate for its identification: while potentially identifiable for

the hearer (in case he has indeed hired a man to do the digging in his

garden), it remains non-identifiable for the speaker. The identity of the

referent is irrelevant from the point of view of the pragmatic function of

the utterance.

Predictably, the Polish equivalent of 2.1. requires the use of the

0 fo 111:.

2 3, Najlepszy spos66 czerpania prawdziwej przyjetariaci z ogrodu po-
lega na tym, aby wtoiye slomiany kapeluszi ubrat sie w stare
ciuchy, wziat do jednej rgki rydel a do drogiej SZklanke z czym§
zimnyM do pitia i powiedziet facetowi, gdzie ma kopat..

1

An optional intensifier,
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Replacing 0 with ten results in lack of understanding, due to presupposition

failure: .

2.4, ... i powiedziee temu facetowi,'gdzie ma kopad.
_

inevitably provokes the question 'what man?'.

It will be noticed thatthe difference in the type of reference

intended in 1.1. (and 1..3.) and 2.1. (and 2.3.) respectively can be explainr

ed in terms of the semantic opposition [ +/- specific] , cf.

1.5, We have decided to let you have that dog you wanted, whichever 'dog
it is.

2.5. ... 4nd tell the man - after you have found one - where to. dig.

But the semantic property of specificity ofreference.need not entail

the pragmatic property of actual referent identification. This is best

illustrated by those first-mention definite descriptions which Hawkins

(197t) calls referent-establishing expressions. Consider

3.1. A little boy came home with a five dollar bill and said he found
it. 'Are you sure it was lost?' asked his mother. 'Sure I'm sure',
said the 'little boy. 'I saw the. man looking for it'.

As postulated by Hawkins, the definite description in 3.1. establishes a

specific referent for the hearer (by relating it tosoke familiar object

or setting the knowledge of which he shares. with the speaker) without,

however, assuming that the referent is, or can be, actually identified by

both participants in the discourse. Pragmatically, 3.1. is equivalent to an

indefihite description or an anaphora:

3.2. ... there was a man looking for it and I saw him. .

In 3.1. the definite article cannot (apart from a special case of egocentric

reference) be replaced with a demon1trative:

3,3. ... 'I saw that man looking for it'.

Predictably again, the Polish equivalent of 3.1. employs 0:

3.4. ChlOpiec wraca do domu z pieciodolarowym banknotem i powiada,
to go zlialaz4. 'Czyljeste§ pewien, to banknot zostal zgubiony?',
pyta go matka. IJasne, to jestem pewien', odpowiada chlOpiec.
'Widzia4em, jak facet go szuka.1'.

Finally, if a definite description can, withih its context, perform

the communicative 'unction of either characterisation or identification.

(by any or both participants in a discourse) of a referent, the speaker can

choose between the two types of determlners, depending on which of these

functions he intends to hi.ghlfght:,
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!

'The
..Thatkandy bar you take into the woods-should provide at least

the energy needed for bringing the .wrapper but (a park guide).

4.2.k°
en_

-batomik, ktory zabierasz ze soba do lasu, powinien el dostarczyt

przynajmniej tyle energii, ile potrzeba do wyniesienia papieeka.

4Concfnaimhs.-The above examples,showthat the distribution of the

and that in English first-mention definite descriptions parallels that of

0 and ten in Polish, with the respective choices being determined by the

pragmatic function of the utterance: characterisation vs. identification of

a (unique existent) referent. Thus the choice between.ten and 0 in Polish

is 'optional' only in the see measure as the corresponding choice between

that and-the can be considered loptional--! in English: in contexts that

potentially allow for both interpretations (cf.4) the speaker's decision

depends on which of the two'possible communicative functions of his mtterance

he intends to choose as the prevailing. one. It followssas an obvious conclu-

16..4

sion that ten can be neither inserted nor deleted at will: in referent-
:

establishing definite,descriptions it leads to.presupposition failure and,

in consequence, lack of -understanding (cf.2,3), while its removal from

pragmatically'identifying utterances deprives the definite'expression.of the

'pragmatic factor' of its meaning.

Unlike in typical cases of anaphora, in cataphoric definite descriptions

ten doeS.-not correspond to the definite article in English: the latter can be .-

defined as a 'semantic' definite determiner, in. the sense that its occurrence

in an utterance is conditioned by the existence and uniqueness (in a relative,

'discourse sensitive' rather than in an absolute sense) of the entity referred

to, with the question of the speaker's and/or the hearer's acquaintance with

this.entity being left open,. The former is a 'pragmatic' determiner, since

it,is just the positive answer to this question that necessarily conditions

. its choice: as'such,:it corresponds to its demonstratiVe counterpart that.

In teaching, a.clear distinction is usually made between ostension and

anaphoia. Ostensive expressions constitute a'crucial part of standard Mate-
,

-rial used with beginners, while 'prior mention' is the core of classical

textbook rules for VWe use of the definite article in English. Thus the

opposition between demonstrative pronouns (in the ad ucaeo contexts)and

the article (forlhe anaphoric contexts) becomes established. In Polish,

a corresponding distinction is made between the demonstratiye.pronoun,

obligatory.in ostensive contexts, and the same pronoun, considered as option-

4
ad with anaphora. Contexts .are quoted in which the, pronoun, and specifically.
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Nit, is shown to.function in a waysimilar to that of the.definite.articfe

'in dose languages that have one' (cf. eg. Jodlowski 1973:72ff., Topolt6ska

1973:38, Pisarek 1968:13). The opposition between ten and 0 is characteris-

tically seen as that of gramMattCal definiteness and indefiniteness ofNP's.,

This. of course is.true, but it is only part of the truth.

The full picture seems more complex than that. As an example of non-

ostensive firq-mention definite descriptionsshows, the understanding of

the system of determination, both in. those languages that display the cate-

gory of article an in those that do not, requires consideration of pragmatic,

as well as &mantic, factors.
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PREPOSITIONAL USAGE IN ENGLISH AND AFRIKAANS:

DIFFERENCES IN SPATIAL PERCEPTION 1

L.A. Barnes

Univek&ity o Dunban-WeAtv4te

1. INTRODUCTION

Different languages express spatial concepti in different ways.

According to the Sapir-Whorf-hypothesis, each person sees reality through

the eyes of his own language: 4

We dissect nature along lines laid down by our native languages...
We cut up nature, organise it into concepts, and ascribe signi-
ficances as we do,'largely because we are parties to an agreement
to organize it in this way - amagreement,which holds throughout
our speech community and is codified in.the patterns of our
language. (Whorf 1956:213).

-,-

.Speakers of the same speech community agree on the visual characteristics

of the object-world - they choose the same parts of objects. as semanti-.
.

oily salient, whereas speakers Of:differut language groups do not

necessarily choose the same perceptual chgacteristics as important.

The grammatical category of preposition is a good example of the way in

which different langUages express spatial concepts differently: ."Preposi-.,

tions represent a cognitiVe mapping of a cultbrally contingent set of

visual perceOtsVCooper 1968:2). , .

In. this paper I intend to show that a .Comparison of_pMpositional

use in English and Afrikaans reveals 'differences in spatial perception

between. the speakers of these two languages.

2. DIMENSION

One of the parameters within which the phenomenon of Prepositional

use can be considered is,diMension. When a preposition is used'to

' indicate place, the dimensional features of the location concerned must

be taken into consideration. We can group 'impositions according to the

way in which different diMenSional features are ascribed to the:referents.

of the nouns or noun phrases folloWing'theM (cf. Fillmore 1975;.Leech

1969; Quirk et al, 1972; SChWerdtfeger 1980).

Consider the following English:sentences:.

1. He stopped.at-the.point. 167
se
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2. The ook is on the table.-

3014,y clOthes are in the suitcase,

8

In (1) point refers to an entity without dimension (or where dimension
is not considered relevant).' In (2) .table refers to a two-dimensional

suilie and in (3),4niten4erefers.to a three- dimensional enclosed space..

The preposition at can only appear before nouns of no dimension or

dimension is not relevant;- on appear-before nouns which refer to two -

dimensional unbounded spdOes; and in appears before nouns which refer

to two-dimensional enclosed spaces or-three-dimensional containers (see

Figure 1).

DIMENSION TYPE
..

. .

EXAMPLE °

.

0 (point - dimension
not releilltt)

.

at

0

..

.

1.or 2 (line/Surfacq)
OIL-0

.

2 or 3 (enclosed area/
volume)

.1".

in
.

«
.

o .

1". 77

Rigugg.l. The Dimension types of the prepositions at, on and in.

4 0

Some. nouns have inherent dimensional featuiTs, eg.yrivid.and tawn.

4

4. The boys are playing in the yard..

5. The girls are playing on the lawn.

A lawn is usually considered to by twotdimensional surface, whereas

a.yard is seen.as.a bounded area. The following would not be possible

in English:.

6, *The boys are playing on the yard.

7. *The girls are Playing ,411 the lawn,

168
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Most.noUns hOWever can. have different dimensional features ascribed

to them accordin to the situation:

8. The stranger is standing Oct the wall.

4 '9. There is writing on the wall.

10. There are holes in the Wall.

In (8), watt is neutral with respect to dimension.. In (9), a two-

dimensional feature is'ascrilbef to wat by the preposition on, because

-the wall seen asi;,,a surface in\this case. In (10), watt is seen as

a threedimensional entity.. These differences in interpretation of

watt in (8), (9) and (10) haVe nothing tdodo with the real dimension81

characteristics of the entity. They are based, on human perception and

have a-psychological rather than a:geometrical besis:

These categories have obviously more to do With:the apparatus. of
visual perception than with the objective physical properties of
objects as interpreted, for example, in Euclidian geometry (Leech
1969:161-162).

3.1. COMPARISON OF AT, ON AND IN WITH BV, OP AND IN

The English prepoSitions at, on and

prepositions by, op and in Afrikaans.

are.the-Afrilcaans equivalents of (1), (2)

11, Hy het by die punt stilgehou.

12. Die boek is op die tafel.

13. My klere is in die kOffer.

in can be translated by the

Sentences (11), (12) and (13)

and (3) respeCtiveli:-

These prepositions cannot always be used as

3.2. IN.X'OP

The English preposition in is often

14. They live in the country.

15. Hulle woon op die platteland,

16. He is in the background.

17. Hy is op die agtergrond.

equivalents.

translated as op in Afrikaans:

The referents of the nouns zountAy and backponnd are seen by the English

speaker as enclosed areas, while the Afrikaans speaker sees them as

.unbounded areas. An 'interesting case is

1
t e f011Owing::

69:



180 The children are standing in a row.
1 .

19.. Die kinders staan pp 'n ry.

'A row is seen as an enclosed space in English whereas in.Afrikaant it

is seen simply as a line in the same way as.path is seen in EngliShl

1) ilf
1

I 20. He is walking on the path.
4'.4 s,,

TN

In certainsloses,In Alp^Opus, however, a.rgw is seen as ,11 enclosed

space, eg.
4 *

J

v

av

. . .

,oe.)

21. Jan staan eerste in die ry:

(John is first in the row) -.,

In (19), ,y was considered as a line while in '(21) it is seen as an

enclosed area made up of a number of units..'

3.3. /0" X OP

I'here is often na corresponding use of by in Afrikaans for the

English at. Often op is used instead of by, eg.

22. He is at school.

23.-Ay is op skool.

24. He is at the office.

25. Hy is op kantoor.

In English the dimensionality of the place is not considered relevant',

whereas in Afrikaans it is seen as being a two - dimensional area.

Thit at x op variation is very common-in expressions which can be

derived 4om a basic form 'at a place.whereX is taking place.'

26. He is at a congress.

27. -Hy is op 'n .kongres.i.

28. Fe is. at a dinner.

29. H' is op 'n dinee.

denoting horizontal and vertical distance also show.

a Aifference between the English and the Afrikaans view:..
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at an cati.tude x hoWe
at a dittance x op.'n'aOtand

at a Wet x op 'n'utah

at a depth x op 'n diepte.

Altitude in:English can be seen in terms. of a one-dimensional scale,

ie. as a.point on'a line, whereas in Afrikaans it is seen as a two-'

dimensional level, as illustrated in FigUre 2.

p

Figure 2, Altitude in English and Afrikaans.

It would appear that these expressions. are also.derived from a

basic underlying form at a.ptaee / op Yn'peeh:

et.en altitude of 800 m * at a place which is 800m above sea-level-

Op.'n hoogte van 800 m d. op 'n plek wak 800 m bo seespieel is

Temporal expressions are often derived from spatial expressions

(Schwerdtfeger 1980:120, Traugott 1975:213). Certain temporal exPreS-

sions can be seen in terms Of reference to a point on a'tiMe icale,eg.

the temporal expression at thia moment could be derived,_ roM a'spa-tial

.171
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expression dt tha point (in time). The Afrikaans eqUiVelent of at Via.

moment is op hietdie oombta, which would appear to be derived from a

Spatial expression where dimension is relevant, whereas the English

expression is derived from an expression where dimension is 'not relevant.

3.4. AKIN X.ON

The English preposition on is normally.trinslated by op in

Afrikaans, but sometimes the preposition aan is used before a one -.

dimensional- or "line" noun (Combrink 1978 :8):..

30. South Africa borders on Mozambique.

31.Suid-Afriki grens aan Mosambiek.

32, The picture hangs on-the wall.

33. Die prent hang aan die muur.
.

The distinction between 'bordering on X', where X is seen as a

one-dimensional entity, and 'resting. on ' where X is seen as a two-

dimensional entity, is clearly ill rated by the following example:

34. Die stad is aan-die rivier gelee.

(The city lies on the> river)

35.- Die boot vaar op die rivier.

(Tbe boat sail '.on the river)

In (34) the river is merely considered at a bordering line, while in

(35) it is seen7as a surface supporting the boat. This distinction As

not made in English: Another example which could illustrate this dis-. .

.tinction is:

36. Sy het 'n ring aan haar vinger.

(She wears a ring on her finger)

37. Daar is 'n swaar gewig op haar vinger.

(There is a neavy weight do her finger) \

InTthe one instance the ring is merely touching the surface of the

finger which is viewed as a border contact. In the\other the finger

is viewed as .a supporting surface.
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4. TRANSLATION EQUIVALENTS OF BEYOND

Apart from dimension there are a. number of other parameters

within which the differences between prepositional use can be considered:

There is no direct equivalent for the preposition beyond in Afrikaans;

The variety of ways in which it can be translated reflect' a variety

of. different.ways in perceiving reality. In the sentence

.38. Dias sailed beyond Da Gama

beyorfd indicates movement past a point on a track. (see Figure 3,) which

ls reflected.in the Afrikaans translation vendee az ('further-than'):

39. Dias het vendee az Da Gama geseil

0

Figure 3. Beyond vs. vdix

In a sentence like

40. They lived beyond the river

A

beyond can be seen as indicating the crossing of a border (see Figure 4.),

as indicated by the Afriklans translation owthat ('on the other side'):

41. Hulle woon owthant die rivier

lr'

,Figure 4: Beyond 15..00kkant.



The beyond-construction can sometimes

from an enclosed. space to an unlimited space

/This is particularly in the case of abstract

/ istranslated by. ba4e ('outside'):

'42, He is beyond the border/hope.

43. Hy is buUe die grens /hoop.

Figu're 5
r
.',Beyond vs . 4nate..

be seen In terMs of movement

outside (see Figure 5,),

locatives, In (42) ¢eyond

I

The beyond -constructioncan also be sdeh in terr9s of Movement along the

vertical' axis (cf. Figure In this,case beyondis translated by

bo (tabove1):

44. It is beyond my reach/power.

46. Ditis bo my bereik/mag.

_!.-------
.

F1 ure .6. Begoild vs. bo.

An. interesting case is the follOwing

46, No smoking 4e0rd this point.
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in which the movement is visualized as passing a point along a: horizon-;

tal line:and going\into a prohibited area. In'Afrikaans there is a

significant difference in locative focus. By using the word biAne

('within') the Afrikaans speaker focuses directly on the prohibited

area and not on thepoint where the notice is at the entrance to the

area:

_ .

47. Rook verbOde binne hierdie gebied,

(Smoking ;forbidden within this area).

5. CONCLUSION

A comparison of prepositional use in Afrikaans and English reveals

a number of subtle differences in spatial percerion. In many cases

nouns are marked for dimension in Afrikaans' whereas in English they
.ft

are unmarked. In other cases what are considered unbounded spaces by

the Afrikaans speaker are considered enclosed areas by the English

speaker. It would seem that the speakers of even closely related

languages like English and Afrikaans see the world in different ways.
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REMARKS ON PRONOMINAL REFERENCE AND DEFINITENESS IN

FRENCH AND:FINNISH

Juhani HirmS

HeZzinhi.

1. This paper is part of.a more extensive work in.progress which.deals

with the referential and anaphoriC relations which obtain between a full-

noun phrase and a pro-ft.; referringto it. This particular aspect of

the question of reference and anaphora had not been studied in French;

nor in Finpish, until quite recently, and no complete. treatment of thee.

problem exists as of yet. Related questions which have been studied

concern, fo instance, the anaphoric relations between two full noun

pharases, thatis, between two full nominals, as in example (1a).1

(la) Un producteur invite Fnitz Lang. A tourner un nouveau film.

U Alatizateux accepta.

his problem has been discussed fairly often, recently by Milner

(1982 . This paper examines 'briefly the factors which may condition the .

estab i'shment of a pronominal. discourse referent after'a nominal has

first been introduced in disto6rse.2

Actually, a study/of this type should not take only nominal an

tecede6 and prOnOminal anaphors. into Consideration, since in actual
I. ., .,.......,

discoUkse nominal and pronominal anaphors naturally Alternate, sometimes.

inepperantly randoM order, as illustrated in (lb).

00 Un producteur invite Ritz Lang a tourner un nouveau folm.

Ne retrouvant rieri,duBerlinquW avait connq, .Le kgati-

.4ateak.i'isola den's un .110tel oD if.ecrivitson 'scenario.-

Solitaire et meconnu, Lang signs ainsi.un film sans equivalent I

dans l'histoire 0 dame,

1
The French examples have not been translated into English, since
knowledge of French As crucial for an understanding of this paper. The
FinKish examples have been translated into English when.they do not
correspond exactly to the'rench ones. The examples have been
drastically-simplified and presented without context for practical reasons.

f
c.N. 2 For rinnish,.the present' Writer has drawn partly upon the unpublished

dissertation of Vilkuna (1980). This work gives an overall picture of
reference_and definiteness in Finnish; to MY..knowlidge no' similar. work

exists on French., 177..
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It is impossible to tak this kind of alternation into account

here, Pnd the discuision will be limited to apparently simpler cases

of the type presented in (2) nd (3).

(2a) Pierre a achete un man et il t'a lu'tout de suite.

(2b) Pierre a achete deux\umant+ et it en a lu un toute de suite.

(3a) Pierre a acheietn 'urn et Jean en a Egalement achete un.

(3b) (y) Pierre vachete u uman pot4LeA; Marie ne Ce,e aime

.pas du tout...

Here the antecedbot i a nominal, and its determiner (when there is

one) is generally an article, or sometimes a possessive adjective (cf.

example (13) in section 5 beldw). Consideration of other deter-Miners,.

particularly so-called 'indefinite' adjectives woulOhly further

complicate the issue.
1
The pronominal anaphor is a personal pronoun, and.

even here the other pronouns which may be used instead would change the

picture considerably.
2 Even when limited in this way, the subject is,too

vast to be treated exhaustively in a short paper,, especially when two

languages are concerned; The terminology will have to be taken for..

granted, since all the relevant terms cannot be discussed here (see,

eg., GivOn 1973, Jackendoff 1972, Karttunen 1976, Partee 1972, Stenning

1978). These are by no means uncontroversial, and many of them have been

given somewhat different definitions, as for instance the pairs

non-6pecqie and deliinite/indeliinite ..However, no particular theoretical

approach or model will be proposed here, and no standpoint will be taken

with respect to questions such as various treatments\of pronominalization

. in current linguistic theory..

.

1
The various members of the class of adjectives traditionally called
'indefinite' in French Clearly behave differently with respect to
specificity; Whereas.eektainla) indicates specific aueun (mainly) non-
specific reference quantifiers like tout, toua, chaque, quetquela),
pecoieuA4 may allow .both possibilities in different situations.
Indefinite adjectives thus constitute a heterogenous and problematic
class from our point of theifiew.

2
Eg. relative pronouns do not always behave in the same way as personal

pronourts. See (18c) and the following example, given by Chevalier et
al. (1972), where the antecedent and the anaphor indicate different.
extensions (the question mark is mine):

?J'ai encore pris du calg au tait qui etait tres bon. (A. Camus)

But it would be quite correct to say instead:
J'ai encore pris du calig. au tait. It Wit tres bon.

The differences in use. between varioistypes of pronouns would be
worth investigating in this respect.
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The two pairs of terms mentioned above, speci64e/non-ape. tc and .

deiincte/tlute0sLite, have not always'been clearly distinguished from

one another. The notions de6inite/indein.i.te will here be used in the

same manner as these. terms are used when we speak of the articles in
-

.

languages such as English and French; that, isot4e terms refer to an

ourt,.purely surface phenomenon. Thu's', a definite description'ornoun

phrase in French will be.one preceded by the definite article; one

determined by.the indefinite article or thp.zero.form will, normally be

called indefinite. (Even 3rd person pronouns can constitute definite

descriptions, but they must generally have a full noun phrase as

. antecedent.) This type of.description of the concept of definiteness

may not always be completely satisfactory and nay not apply to all cases.
.

(particularly when determiners other than articles are. used, cf. foot-
,*

note l'on page186) and it cannot, as such, be,applied to Finnish.

Finnish lacks, if not overt determtners in the general sense, at feast

the category of AicletN., (in thisfrespect-, French can be opposed to
.

many other languages, since the use of the articles. in that language it
A

most often compulsory:)
In any case, definiteness must be distinguished from specificity.

Specificity is the crucial notion or phenomenon from the point of view of

discource reference, which is the central issue orthis paper. Even if

specificity is a somewhat controversial notion, for the preSent purpose

it will probably be enough to say-that A specific noun phrase, such as

those underliffed in (1), (2) and (3), implies at leaSt temporarily the
. -

acceptance of the existence of the referent .bn the part of the speaker.

This allows for us to speak, eg.; of entities whith We know do not exist

in our world, like imaginary beings (cf. HaWkins 1978:199-200). On the

other.., hand, the term non-specific is here used to refer, roughly speaking,
.

to a nounwhich m4 either refer to. any member'of a certain class as in

(16a) and (18a), or which does not seem to have any referent at all, as

. in (8a) or (17a) (see below). These 'distributive' and 'modal' uses of

non - specific nouns can be subsumed under.the -denomination 'opaque'; these

will betaken up lat01. Even a definite noun may be non-specific: if it

does'not refer to any particular individual or thing, at in (4).1
.

According to Karttunen (1976;365) and Partee (1972:408), definite noun
phrises carry an existential presuppositton. However, this is not
strictly speaking true in all cases, as (4) shows: the underlined NP

o may.refer to a peribtf4hoexistenceobis uncertain.

179
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(4) Jean cherche fa pfu6 bette 6itte du monde (mais it ne salt pas

du tout ou ea trouver).
ei.

2. Following Lauri. Kettunen, who seems to have been the first to discuss

the matter in his seminal paper first circulated at the end of the sixties

(Karttunen 1976), we can say that a discourse referent is succesfully

introduced and established-if we can refer back to a noun with an anaphoric

pronoun (or use-another noun, as in (la)) in the following sentences.

Karttunen seems to restrict reference here only to -coreference, that is,

referential identity but there is no real need to do that. We can also

refer back with a prgnoun which shares sense only with a preceding noun,

that is to say, one which. does not have 'the same reference as the noun

('anaphora of sense', 'co-sense' and 'co-designation'" are.some of the

terms used to qualify this relation). These two cases are :illustrated in

(2) and (3), repeated here for convenience. .

(2a) Pierre a achete un homan et il 16 tout de suite...

(2b) Pierre a achete deux /mama et it en a lu un tout de suite.

(3a) Pierre a achete wi noman et Jean en a tgalement achett un.

(3b) (?) Pierre'a achete un Aoman Pot.icieit; Marie ne teh aime pas

du tout.

(2) shows coreference between the underlined phrases, and in (3).

: the underlined phrases do not refer to thesame entities. Thus, Pi-onouns

can be roughly divided in two classes, those that indicate coreference

with the antecedent, and those that share sense - or lexical reference,

as Gross (1973) puts. it - with 'the preceding noun phrase. It may be noted

that a switch from lexical reference to coreference is possible, as shown.

in (5a) (also vice versa, see (5b)),.

(5a) J'ai achete une mot()
i
et Marie en a egalement achete .unej.

La miennei est rouge;ettei a deux grandes roues,..

(5b) J'ai achete une mato
i'

Ette
i
a Aeux grandes roues. Marie en

a egalement Achete unej...

This justifies considering both types of references as equivalent in this

context. Incidentarly,'the relationship between the two phrases may also

be.cataphoric, when it is the pronoun that precedes the noun, but it

not be taken up here (see (6)).

(6) Lorsqu'it fut-arrive A Berlin, FAZtg Lang se'mit A ecrire le

scenario de son nouveau

180
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Both coreference and lexical reference can be either total or .

partial; (2a) and (36)-illustrate totality in'toth cases. (2b) shows.

partial coreference and (3b)' partial lexical rfTrence. We thus h.ave

different possibilities of referring to entities atcording,to.tbe
,

extension of.the concepts shown in the examples given above.

3. In general, it can be assumed that a discourse referent is established

whenever a noun phrase)is introduced in discourse (cf. .eg. Jackendoff

1972:280, 286; Lyons 1977:189); that is, it is supposed that it can be

'referred to according, to one of the referentialand anaphoric relations

exemplified in the preceding examples. However, there are cases in which

the establishment of a dtAcourse referent is impossible or whpre it is

subject to particular constraints. This may be due to a variety of aDt-e-S,

which can be grammatical, semantic, stylistic or pragmatic in nature.

In general, problems arise mainly with non-specific noun phrases (cf.

also section 8 below). Now some of the major problematic cases will be

discussed, while many others will be left out, eg. so-called generic

sentences.
1

Certain contexts have traditionally been considered in grammars of

French as preventing the introduction of a discourse referent: a prominat

anaphor could be considered here as an instance of syntactic or stylistic

ill-formedness. These cases are illustrated in (7a) and (7b), which

are literary examples given by French. grammars (for more examples, see

eg. Sandfeld 1965, § 26).(The asterisk and the question mark are here

used only to, indicate approximately that the sentences under discussion

may be considered to be totally ungrammatical or of dubious grammatical

status by native speakers, though not all of them would probably always

agree with the judgements given here..)

1

From our point of view, generic sentences do not generally pose
particular problems, since they most often permit the establishment
of a discource referent. Exceptions seem to be marginal, as in the

case of the incorrect dislocation exemplified in (20) (section 8).

Dislocation would not be possible with a generic indefinite noun either:
* Un toi, Al a toujours raison.

In colloquial French, howeyer, it would be possible to use the
demostrative pronoun 0 as anaphor:
Un koi, cu toujours raison.

ti
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(1a) * Avez-vous tia4m? Mqi j'en'ai .uneltavorante.

(lb) ? Je viens vous-demender picoductien et Pietiee, comme.un fils

pourrait tea demander A son pare.

In these examples, the undeFlined noun is not sufficiently determined in

order to le-referred to and thus allow the introduction of a discourse

referent. in many cases,,the noun in not a real noun-phrase in the

technical, transformational. sense, which could-be said to'accountfor
. ,

their dubious Irammaticel status. Here, too, it. is possible,' under.

'certainTonditions, to'introduee a discourse referent, as'shown in (7c),

but in Oneral the acceptability of sentences of this *indvaries,%nd

1t app4ers di.fficOlt to give a precise overall account,of the relation.

*ieh'obtains between the noun and the pronoun and of the acceptability

conditions for this relatigh.

(7c) Xatais uh homme Sans.honneun. Et tout d'un coup Pen ai eu fin.

The dame Problem concerning the degrees of definiteness of the oun

often arises with, negation in French.. The constituents which are wit in

the scope of negation are most often indefinite, without overt deter iners

in French, and cons quently they cannot be referred back to coreferen 'Wily,'

as An (8a).
'

(8a) P' rre n'a pas trouve de eaaemotei. * ourtant.4qein se

trouve sous la table.

The underlined noun phrase In the first sentence is thus non-specific.

This does not, however, mean that its existence is necessarily denied;

the verbftouveit does not entail that the object concerned does not exist

at all, rather,.its. existence is left undfscussed and uncertain. However,

since its existence is not.-incontestably accepted, it cannot be referred

back to.Yet, in these cases, negation may .permit the introduction of a

lexical referent, which shares sense with the noun, as in (8a').

\(8a9 Pierrenla pa,s trouve .de ca4404ei. Pourtant is y. en- a

(mei sousla table. we

Fur herOore,-negation neednot include an object noun in this scope

in all cas as (8b), where the underlined phreSe is,outside the scopere-s

of negation, and it thus permits the introduction of a coreferential or

for the matter, a noun-coreferential discourse referent, as in.18b9.

(81)).Pierre n'a pas trouve La coeehotei. Pourtant, Wei se trove

sous la table. .

. .

(8b') Pierre-Wa pas trouve ba,cweltote . Pourtant 11 y en a me
J

sous la table. , .-.. . 4 .

i2 r



4. Since4finnish has no articles,many of the instances whi ch are

probl4atit in French do no lose Similar problems in Finnish. Tei

0. expressions formed by a Orb and an undetermined noun,. illustratechh

Are a case in point.Their Finnish equivalents can in
.principle always be z7

referred back-to, since the nominal cannot be considered to be

undetermined in Finnish. However, the choice between the varioutahaphoric

forms may pos'e some problems; these will comeup below in greater-detail.

Suffice it to say here that in many cases it would be most natural either

to repeat the antecedent of use the zero form, instead of using a-

prominal Anaphor: Thus, the Finnish equivalents of (7a) would be (9a)

and (9b) (cf. also (9c)):

(7a) *Avez-vous 6am? Moi j'enai une d6oeante.

(9a) Onko teilla nteka? Minulla on valtava Mad. Enourij

(9b) Onko teilla Naha? Minulla on valtava 0. [zero forM]

(9c) *? Qnko teilla natka? MinUlla on valtava selfainett/ae. [pronoun

As we see from (9c), the use of prpminal anaphors is practically.
.

excluded in this particular case.The situation is somewhat different,

for instance with the equivalentso67c); here, the zero form cannot

be used, since the context would not allow the recoverability of the

antecedent.

; (7c) .J'etaiS un homme sans honneut. Et tout d'un coup j'en ai eu un.

. (10a) Olin.mies vailla kunn..aa. Mutta sitten sain akkia takaisin

kunn4an. [noun?

(lft) * Olin mies Vailla kunnaa: Mutta sitten sain akkia

. takaisin 0. [zero farm] . .

'00c) ? Olin mies vailla kunniaa. Mutta sitten sain akkia

takaisin settiaoen/sen. [pronoun]

As for examples of the type in.(8a), the Finnish equivalents of the

underlined nominals do not indicate at first sight whether the NP is

determined or not, which means that in principle, without further

knowledge ofhe context, the first sentence can be fbllowed by the

-.43nnilhequivalent of the second sentence of either (8a) or (8a'). Thus,

in Finnish the nO-n=41titific-and_specific first sentences of the French

examples (8a).and (8b) can be collapsed into one .sentences

(11a) Pekka ei lby0 kattitaai, vaikka seion !Man alla.

(Ila') Pekka eilbythyt kattltacti, vaikka:tettainensIllon !Mc&

alla.
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Thus, if we choose, (11a), we are speaking of a special kettle, but

in (11a'), the relation between the two sentences is only one of sense

anaphora. We can thus say that Finnish allows here the establishment of

a discourse referent in all cases, contrary to-French (this is also the

situation with eiaMples of the type in (9) and (10), although here.there

are restrictions on the choice of the anaphor, as we saw).

Vilkuna (1980) argues that definiteness is not a. category or

phenomenon of Finnish grammar, since there are no specific markers to

indicate unequivocally whether a noun phrase is definite or indefinite.

It may be worth noting that Vilkuna often considers whether a.certain

NP in Finnish should betranslated into a language such as English by

using a definite. article or an indefinite one 'as a determiner. This is

in fact a very natural way of proceeding if one wants to determine the

importance and the extension of this much debated phenomenon of Finnish

grammar:

0.(course it is po ib to bring out definiteness in FinniShby

employing various devices whic often have no parellel in French (see

Chesterman 1977 for a survey). These devices include, eg., the use of

different cases (see section 9.below), word order and subject and. verb

concord. The one coresponding most closelyto.rithe article system of

French, at least formally, is the use of other determiners, especially

indefinite adjectives. Indefinite adjectives like vuti., yk4si and muuan

are used to denote one particular entity, as in (12), and they thus

-express specificity, which in Finnish generally seems to overlap with

definiteness,(cf: also note 1 on page 186 about the use of indefinite

adjectives as determiners in French). The forms joku and jokin,whicft

refer to a person or a thing not known to the speaker, may allow both

a specific reading, as in (12c), and. a non-specific reading, as in (12d).

(12a) Pekka ei lbytdnyt_kirjaa. [spec. / non-spec :j

'Peter did not find a/the/any book:'

(12b) Pekka.ei lbytbyt oastd/yhtd/muuatta kirjaa. [Spec:1

'Peter did not find a certain book.'

(12c)'' Pekka osti fonkbi.kirjan. [-spec]

'Peter bought some book (I do not know whichrone)'

(12d) Pekka.haluaisi ostaa jonkin kirjan. Flon.speC. / spec.

'Peter would like to buy some book (perhaps any book

1.84
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The forms in (12c) and. (12d) can thi4 be comOred with the French

indefinite article in its specific.and non- specific uses-:, while the

indefinites used in (12b) only correspond to the specific use of the

French indefinite article. On the other, hand, Finnish-,has no morpholo-

gical markers which would correspond to the French definite article,

unless the .use of the unstressed demonstrative adjective se (roughly

this or: that) in the spoken language could be considered as such.

5. The French examples discussed in section 3 show ,that the antecedent must
.

be 'determined in some way, syntactically or semantically, to allow for

the establishment of a coreferential discourse referent. We can now say

that anaphora of sense is much more easily used in French as.a device of .

referring than is identity of reference. When coreference, whether total

or partial, is strictly speaking not possible, the possibility does often

exist of using a non-coreferential pronominal form which initiates an

anaphoric chain. In French, however, there is no clear-cut division of

pronominal forms into those indicating coreference and those indicating

lexical reference. In other words, apart from the subject functian,.of

which I will speak s ortly, there is no particular pronoun which

corresponds to a spe ific anaphoric function. To account for the

various functions and relations, it would tle necessary to tabulate the

different forms that French pronouns take in various syntactic functions

(subject, object, etc.). Here it will suffice,to make the following

observations: the subject pronouns it(6) and et/de) serve only as

coreferential subjects and they indicate total coreference, as. in (8)

(Section 3). The same goes for the neuter subject pronoun ce; compare

(16) below (section 7).10n the other hand, there'is no pronominal subject

form in French to indicate partial coreference or partial .lexical

reference, and it is necessary'to have recourse to paraphraSes la. (8a')

and (8b')).,

1

The distribution of ce and it in this context should be investigated.
Although the constraints on ce are stricter than those. On it (ita,
ette(4) as subject, ce can sometimes be used as anaphor where it is
impossible. Compare:

(a) Je voudrais une 4a.tade nicoi4e. * Ette est delicieuse.
(b) Je voudrais une 4ataVe nicoize. Crest delicieux.

The sentence marked with an asterisk in the a-example is not possible
as an immediate continuation 'uttered by the same person,'but can be
used as -a reply by another person or as a later remark by the first
speaker, since the pronouns ette-here can only refer to a certain
concrete portion and not .to the dish in general.
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This follows from the fact that if and cite cannot possibly refer to

only.one portion of the antecedent, nor can they.indicate a referent

which differs from their antecedent. This makes'referent introduction

in a subject prominal form somewhat problematic in French, whereas it is

clearly easier to use the direct object forms, The clitic object pronoun

fe '(ta, Carl usually serves to indicate total coreference, but it can

also mark lexical reference; see (3b) (section 1) and (13) below. In the

former, fez. refers to an entire category and has a generic function, and

in the latter, to refers to a.specific noun which denotes a referent

differing from the antecedent.

(13) Pierre veut ion zteahi bien cUit ei Jean tei veut a point.

The adverbial pronoun en alone or combined with various quantifiers

(such as numerals, adverbs, indefinite pronouns, etc.) has a wide range

of functions and it may indicate both coreference and lexical. reference.;

consider (2) and (3), for instance,

6. Consideration of the anaphoric pronouns in Finnish indicates that

Finnish does not, any more than French; maintain an absolutely clear-,

cut. division between forms which indicate coreference and forms whicl/

indicate lexical reference.. Hdn is the pronoun used to refer to humans

and ze the.one used to refer to non-humans or inanimate objects. The

forms which these pronouns assume in different surface cases can be

used to fulfill different functions in the sentence, such as subject,

object, etc. The non-human pronoun ze may indicate both coreference,

as it generally does (see (14a)), and lexical reference, particularly

in non-subject uses (see (14b)); compare
i

with the uses of the French

pronouns Ce and en, which may indicate tioth-coreferenceand lexical

reference, subject to certain restrictions. For lexical reference,

however, we do have the particular demonstrative pronoun zetta,inen,

which is not sensitive to the feature[11 human] (examples (9c), (10c)

.and (14c)). Se and zettainen are often in complementary distribution,.

but their use as anaphors of sense is subject to various restrictions,

and these forms are not always considered very acceptable as substitntes

for a noun phrasOcf. the discussion about (9) and (16) in section41).

(140Pekkao'itittinfan.1 ja luki zen.
1

heti.

' Peter bought a book and read it immediately.'

(14b)-Pekka joi maitbai ja Yaavokin joi eititi,

'Peter drank milk and Paul drank it, too.'

4.
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(14C)'.Pekka osti ja' Paavokin haluaisi 4ettai4enJ.

'Peter bought a piano and Paul would like to have one, too.'

One further device for indicating both coreference and anaphora of

sense is the use of the zero form, as in (15a)- It corresponds to the

French object forms to or en. Here, too, the choice between the zero

form, a pronoun such as 0 or 6ettainen,and the repetition of the

antecedent NP in a nominal form is subject to various constraints of an

at least. partially pragmatic nature. The distinction between coreference

and anaphora of sense can be neutralized by using a construction with

the particles.nlin ...-hin, as in (15b). .

(15a)PelaaetsihiAjact.,trtuttaeilUytanyt/'
settaizta

'Peter was looking for a book but did not find 0 / it / one'

(15b) Pekka joi maLtoai ja jei PaavOhini,j.

'Peter drank milk and 0 did Paul,'

This corresponds closely to the English anaphoric do 60 construction,

and it has no actual French equivalent. This construction can be used

to fulfill various syntactic functions. in the'sentence.

4

7. It thus seems that, in both French and Finnish, most forms can

indicate both coreference and lexicll reference (though anaphors

generally have a preference for one of the two uses), and few forms are

restricted to indicating .only one of the two anaphoric relations (these

include the subject forms it and hat, Which indicate only coreference).

In French it is easier to create.a discourse referent by.using coreferential

anaphora (this appears to be less clear in Finnish). There are many

cases which can give rise to both.kinds of anaphora in French; these

are ambiguous sentences which appear generally in opaque context and,

4. have been widely discussed in current literature written in-and on'

English .(see the references at the end of the paper). Those complex

problems cannot be entered here; they involve such things as various

'discourse worlds', which permit anaphors not allowedin non-modal

contexts. The situation in French does not differ greatly from that in

English. (16) and (17) will serve here as indications of the nature of

the problem.

(16a) -Je vois souvent un chat passer devant ma maison. *C'est le

matou du voisin. NON- SPECIFIC

18'7



(16b) Je vois souvent'un Aat passer devant ma maison. C'est le

matou du voisin. SPECIFIC ..

(17a) Nous voulons engager une 44cnataik. *EZte,connait
- ,

lemand NON-SPECIFIC

(17b) Nous voulons engager une 4eckUaine. Ette connait

mand.. SPECIFIC

In both, the sentences labeled a give the non-specific reading,

where the underlined NP either refers 'distributively' to more than one

one referent (16a) or has no referent at all (17a). Jherefore, under the

non- specific interpretation, the first sentences in, these examples cannot

be continued with'the sentences marked with an asterisk, which contain

a specific pronoun. These examples illustrate the two non-specific

cases, where the establishment of a coreferential discourse referent is

impossible; (16b) and (17b) give the specific, strictly coreferential

reading, which refers to only one entity. Theoretically the ambiguity of

the first sentences in these examples could be prolonged in discourse.

over many sentences, by using forms that do not clearly reveal whether

the referent is specific or non-specific; then it will be impossible to

tell whether a specific discourse referent, referring to one entity, has

been established or not.
1

On the other hand, potehtial ambiguity can be

destroyed at the outset by using some appropriate lexical means; eg. in

(18a), the substitution of the abverb taftement for 4ouvent (cf. (16))

contributes to giving the non-specific interpretation, and the same goes

for examples of tlx"type of (18b), where the verbal phrase avow besoin

(as noted by Milner 1982) clearly allows only the non-specific reading.

(This non-specific reading allows, as we can see from (18c), the use of

a coreferential relative pronoun, but not a personal pronoun (1,8b); cf,

foot note 2 on the 13,ge 186 )y

1

As an example, we could imagirie.the following story:
Je vois souvent une chat passer devant ma maison. It me regarde
d'une fawn attendrissante. Je to caresse et it se frotte contre.
mes jambes. Je tui donne parfois du lait... .

In this 'story', the ambiguity subsists and we cannot'know at this point
whether there is only one cat or many. ,
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(18a) .Je vois rarement un chat passer devant ma maison.

.
(*C'est le matou du voisin.) NON-SPECIFIC.

(18b) Nous avons besoin d'une tecAltailte. (*Ette con/ it l'al-

lemand.) . . .
NON-SPECIFIC

(16c) Nous avons besoin d'une aecWaikequi connait l'allemand.

.NON-SPECIFIC

. It would be interesting to investigate the useof different verbs,

and 'abverbs, for instance, which 'can greatly or completely modify the.

semantics of a sentence, but it wbuld.of course be an enormous, if not

impossible,. task to classify and analyze all the possible factors

involved (temporal adverbs as in (16) and (18a), different verbs as:in

(8), (18b), etc.).

-
.As to Finnish, we can simply note here that it does not differ

from French in this resoect, since-opaque environments seem to be more '

or less the same or different languages, and pronouns behave accordingly

in Finnish as th y do in French, In either language is it possible to

tell at-first s ght whether the noun is Specific or non-specific, be'it.,

preceded by'tuK indefinite article as in-French or undetermined as in

8. The problem'of ambiguous sentences, with two (or even,more) readings,

can,now lead us to ask what the nominal and the pronoun must have in

common in order to allow the establishment of an anaphoric relation. Here

we might try to Use some kind of semantic features, not necessarily in .

a very technical sense (cf. Plannon 1980). In any case, it would be 4
.

natural to suppose that the two phrases under discussion would have to

share some features or components before an anaphoric relation could be

established. Unfortunately, it seems,that although features obviously

serve to define the salient characteristics of noun phrases,-they ar'e

not very useful when one tries to define the anaphoric relatiOns between

them. This might .suggest that the problems here are more pragmatic than

semantic in nature, though this controversial issue cannot:be discussed

here. The most important features in .F nch in'this respect would be

gendeA, numbek, quantity, humanity,. de6 iteneaa, and aeciicity.

Partly on the basis of the preceding discussion, we can make.the

following the importance of these six

categories.
\

,
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The phrases need not always have the same gender on the surface,

since gender is neutralized in the forms te4 and en. The phrases need

not necessarily have to indlIcate the same number (although number is

.nearly always indicated in the pro-form; only en alone as object may

either be plural or indicate part of a grammatically singular, indiscrete

quantity). Consider (3b), though in this case the relationship seems

clearly to be a consequence of pragmatic or extralinguistic factors. The

feature of quantity 'has'beeh disCussed above, since it is connected with

total or partial reference, and it was noted that the two phrases need

not represent the same quantity. It does not seem to be the case that

this category should be divided in different subcategories.in accordance

with.otherwise important distinctions such as count/mass, part/whole,'

discrete / indiscrete, etc. These distinctions do not probably play a. role

from our point of view. The feature of humanity Et humaJ plays a ceetaiP

role; the pronouns en may.refer to inanimate entities as well as to

humans. In constrast to this, consider the awkwardness or even'impossi-

bility of referring to an object with the stressed form Cut in examples

like (19).

(19) *J'ai qublie man pakaptuie chez Marie, et je suis rentre

sans tut.

It is seen that'none of the first four features, ie. gender,,

.pumber, quantity and humanity, always plays a role in these anaphoric

relations, although they often do. The most important features, if they

can indeed be called features, are specificity and definiteness.

Specificity is the primary one, since in general a non-speciffc noun

cannot establish a discourse referent, whether it be definite or indefinite.

It is mainly the combination of non-specificity and indefiniteness) as

in (16a) and (17a) (indefinites appearingin an opaque context), that

poses problems. (Cf. also (4) in.section 1, a combination of definiteness

and non-specificity). One particularity of French is the almost total

impossibility of dislocating an,indefinite, although specific noun

phrase, as in (20).

(20a) *Un vceit ami, it est venu me voir hier.

(20b) '"Un vie,U wiu, je t'ai rencontre hier.
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In this particular case, it is the combination of specificity and

indefiniteness that is problematic. 'Even if specific noun, phrases can

probably nearly always. allow the use of some anaphoric.prpnoun, they do

not permit any form.whichever in all cases, as-(20) .shoWs (cf. also note

1 on page 189 )..

The discussion of French will be concluded simply by giving one

More example where the nominal is clearly specific, though indefinite,

but where it would be odd to refer to it with the cOreferential subject

pronoun it. The non -coreferential form with en and a quantifier; the

numeral un, are used instead. the difficulty here, once again,-is mainly

pragmatic. Note the difficulty of introducing a prominal subject, here

too.

(21a) Qui a eu ridee d'acheter un couteaultectkique? *It est

dans la cuisine.

(21b) Qui a eu l'idee d'acheter un cowteau OtectAque? Il.y eh a

un dans la cuisine.

9. We can make following observations about the feature approach in

Finnish. The feature of gender does not exist in Finnish. The feature

[7:t human] is more important in Finnish than it is in French, and in this

respect Finnish pronouns can be compared with those of English (cf. the

distinctions hart = he, ahe vs. be = it). The general observations which

were made above about the features of number and quan in French also

apply to Finnish. Definiteness can be expressed optiona ly, as was seen,

by using indefinite and demonstrative adjectives, and different types

of reference can be brought out with the use of various prominal forms,

as in French. The subject and object cases, that is to say the nominative,

the accusative and the partitive also serve to distinguish between

total and partial reference (a distinction often difficult to make in

French), as well as between specificity and non-specificity. The use of

these cases is frequently connected with variable word'order, as in the

other often quoted examples of the type given in (22).

(22a) Avain
i

ei ole pbyd'dllS (.6ei on tuolilla). Fmminativej -

'The -key is not on the table (it is on the chair).'

(22b)Avabactieible0YallS(eiWdaiai ehl01 ole muualla-
kaan).

'There is no key on the table (and there may not be one

elsewhere either).'
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(22c) Pdycliilla ei ole amini (vaan.jotain muuta/ *4ei on tuolilla).

[nominative]

'On'the table there is not the key (but there is. something

else / *it is on the chair).'

(22d) Poydalla ei ole avaintai leika ehka mann muutakaan / *eika

ate( ole muuallakaan). [partitive]

'0n the table there is mo key (and perhaps nothing else

either / *and there is not one elsewhere either).'

In (22a)-and (22b), with the subject of the negated existential'

construction in the nominative or in the partitive and a thematic

position, the existence of the entity, the key, is presupposed;1 it is

implied that it is elsewhere, and not on the table. In (22c) and (.22d),

with inverted word order; but withthe subject in the same cases as in..

the preceding examples, the very existence of the key is uncertain,
_

although At is not really denied. This would roughly correspond to the .

French negated examples of the type given in (8a). It may be worth

1 noting that in such instances in Finnish it would be practically impossible

to go on talkiM1 abot this object if the sentence were.to.be continued;

we expect to be told something about what there is on the table, and

not about the whereabouts of the key.

I This may not be strictly speaking true, since-(22b) implies that there

may be_no key whatsoever in the 'Surroundings, but in any case a key

has been the subject of a discussion. Thus (22a) and (22b) are not on
a par with (22c) and (22d), where the topic is not a key, but the table,

and nothing is prgupposed about any key.

192
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EMPHASIS AND ELLIPSIS
S.

Aleksander Szwedek
,

Bydgoszcz, Wand

Sentence stress in English and Polish and its functions appear to

be similar, in spite of the different relations of it to. grammatical

and thematic structures as expressed by word order. In the present paper.

I will concentrate on the textual nature and structure of emphatic

stress giving examples mainly from English (to save time and space),

as the description fits Polish as well.

1. (1), ro (4) are examples of normal stress ((1), (2) in'English, (3),

(4) in Polish) and (5) to (i4) are examples of emphatic stress (5) -

0) in English, (16) - (14) in Polish.

(1) John ate a SANDWICH. .

(2) Bob caught a ROBBER on Fridty.
ak

(3) Janek zjaa.KANAPKE.

(4) Bogdan z.tapal' w piatek ZtODZIEJA.

(5) JOHN ate asandwich.'

,(6) John ATE a sandwich. s

(7) BOB caught a robber on friday.

(8) Bob CAUGHT a robber on Friday.

(9) Bob caught &robber on FRIDAY.

(10) JANEK zjad4 kanapke. I

(11) Janek ZJADt kanapke.

(12) BOGDAN ztapa:t w piatek ztodzieja.

(13) Bogdan ZtAPAt w piatek ztodzieja.

(14) Bogdan z*apar podzieja w PIATEK.

q

.4

The thematic structure in terms of giVen/new information distribution

is .quite clear in the first four examples, since stress pilsition co7

incides with other signals marking new information: the indefinite

article in the English examples; sentence final position in the Palish

exampl4s.

Examples (5) to (14) are treated as emphatic in the-sensethat the

stress is notsplaced on obtiously dew information (ie. on referentially
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4
new information).

One of the questions that anise in connection with emphasis, is a

relevance of a distinctionbetween pOsitive emphasis (Jespersa's (1933)

emphatic assertion, Enkvist's (1980) emphatic focus). arid.. negative

emphasis (also called contrastive or corrective focus, eg. Enkvist

1980). The distinction seems to be dependent on thp context. The same.

sentence (15)

(15) JOHN did it.

is positively emphatic if preceded by (16)

(16) .John caught.a ROBBER-yesterday. °

but negatively emphatic (contrastive) if preceded by (17).

. a

(17) Mike caught a ROBBER yesterday.

It seems, however, that sentences like (15), even in the context.

of (16) are used as replies to a sqpposedly negative attitude of

interlocutor, an answer to possible doubtsabout John's ability to

catch a robber. The full text could then be reconstructed as follows:

- A. (16) John caught a ROBBER yesterday.

B. (18) I think it was MIKE. 4

C. (15) JOHN did it.

In what follows I will discuss negalive (contrastive) emphasis'

assuming that 'positive' emphasis is derivable from negative form. In

order to connect emphasis with negation, a brief description of some

relevant aspects of negation is' appropriate.

'at

2. As has become clear in a number of works (eg. Karttunen 1979, Givon

1975, Jackendoff. 1972, Kawinska 1980) negative sentences differ

..from affirmative ones, among others, in that they are not able to

establish reference, i.e.. to introduce an object which would then

be used as .a point of reference.Tantecedent) in the.sequence .

sentence. Karttunen's 1969) example demonstrates this very clearly:

(19) .John didn't manage to find an apartment.

(20) The apartment llbolia balcony.

Obviously the two sentences do not constitute a text because ite.

apvtlwat in (20) refers to an object. whose existence has not been

established in (19).

19,;*
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, The inability of negative sentences to establish reference means
. ,

Also that negative sentences arg natural sequence sentences. This

observa0on is in accord with Givon's (1975) conclusion as torthe

more'marked status of itgative sentences, as their occurrence excludes

the interpretation of text initial position.

Another relevant difference between affirmative and negative

sentences is the phenomenonitiescribedby Jackendoff (1972) as negation

association with focbs. Briefly, negation associates with the iteM or

phrase under the sentence stress. The followijig are examples of the
.

phenomenon:

(1) John didn't catch a fish YESTERDAY.

(22) John Jidn't Catcra FISH yesterday.

(23) John didn't CATCH a fish yesterday.

(24) Joll did0t catch a_ fish yesterday.

All these examples have a general formula.

*. that,is

(26) It was not YESTERDAY that ,John caught a fish.

(27) It was not a FISkl that Johh caught yesterday.

(285 It was not CATCH (a fish) that John did (to a fish)
yesterday.

(29) It was not JOHN that caught a fish yesterday.

In all these examples the segment not.X is new information.

Assuming that the negated element X is a repetition from the, preceding

sentence, the whole sequence with (21)could read as foll,ows:

(25) It is not X that...

IP(

° A. (30) John caught a FISH yesterday.

B. (21) John didn't catch a fish YftTERDAY. .

Sentences (21) through (26) seem to be incomplete. What.seems to

be missing is an affirmative continuation. Thus they should, it seems,

be followed by

e
(31) ...bdt on. FRIDAY. ,-

(32) ...but a LOBSTER.

(33) ...but ATE a fish. A
4

(34) ...but MIKE did. ,

Thu's the complete form ofe.(21) to (24) (also (26) to (29)) should
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=
read as f011ows

t

(35) John dildn't Catch,/ a fish YESTERDAY. John cau ght
a fish on FRIDAY.

4

(36) Jbhn didn't catch a FISH yeVday. John caught
a LOBSTER yesterday.

(37) John didn't CATCH a fish yesterday. John hTE a
fish yesterday. - -

[38) JOHN didn't catch a.fish j/ester,day. MIKE caught,.
a fish, yes terd#y . & -, & c ', .

Tq save time and space I Will give only.one Polish example simply
to ,show that nation in. Po i behaves in the same way as in English .,
as far as negation associati,on kith focus is concerned.

,(39) Bogdan nip Odpai ziodzieja w PII)TEK.

.(Bob did' not catch a robber on FRIDAY.; ).4 .

'(40) ...ale w gRODE. .^

(...but on WEQNESQ,AY.)4

(41)Bogdan nie.zIapat ja w PIATEK. Bogdan.
ztapa3. ztociztej a w gRODE.

-The only difference is that' Polish requires the stressed element
in sentence final position. Hence the change of word -order in final
positions 'In

. (42) Bogdan hie zlapat w piate'k ADZIEolA (ale

3. The sequence sentences in egamples ( 5),to (38) have identical function
in that they provide the correct statement that follows a denial of

-earlier information. One sequence sentence, in (36)1 is different in
/tha in different context, as .on opening sentence, it does not have

a c ntrastive interpretation. ie other sequence sentences, in (35),
(37 and (38), when -considered in -isolation imply denial of information
in he previous sentence. .Qn the surface the sequence,may take on

var ousekhapes:

(43) John didn't catch a fish YESTERDAY. le caught a
fish on FRIDAY.

(44) Johri didn1t catch a fish YESTERDAY, biit on FAIllAY.

(45) 'It wasn't YESTERDAY that John caught a fish, but
on rmDAY..

(46) John caught a fish on FRIDAY, not YESTERDAY.
,

The'common underlying structure seems to be a sequence of the'

following sentences :
I

'194
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\

S1 - an opening affirmative sennce,

S
2

- a negative sentence (negating an element in S
1

S
3

- an affirmative emphatic sen1ence*S
3

(correcting.
sentenceli \
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Very often ellipsis of the ndgative sentence S
2

re sults in a text

consisting of an affirmative sentence followed by-another affirmative

but emphatic entence.

4. Some description's of focus account for different functions'atarked

focus as if they had different Meanings (ie. different.underlying

structures). Enkvist distinguishes' between.'correctin' focus, 'emphatic'

focus'and marked informatiog focus. For example, 'corrective' focus

is described as a phenUMenon rhose 'ob is "6' set right a poorly

transmitfed or teongly received pa ltvf a message. Therefore corrective

focus can'Tall QA Sny item, such aS" a form word (preposition, article,

tonjunction) or even an individual Syllable of a word: 1 6aid VEiga6ive,

not OFIceroive". (Enkvist\1980.r135). The example has exact14, the same
,

strUcturq as the,examOles discussed in section 3 above, iO invoNing an
.

opening affirMttive sentence, negation and emphasis.,,

No ex Oes are given of empha.tic focus which is described as

existing " o signal, not the differuce between shared and new infor-

'mation but rather the relative weight that a speaker wants to attach.

..

to a particular element in the speech Iktram. EmPhati& focus might

thus be glossed as subjective-speaker - oriented emphasis" (Enkvist

1980:135). But relative weight implies existenceoef two elements

(weight of one element relative to another) which again implies negation

of one in favour of the other,

It seems that all other exaMTAeS'Enkvist's (1980) paper are.
N,

interpretable ch 'a similar way-as the description of, for example,

John ATE a <sandwich-shows. Enkvist writes "that ate was selected from
.

amcm) all those verbs that express things,. John could, in-the given

discoursal antext, plausibly have"dpne to the,sandwich (6o6eit at, .

4/166e6 at, contemptated, etc.)". That means that all those verbs were

rejected *gated). This argument, however, does na seem to W.add-
,

quate. As I wrote in 1976jSzwedek 1916); sentenceS with normal .strAs

. can be interpreted inlexactly the same (contrastiLe) waSi, in that adx

occurrence of an element excludes all other elements of the set, in a'

way putting the selected element in opposition4FontrW to all others.

^-.
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Thus, if we utter

(47) He bought a book yesterday.

he is contrastive in that it means: not I, you. John, etc., bought

is contrastive in that it means: not wed, wkotee etc./even if these

items are not stressed. Rather we should adopt Chafe's point. of view

that contrast isa .selection from a limited number of pOs sibilities,

"alternative possibilities previoUsly considered- by the addressee"

.-"=
(Chafe 1974:TI7). Thus the two basic conditions for emphasis are

context aepende-htIlioss-iili-litiespkeviocaty,LconAideked bg_the addte.44ee)

and connected with-it, the limited number of the possibilities (limited by

previous context).
sq

It also has to be noted that with emphatic focus,all other given/new

information relations are suspended, as in the following :.

(48) A. John ate a FISH yeiterday:\.

B. No: John didn't EAT a fish yesterday, 'John
CAUGHT a fish yesterday.

where the new information in (48) A (a 624 h.) does not become given

(the 46h, it) until all other elements of the initial sentence are

corrected. .

5. Given a sequence

Speaker I, :A-X- B
Speaker II : A - not i - B. A - f -.p.

Where X and Y are elements of the same set, we can try to'formulate

a_relation between.thf structure and'emphatie stress. According.to

Jackendoff's (1972) rule of negation association with focus, the

-r---glement-X--in-not X gets the sentence stress. A rule of emphatic stress'

placement could instruct then that Y gets an emphatic sass if it

replaces X irr a given structure containing not X-. Then another rule

would have to account for the deletion of the not X sentence. Thus the full

sequel of changes would be as follows (assumiQg that the sentence

stress placement in text initial sentence is carried out according to

the rules gevernjng the-thdmatic(given/neW) structure):,

I : A*.- X - B.

I I : - 1 . A - NOT X - B. A- Y - B

2 . A - NOT - B. A - f - B

3. A - f - B..
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In 1972Bolinger. wrote a paper.entitled"Accent is predictable

(if you are a mind-reader)".-It has to be emphatized.-that accent

stress is not 'if erent from other linguistic elements.(for example

lexical items,) and therefore does, not lend itself to predictability

.' but to descriftion.

6. By way of concluding let me repeat. some of crucial observations:

(a) Negation and emphasis are similar in that they always

appear.in sequence sentences.
fl

(b.) Therefore they do not establish reference. .

(c) Negation and emphasis, in that order, forma textual unit.

(d) .Negation and emphasis are part of a larger unit whose
general form is as fellows:

S an initial sentence (introducting new inforluation),

S2 - negation of an element of the initial sentence,

53 emphatic' sentence introducing an element in the
place of the element negated in .S2.-

(e) Emphasis signals selection from a limited number of
possibilities as defined-by the preceding context.

(f) The only'diffefence observed between English,and
Polish examples with emphasis is that emphaSis in
Polish is accompanied by a movement of the stressed
item to the end of the sentence.
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THE OBJECT IN GERMAN AND ENGLISH ACCORDING TO DEP6NOENCY.GRAMMAR:

A CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS

Y

.Kalevi Tarvainen

Univasity 06 Jyaaltei

1. The Principles of Dependency Grammar

1.1.'Dependency grammar deals with dependency relations between the

elements of the sentence. Its aim is to find the governing Wts of .

the sentence and their dependent elements. In addition, dependency

grammar tries to define as explicitly as possible, the parts of the

sentence by means of linguistic tperations.4

1.2. According to dependency grammar, in a sentence there are elements

that govern other elements. These' governing partsibelong to different .

ranks and are Called 'governors'. They have subordinate elements called

'dependents'. Thus the sentence is considered to be a hierarchical

structure which consists of governors and dependents of 'different ranks.

The highest, governor is the verb, which is the structural centre of the

sentence. In the sentence John batm ULM boys in the astiteet the central

governor is the verb 4aw, whose dependents are John, boo and in the at/met.

The word boys is, however, a governor too: it governs the adjective Zittie

as its dependent. The hierarchical structure of the sentence can'be shown

by its dependency tree: .%

(governor)

S W

i

(dependent)
.

(dependent) (depehdent)

John boys in the street
.

(governor)

I(depe dent.)

:little.
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1.3. All dependents are not equally important to the sentence. The

dependents o the verb are the most important, but also among them, there

are elements w ich are 'of different.importance to the structure of the

ientence: there .re obligatory elements (John and boya) as well as optional

ones (in the 4tnee- ). The verb 4aw requires two dependebts for its

complementation: 'w o' saw (John) and 'whoM' he saw (boya). The, valence
.

of the verb to 4ee i two- (tose-eY1 the-subject John .and the object boya

are valence complemebts.or"actants' of the verb to 4ee.

1.4. In addition to the'actants John and boya there is one more element

which is connected with the verb in the above sentence: the adverbial

in the etAeet. It is not required for the complementation of the verb

to 4ee and does not depend on the valence of the verb. It is calTed 'a

free adjunct', a free adverbial. It is actualty an independent predication

for the whole sentence. It expresses where the seeing of the boys.takes

place or where the boys are: He 4aw boya. It happened An the ztneet.(or

They,weke <n the 4tAeet). The free adverbial does not depend on any -single.

verb but on a whole class of verbs, i.e. it can. gccur with verbs of different.

valences:

It is raining today (rain)).

I saw him today (see2) .

I asked him his name today (a4k3).

There are, however, also advecbfals which are not free adjuncts but valence

adyerbials required by the verbs:

0
I live .in London..

1.5. In the sentence John 4aw tittte boya in the atneet tliere is one word

which has not yet been dealt with: attee. As the tree shows,

it is not dependent on the verb but on a noun (titte.e. boya It

dependent et" a lower rank, whose 'importance to the.structure of the, ole
4!

sentence is insignificant. It Only qualifies a single part of the sentence

as a free modifier (attribute). It is a part of a part of the sentence.

1.6. The most important governor in the sentence is the verb, which is its

structural center. But there can also.be other governing elements which

\ are of importance to the structure of the sentence... One Of them is a

predicative adjective. -.The predicative adjective can have. a valence of



iits on and have actants depending on it: The man La irate/Leafed in

ehemistny (the adjective Anteneated'has in ehemiatty aus its valence

compleMeht.or actant). This actant of the adjective is called an object:

of the adjective. Thus according to dependency grammar, there are, ite

addition to the objects of the verb (Jahn am boo), also objects Of the

predicative adjective (The man 4A 4nte4eAted in chemiAtny)..-

The actants of the predicative adjective may be called 'second rank

parts of the sentence' (the dependents of the verb represent the-first 7---

rank). This can be shown-by the-de-pehdency tree of the above sentences:

411 c It on thy

p
John buy4

.(object of the first rant

(object of the second rank)

The first rank parts of the sentence differ from the second rank ones

in that they depend on the verb, whereas the second rank parts of the

sentence are dependent on an actant of the verb, e.g. on a predicative

adjective. Thus the object of a predicative adjective is an object of the

,second rank, whereas the object of the verb is an object of the first rank.

2.'The Objet of the. Verb

2.1, The Object
)

System of German
-

2.1.1. The dependency-graMmarof German defines the object of a verb as

follows: The object.of the verb is a non - nominative actant whose form

is determined by the'verb and whose pro -form is a pronoun.

2.1,2. The case form of the object can be accusative, dative or genitive-

(these three objects are. called 'case objects' of Gertion in this paper):

Accusative: Mein Bruder schrelbi enen Bnie6 / ihn
(schreiben + accusative)

a.

Dative: ' Mein ruder hilft zeinem Fheund / ihm
(helfen + dative)

Genitive:. Mein Brudfli7 gedachte dea Vekatonbenen / aeinet,
(gedenken + genitive)
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2.1.3. The-nominal required by the verb can also take. the form Of a pre-.

position + case. There are some 15 prepositions determined by the verbs.

The case of the noun is dependent on the preposition,. only in the case of

4.,n and am can there be two cases, accusative or dative, depending

on the verb.

an + accusative: Ich dachte an meineMattek / an aie.

an + dative: Er schreibt an eAnem Roman rdaAan.

auA + accusative: Er wartete au.6 aeinen Freund / aU6 hn.

auA + dative: Das beruhte au.6,inem Pot= / daka4.

MO: Der Roman besteht ada dui TeiZen / dakaaa.

be4: Ich bleibe bei meinek MeZtung /:dabei.

bun; '. Ich interessiere mich 04 modekne Matekei / dap..
.1p

gegen: Er wehrte sich gegen die Vokmaklie / dagegen.

in + accusative: Er hat sich in data Madchen vektiebt / in ae.

it: Mein Bruder begann mit dem VoktAag / damit.
it

\...-')

ach: Er fragte nach dem Weg / danach.

)abet: +.accusative:Sie freut sich 4bek ihten Ek6olg i'databek.

abut + dative: Ich grUbelte dbek .den Lobung der Aufgabe / dakabek.

um: MeinBruder,sorgt sich -am die.Zuhun6t / dakam.

von.: . rWir sprechen von dem Buch / davon. .

Wt.: Er.fUrchtet sich von deli PkUtyg / davok.

. zu: Ich gehbre at 4einen Anhangem / zu iknek

The prepositional phrase is called a prepositional object and the

preposition is regarded as a part.of the. object, not as a part of the verb

(English grammar usually regards, for instance, at after the verb -0 took

as a part of the. verb and speaks about a prepo4ional verb:to took at).

2.1.4. In Ger a prepositional phrase can also be an adverbial. Therefore

it is important to distinguish the prepositional object froMthe prepoSitionai

adverbial. For this purpose, linguistic OperatiOns .are toed, above all sub-

stitution and pronominalization. When substitution is used, the original

prepositional phrase is replaced by other prepositional phrases. When FT-

nominalization is used,a.prepositional phraseis replaced by a pro-form: a .

.

- pronoun preceded:by a preposition (e.g. an ihn/aie), a pronominal adverb

(dakan, danach, etc.), or an adverb (e.g. don t, dann). As an example two

sentences are given which resemble each other morphologically. in the first,

the prepositionql phrase is an..Object, in the second, an adverbial:
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Er denkt an den Rhein object).

Er fart an den Rhein. (adverbial).

By substituting the prepositional phrasejby other prepositional phrases
,

and replacing the prepositional noun byia prepositional pronoun (pro-

nominal adverb) and an adverb, we get tiie following paradigms:

Er denkt an den Rhein (object) I- Er fart an den Rhein ( dverbial).

.*zUm Rhein zum Rhein

*nach Deutschland nach Deutschland

an Deutschland
. *an Deutschland

*in did Stadt in die Stadt
.1

darin *darAn

*dorthin
ip

dorthin

215

,After ctenhen the prepositionlis always an, i.e..it is determined by the

verb and is not influenced by the nouns. After 6ahken the preposition

varies and depends primar'il'y on the noun (an den Rhein; in die'Stadt;

nach Deutschland). The pro-form cif an"den Rhein is the pronominal adverb

loran after denhen, the adverb dorthin after 6(th/ten. ThYs'the preposi--

tional adverbial is a part of the sentence whose preposition primarily

depends on the noun and whose priorm is an adverb, whereas the pre -

positional object is an actant whose preposition is'determined only by .

the verb and whose pro4orm is a prepositional pronoun (a pronominal

thdverb).

2.1.5. The 'form of the comple4ntation .0termined by the verb can also '.

be an infinitive, which is called an infinitive object in German gmmars.

The infinitive object is an infinitive with or without the particle zu:

!Nr. Mein Bruder muss gehen.

Mein Bruder weigerte 'stch zu honmen.

2.1.6. In case of the modal vei) it must be decided. what is the verbal

center of the sentence: Is it the modal or the modal + infinitive? The
vc,

Geriman sentence EA-md44.jetzt zu Haue sein can be analysed in two Ways:

(1) 'He is obliged to be atlibme'.

(2) 'He is surely.at home'.

tOP4
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,

In the first case I would like to call mii.64.eri a lexical verb, for it has

a meaning of its own: 'to be obliged:. It says something about the subject:.

mataa AUged'I aeon. The modal has a valence of its own. The

,structural center of the sentence is muaa - the infinitive is.an object.

This is shown by the dependency tree of the sentence:

muss

(center of the sentence)

er sein

zu Hausg

,In-the second.case the verb maasen has no lexical meaning of its

.own. It does not say anything about Vie subject, it only expresses. the

speaker's attitude to what he'is saying. The modal -has a graMmatical

function only. ?he-combination 'modal + infinitive: can be called.an-

analytic mood expressing potentiality: 'probably; surely'. The modal and

the infinitive together form ,the 'verb'', the structural center of the

sentence - as the dependency tree shows - and the infinitive is not

an object, but a part orithe verb:

If the infinitive after a modal verb is an object, it can be replaced by

the pronominal' pro -form ea:

Darf er kommen? Er darf e4.

If the infinitive is a part of the verb, pronominalization with ea is not possible:

DUrfte er jetzt zu Hau'se sein? *Er dUrfte es.

2.1.7. After modal 'verbs d some other verbs (e.g. sick weigehn) the

infinitive is. the only object. In most cases. the infinitive replaces the

noun object:



Dio Mutter begann zu akbeiten / dieAbeit.

Die Mutter fangt an, da4 Gezchivi abzuttocknen / dam-it.

' ' '217

The infinitive can be preceded by the pronoun es (in the case of an

accusative object) or a pronominal adverb (in the case of a. prepositional

objects referring to it. This pro-form or antecedent can be obligatory

yr optional:

Wir lehnendab, .dun achmati Geld zu teihen..

Er behauptet (e4), mich zu tieben.

Ich denke damn, in die Stadt,zu gehen.

Wanum beMUhst du Bich nicht (daitum), Akbeit zu

The infinitive object could perhaps be calledta nonfinite clause

object. In German the infinitive clause usually has no subject of its

own (the subject of the verb is also the subject of the infinitive).

After the verbs sehen, Voten, Ohten, spaten andtassen the:infinitive

without zu has normally a subject of its own:I.

Ich sehesehe ihn kommen.

Ich lasse-den Gast eintteten.

MIL

2.1.8. In addition to the noun objects and the infinitive object there

can also be a finite clause object in a,German sentence (e.g. dass-clause

or a dependent interrogative clause):

Er antwortete, dass.et nicht home.

Er fragte, ob'ich komme / wen, homme.

The finite:clause object normally yeplaces a noun object, i.e.. a case

Object (accusative, genitive, dative) oP a prepOsitional object

Ich sehe, dass et hommt.
(accusative: Ich sehe ihn.)

Der Boxer 'rUhmt sich, dcuse Ch unschtagbak sei.

(genitive: Er rUhmt sich aeino Ekliotge4.)

Karl hilft, wem Ch harm.
(dative: Karl hilft 6e4nem Reund.)

Er fragt, ob den Metntet 6eAtio ist.
(prepositional object: Er fragt naeh dem Weg.)

Like the infinitive object the clause object can be preceded by a
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pro-form or an antecedent (e4 or a pronominal adverb):

Ich bewundere ee, daes du ihm kabt.

Er bestreitet (e4), da44 en den Mann hennt.

Er fragte (danach) , ob eh. keizen eoq,
....... ....

2.1.9. There can also be two objects in a German sentence:

Er gab dem Jungen ein Bitch (dative + accusative).

Er lehrte mich Funzemihch (accusative + accusative).

Er beschul.digte den Jungen deb Viebstaht,5 (accusative + genitive).

Er erinnerte den Jungen an ,sein VotokeNten (accusative + prep.):

Er erzNhYte dem Jun4en Ubek den Voqatt (dative + prep.),

Er bit'tet ze,inen Vatet)ihm zu heetien (accusative + infinitive).

Ich empfehle din, den neuen Fitts anzoehen (dative + infinitive).

Er fragte mich, ob £ch kaoline (accusative + finite clause).

Er antwortete min, dabs en homme (dative + finite clause).

Ich habe zu dve gesagt, da46 ich in Uttaub 6ahke (prep. + finite clause)

Errachte sichan ya diehe schmach (double prep. object).
'

The most common type of two objects is the combination .'dative + aqusa-

tive'. Thedative can be called an indirect, the accusative a direct

object (Er gab den Jungen ein Buch ). The accusative can be an indirect

object too, but this combination (accusative + accusative: Er lehrte mich

Funzosizch) is very rare.

2.2. The Object System of English in Comparison with German

2.2.1. In English the non-prepoSitiolol object, which is. Called the 'case

object' of English.in this paper, has one forM only,' the basic form of the

noun (some pronouns have a special form for the object, e.g. I me). There

is no difference in forf between the direct and theindirect object:

He wrote a tettek.

He gavethe boy a book.

. (cf'. German: Er gab'deM Jungen ein Bach ).

This object could. perhaps be called an. accusative object, in accordance to

some grammars of *Englith, at least inthecase of the personal and some

a
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other pronouns:

He saw me.

He gave me a book.

Some English grammars call the indirect object a dative object (Curme

1931: 103).

The English case object, or accusative object, can correspond to

three case'objects of German:all

1 ,

My brother wrote a tette.4.-

_,_qn Bruder s hriebeinen Bkieli (accusative).

My 1;rotlierlii ped h4.o titiend. ,

Mein Bruder half Ae.i.nem Fkeund(ative).

My brother remembered the deceazed.

Mein Bruder gedachte deft Vekatokbenen (genitive).

It can, however, also correspond to a German prepositional object:

He asked my name.

Er fragte nach meilnem Namen.

2.2.2. Grammars.of EZilieth also speak about the prepositional object,

but the preposition is usually regarded as a part of the verb. Thus

the term 'prepositional object' is actually a short r term for an

'object after a prepositional verb'. According this interpretation,

there is only one type of noun object in Engl , which either occurs

after a 'normal'. verb (He saw the gite) or a prepositional verb (He

looked at the pia). If the preposition is not regarded as a part of

the verb, the prepositional phrase often has the status-of an adverbial.

'"A sentence like He Looked at the giAt can be given two analyses. In one,

there is a prepositional phrase (at the g.iitt) as an adverbial: in the

other, looked at is a prepositional verb with giAt as a prepositional

object. (We will use the shorter ternf 'prepositional object' for what

should properly be called 'object after a prepositional verb')" (Quirk

et al. 1972: 818). A third interpretation could be to regard the pre -

positional phrase (at .the g4A1j as an object and. the preposition as a

part of it (as irk German). This analysis occurs in some older. grammars:

"Preposition and noun together form a, prepositional object that serves as an,)

object of.a verb..., i.e. serves to complete the meaning of the verb..."

(Curme 1931:112). This interpretation would be much better than calling the
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prepositional phrase an adverb)01, because fhis:yrepOsitional phrase has nothing
.

to do with a real adverbial, except in that a preposition occurs in it.

.

4,2.3. In my opinion, the object and:adverbial in Engljsh could be '

defined in the same way as in GerMan: the object is a Valence coMPle-

4 ment tnr an actant of the verb whose form (basiC -form; prepositional

form, etc.) is determined by the verb and whose p form in the casof

a nominal_ phrase is,a pronoun, whereas the adve ial is'ah adverb or a.

nominal .phrase whose form (e.g. the preposition) varies and is prinianil>
determined by the.noOn and whOsv.e pro-form is an adverb:

He looked at the giAl / at heA(obiect).

at ihe book / at it, ,

(the preposition I. always at).

He lived at the, Semaide / ?.there (adverbial).'

in the.. town./-thelte. 4%. a.
4

(the preposition varies).

The object is -primarily a formal category, which has a meaning

only An 'a sentence. It cannot be clearly defined semantically, for

there'can be different deep cases underneath an object. The adverbial

is a clear semantic category (place, time, manner, cause, etc..) and can

all, be understood'alone without a context: in London, today, etc. That

is 11hy it is not' appropriate to regard at the g4AL in the sentence He

.Cooked at the- gat as an adverbial .,'it cannot.be understood without a

et'

context, the preposition is merely Sy,ntaC c without a clearly definable

10 meaning (cf. in London; on the table). n the same way, I would like '1 ..

to consider to the gikt in the 'sentence I gave an apple tothe,.gint.a
prepositional. Object with the preposition as a part.of 'it (indirect

object), not a prepositional adverbial (Quirk et a). 1972: 819). Thus '

the indirect object would have parallel forms,,a non-prepositional and

a prepositional form:

He gave the g.iAL an apple.

He gave an apple to the

The object is always a valence complement or an actant, the adverbial

can be an actant or a free adjunct:

), 211
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A

He lives In London (actant).

'I sawhirif-im tondos (free adjunct).

77-
2.2.4. One reason for considerimg the prep as a part'of theobject

, s.
is that many of tine 'prepositional verbs' can also occur without the

0.

. preposition:

I '1 i stened to hirli%

but: We listened but we heard nothing.
, .

If a prepositional phrase is replaced by a that-clausg, the preposition
N.)

is always omitted:

Let us hope bon the beat.

'.but: I hope that you haven't hurt yourself.

.

According to Quirk et al. (1972: 812), "the!.. prepositjonal par-
.

. ticle forms a Semantic and syntactic unit with the verb". If the pre-

positional phrase can `left tut, the preposition cannot be a semantic

component of theverb (e.g. £L ten, hOpe) but a syntactic element to

connect the verb with the noun phrase. I also regard it.as a purely

-syntactic element and' as a part of the object if the verb has ,only one

prepa.itibn.(depehd + on-object. If the verb tap be connected witty

more than orleprepositiOn (took'at/a6ten/ori/AaltiLnto), the preposition

. could bg considered a part of the verb, tecause the different meanings.

.of the verb are really brought about.by the different prepositio

It must also be-remembered that in some transformations t pre-

position is separat20-from the noun and remains at the end of the

sentence:

What did John took bon? '

?

The toyl-was toohed at:.

.

,

Jh s is not possible in German. The cohesion between the verb and the

preposition seems to be stronger,in English than in German.

Thus there, seem to be three ways to analyse a 'prepositional verb'

in English: .

) The preposition is always regarded asa part of the verb and

the verb + preposition as a prepositional verb.
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(2) The preposition is.always considered.a part .of the Ohjett.

(3)' In some' cases the-prepos tionis a part of the verb -{tooh

04/a4telt etc.), in, o r cases'a part ofthe object .(tizten

4to-object; depend on- object).

In my opiriion the best of tliese\three analysps_is to regard-th

preposition always as a part of the noun phrase, the ject. In no

cases do 'I regafd tl* prepositional phrase after a 'p itional verb'

as an adverbial, because this prepolsitional phrase has nothing in common

(e.g..semantically,and operationally) with a real prepositional adverbial,

ecept that the preposition occurs i41.4oth. ..

7 .

2.215. There are also phrasal verbs in English. In the sentence John

caffed up the man there is a phrasal verb (c p , whereas in the

sentence John caefed on the man there is-. 'prepositional verb'. T -

particleparticle of the phrasal verb cannot be regarded as a part of the object.
.._

"A syntActic difference is that, the particle of a phrasal verb can often

stand either before or after a noun', whereas it can only stand after a

personal pronoun: cat up the man, cat the man up, catt him up, but not

*caff up him" (Quirk et al. 1972: 815). In the Ca!se of the 'prepositional..
verb' the preposition must always precede the noun or prond6 *They catt.

the pan 011; *Thky catt.h,4m on.
___----

There are phrasal verbs of some kind -in -German -`d o: zuhilken, anzehen,
,_

etc. (Ith_hUtte-ihm-za; ICh uhihn an). These particles are always re-
.

. - -

garded as parts of the, verb.

In English there are also 'phrasal-prepositional verbs' (Quirk.et.

al .1972: 817):

The children are tacking 6ouu4d to the hotidaya.

The phrasal particle.(04aakd) must be regarded as a part of the ver

whereas the prey,on-(to) can be considered a paht of the object

e are some 15 prepositions occurring as a partof a prepositional .

in German. The case depending, on the preposition is either

. Th

,object

accus tive or dative (or both). In English the number of the prepUftions

seem to be.nearly-theisame as in German, but the're isi.only one 'Case'

occ ring after the preposition:
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4bout: We spoke about the natter.

alitia; Will you look alitek th44'matten?

againit; The people revolted agua4t the,ih kuivt.s.

at: r looked gt the gike.

60k: The farmers are praying OA Aaa.

I I
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1.1111 01.01 ...

in'; Do you believe a God?

into; We must inquire into the mattek.

o6; Think o6 the expen4e4!

en: Italy depends on liokeign cohntAie4 for oil.

to Don't listen to him.

upon: I called upon him yesferday.

with He doesen't like topart with hi4 money.

Comparison of the English 'prepositional verbs' with -their counterparts

in German iiidicates that the prepositional object of English corresponds

to several groups of the object in German:

(1) The equivalent of the English prepositional object is a German

prepositional object:

We spoke about (o6) he'Mattek.
Wir sprachen von den Sache. `

Do you believe in
Glaubst du an Go

. Think oA the expen4e4..
Denke an die Ko4ten.

How much did you pay 604 the hou4e?
Wieviel hastdu Pc- da4 Hau4 bezahlt?

In some cases the prepositions corresponding to each other are

etymologically and/or Semantically alike (pay dok - (belzahten thin;

4peah od 4pkeehen von), In most Cases they have, however, different

origins and different meanings (b4ieve in -.gtauben an; &ink od -

denhen.an).

-(2) The German equivalent of an English prepositional 'Object Can be a-
.

case object:

% (a) Accusative:.

I looked at the 94At.
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I .

Ich sah ciaz Miidche,n an..

(b) Dative:

I listened to him.
Ich 4drte A.//1 zu.

tc) Genitive:.

I '11 look a6 ten th,i4 matt
e II V. to,

in6xerrrian:th8relare non-finite objects in English, usually
termed non-finite clause objects (Ivirk et al. 1972: 834):

(1) He likes tottatk.
(2) He likes .tathing.
(3) He wants het, to come.
4) He saw heA come.

(5) He saw het coming.

(6) He found the. aeat.6 taken.

Of these six constructions only (1,), (4) and ave structural equi-
valents in German:

(1) Er beschliesst zu konnen.
(4) Ich sah jut hornnen.
(6) Ich weiss £hn vemongt.

"Vie -ing -objects hem no counterpart in German. Also a zu -4finitive
with a subject (cf. He wants hen to come) is impossible in German.

; The non-finite clause objects normally replace the ,case object:

I- saw het come / heA coming.
I saw hen.

Nf
The -tng -object can, hovkver, also replace.a prepositional object:

He objected to meeting het.

The -ing -object can be preceded by a .preposition, the infinitive object
cannot. In German the infinitive object can be preceded by .a pronominal
adverb:

denke datan, ift die Staa_zu_geitert.-------.--
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2.2.8. Theinfinitive after the modal verbs can be added to the infinitive

objects. If, for instance, the modal verb with a lexical meaning is re-

garded,as-the 'verb of the sentence with a valence of its own, the infinitive

depending on it must be:Considere'd an object (as in German):

The child can speak.

Might Lamohe here?

o clock

The infinitive is an actant whose form (infinitive) is determined

by the verb (the model verb) in the same way as the form of the noun

object (basic form; preposition) is determined by the verb. In Eng]ish

the infinitive object after a modal verb cannot, however, be pronominal-

ized as in German:

Must I go? *You must it.

Modern grammars of English do not,. however, regard the modal verb

as the verb of the sentence, but as an auxiliary, as an opNator. But.

Jespersen considers the infinitive after a modal verb an object:"The

infihitive may be the object of the verb. Without to this is'only found

after the auxiliares can, may, must, «tt, shatt..." (Jespersen. 1933: 331).

Jespersen (Ines not make any difference between the lexical and the gram-

matical use of the modals. In my opinion the infinitive is an object only

if the modal has a meaning of its own. If it only forms an ana.lytic mood

(He must be at home now) or tense (He mitt be he'te by ten), the modal and

the infinitive together form the verb,of the sentence and the infinitiVe

is not an.object.

2.2.9. As in German there are finite clause objects in English too. They

are that-, i6-- and wh-clauses:

EverylAdy hoped that Ile .41o4d zing.
ik

I don't know £6 (whetheiiP z-at home.
%

I don't know where - he tive4.

The_conjunction'in.'a that7clause can be zero (as in German too):

He said his name MA Smith.

(cf. Er sagte,-zein Name eel Smith.)
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If a finite clause object replaces a prepositional object, the

clause in German can be pre'ceded by a pronominal adverb:

Wir beschwern uns. dakUbm da..az wik schtgcht bdhandett Ulekden.

Er fragte danach, ob ek keiun acill / we keize soft..
_ _ _

. /

In English.a wh-clause i preceded by a prepAition oa.its.own.

(cf. prepositional adverb in Ge-rman)', whereas,"that-clauses cannot be

preceded by prepositions at all.(pronominal adverb in. German):

'as

.) He objected to what had been decided..

He objected that they had atkeady met.

In Terman 4 finsite clause object rep lacing an accusative object

can be preceded by aformal e6:

Ich habe ea gesehen, &Az en kommt.

This is rare in English, it canno norm

however, occur in .English in casest.like She made it clean that zhe woatd

us accept the o46eli.

I .1

, 2.2.10. Similarly 'to Germail, in English there are also verbs requiring

two objects:

s

(1) He gave the giAt Oat.

(Indilsect 4-dire6t noun phrase object)

(2a) He gave a dolt to the gikt.-

(Direct + prepositional indirectobject).

(b) We reminded him o6 the agkeement..

(Nouh.phrase.+ prepositional object)

(3) John assured Am that he Lao honest.

(Noun phrase + finite clause object)

(4) John mentioned to me that was night.

(Prepositional + finite clause objecth,,

(5) I told him .to come.

(Noun phrase + non-finite clause object)

(6) I shall speak to him about the mattek tomorrow.

. (Double prepositional object)
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It iss characteristic of English-that the direct and thi indirect

'Object can have the same form: He gave the giAt a doff. -This type of

double complementation exists in German- too, but it is very rare: En

. &tole 111-ich Wanzo6i4ch. The normal type of ouble complementation

(indireCt +'direct object) in German is the combination dative + accu-

-sa ive: e. In English there is also often

Nation between a non-prepositional and a preposi object_

( Oes 1 and 2a). This variation does not occur in GerMan. The types -

(2b), (3) and (i) ilave.two counterparts. each in German, becabSethe nominal

phrase can be accusative or dative:

(2b) Er erinnerte-den.Jungen an 6e An Vetspkeehen.

Er erzahlte dem Jungen abet den Vonliatt:

(3) Er fragte rich, ob"ich home.

Er antwortete nwc, da46 et komme-.

.,. (5) Er bittet <seinen Vaten, .Jun zu het6en. 0
i

4 Ich empfehle din, den neuen Film anzu6ehen.

1._ q

Constructions (4)*and (6) have similar counterparts in German:

'

(4) Ich habe zp dA gesagt, diiTUCTAUKU-3a4;;I.7----

(6) Der Forschungsreisende sprach zu den Sch4tkindem
abet eeine A6taate.iae.

There is one type in German which has no counterpart in English,

i.e. accusative + genitive:I
Er beschuldigte den Mann de4 Diehtahts.

The number of the double object complementations is smaller in English

than in German. This is due to the fact that there are three German

cases (accusative, dative and genitive) corresponding to the basic form

(acousative) in English.

2.2.11. A few words must be ded about the construction 1 totd him to

come (a). This class of comple ntatiOn resembles:the class I tiked him

to come (b). In the first case there are two objects (him + to come), in

the second case'there is one object (hirolio come). "In Class (a) lam has

a double function; it is the object of .told and the subject of come:

I told him that he should come.

2.18
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In Class (b) the who e non - finite clause him t6 come serves as the

object of Liked with him as the subject of come" (quirk et al, 1972L830.

A similar.distinCtiOn can be made German:

_;.___.... .

.

Ich hiess ihn kommen (two objects: ihn an6.kommen).

Ich sah.ihn kommen.(one object: An kommen).

.;w.

3. Object of the Adjective

3.1. The Object System of German

3.1.1. The object of an adjective is defined in the dependency grammar

of German in the same way as the object of the verb: The object of the

adjective is a valence comalement ot an actant of. the adjective whpse

form (e.g. the case or the 'preposition) is determined by the adjective

and whose pro-form is a pronoun (in the case of the object of the verb

the form of the complement is determined by the verb):

.Der Mann 1st deo Viebotahto schuldig (achwed4 t genitive).
deaaen,

There are.also adjectives which require two objects:

Er war dem madcheh blip. da4.Ge4chehh dankbar.

3.1.2. Normally the valence complement or actant of a Gertman adjective

is an,object. There are, .however, some adjectives (e.g: anadaaig,

hatt, xgate4t, behe,ima4t, 4ebnatbeuchtigt) which reqUire an

adverbial. As in tht case of the adverbial after a verIn7.the preposi-

tion of the. adverbial after *adJecti'Ve is primarily dgierminedby. the

noun (not by the adjective) and the pro-form Is an adverb:

Der Mann war in Munchen anftssig, /

wol

an die4ern Ont

*au Manchen.

dont

3.1.3.The form of the object deterlidnedn'y the adjective can be a case

alone (dative, genitive or accusative) or .a preposition + case:
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dative: Der Sohn ist ieinem Wet

genitive: Der Mann ist dQe Dieb4lahte schuldig.

accusative: Ich bin aite SoAgen los.

preposition:

an; Er 1st an dem Madchen interessiert.

au6: Sie .war eifersUchtig.auli ihte St atm..

OA: Das 1st ok miehXusserst wichtig.

ge e Ic0,bin misstrauisch gegen meinen Freund.

geg abet: Ich bin misstrauisch gegenabet meinem Freund.

in + accusative: Er war in dha Madchen verliebt,

in + dati Er ist 'gewandt in ieinem Autiteten.

mit: Ich bin mit den tinwohnetn des Hausestekannt.

naeh: Sie War giedg mach Obit..

abet: Er ist,abet 4zinen.Wotg frott

am: Die Eltern waren um iht Kind, besorgt.

von: Der Mann ist frei von.Voutteieen

von: Sie 1st krank.vot Eitietaucht.

zu: Er 1st zu dieiet Aufgabe fahig.,

The prepositions occurring in the objects of adjectives are mainly the

same as in the objects ofkverbs.

3.1.4. T form of the object determined by the adjective can also be

an infinitive or a finite clause (dasi-,. ob.:clause):

Er 1st fahig, bieh 4o zu verthatten.

Er ist.wUrdig, dui et augezeiehnet wit .

The infinitive is yeryjeldom the only,object of tbe.iadjectivA e Ithe.

. finite clamse-always replaces o. noun object):,

Er ist anheischig, die lAbeit h dui W

. Er is gesonnen, daii.Angebot abzUtehnen.. ti

voteknden.

Normally the infinitive and the clause object replace a noun obikt (e.g.

phig + genitive or preposition; watutig +genitive), above all the geni-

tiVe and prepositional object. The infinitive and the'clause object can

be preceded by an obligatory or options pro7form(ei,or prpnominal- ad-,

verb): .
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Er .1st 'es Wide, dauandme4mahnen.

Er ist dah4 mah ihn atandig

Ich bin begierig da4auli: £hn zu aehen.

Ich bin (dadu6) gespannt, ob en. hOntot.

3.2. Theagbject System of English in Comparison with German

.

3.2.1. Also in English there are adjectives that can take a valence

complementation. "Some of these :adjecti.ves must take complementation

and many normally do" (Quirk et al, 1972: 264), Modern English grammars

do not usually call this complement of the adjective an'object, while.

many older grammars speak about the object of an adjectiveAurme 1933:.

112; Poutsma 1928: 183). In may opinion this complement can, really be

called an object (as in German), because its form (e.g. preposition) is

determined by the adjective in the same way as the form of the object of

the verb is determined by the verb and because its pro-form is a pronoun:

She was aware o6 /La

o6 them.

There are also adjectives-Which can have two objects:.

I am very much).obliged to ypu 04 that,

3.2.2. In German there are many adjectives requiring a case object

(genitive, dative or accusative). In English"the case object (the basic

form of the noun or in the case of a personal pronoun' the accusative)

is, very rare. It only occurs after Laze and .worth:'

He an4 his brOther are very...much like ch othe4.

The'car is worth a thouaanmiround6.'

Some grammarians consider Laze And. wAthyprepositions.

.

.3:2.3. The number of the prepositions required by the adjectives is

smallei' in English than in German and also smaller than in the case of the

object after a verb tn English:

4' 221
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about: He was shocked about his keaction.

at: She was bad at mathematics.

in: She is interested in tanguages. .

96: She was aware O6 his-dik6icutties

on/upon: -He was insistent on hi4 tight.o.

to: He is. subject to ckiticism.

wf,th: This plan is not compatible with mac pkinciptes.

3.2.4.. There are manY, adjectives in English which require an infinitive

object. According to. Quirk et al, (1972: 826), there are at least five

classes of adjectives 'with to-infinitive postmodification':

(i) He is splendid to wait.

(ii) He is hard to convince..

(iii) He is slow. to newt.

(iv) He is furious to heart. about it.'

(v). He is tesitant to agnee with you.

Only three of-these classes have similar counterparts in German:

(if) Er ist schwer zu abertzeugen.

(iv) 1r ist es mUde, dauennd zu efunahnen.

(v) Er.ist bereit,.mi4 zu hee6en,

. A

There are'very few adjectives in German complemented only by an infinitive ,

(e.g. :schwa), most-adjectives require an infinitive object as an alter-.

native.of a noun object. In English there are many adjectives With to-

infinitive postmodifica?ion as their only complementation, e.g. adjectives

of class'00(haltd, convenient, etc.), and adjectives of class (v)

(hesitant,'ketuctant1. Adjectives of class (iv) (angliy,.contenti; gad,'

astonished,ietC.) usually take a noun object too:

I am glad to see you' / about it.

In German many adjectives have an infinitive object preceded by a

pronominal pro-form:

Ich bin froh,daltabert, es geschaat zu huben.

In English the infinitive object of the adjective cannot be preceded by

a prepoOtion.

2 dot
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3.2.5. English adjectives can also be complemerited by an -ing -form. The
e,

-414g -object replaces an.iaccusative.object' after the adjective worth:

The book is well worth !wading.:

(cf. The.bqok is worth Aive pounds)

In most cases the -ing -object is an equivalent ofa prepositional object:

I am interested in doing £t.

(cf. I am interested in
..

The -4mg -object is a construction which has no formal equival nt in ..

\,_.-German.

3.2.6. There are also adjectives with finite clause-postmodification. The

finite claii-Se-etrItrts-afE-that-clauses and dependent interrogative"claikes

which normally replace prepositional objects:

I am sure that he i4 'helm now.

The doctor wasn't sure whether he could coil in the evening./

"That-clauses cannot be preceded by prepositions. Hence adjectives Which'

Iare constructed with prepositions before noun phrase complements drop

them before t- clauses... Compare the following:

4

I am sure o6 hi4 innocence.

that he 6 innocent." (Quirk et al. 1972::824)

The preposition is also omitted. before a dependent nterrogative clause:

I am not sure 44 he Ls ft home.

In the case of the object of the verb the interrogati4e clause can
. (

be'preceded by.a preposition:

He objected to what had been decided.

In German the clause object is often preceded by .a pronominal adverb:

Er ist dankbar cwan, dato*iie ihm gehot6en hat.

Ich bin (dama6) gespannt, ob eh hommt. y A
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0. Summary

Dependency grammar defines the object as a valence complement or

an actant of a verb or an adjective whose form (e.g. case or preposition)

is determined by the verb or the adjective and whose pro-form in the

case of a noun object is a pronoun. The object of the verb is an Object

of the first rank, the object of the adjective an object of the second

rank

The object must be distinguished from the adverbial. It can be done

by means of linguistic operations, i.e. by means of substitution and

pronominalization. Thy result is that the adverbial clearly differs from

the object: the adverbial is a part of the sentence. whose form is prima-

rily deterMined by the noun (not by the verb or the adjective) and whose

pro-form is an adverb.

There are four types of objects in German and Englip: .911-e-objects,

prepositional objects, non-finite clause objects,'and finite clause objects.

The main difference between the German and the English object systems is

that there are three case objects in. German (accusative, genitive and

dative), whereas English knows only one case object ('basic object'):

Hence there is no difference between the direct and the indirect object

either, as there is in.Germin.(accusative and ddtive), if we 'only think

of the case objects (to-object can be an indirect object too). The number

of prepositions'occurring in the prepositional objects of verbs is some

fifteen in both languages. The number.of prepositions determined by

agjectivesals smaller'ik Erigfish than in German. It the case of non-

finite clause objects of verbs there are many classes in English (-ing

forms; to-infinitives with subject) which have no structural counterparts

in German. The same can be said about the non4inite clause object's of

adjectives. There are two classes in. English which have no similar

equivaleWts in German. On the othereand, it is Characteristic of German

that there are pro-forms or anteeedents (es, ,pronominal adverbs) in the

6tence,referring ta.a non-finite clause, whereas there'are no pro-forms

in English and also the preposition alone occurs before an -.ing : object

only. The classes of finite clause objects do not differ from each other:

they are mainly that (da 6s) clauses and dependent interrogative clauses.

The only structural difference is.that, also here, there are pro-forms

preceding the clause in German, while in English the prepositioh is.

always omitted before a that-clause.

^
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ENGLISH LOANWORDS IN ESTONIAN

Aino ggi

.Lotivemity '06 Tai to

The Estonian language has assimilated over 750 words of English

origin.
1

Theearliest borrowings date back to the beginning of the 19th

century; early half of the total were adopted into Estonian between 1918

and 1940. Terms of sports, ship-building, navigation and technology are the

largest group's, each containing over 100. items. These are followed by terms,

of agriculture and animal breeding (65), textiles and fashions (50), enter:-

tainment and arts, especially music (60), etc.- Except for a certain number

of the terms mentioned first they have been borrowed through German and

Russian.2

The present paper examines the phonological, morphological and lexico-

semantic aspects of the assimilation of the Englfsh loans in Estonian.

Estpnian is a language whose spelling is almost entirely phonetical.

Problems of orthography have been central in the history of linguistics in

Estonia. The rules for transcribing words of English origin were first laid

down by Elmar Muuk (1935). The general principle was that ."the words of

English origin should be transcribed, as far as the phohological system of ,

Estonian allows it, in accordance with the spelling rules of Estonian,

approximately reflecting their pronunciation;in English."

.

lln this paper what are regarded as 'words of English origin'. include:

(1) words of Anglo-Saxon descent (4.aeik, vint4); (2) words of Greek, Latin
and other origin to 'which the.English has 'liven the meaning in which they
have come to be used in Estonian UkApte4-6, Tupp, datltoien, teteldip, .

ahvatang); (3) some exoticisms which have penetrated into Eurppean.languages
through the medium of English (hanuu, vigvani, manoovv).

. "^.

2
Some linguists have maintained that such adoptions should not be

regarded as English loans. In this paper they are still conSidered as such,
beclIse they are labeled.as English loans also in.the dictionaries'of these
sourew..languages.

r.. .....
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As a result of the fact that. in the 1940's German was replaced by

/Russian as the chief mediator language, there have appeared some new
40

tendencies. For instance, borrowingt with [0] in English, which under

the influence of German were transcribed with ee (Eng. baby > Germ. Baby>

Est.beebi; Eng. &lain ;....Germ. VItain> Est. &Leen) have come to be rendered

with ei (Eng. oadm )Russ. r[ciel',+AeP >1st. gheidm; Eng. tit.a.,LeeA>.Russ.

TPuilfleP ;Est. tkeiZeA) or e. (Eng.. bhealz,-Rus.s. 6P3R ;Est. bkekk). The

vowel soundH, which in more than 50 earlier loans was transcribed with

a (batecot, kagfaak, .Naomi) or with a Ibidindi, AiingI, came to be rendered

with e (Eng. jam ;Russ. Amem ;Est. d2emm; Eng. Atand >Russ. trewA ,Est. Atend;

Eng. tkac0Russ. TpeR 'Est. tnekk).

The spelling of some borrowings has displayed a great variety of forms

ranging from zero-tObstitutionln citation words to complete phonological

and orthographical adaptation. The variation may depend on many factor;s,

such as-Ahe.manner of borrowing, the oral loans.having more variants (41zy-

tight'-)skaLfaLt, haitut, haetut, hditut; donkeymmt>tonizeman, tonizekmani

tiathemlan, tunkealan) or the phonological difficulty of the word (match>

matoch, matsh, ma.6, math; to Atow>ztownia, Atouima, ztaahna,. 44bvima,

4tootturia, Atougima, touima).

Palatalization'of the loanwords and stabilization of their stress,

usually on the first ?yllable, are sighs of their adoption in the langdage

(cf, Kettunen 1918:234-241, Aavik 1928, Hint 1968:7 -112).

The assimilation of the English loans has not brought any new sounds

into Estonian, but it has caused the redistrtbution of someohonemes in it.

It has increased the frequency of some phonemic sequences: n. (punli),.Atj

(4tjuuved), 4th (Atkeild, Ala/ (Akvddn), en. (.ikapnelt), etc., and phoneme

positions, e.g. initial di (dtempen.), At (Atakt), 4p (Apott), At (4tiPPen.),

bk (4kooh), bn g (gint), (ttehk),.etc., and the occurence

of o in non-first syllables, as in Apidomeetek, 6honommi4ek, aaALAton,oppiCh

-are alien to the, language, As the oppositions k/b', p/b, t/d in initial poti-

tion are not- phonetical in Estonian; the assimilation of English loanWbrds__

has increased the number of such words as are not spelt according to the

phonetic principle.

Morphologically, English and Estonian have a number of features in common

facilitating the adoption of the borrowings. Neither language has grammatical

gender, substantives have no special' ending, and there is a marked'formal
04
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similarity in some types of adjectives and adverbs. Substantives account -

for 93.6 %, and verbs .for 4 % of the Mans.'
...

(he morphological assimilation of substantives depends on their semantic

structutv. Thfii, adaptation of a 'substantive containing affixes depends largely

on whether and/ how these morphemes are 'identified by the native speakers of

Estonian. Familiar suffixes such as -ing are analyzed as such, and new words
4.1p.

are derived from. the bare stem: Eng. camping > Est. faimping-kampima; Eng.

)spikoting >Est. ep.i.kining..>,:opinn-ima. Unidentified morphemes, eg. the plural

en -6,, are adopted together with the stem: cake÷a >keehz, coh0.+S

> dnop , etc. This phendmenon has been described in other languages

too,' for instance by Tuldava (1965) in Swedish, tdrstensen (1980) in German,'

and Danchev (1981) in Bulgarian.

Longer words, especially compounds, are liable to. de-YPIOlpgization:
.....

simplification (tet-go! >Ogoo!;. shVtightHOzaitut, s-hortentrig-tb-actatthr3
Aw

pukski; tAaLmLng> tkeening) tkenn; tiLanway, t/Lar) or folk etymology (gen

keapo,> kotek,(:ppek; tun tennis> mu/Luton-LA; cohneic hoknek> konnet > koonat;

penatty ;pe.nnat pende,).

Compaund-wurft-may-n-TdupUd in three-Wayt: ta) with the' importati-cm

of both/all parts (catgut hatgut; pi.tch-One > pitspen; t/Lench-coat tkent:Akot);

(b) with one component translated ( ogbook togiAaamat; tnezzboy meuipoaz ;

chance box i)santsuhast); (c) with both/all parts. translated (bfuestocking

sin,Lsukk; 6thotpkoo 6 tottainde.e; bkain ttub.t> ajutkust; cho6hWohd puizte

k4stSbnamOi6tatus). Thereare a few cases of 'purely semantic' borrowing

from English. The noun ( 'development, evolution% for instance, has

acquired an additional, meaning 'Agnew event or piece of news' land s now used

as a synonym of h andinus , especially >1n the register of mass media.

.
The conjugation of the newly acquired verbs follows mostly the i-stem

0
patterns (bfu46ima, stwaima). With rare exceptions the loans are subjected

to gradation even at their first use. As their phonological adaptation pro....

ceeds they tend to follow the weakening (or descending) pattern: cute- alai;

sett - seli, /mid keidi, doithAma - dokin.

The English loans have introduced no new morphological features in

Estonian. Nevertheless Ay have caused quantitative shifts in the existing

declensions and cpnJuga1ions. As the borrowings include a very large. number

1The role of substantives has been found to be slightly smaller:

75.5 % among the English loans in American Norwegian (Haugen 1950:224) and

73.5 % in German (Heller 1966:149).

228
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monosyllabic words the substantives have expanded the 40p-declension

and the. verbs the 6ppima-cOnju6ation.

The English loanwords in Estonian are predominantly what are called

culture borrowings, belonging at the same time to.the'international vo6b- .°.

ulary (akvatang, btuuming, 6aam, Wpen, muLd, ovenooLid,paap, ae4,

tkeenima, mien, etc.). While increasing the total number of the words in

Estonian they have filled what were_previously gaps in its vocabulary.

A relatively small proportion of them serve to differentiate notions which

were known before.(4aktiatuute - tiatidoo4; tahimaajooke -. "what; nuhgatak'-

hAnen).°Thus, except for the latter type'of words and scientific terms,'

they haveto synonyms in the-language..Some of what are called exoticisms

(dingo', d2ungd, huvulaan, Ong44a,...opozaum,-taisahoak).4iy.remain.in'the
, ..... .

-7--poriplteryibrilie-TihOide'becaUse similarly to scientific, terminology they

have alimited sphere of use. The borrowings which are in regular use partic-

ipate in word-formation. The weber of words coimpbunded with them may be

unlimited,. while the number of derivatives is limited by the availability

of productive suffixes. The most comMon noun-forming 5uffix is --Cane (a)on-t-

Kane, pihviktane); the adjective-forming suffixes are -tik (4noobti,kAnobizt-

La, teiboOuttih, gang6tre46) and -ne Ihutigaannel.

A vast majority of the English loanwords have retained their semantic

structure. However there are a number of wo`rds'which reveal a certain amount '

of change, such as ,narrowing and specialization of meaning (ike> imiert

'steel cable:;quaz Isports'costume1), generalization' (Singeic>liingeh 'any

sewing machine'; to atAike>atheik.ima 'to function badly', to conk' dete-.

rioratiOn o! meaning (dandy 4incti. 'a ridiculous fop'; job> jobi 'hack-work';

money> moni, jocular,'pejorative, perhaps euphemistic word for 'money'.'

The changes, as well as participatiln'ih word-formation, are taken by.

many linguists to be a

a

receptor lamgciage.
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ENGLISH LOANWORDS IN ROMANIAN

Hortensia Parlog

Univeuity o6 .T.unizo

..

Among the external factors which contribute to'the development of

the vocabillary of a language,-the contact with-other.languagesplays an

important part` Various achievements in the field of science and technique,

and new ideas and concepts necessarily require the creation or the adoption

of the terms to denote them.
.

.

Newspaper style has,largely contributed to enriching the Romanian
.

vocabulary; in the past fifteen years or so, it seems to have displayed-,,,,,..

a prediTe-Ctio-n-for-thre-use-of--An.gli.c.: _
The present paper 'contains someir marks on the various

linguistic integration into Romanianio some recent neologisms of English

origin. They are based on the studyfo about 140 words, collected along.

the years mainly from various newspaq rsf and.not included in the latest

dictiona 4 nd Maneca.1978) or in the latest dictionary

of the. Romanian language (DEX 19751.. However, many of t em a

1 -in a recently published dictionary of new words4(Dimitrescu 1982).

The morphological adaptation of neologisms is generally considered

to be a rapid process, more rapid than their phonetic adaptation; under

the pressure of the system of the borrowing language,--borroWed_words tend

to get iniegrate into-Some-flexional-ol-ass_or_dherairing certain.

formal characteristics. Nevertheless, perhaps more than one half of the wore.

.. in the.corpus are used without any of the inflexions for number and gender

characteristic of Romanian, ie. without-anY_attemptot adapting them tothe
,

7------7---1104:EolAgical system of the language:

-*
. : 'fluB._great110,40q19162ordS-i-n-the-corpui-.1elnlig_10_06 plaSs of

nouns; the other parts Of speech are.rather ponriy"-ropresanted......._

Some of the nouns whiCh occur as Morphologicallyurimarked are accom-

panied by a translation intoRomaniart or an explanation:-eg. cel

mare, jack -pot" (S.T.,8/X/1976:4); "hecoini hrual, cdnoscut5 syb;numele de.

;:'brown sugar"-(S.T.,20/IX/1976:6); "sociefatea drogurilor, acKict society"

(C.,28/1/197,7:2); 4fidelitate lingVistia - language fidelity" (ly...,17r-

:8
4'

, ,, ,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,

1For the abbreviations used, see the list of abbreviations after the
bibliography.
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Sometimes, the explanation given is not sufficiently clear or complete

and it may misinform the reader: eg. "oameni foarte activi bright

:young men" ("active men - bright young men", C.,30/XI/1970): 64ight

does' not mean "active", as might be deduced from the translation;

"Muzir are cercul sh de inifiati, show business men"

("Light music ....has its circle'of initiates, show business men",

/XI /1970): the "show business men" are not initiates in music but

in mechanism that can make it profitable.

Unfortunately, many of the Aouns are used without any translation

or- explanation whatsoever, as if they were part of:the reader's everyday

vocabulary: eg. "touring club pentru educatie patriotieig ("Touring club

for patriotic education", Slipt.,24/IX/1976:4); "Nu exists fn Italia

sandwich' courses" ("There are no sandwich courses -in Italy", V.S.,2 /XI/

1976:9); "trei coverstories"'("three coverstories", R.L.,28/II/1977:22).

The function of these unadapted nouns is frequently that of the

appositive attribute; this use requires no cha in the form of the

.6Aglish word: eg. "mesaje walkie- talkie" ("Alifitei&u",nb.2/11/1976:12);

"gen hard work" (F.S.,nb:3/197.7:2); "benzile low noise" (F.S.,nb.6/1976:8);

"fenomenO1 de brain-drain" (F.D.,1982:94); "fflmare travelling" (F. ,14/X/

.
1976:22); T'spectaca de'tip happening" (R.L.,21/X/1976:21).

It is interesting to see that most of the words that. are completely'

unmarked morphologically are compound nouns or noun phrases.

A' first timid step towardsothe morphological integration of the

borrowed words is their use with a noun determinative, usually an adjective

hose form suggests the number and gender of the noun, and sometimes_its---

case. The adjective igrees-TK-fabi, in moiSt-tises, with the Romanian

,-----__tgvivaTent of. the English word: The noun determinatives..arei- indecreasing

order of frequency, the o owing:

-' (a) a demonstrative adjective: In ROITIR77675;(iemonstrative adjective

has twe ted for-ms in the _Si._...
-----ncrITTEF;ind one for the feminine), and two forms in the plural (one for

I

the feminine and the neuter, and-76116-m= "acea .cr'azy

story," (N.L.,1741/147-7-1-1-7)-rcic.ea i s feminine, singular in foem, and agrees

in face with the Romanian equivalent of e wig , 'poveste', which has the

-fo

r-4-1--acaa-ca-410-Nitinecrrri92112,12.--

the feminine, sing ar rm tifo of the'adjecve expressing proximity, agrees
__.. .. ______ ,,_ --- , . .

with the Romanian wor , 'land', which is feminine; -"acele blue:ptintst'------:------

7.--;--------(C.-12.741/.1.970:.5).;_the..-Rtural form acete agrees in number with the En
,
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g.

word, an suggests a feminingior a neuter noun; "acestui.self-made-men"

(F.U.1982:430); nee4tui 'is the singular number, masculine or neuter, genitive

case form of the demonstrative adjective, etc.
(1

(b) the adjectival-phrase qa-numit ('so- called'); this is followed by

an English noun between inverted comma's. In Romanian, when plaCed in front

of.the noun which it determines, the adjective gets the definite'article,

which is enclitic, and has two forms in the singular (one for the masculine

and neuter gender, and one for the fethinine), and two forms in the plural

(one for the feminine and the neuter gender, and one for the masculine);

the noun which comes after the adjective gets only the infleXion for the

plural. In most cases, this agreement in number is preserved across Ian-.

guages; ie. when the noun phrase is made up of a Romanian adjective and an

English-noun: when the English noun is in the plural, the Romanian adjectiVe

is used in the plural. too. Eg. "asa-numitut 4krill?",(F.D.1982:272): the writer

uses the masculine/neuter singplar form of-the adjective; probibly 'having in

mind the native equivalent. of the English word, 'crustaceu', wh/ah isclassed

as either masculine or neuter (masculinell.singular - maetaceu, plural -

. eku4taCei; neuter: singular-- cku4taem,plural- matacee); favoarea.

asa-numitutdi <flol)P." (F..0)982:215): the adjective takes the formof the

lenitive case, singular, masculine/neuter. The Romanian equivalent of the
.

English -word aatt belongs to the neuter gender, Other examples are "aSa-numitd4

zpate-maker" AF.0.1982:351), "asa-numitut (Wind surfing)," (F.D,1982:530) -

-°'Where the adjective indicates the same gender as in the previous instances,

and "asa-numitii .pushers)" (F.D.1982:393), where the plural, masculine form

of the adjective suggests that the Englishword has been accepted as a 'masculir

noun in Romanian.

(c) some qualitative adjective, which behaves in the same way as the

adjectival phrase under '(b). Eg.'"aceste one-man-show dramatics " (F.D.1982:344)

the demonstrative 'and-the qualitative adjective have'the neuter/feminine form,

plural number; hoWever, the agreement in number is not observed, the English

phrase being in 'the singular. In "cunoscuta action.;painting"..(C.,12/II/1971:7),

the adjective gets the singular, feminine defidite article, probably by analogy

with the Romanian word pietuA ('painting', which is feminine. The plural

masculine definite article of the_adjective. in "traditionalu hot-dogs" (F.D.

1982:252) classesthe English noun among the masculine nouns in Romanian. The

status of the noun buitang is left uncertain by its association with the

pluralleminine/neuter form of the ,adjective in ."buildings incendiate" (F.D.

1982:97):
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A further step towards the morphological adaptation of the loanwords

is their use with an indefinite article, which in Romanian,.like in English,

precedes the noun.*The indefinite article un is uently used; however,

irsince it may'aceompany both masculine and,neuteAsingular nouns, the gender

y of the English, wprds which it accompanies remains unclear: eg..."un black-out"

(C.,12/1111971:5); "un vertiginos come-back" (C.,13/XI/1970:9); "un baby-

ski-lift" (F.0.1982:77); "un thriller" '(F.D.1982:498); "un thumbs-up" (P.C.

1973:52); "un bloody Mary" (N.P.C.1976:85), etc.

All the above nouns sharing the [-animate] feature are regarded by

Romanian native speakers as belonging to the neuter gender,; a hypothetical

.plural can be easily built for each of them, with the plural neuter inflexion

utiz. eg. "blaCk-out-uri", "cOme-back-uri", "thumbs-up-uri",.etc.

,Morphological adaptation becomes evident when borrowed words are marked 't

morphologically by inflexiqhs specific for. Romanian or by. the definite article.

As long as the words-are felt to be foreign by those who use them, a hyphen

separates them from the article or the inflexiOn.

As.seen from tip examples given so far, the majority of the borrowed
...

words of English origin are nouns belonging' to the [-ani e] category.-.

Although in the RoManian language the neuter is cons. ered to be less active

today than -the masculine 'or the feminine (Rosetti 1977:784 Gramatica limbii

romane 1963:54, these-words are assimilated mainly to. the neuter gender.

The neuter nouns which were found jo.be morphologically marked can be grouped

as follows: .
.

_ .

(a) nouns used with the definite article -uL, which can be attached to.

both masculine and neuter nouns; however, we assume that the nouns are neuter_

since they are inanimate. Most of them have a generic sense: eg. "smile-ul

fotogenic" (A.C.1977:138); "dognapping-ul este un fenomen" (F.,17/VII/1976:16);

"self-made-ul iti Ah satisfacIia" (C.,28/VIII/1970:10); qhr'illerwl are legile

lui ",(F.D.1982:498). .

(b) nouns used with the plural inflexion -Lea, characteristic for the

neuter gender(eg. "homeland-uri" (C.,/18/11/1977:12)1 "tot felul de hellq-uri"

(V.S.,5/X/1976:7); ":remake-uri duph opere" (F.D..1982:409); "suitl de bluesuri"

(F.D.1982:92).

(c) noun,' used with the plural inflexion and the plural definite article:,

eg, "ragtime-urile sincopate" (F.D.1982:401); mdefectele panty-urilor" (F.D.

1982:353); "au bombarat topurile; (Shpt.,14/1/1977:7); "showurile ltd R.C."

(F.D.1982:437).

Two inanimate nouaswerefajadlto be assimilated to the masculine

gender. One is bit, used in.the plural with the typical masculine inflexion

-c, and the consonant alternation titse.i ::eg. "zero. biti" (C.,4/111/1977:4).
.
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The evolution of blue-jeane, the other inanimate masculine noun, deserves

special attention. The word occurS in the corpus in its English plural form,'

to which the Romanian, masculine inflexion and the definite article, masculine

plural are attached: "blue-jeans-ii climArati"(F,D.1982:94.-From-biue-

jeana, two other pluralia tantum news emerged in.Romanian: bZugi [blud3],

as a result of apoCope, and gin4i, a morphological as well as orthographic-

al adaptation of jeana. The two nouns are. dissociated semantically: eg. "28,,

perechi de pantaloni blue, si'17 perechi ginsi" (D.R.,1/IV/1982:3). The forme

denotes the blue denim trousers, while the latter, probably, the tight,

fitting type of trousers, Other than blue, including corduroy jeans as well.

All the other English words assimilated to the masculine gender are

characterized by thel+animate] feature. They are nouns denoting male beings

(eg. "groom-ul de la receptie, boy-ul de la lift", F.D.1982:464), compound

nouns whose second element is -man (eg. "epopee a. frontiermanului",.A.C.

1977:102), nouns formed with.the English suffix -en, denoting the doer of

an action'(eg.. "grup de <rocker ,W (C:,6/XI/1970:5); "folk-singeri"

(C.,1/I/1971:6); "designerii D.I. si C.M." (F.D.1982:164), and 'nouns derived

from English words with ye Romanian suffix gat (eg. "clientii l.ui sine'

kidnapisti" (C.,16/IX/19t0:10); "folkistii" (F.D.1982:217).

As can be seen in the examples given, borrowed nouns may get the plural

masculine .inflexioh and are sometimes used with the plural masculine.

definitearticle as well. The use in the plural of the nouns ending in Igati

'as well as of the orthographically and morphologically adapted b-malei nouns

boe and acuanaut ( <English Wee, aquanaut), involves a consonant Alternation'

( [t/ts] , (s/5]) typical of plural masculine nouns: eg. "G.G.,tosulrbosilor'

(F.D.1982:93); 'acvanauti britanici".(F.D.1982:33):

Sometimes the Romanian masculine or neuter plural inflexion and the

plural definite article are attached to the English plural form or plural

inflexion of the words: eg. "literatura angry-young-men-ilor" (C.,17/IV/1974);

"play-boys-ii miliardari" (F.D.1982:366);. "Hippies-ii s-au demonetizat"

(F.D.1982:249); "nugrul gadgets-urilor" (F.D.1982:228); "environments-urile"

(C.,6/XI/1970:6). There are casesof the English plural inflexion 74 alter-

nating with (5. 'when the Romanian plural inflexion is added as if it were .

par't of the singular form of the word (cf. Romanian pas-pa§i, uka-uqi):

eg. "lupta diggersilor" ('the fight of the Diggers')("Cinetha", nb.12/1976:l7)

There are veryfew loanwords assimilated to the feminine gender, and

each of them will be discussed in what follows. In the example "outsiderele

Nor avea misiuni" ("Sportul'',23/X/1976:5), the noun isemployed with the
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femihine/neuter plural inflexion followed by the definite article,

feminine/neuter plural -ee; there is the inclination to interpret it as a.

feminine noun in this particular context, where a reference Is made to-

some team (Romanian, Pepininepechipa"). The noun Mi66, marked as

[ +feminine] in English too, is used with the definite article, feminine,
. ,

,singular: "miss-a cu margarete" ("Cinema", nb.1/1977:20). The corpus

contains two nouns derived with the feminine suffix -4.441: eg. "tapajul

. bloomeristelor" noun-

covk-gi.-ifY behaves in a rather strange way; although logically it belongs

to the feminine gender,, since it denotes a female being, the. inflexion

which it gets is one which is characteristic for a masculine or.neuter i.

noun: "fotografia (F.D.1982:145). The noun

ha0c, derived with the suffix -ielfrom the English hct irin football),

although obviouslyused its connection with a man, takes the feminine

singular definite article: "halfia DuMitru-8alaci"-(F.D.1982:242). Finally,

in the example "cratcibu4i,iaiediej14113.:21/Vagi12414._then.i.ma.te..-

noun gets the feminine definite article in the, genitive singular probably

under the inflvence of its ending (mass-media; in Romanian many feminine

nouns end in -a).

The corpus contains several adjectives, some invariable and.some'agreeing ...

in gender and number with the noun they determine; the latter group includs

adjectives derived from.Englfsh words and participles having An adjectival!

I fi 1 .1 it I it I. I

Romanian pattern: eg. "final happy" (C.-i29/I/1971:10); "Mcateer era groggy"

.(S.,4/IV/1970); "un spectacol foarte sexy" (F.D.1982:436); "un sunet c't

mai hi -fW' (F.S.,0.6/1976:8); "weekend bridgeistic", "manifestari

. bridgeistice" (F.D.1982:96); "latura lovestorista" (F.D.1982:280); "o

pelicula superlonga" (Sapt.,24/IX/1976:5).; "observatori. snobiti" (F.D.1982:

443); "sistercomputerizar", "bibliografie computerizatS" (F.D.1982:133).

4449e0y-ofrent komanian
w .

words; three of them haVe been assimilated to the first. onjugation, in -a,

which is the most productive in the langlIage:'a cocktaitiza, eg. "cock-

tailizind.reOlici" (F,D..1982:128); a computetiia, *eg. "France Press Se

computerizeazS" (F.0.1982:133); a hidnapai eg. "kidnapaserl pe un,personaj"

(F.D.1982:27L). The fourth verb is. a hybrid, made up of the English prefix

4a6-, which replaces its Romanian equivalent auto-, and the Romanian verb
..

dAepapi, ('surpass') : . "o sl ne selfAepS5im" (FA.1982:64).

Icitonclude,,it-can b stated that the mahrity of.the English words

included in the 'corpus are taken over in their.original' form, Withqut any-
1

\,orthographical or morphological modification;_however, 'thereJire also words

236
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which the speakers have attempted to adapt to the system of the Romanian

language. Al. Graur (1968:280. points out that much of the international

English vocabulary was adopted and'adapted.in Romanian. due- to- its--Latin

origin. Even if some of the words discutsed here are of Romance origin,

they preserve their English. characteristics and are regarded as fpreign

by Romanian speakers.

r
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ON LEXIS: THE SWEDISH LEARNER AND THE NATIVE SPEAKER COMPARED

-Moira-Linnarod

Lund Un.i.veitAity

INTRODUCTION AND'AIMS

.Incomplete mastery of the target language can be seen in more

ways than the presence or, absente of error in the learnerS' production.

Often -a piece of written English can give a non-native impression in

-spite of it being formally correct.

.
-1-n-an_attemp_ttoL____Ajantify at least part Ofthis non - nativeness.

le xis have beenW7o!Fthe-itri-ttentl
wetU444shol pupils ane native speaer )1--same

age.

. MATERIAL

The material used for this investigation is 42-compositions in .

.. ..... _
...

'English by seventeen-year. old in the second year of -a

' three year secondary education:.:JheyHwere chosen At random'from-

different' classett4t-ion;s-wer.a..wrritten_abouWeries_to_f_________-.;

:pictures and limited by time to forty minutes.

The Swedes started English in Class 3 of'the Compolsort:School

and now; in Grade 2 of the "Gymnasium" have been learning it_for,eight
. .

or -nine

The.native speaker material is twenty-one coMpositions written

on the same subject in the same:length-of-tithe-by Scottish pupils of

ns were chosen at randomthe sa age as

fromi Iarger.group

METHOD

Various features of lexis were measured in'the compositions written

by th*Swedish\learners (SL) and the. native speakers (NS) and the

two groups were com ar .

Thelmain pu 'ose of this paper is to detcribe differences between

the two apart fr ,,error but a brief mentionHs-made.of the lexical

errors in the Swedi h writing. The Measures *of lexis used are

as follows:
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(1) Lexical Originality (10)

This factor is slightly different for the two groups. .For the

Swedish learners (Si.) it 4s the percentage 'of the.total number of

lexical words in a compositionifiat are-used only,in_that composition
.

. . _
and in none of the other_41 written-by fhe same group, for the native

speakers (NS) it is the.percentage of the total numberlof lexical

words in acomposition that are used only in that composition apd in

none of.the written'by Swedes or the 20 written by other

native speakers. The reason for this differencels fhat th

speak

be misleading to compare them only to others

A hi.h fi

varie

one and/it would therefore

group,_,

o " , .

rge number

words that o erwriters uses.. It may also be"the

.use that they haye thought Pf an original way of dealing,with the

.theme of the story. LO:therefore. indirectly mea ures originality of

_theme As Agell_as-(0-g-i-nality--of-vocabutary-.

o wWm4110" o' s e has-been ..! ,

Le usive to one writer

Total'no, of lexical words

100
= LO

1

onul Syntagms', -Idioms and Colloca

A conViiitional intagiiideffhed by Mar on (1977:33).as a "phrase

or longer syntactic unit which is -formed in a cordance with the rules

of lexical co-occurrence of a given language and which has a certain

f I 111' I I

nonce construction.". An example is that a

,"syntagm in English while a tugubkiou4 oct.o

conventional syntagms can usually be deduce

which can often not be deduced from their

(1975:100) defines, idioms as "groups of wor

cannot be calculated by the separate meanin

paablultis a conventional

is not.:The -Meaning of

, thus differing from idiom

onstituent parts. Bolinger

withset meanings_thaf.
. ,

of the parts."

Kellerman (194W) deals with the transfer of idioms and!says that

:they are part of a larger class of items which may.be treated as language-

specific by the le§rnei. A language,specificitem is one which the

learner tends not to transfer fromthe.source language to alarget

language. Language-neutral items are those which 0 learner believes

can be tPansferred. The nature of the target longuage is important in
.

influencing the 1parnerlt judgement of what islanguav-specificor , .

240
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Tanguage,heut.ra,_1---En-gl-i-sh--speaki-ng-purti-l-s-4-ea-rni-ng-Frene'h (Kell erman

1971) sometimes treated language-neutraliiteMs as'ehoUgll they were

Tahguage-specific and non-transferable. This was true ainly-of the

better learners. The did pot perceive a-Obblem and therefore.

made fewer mistakes. Typically language-specific itenisiare, among

pthers, proverbs, slang expressions and idioms. ./

This As.obviously.an area'of crucial importance_fqr the learner'

And an attempt has been-made to uantif the number of

syntagms and idioms in the Swedish puipils'. compositions.

I

li-
The total numbe of conv.-syntagms etc.

No., Coils.
in--a-compos-itio

(3) Lexical Sophistication (LS)
......

To measure the leyel of difficulty of the lexis in the compositions,

use was made of -Thor& (1976), where items.of vocabulary'are listed

-givAng the class at-scneol in which Thor* advocates that_theword

h-.1-1uld be taught. He has based his choice on various investigatibris

.
of particular interest to Swedes learning English although they-may

n is

:-Thbrem classifies the words according :to whether-they shouid be

introduced in Class.4-6, 7, 8 Or 9 in-the Compulsory School or Class.

1, 2 or 3 in the 'Gymnasium": Over and above this basic level there

is a group of extra vocabulary at school level (+) and vocabulary to

e earnt at Teachers' Training College (x).

The total -number-of-wertis-at--14-various-level.s is as follows:

Comput4oty Schoot

A-6 700 (all active)

7 600 (400 lee, 200 passive).

.
9 700 (passive gradually becoming active)

Total 2700 (1800 active)

"GymnaAium"

1 800.

2 . 800

3 800 ,""

Total 2400 (100 active, 2300 passive, 860

of the. passive mords from the earlier stages
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becoming'active: also)

Total. 5100 (2700 active):

. .There is of course no claim made here that Swedishpupils do in

fact learn words in the order suggested by Thoren. It simply gives

-----7-tr3-er-stirmhird-try-Vettli we can measure botn.SL and NS writers to. see

. how they compare.

The lexical sophistication. or LSof a composition'is the percentage
.

of lexical words Viet-Should-hive bet-introduced in Class 9 of the

_Compulsory School or later,. ie. including all words learnt at the

.....

i\

0

Lex. words from Class 9 upwards 100

Total number of lexical words 1

LS

1

(4) Lexical Variation (LV)

Lexital VarLis1iatior)asicib.t-lr-fon^'tgklejtra-
ih each composition. The figures for LV h. it

the length of the composition althouoll there

easier to avoid repeating words in a short than in a long text. In

this-Way we can_see if the NS"is as sensitiiie to thit:fartor-aS tife- -7-.

SL. In other words, is the learner more inclined to repeat items

'vocabulary the longer the text. gets than the nativespeake%11?..

. The higher the percentage is for LV the let§ repetition there is

Type,
x -100

-Token 1(

(5) Lexical Density-(LD)

ttrstrdTbrila rvespeakersi.,lexis was carried out by Ure (1971),

using a measure called.lexical density. This is the percentage of the

total number of words in a text that are lexical words.

Texts with ut interaction always had an Lb of 40% or.highop. The

tweeted LD for 11 compositions in this investigation should therefore

be 40% or more.

In the category of lexical words are included nouns, verbs (excluding

auxiliaries),adjectives and adverbs ending-in -ty. Proper nouns have

been ihcluded as'well as the lexical verbs be, 'have and do.

LD is not affected by he length. of the text.
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x = LD
.100Lexical words

Total number of words 1.

253

Before going on to the results of the lexical analyses some brief

commenti-WilT-106-tade on-th-e-e-rrors- fourietn-,the-SE- compositions

There were of course some errors in the NS, compositions but these

were of a negligible quantit4, and were mainly spelling errors.

only o e

TLie next-most-fre-Atent-type-was-1-exis-although the mein---per

composition was low, 1.6. The task given to the writers was limited

tOla certain extent bylthepictures which forded them to use particular

cribe the Situation depicted. The main point of the story

was't at a bald man fell in love with a girl with bioutiful, long hair

whik -he- spent- most until_he_ found a :long hair
-----

L was also spelling and

1-,--

oo er
..realt_dea4.444-1-404:.

hair. Swedish has one word for halr-l-tr-general-hd,t-intkanOtho

fora single hair w4Ohe En4liSh has, only one. A large number of learners

have attempted to find an equivalent for the Swedish word when talking

about what the man found in his food.

SL 4. It was a piece o6 SUAannea have.

SL 5 I hate every little haikspiece I see.

SL 33 The years pa
Min. everywhere,.

SL 31 To put a dirty atIcaw 06 'you& haircin my food.

SL 37

hen_

He discovered a long, dark, discusting haintht.aur,
looking like a lost worm or a tanned spaghetti

on holiday.

SL' 11 Mr Brown found one (hAutAA)' in the soup.

We can see graduationfrom almost feas

06 haik through direct translation from the Swedish haitat,ume.to-the

use of the Swedish word haul d. ,In the- la-stroase---the....1earrter

there was problem but was not willing to try to solve it by the uee

of an English word of which she was uncertain.

Earlier studies '(eg, Johansson 1978) stressed the importance of

lexical errors in affecting communication. In *e compositions in

this. investigation errors in lexis had very little negative effect.ori
.
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...,_realet.s.Adetailed description of the effect of errors and other

--factors such as Lidl----nrt-Oari.evauaiiiiit701--the-roMpos-i-tA-ens-w4-1-1 be-

given in Linnarud (forthcoming). '.

.It. is easy to see that the wrong lexical item in a sentence with-

ma well be difficult to identify. In

the context of a text, either in a:composition or a conversa

difficulties are muc -1-e-is-a-nd,-1eicieo-1--errorsare_seldom commented on

when explaining their-reasons for a low mark.

The comparison

the following:

-Originality_(LO)

The lexis of the native speaker is much more -Original

ofOhe Swedish learner:

M = mean Min = minimum. Max = maximum s = standard deviation

LO

L Min Max s_
.

SL 12.5

The high figures for NS meah that almost a luar

Ahey used were uted.only by them and by none of the other 42 SL or

20 NS. This is partly due to their more original'way of dealing' with

the story. For, them it was light relief compared to what they usually

worked with in the English class and imagination has flowed. The

1---Swedes-have-dcnie.....their.....to write an entertaining story but have
V,

more s 1. I SI O ettiFerWitte

The highest LO for the Swedes 31.0 is found. -in St 41.--The-Writer-ts-

approach to the story is as relaxed as any native speaker's. After

finding the hair in his soup Mr Sinith orders his wife to get her hair

cut.

St tit 4. I 9 I I ' g s order threw' the
.

../

,

owl of'hot soup at him the terrible thing of course

/
happened.: Mr SmitircOmpletelylott-his.temper and
strangled...tier with her own hair. And that is the

.< end f the sad stori-dfliir-SMith-and-hts--(formerl__
affe ion for hair. To the coroner he said that his
wife d,died of a choking fit. whenshe got some hair
in her uth and everybody believed in him. He then,

-left the country and became barber in Yokohama. And
he was ne er more. eager than when he might shave
someone's eard off, or'cut off someone's hair, And
So he live happily ever afte.°
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The opposite, end of the. scale for originality is SL 20 with an.

LO of 2.0. The same thought is dealt with ih the following way:

SL 20 . "I hate that long hair of yobrs, Won't you please.
cut it off."

The difference betweeh the two is immediately obvious to the

?ea, er.

Only SL 41 and 4 had verage for the native

an were both considered to be well above average in evalua-

255'

___tions-of the coMpositions.'

LO seems0be_an-ffective measure of both originality.of voca-

-----75iitary and storY and quantifies part of the difference between SL an

wri

(2) Conventional syntagms etc. (No..Colls.)

The difference between the SL and NS has not been quantified as
.

the SL compositions contain very few expressions of-this type. The

NS compositions are full of-them.

No, Colls.'

The same two o-Compositions that had-exceptionally high figures for

LO have equally exceptional figures for No. Coils. SL 41 has 14 and

SL 4 has 13. The next highest figure is 6. :.

Some examples from these compositions follow:

r mith cociA madly in Love with the girl with the
.beautiful'hair."

" " "With a 4ighs_i_soult.embo2n, etped-him&et6-to-
some soup."

SL 4 "Their first weeks together were.spent in tkue
makkied 6/44.s."

and the clean air."
fit, o e sun.

A lack of Coils, does not give rise to any problems of comprehen-

sion but definitely does contribute to an impressioeof non-nativehess,_;.,

111.11LJILlavieutrly-itn-aretrOrlreltwili4iFEinie for any learner who .

aspires to higher things above the basic level of coMmunication.

!Soine-examples,from Wcompositionire the following:

NS 1 'They strolled /VA way and that,"

NS 2 "the teat 4tActar was finding herhair in the 'evening
Meal."'
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NS 5 "Then they went dancing until the witty houu o6 the
mokning .

NS19 "The morning afterthe wedding Paul got the 4hoek o6
hie tilie."

NS very often express their. thoughts in phrases and ready-made

expressions while SL express them as a series of words strung together

more or less correctly to make a sentence. The SL language seldom

flows with the rhythm of the native speaker because they marginally

miss the right expression.

(3) Lexical Sophistication (LW 4 ,

The 1exis of the NS has a significantly higher level of sophisti-

cation than that of the SL.

LS
M Min . Max /

SL 11.6 5.0 23.0 4.5

. NS 25:4_11.0 33.0 5.1

Total 16.25.0 33.68.6

---T-151T1F:(70007

.None of the SL come up to the average"for NS main y because the SL .

use more general words.

The most native-like level is reached in SL 41 with an LS of 23:'

Once again SL 41 has the top figure, as was the case for LO and No. ..

Coils.
Some examples from SL 41. follow:

SL 41 "From that day they were insepaubte."1.

"Uniottunatety
2

enough, the poqr man (whose name was
Mr Smith) was completely batdo himself - what aiiate4
for a man who is ekaze abdut hair."

++

2 paG
++ = not in or

3
paG = passive.leading to active

4 paG in the "Gymnasium"

5 paG

The lowest level fay'. SL is in SL 30 which has very low figures

oh all lexical Counts.

. SL YO "It's a vary fine day.in April. The sun is shining
and it's rather hot. Ron is walking on the street'.
when he suddenly sees a girl in front of him with
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very long hair." .

4 .

There is nothing hereabove the level of Class 4'6 in the Compulsory

School.
'4) iSEIP

The NS with the'highest LS 33.1 usesthe following language:

S 15 "Boy meetsgirl. He on her tail like a Aog
tastingl,after 0 biJch2 in heat? She concentrating
on being 04°64 and distant,.and trying'to be
uncacone of his presence."

1

.3 +4,

4 +

5 +

NS 15 also has high levels. for LO and tV: This style may of course

:appeal in.different degrees to different readers.

LS appears to discriminate better between SL and NS than it does

between different SL.

(4) Lexical Variation (LV)

As said earlier, LV has not been adjusted to the length of the

compositions. NS compositions are on average longer than SL and

should therefore be affected negatively as far as LV is concerned. In

spite of this their LV mean is significantly higher than that of the

SL.

LV

M Min Maxi s

SL 66.5^--44.0' 86.0 8.0.

NS ,74.0 61.0 118A-

Total' 69.0 44.0 88.0 p8.6

T prob .0007 ;

The results show that the SL repeat themselves much more than

the Ns,

Another interesting.point is that the NS are relatively unaffected

by length in their LV.

°'COrrelatitn LV/No. Words in Composition

SL -3161 :.041

NS -.0932



,

. e -
The SL have a 4Olive correlation with the'number-Of words and

tend to repeat their lexis more the.more they write: The difference

in LV between the four longest and the. fOur shortest'compositions is

10 for the SL and only 2 for the*.

This large difference in variation of vocabulary between the SL

and the NS can be due to.the learners' smaller vocabOary and inability

to describe the same thing with different words.. It can also be due

to lack of variation in the theme of the stories written by the SL.

Naturally enough, the word kit was the most repeated.for both

groups. SL 2, who has a very low figure for LV,-used it 9 times in,a

total of 156 words.

.SL 2 "Then. he sat there holding her hair,and talking
about her... and her hair. When the evening cede,

he hold her hair in front of him and he was so deeply
in love. He asked her hair to marry him, and when
she said yes, he kissed her hair...".

The repetition of a mord or words can of course have a stylistic

effect but unless the language iS'otherMise of a high standard it is

. not likely to be recognized as such. On the whole DVS tend to avoid

repeating themselves as far as possible even in long compositions.

The SL either are not so aware of this aspeCt of writing or are unable

to do much about A even if they would like to

(5) Lexical Density (LD)
v-

'1/4 The two groups have similar results for (..D.

LD
M Min 'Max. s

SL 42.2 33.0 54.0 3.9

NS 44,.0 '37.0 52.0. 3.45..

Total 42.8 33..0 -54.0 3.8

.ELprob,,..0723

What is perhaps more relevant than the means for the two grOUps

is the fact that only one NS composition had an LD below 40%, the

dividing line between language with and without interaction.

contained a large amount of conversation.' On the other hand, 8 of

had. an LD below 40%. In this way the SL differed from the

AS.

An eacaniPle of low LD is SL 3:

SL 3 :.?-"V calls for her and when she turns round he asks
it they could not sit on a bench in the park together.4-
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She sais yes, and there they are. The

talks and talks about everything. "'

In the above'tkample,the lack of precision of the language can

be1seen clearly.

In a less concrete type of story the difference between the SL

and' he NS may be larger. Earlier investigations (Linnarud 1975)

showed that university students of English had an LD below the level

of NS in written free prOduction oq a more abtract subject.

In this study LOis not us,eful in describing the difference'between.

SL and NS other than in the few cases where the LD'is below the accept-

'able figure for native speakers in a non-interactive text.

CORRELATION BETWEEN RESULTS. OF THE 'LEXICAL ANALYSES

Swedith Leattnem. There is a significant correlation betwedh, LO,

LS and No. Colls. for Swedish learners. They also correlate with the

length of the composition. In other words, the learner who writes

a long. composition also tends-to use words none of the other writers

Uses. Their vocabulary is also at a higher level of sophistication

as measured by Thoren-(1976) and they use a,larger number of idiomatic

phrases and conventional syntagmt.

There is a weak negative correlation between the lexical factors

and the percentage of errors in the composition. Percentage of errors

is the number of errors adjusted to the length so that 5 errors in a

short text would be a higher percentage of error than 5 errors in a

long text. There is a significant negative correlation between the .

No. Colls. and the percentage of errors. It must be remembered however

that.the use of Coils. at all is confined to the better. writers, The

two SL which approached native speaker figures on all lexical counts

.(SL 41 and 'SL)4 had a much larger number of Calls. than any other

. writer.

. -SUMMARY

The results of the lexical analyses of the compositions in the

corpus show that there.are significant differences between the Swedish

learner and the native speaker apart from the larger number of errors

found in the SL writing. Some of the.impression of non-nativeness

experienced by the reader of the foreign learners' work is due to

basic and important differences in their use of lexis.

The SL were much less original thantthe native speakers, partly

due to.lack of originality. of vocabulary and partly due to variety
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: in their themes. NSshowed much more imagination and creativity. .

The language of the SL was at a significantly lower level of

sophistication. They used a high percentage of words which Should

have been introduced into their learning process between the. ages of

9 and 14, according to Thoren (1976), than'the.NS.

The lexis of the SL was also much less varied than that gf the NS.:

In other words they repeated the same vocabulary items frequently. ,It

is also interesting to note that-the NS are much less affected by

length than the SL and tend to avoid repetition even in longer composi-

tions.
-

The SL often use circumlocution to-express. something for which

the NS have an accepted phrase.

Only two SL reached the level of the NS in this investigation.

However the fact that at least two of them did shows that it is possible

if not probable that the Si can reach.a.native-like level of lexis.

Neither of the two had spent a large amount of time in an English-

Spealcing.couniry but both were said by-44eirteachers to be among

the best pupils they had.ever had.

These clearly quantifiable differences between the performance of

the learner and the native speaker may fielp us to teach the more

ambitious pupil more effectively. Correctness will get them a long.

way but the final touch will be added by a large.and varied lexis.
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THE SEMANTICS OF AVERAGE AND COMPETITOR:

TWO INSTANCES OF DIZZY BUSINESS OR BUSY DIZZINESS?

Christer PAhlsson

Swedish School o6 Economics and §tainuo Admini4tAation

The present paper
1

presents some preliminary results from

an investigation into English vocabulary proficiency of first-year

students at the Swedish School of Economics and Business Administration

(SSE) in Helsinki (Svenska. HandelShogskolan). Includedis the major

part of those first-year students who had English as a foreign language

option,
2

which in actual fact aim) means the.majority of all first-year

students.
j

comprised a questionnaire with dne sociological

one language section. In the ciotogica° section,

answer. questions concerning the following items

The investigation

(personal) section and

students were asked to

(variables):

1

2

- years of English at school

- additional studies of:English a, er leaving.

School but before entering SSE

- school result ih Englith (gradeon the 4choot4eaying

'Certificate (long-term evaluation)

- school result in English (grade) on the matriculation certificate

(short-term evaluation) 3

An earlier version of this paper was read at the Linguistics
Days at Turku-Abo, 9-10 February 1980.

The investigation was carried out at the beginning ofthe first
term. Alongside with the two national languages (Swedish & Finnish),
two foreign languages (English, French, German, Russian, or
Spanish) are compulsory with five points (. 200 hours of study)
in each as a minimum. By far the great majority of any batch
of first-year studentstake. English as one of their compulsory
options.

The so-called istudenteXamen',Nlihich roughly.corresponds to
theBritish GCE A-levels.
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mother. tongue (Swedish, bilingual; or Finnish)

- school background (Swedish or Finnish school)

'- work experience where English-Mid formed a substantial part

In the .language section, students were presented with. fifty (50)

\ different sentences in which one item (word) was underlined (cf. below).

They were asked to 'translate' this into Swedish or Finnish (according.

'to their own choice). 4 Aithe same time, they were .also asked tp indicate

by a cross in a box) hOwcertain,they felt in their 'translation' (certain,

relatively certain-, or uncertain). Only in case they had,no idea.of-the

.,meaning of the word were they asked just to leave a blank.

The test was given to the students in connection with a teaching

hour,'and the time allotted was one hour.
5

.

The texts were chosen from three books, written in English, on the.

reading listfor the second year' of studies (set books), and the books

repreSent different areas of economic studies (economics, marketing, And

business administration). In'the selection, the following criteria were

__particularly taken into-account (to the extent possible):
6

- the lexical items to be 'translated' -should-not_ have._a_s_pecifically

or exclusively economic character (i.e. not be part of the specific

trade vocabulary or .jargon only);

they should, as such, be of rather high freqUency, as judged by

experience, in any general kind of text on everyday general

affairs;

Both languages were used, also by the same individual.

5 Very few students sat the full hOur (= needed it), and

6

no student asked permission to exceed it.

In the economic subjects, students are normally not required
to read books or material in English\in the first year, as
practically all the.literature in thee subjects is written
in Swedish or, to some extent, in Finnish. During that year
students are likely to meet material in English only in English
as a subject (i.e. 'within that option). In the second year
the situation changes, 'and the books included in the investigation

thus constituted the.first bOoks in English that the students
were to encounter in the economic subjects. The effectiare
twofold: (a) students are to atertain extent likely to come'

up against economic terminnlogy in English before they do so in-

Swedish; (b) English, as a subject, will to some extent supply
these students with a basis for their studies'in economic subjects.

This also forms the background for the selection criteria applied:

in the investigation.
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they should thus form part of whit might.be considered

a core vocabulary of an intelligent reader of newspapers,.

journals,. or magazinesin English such as -ii businessman;

a lexical item under investigation in one. sentence should not

(if possible).recur in.another sentence; ;

the contexts (sentences) should be.'normal', of normal len4th,

and give no direct, or obvious, clue to the meaning of the

lexical item to be translated.

It ishus worth noticing .that the test operates with lexical items

in real (i.e. not constructed) contexts which will become real (i.e. :

they form part of set books that cannot be escaped or evaded by the

students) to the-students in their studies'in economic subjects.

Their mastering of the meaning (message) of such lexical items,of such

texts, will thus not only govern and influence, but decide, then

acquisition, and hence mastering, of the economic realities. In other

words, this proceSs will have a decisive influence On.their career

as people 'in business.

It can of course be argued that the students, most likely, will

have a better command of these items Of-these reaLitias-i=a-t-Ahatr_----.=--
gra&a.tion-after-f6U0 years of studies.than they have at their entrance .

(cf. egPeltonen 1970. True enough, since this Is the whole purpose

of their studies. But-the-fundamental question still remains: where do

they stand when they embark upon. such studies, and what mazes is their

position then likely to cause (and hitherto, very .little,.if anything,
7

is known in this area ). This question can be considered as all the

more relevant athe students passing the SSE entrance exam have a very

good overall schdol result average8 and also:a very good school result

7 Peltonen (1979), sprung from.my seminar at the Helsinki
School of Economics in 1977, is.one of the first studies
undertaken.along these lines.

Thus, over the last few years, 75-80% of the intake have
been 'magna or laudaturOmdents' (gradet..: approbatur,
lubenter approbatur, cu laude approbatU6magnPM
laude approbatur, & laudatUr),
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average in English
9

(cf. Table 1). In the confrontation with all the neW

subjects (and virtually all other subjects but English, and possibly also

the second foreign language, Rlui, to some extent, statistics, are

subjects new to the students, i.e. subjects not known from school), the

students run the. risk of misjudging and miscalculatingl° their situation'

as regards English with possible detrimental long-term effects.11'

The position of these students may be said to import 'decision-making

on the basis of limited resources
,

,
12

These resources (Table 1) appear

as less' limited for females (over males)
13

and for Finnish background .

(over Swedish background).
14

The purpose of the present paper; and of

the investigation as such, is to shed light on aspects of this position

as well as on aspects of the decision-making and its operations.

Thus, the average result in English has been roughly the same
as the overaTI average over the same period of time. The present
population shows an average in English of 4.4 (magna = 4,
laudatur = 5) on the matriculation certificate, and 8.1
(grades: 5 - 10) on the school-leaving certificate.

10Thes-regr-s-tinleht-e-retgitexemiii (either
.,. completely or partially)- are not infrequently heard by teachers

in the English Department on the 'grounds,' when at its worst,

that "Ij can English".

11

12

Thus, espite the very good school grade generally in English,
results from another vocabulary proficiency test unequivocally
(and regrettably) show that these students compare unfavourably
with Students elsewhere at the same level in a cross-Scandinavian
comparison (cf. Zettersten 1979): whereas a 'normal' result

\ at firs,t-year university 19vel is t65 scores (out of a total

of 120),'SSE students typically achieve only t48, as an average,
with t65 as the average of the best quartile only (results
forthcoming, ()Olsson). The. data available suggest a Finnish
profile in this respect (cf. POIsson 1980).

This is analogous to the ultimate objective (goal), by law,
for the new four year degree studies at SSE:.

13
Another indication, it would Lem, of the frequently alleged

greater mind for languages women.

14
This is hardly Surprising,. considering the entrance background
forthe two categories: whereas students from a Swedish school
are entered on the basis of their school-result and the entrance
-0MinatIan-restr117-students from a Finni-s7h-s6hoe4 46o-have
to pass an entrance proficiency test in Swedish. Thus, in order
to be entered; Finns, as a group, are likely to represent a
higher average here.(1979 percentages 'for those admitted, in
relation.to those applying for admisSion: Sw. = 51.8 %,. Fi. . 18.9%).
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Table 1. Distribution of the population over long-term SI short-term \
school results in English accoriding to sex b mother tongue. \

\

approbatur lcbmur cm laude magna cum laudatur N 133

10

.8
7

2
7

8

12

4.2 2

11 22

1

20

11

7

11

7

28
33

22
15

7 13

29
.20

22 31

.11 11 22

(11) 13 11 26 . (11)

31. 32
33 33'

22 23
33 33

(11) 44 (44) 44 (56)

5

22 22
15 , (33) 15. (33).

t'

17 18 -r,'" 62 101

4 22
27

11 171 3322- 56
40

67 100 "100
2 9 (22) 20 69 (78) (100)

Explauttion:

d
a percentage of total populatign

h e b -"- bf moll population` ,

c (f) c - "- of fuels population
d -"- of bilinguall from Swedish school
e -" - of -"- , from Finnish school
f -"- of Finns (mother-ton* & school: Finnish)

approbatur etc. matriculation certifitate 'grades
5 - 10 school-leaving certificate grades
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f

In what follows, two out of the fifty lexical items will be looked into,

viz. aveuge and competitok.

The frequency of occurrence ferAmetage is at. least. 50 per million

and not so many as 100 per million words in Thorndike and Lorge, 519

in the Lorge Magazine Count of nearly a milli-on words (in Thorndike

and Large), 16 in the Brown. University Corpus - Press Reportage of

nearly 90,000 tokens (running yords) or c. 12,10 types '(different

words) (in .Zetterstip 1978). Its 'core'.position (C1',.the.selection

criteria above) is jhus unambiguous.

The corresponding figures for competitm are: 10 in T&L, 47 in

LMC, and 2 (in the plural as here, cf.,below,p. v; the fig..f. the

sg. is 1) in the BUC-PR. Thus, in comparisOn, this item, while still

being very much central to a core vocabulary, has a noticeably lower
v.

frequency in these counts.

A somewhat different pattern with respect to frequency of

occurrence for these two items is ,presented by the following figures

from the Brown Corpus (Press Reportage) count:

average - 0 16

-s 3

- ing 2

compet - ition 8,
- itive 4

- ing 3

- itors
- ed

2

1

/

- itor 1

25/



AVERAGE

"By studying the distribution of the
sizes of orders it was then possible
to determine the comitage dollar loss"'

Contextual meaning: genomanitaig

-- The'context is short, and the syntax simple. Semantiv00(16

sequenceJf clear, with a potential support in diatAibu.,tion.(Sw. .=

664detnihg, diaAibution). A semantidally appropriate interpretation

------'ofthe lexeme may, however, be made somewhat complicated by itsposition

as a modifier.
1

The degree of catainl# was vay high (2.6).

As many as nine respondents'in ten answered

with a fair amount of certainty, and it will

be noticed:that no less than three-quarters did so with

complete.eriainty. One in twenty felt uncertain, and.

the proportion of respondents, who did not know is even

smaller. In one case no entry was found. (Cf. Table 2.)

The 'degree of accuracy was (very) high. One

answer in eight turned out as non-acceptable

(12.7%). Of these, three in ten constitute

non- arxswers. Approximately six in ten go with a fair

amount of certainty, and only one in nine'i connected.

/with bottom certaintCy. Cf. Table 2.)
,

As many as 87.3 of the answers .Could be

consideied acceptable. The degree of certainty

with which the Overwhelming majority of these

were entered was high. Only one acceptable

answer in twenty was produced with uncertainty.

The cometation between degree of

: certainty and degree of accurecyis

puitive, albeitnof very strongly so.

3) C : 73.1%

2) RC: 17.9%
1) U : 5.2 %.

0) 0 : 3.7%

C : 23.5%
RC: 35.3%
U : 11.8%

0 : 29,4% -

C : 80.3%

RC: 15.4%

U : 4.3%

C 4/98 4.1%
RC: 6/24.25.0%
U : 2/7 28.6%

The dividing line runs between top certainty and less than top

certainty. In this case, glen, intermediate goes with bottom certainty.
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Table 2.

AVERAGE Non- acceptable 'entries in semantic clusters.

N= = 15 Average ce intY: Actikty high (2.3)

Semantic
cluster

N agree of
certainty

Cert,y
score

% of
tot. N

1 APPROXIMATE

ungefNrlig. 4 CC- R
- cirka 1 C

2 MIDDLING

medelmAttig 2 CC
- medelMAtt 1 C
- medelmAttlig 1 C

3 COMMON

vanlig 2 .RR
- R

4 Miscell.

sammanlagd 1 R
stor 1

kommande 1

(2.4)

- 5 (33.3%)

3.0)

\- 4

(2.0)

(1.67)

(26.7 %)

(20.0%) .

- 3 20.0%)

*. Explanatory note:

C (score 3) = certain
R (score = 2) = relatively certain
U (score = 1) = uncertain
3

\
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The etc patterning
15

of the non-acceptable answers shows

the existence of two general categories where presence of some kind

of semantic affinity correlates positively with degree of certainty.

Thus, the cluster MIDDLING (26.7%) is associated only with top

certainty, and it also displays the .closest semantic affinity with

the.lexeme I(which. frrthe case of the,non-existing made-up noun

Medamdtt is so close as to bridge the line non - acceptable- acceptable

to the extent that it is even debatable whether a classification as

.non-acceptable is altogether justifiable in this case).-The cluster

APPROXIMATE (33.3%) represents a much more remote. semantic affinity,

and it iS also accompanied by a weakened average certainty, which

is still high, however.

The cluster COMMON (20.0%) stands even further away semantically,

and the respondents may be said to have felt this as their pdrceived

certainty is clearly lower here. In the rest of the cases (20.0%) very

little of an affinity is left, if any at 'all, and a further reduction

-in certainty is observed:

15
Here, answers classified as non-acceptable have been
grouped together, according to how they associate on
a dimension of meaning, into..semantic clusters. In so
doing, we may better survey the areas of meaning in-
volved in the operations. -In generalizing in this way,
we shall have to accept,'however, (a) that- the members
of a cluster may stand semantically very close, or may
reveal a gradual shift so that the two ends of the
scale stand.semantically rather apart; and (b) that
the intended meaning of the senber(informant) cannot
be ascertained from looking at the clusters alone:
i.e. whether or not he was able to grasp the conCept-
ual :idea as,such Ccontent1) but'could not find the
word Cexpression'l for it. This need not worry us.
It shows'(a) that the decision-making process implies
a course of approximation with a .better or a worse
fit in a communicative context; and (b) that the
pragmatic aspect is very much' in the forefront in
these operations and their evaluation, involving not
only a sender (here: informant) but ,also a message
transmitted and a receiver (here:. evaluator)..
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The correlation just noticed may be,further qualified when the.

----14ociat characteristics of these resppndents are looked into. (See

Table 3.).4rtainty and semantit'affinity are then seen to correlate

positiyely with - school performance. The same pattern also holds true

for these respondents as a group in comparison With the population as

a wholei,for they exhibit a slightly weaker performance (if only by

a fraction). Two clusters represent a school performance which is

(in one case noticeably) higher than even.that of the population as

a whole: MIDDLING & App.ROXIMATE, which. are the clusters (as we have

seen above)'with6rera'tively good semantic affinity .and high certainty.

Table 3 4,

The social characteristics of the respondents for AVERAGE.

Sex
M F

School-res.

Yrs M-c S-c
Mother-tongue
Sw Bil Fi

School

Sw Fi

Overall ay'. 58.5 41.5 7.3 4.4 8.1 70.0 18.5 11.5 1135.2 14.8

Average here 46.7 53.3 7.5 4.3 8.0 73.3'20.0 6.7 93.3 6.7

MIDDLING 25.0 75.0 7.5 4.5 8.8 75.0. - 25.0 75.0 25.0
APPROXIMATE 40.0 60.0 7.6 4.6 8.2 60.0 40.0- - 100.0 -

COMMON 33.3 66:7 7.0 3.7 7.3 66.7 33.3 - 100.0 -

Other 100.0 0 - .8.0 4.0 7.3 100.0 - - 100.0 -

The figures further show that there is also a positive correlation

with the degree of Finnish influence (over the three categories for

Mother7tonlue and the two categories for School-language): the higher

the Finnish share, the higher the certainty and the better the semantic

affinity. It is as if these respondents, in spite of their longer

studies and their better result, still fell somewhat short of the

ma In what follows,. we shall, show,that this is part of a pattern.

Bef re we do this, hbwever, it should be observed that another factor

co -v ries positively. with Finnish influence, viz. feMale sex. Within

the e general semahtic-categoriesobserved (MIDDLING, APPROXIMATE

A C MMO$ Other), separately, there also seems. to exist a positive

.Co-vtriance"with certainty and semantic affinity,. and female sex.

In fact, this seems to be so to the extent that when certainty and

semantic affinity are at their weakest, only males are represented

- males who have had more English than they others. : --
261t



Although the accuracy score is high, this does not, however,

mean that Aumage presented no. problems to the students - not even

when respondents with non-acceptable answers are excluded and only

respondents with acceptable answers are included. Rather than being

altogether categorical, the division between what is acceptable and

.what is not in fact appearS as rather gradual. This has been illustrat-

ed above, but it also seems to be the case at the point where the two

meet: atone level it stands out mare as an encounter, but at another

level its character is void of any absolute border-line.hus, in

relation to English .and Swedish here, Finnish may be seen as representing .

the intervening area.

A closer look at the answers classified as acceptable revealed

the following variants::

1. Genomsnattig (enomsnitt -, ger msditts) :6%

° 2. Keskimaaainen (keskiverto, kes iarvo) = 12.3%
3. Medetta (medel -, i medeltal, me

54.1%.
. medeltala, medeltalig)

ti

A majority have chosen a variant which, as a noun, not only makes

sense but also fits (i.e. is altogether appropriate), but which, as

a modiAielt, still makes sense but does not:fit, In this case it is

. awkward in the extreme. To what extent the choice he\re is due to a

disregard of the function of the lexeme in the context cannot be

established, but nor canit be ascertained to what extent the choice

depends on a desire to avoid a difficulty. Judging from the rest of

the material in thiS case and as a whole, we have very little reason

to assume any disregard, on the part of the resp4ndents, to constitute`,

the explanation.for the choice made' It rather seemsilikely thatother

factors will have been influential.

Structurally, Sw. genomanAttag and Fi. ke.shimaainen are

identical: both are formed from a -noun (genomsnitt.4hestamaaii)

with the addition of a normal and common adjectival suffix ( -.Gig g

-inen). Semantically, however, they are not analogous: in Sw. the

word is composed of genom (= Eng. though) + (= Eng, cut,

incision) (cf. Germ.,Vuhehsehnitt), both occurring as separate in-

dividual words; whereas 'in Fi., the corresponding word is composed

of hula (Eng. = made, eentoZ) + maaa (Eng, numbeh, amount),.

which also occur as individual words. A.coreps'pondence, structural
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as well As semantic, dm however exist between Swedish 'and Finnish

in the two nouns: Sw. medettat (= medet, Eng. middte; + tat, Eng.

numbe4), and Fi. hulamdika (cf. above). Now, as we have seen aboye,

medatitt (etc.) was exactly the variant chosen by a majority of the .

respondents. The mediating influence of Finnish is further enforced

through the partly ingenious (from Ott point of view of linguistic

creativity) and partly abortive (from the point of view of Standard

Swedish) attempts to constructvadjectives where no adjectival forms..

exist (medettata g medettatig). The material revealed the share of

bilingual4' to be particularly strong in these attempts (60%).

\kie have come full circle when we add that Fi.maaii may also mean

mAtt.(. Eng. measune). A misdirected combination will then easily

yield medefmatt, medebnItteig, medamalig and the like. (cf. above;

Eng. middling) in the belief that these Swedish words actually

correspond to Fi. kukimddAiiinen.(Sw. medetmatag = Fi. keziankeittainen),

The matter is further complicated (although we may not necessarily

assume that this should have been the case with these respondents) by

the fact that, as a noun, Sw, medeemdtta may mean either aye/cage

(mbably less frequentlor pehoon betow the average, i.e.' a medioute

Aguoit (probably more frequent), whereft as an adj., 3w...medeematlig

means only passable, mediocice, middling.
.

'A small minority did not understand the word, while a clear.

majority understood it. A small `section anvngst the minority apbarently

comprehended the term but, while confident of the opposite, produced

a TL counterAst which is not apposite (strictly speaking, it is even

misleading). Approximately half of the majonity had obvious difficulties

in finding a functionally suitable or properegutvalent. Half of the

majority (thus constituting lminority of the population as a whole)

had no problems in producing la contextually appropriate translation.

This is a clear case of inconsistency between active skills Assumed

to be good and passive skills assumed also to be good.
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COMPETITOR

"Tie final.comporient ofo,the core market-

ing system consists of competitoh4"

Contextual meaning: honhuhhent

The context is short, and the.syntax simple.SeMantically, the

sequence presents no, intricacies. A potential support may be seen in

mahketLng (Sw.c. mahknadali4ing; mahketing), and a potential distractor

. in component (Sw. ted, (omponent) giving the'sequence an abstract

touch.

The degree of cur:Witty was high (2.5).
16

.

Three-quarters answered with complete certainty.

Including those who answered with reasonablip

certainty, we find that a good eight in ten of the respondents felt

rather certain in their replies. Two in fifteen were uncertain, and

as few as one in twenty-seven did not.know. In one case no entry was found.

The degree of accahacy was high. Two answers.

jn-AtAiteen turned out as non-acceptablel (15.6 %).

Of these, almost one-quar-tir-constitutes non-answers.

(3) C : 74.6%

(2) .RC: 8.2%

(1) U : 13.4%

(0) 0 : 3.7%.

275

C : 14.3%
RC: 4.8%

U : 57.1%

0 : 23.8%

Well "over half, or close to six in ten, are linked.up

with bottom certainty. Approximately one in twenty goes w!th a fair

amount of certainty, which most often means top certainty. .(Cf. Table 4.)

16
While the certainty scores for competitot and aoehdge are
almost identical (2.5 & 2:6), and while the percentages for
top certainty arealso almost identical (74.6% & 73.1&), we

may notice that the percentages' for relatively.certain.and
uncertain in avehdge have become almost reversed here
(17.9%/8.2% & 5.2%/13.4%). This shift from relatively certain
to uncertain here may possibly reflect, to some extent, the
difference in frequency of occurrence observed earlier.

17 Similarly, in spite of the difference in frequency of
occurrence, the figures for acceptable and non-acceptable
answers are almost identical .(avehage: 8;.3%/12.7%). The
two items differ noticeably, however, on the distribution
of non-acceptable answers over certainty categories in a
way that may reflect the difference observed in frequency
of occurrence.

I
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A good eight in ten of the"answers.(83.7%)

have a character which justifiesa classification

as acceptable (cf. below, however). By far.the great

majority of these are associated with high certainty.

Only one acceptable answer _in twenty was-produced with

uncertainty.

The cotteation between degree of certainty

and degree of accuracy
18

is clearlypoitive, with

a very distinct'dividiqh ine between bottdm certainty

and more than bottom certain x. In this case, then, intermediate

goes with top certainty.

IP* C : 85.8%

RC: 8.8%
U : 5.3%

C : 3/100 3.0%

RC: W11 9.1%
U : 12/18 66.7%

The 4emat,tic patterning of the nuq7acceptable answers shows.

two general categories (cf. Table 4)1.

1) agents Oh zubjecto (clusters COMPETENT, PARTICIPANT, &
CUSTOMER), constituting the minority of such answers, or 43.8 %;

.2). non-agents Oh object4 (clusters COMPUTER & COMPLEMENT)
constituting the majority of such answers, or 56.3%.

It will be noted that the context is of little assistance in this

respect. True, the technical abstract nature of the text will make an

assumption of the second kindseem more plausible to somebody who

does not know the lexemel particularly when such an assumption may

be supported by'a combination of siund-similarity and a semantic linK

erroneously supposed to be there. between the lexemeand what goes

before: component, zystem, & con4i6t.' is will also mean, however,

that the suffix -ot cannot very well have b n sufficiently well known

to these respondents as.an agent suffix. If they did not know the

meaning of the lexeme, they Were thus not helped on to the right track

.by the suffix either.

In the' agent clusters (COMPETENT, PARTICIPANT & CUSTOMER) a

"varying.degree of semantic affinity is disclOsed4.They were all

produced with bottom certainty, however.

18.
.Again, we may notice a difference tA actual behaviour
of the population with respect to the two items: while

1, the percentages are very similar for top certainty
(3.0% & 4,1%, respeCtively), at.the intermediate cert-
ainty level the fewer in competilott were more correct
than the more numerous in average. Similarly, the
pattern is reversed at the bOtto6 level : the more numer-.
ous in competitot were much moire wrong than the fewer
in average. This may be another reOection_of the; ob-.
served difference in fregkiency...

n o
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Table 4.

am
COMPETITOR - Non-acceptable entries in semantic clusters.

N = 16 Average certainty: tow (1.4)

.

Semantic
cluster

Degree of
certainty

.

Cert-y
score

N % of
tot. N

1 COMPUTER
a (2.0)

dator 3 CC U , - 7 (43.8%).

- datamaskiver 2 C . R

.- "datamaskIner" 1 U

.- rNknemaskin. 1 U.

2 COMPETENT ' (1.0)

kompetent . 1. . U- 3 (18.8%)

- asiantuntija 1 U.
.

- nAgon 1. Opt
m fdrItar

1 U

3 PARTICIPANT
(1.0

deltagare
utdvare

- .2 (12.5%)

CUSTOMER. (1.0 A

kund 1 -. 2 (12.5%)

kdpare 1

COMPLEMENT (1.0)

komplement - 2 (12.5%)

' - taydent4v4 osa 1 U

osat9lciP 1 U

. Explanatory note

4 score ='.3) = certain

R score = 2) = relatively certain
U. score = 1) = uncertain
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In the nun -agent clusters (COMPUTER & COMPLEMENT), no semantic

affinity can be.seen. whatever, In the first case (COMPUTER), however,

which is the case most strongly, "supported" by the context (cf.. bove),

theaverage certaqty.was neverthelessl'elatively

The aocia characteristics of these clusters are given in Ta le 5.

- Table 5.

The social characteristics of the respondents for COMPETITOR.
.`

SO(
/1 F

School-res.
Yrs-14-C S-c

,Mother-tongue
Sw Bil Fi

School,
Sw Fi

Overall ay. 58.5 41.5 7.3 4.4 8.1 70.0 18.5 11.5 85.2 14.8

Average here 6q.5 37.5 7.0 4.2 8,0 62,5 31.3 6.3 81.3 18.8

COMPUTER 42.9 57.1 6.9 4.0 7.6 71.4 28.6 100.0 -

COMPLEMENT 100.0 - 7.5 5.0 920 - 50.0 50,0 - A00.0
COMPETENT 65.7 33.3 07.1 3.7 8.0 66.7 33.3 - 66.7 33.3
PARTICIPANT 50.0 50.0 7.0 5.0 9.0 100.0 - 100.0 -

CUSTOMER 100.0 - 6.0 4:0 7.5 50.0 50.0 - 100.0 - .

( "a gent" /1.4 28.6 7.0 4.2 8.1 71.4 28.6 - 85.7 )4.3)
("non-agent" 44.4 7.0 4.2 7.9 55:6 33.3 11.1 77.8 22.2)

The most typical. characteri\stic pfthese respondents, in.comparison

with the population as a whole, ls.the very iligh proportion of bilinguals,..

with a Finnish bias. These respondents do not differ essentiallpfrOm

the general'averaije in terms of school- result. They tend to have had

somewhat less English; however, and they also tend to be'Males:

With respect to the agent - n-agent polarity, no difference is

observed as regards numbers of years of English or school result. A

very obvious and striking difference presents itself as regards-sex

and mother-tongue (school), however: the agent respondents-are typically.

males and Swedes, whereas the non-ogent respondentstend to be females

amrbilingualorFinns.

In the non-agent-category, females, in particular, have produced

answers where sound-similarity, supported byan erroneous semantic

association, has been most at play (COMPUTER). To the extent that they
.

are bilinguals, they all have a Swedish school background. They have had

less English and have been less successful in their schoolperformance.

The Finns and the Finnish bilinguals, on the other hand, have typically

had4more'English and have done considerably better.at school, but they

26/
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can hardly be said to have produced More appropriateahswers-here

(COMPLEMENT). Only superficially does such an answer present a better \

contextual fit. Exactly for that very same reason, it is also more

deceptive, however. It should therefore be observed that in 'producing °

a non-sensical answer such aS COMPUlill,with a fairly high perdeived

certainty (2.0), the female,Swedes are in a_worse predicament than

the male Finns, who, after all, show some realism When, in producing

an'answer (COMPLEMENT) that makes at .least some ittedly wron

,sense, they felt sceptical about it 1.0).

In the agent catesory, a posi cor elation exists between

school result and female sex: the higher ehe proportion of females,

the higher the school -result, and vice versa. Thus, the, males here

may typiCally have. been less successful at school than the females,

but they are nevertheless in the majority in producing answers which;

although not acceptable, still exhibit not too impossible a semantic

affinity with the lexeme. One might thus argue that the-riiales, altVough

not as 'good' student still typically did better than the females'in

this case (no differe certainty was recorded; cf.labove).

The degree of accuracy'was found to be high for this lexeme:

ccmtpetilok (cf. above). The statement needs some qualification, however.

A closer survey of the material showed that, of the answers classified

.as acceptable, one in' four (25.7%) is of a non-technical nature,

other than honkuvtent (Fi. laepaitLja). This is thus yet another case

where"the resp'ondents could understand the text rather well (accurately

but not appropriately),.but where they, surprisingly often, had

difficulties in giving a proper Swedish rendering of the word. Their

passive knowledge Was thus better than their active performance. Among

these.. renderings we find medtdacme (51.7%), tayeciAj. (20.7%), trivtande.

(17.2%), medtriaande (3.4%), all of which mean conteztamt and the like,"

and,Aivat (6.9%),

63, far the great Majority of such answers C : 79.3%

are associated with top certaihty, something which,
RC,: 10.3%

U 00.37
on the other hand, should not surprise us, considering

the general distribution found above (p., 15). The figures also show,

however, that Itig would be wrong in assuming such answers to be more

.or less exclusively linked with low certainty.

We are justified, however, to argue that

such answers are more typical of low certainty
RG: 3/10 30.0:6

1J : 3/6 50.M4
in relative terms, as cleaNy shown by the

26$
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figUees foe'such answers in relation to the total number of

acceptable answers for each level of certainty.

Who are these respondents? A look into the material-revealed

the statistics given in Table 6.

Table 6.

The social characteristics of the respondents for COMPETITOR.

Sex
M F

School-res:

Yrs M-c S-c

Mother-tongue

Sw Bil Fi .

School

Sw Fi

58.5

_ .

.41.5 7.3 4.4 8.1 70.0 18.5 11.5 85.2 14.8Overall ay.

-Non-acc. av 62.5 37.5 7.0 4.2 8.0 62.5 31.3 6.3 81.3 18.8

.CONTESTANT .76.0 25.0 7.6 4.5 7.9 82.1 14.3 3.6 100.0 -

. .COMPET. (Sw) 55.6 44.4 7.4' 4.5 .8.2 86.4 9.9 3.7 93.8 6.2.

COMPET. (Fi) 40.0 60.0 7.3. 4.4 8.9 - 40.0 mg - 100.0

COMPET. ay. 53.8 46.2 7.4 4,5.. 8.3 76.9 13.2 9.9 83.5 16.5.

First, COMPETITOR includes,. relatively seen, more females. They

tend to be Swede, but the 'pull' seems to be stronger with the Finns

in relative terms (60,0%). They, andin particular the Finns, have

.done better at school' than the rest.. They also tend to hwie a Finnish

school background somewhat more ttlan.the rest (although he difference

is small):. We also observe a very strong tendency for Finns to answer

in Finnish and foe'Swedes to .answer in Swedish. Indeed, COMPETITOR

(Fi) was never entered by Swedes, whereas, on the other hand, COMPETITOR,

(Sw) was entered by bilinguals and Finns,.too, even when they had a

'Finnish school background.

Secondly, CONTESTANT is .exclusively.a Swedish answer'in terms

of schOol background. It is also very much a male,answer,They have

had moree,Englial, have done equally well on the short- term evaluation,__ but

hale been less successful on thelowterm evaluation4

It. would not have been altogether unreasonable to expect that

CONTESTANT should haYe. been produced typically by bilinguals, assuming,

a direct influence from Finnish: the Finnith word kitpa.Wia has both

the technical meanin? of competttog\and also the non-technical meaning

of 'co,teatant and the like, whereas the.Swedish.counteepartmedtdame

etc: is used only in the non-technjcal sense. The hypothesis.

,
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.then have been that suCh .aresult might be seen as a'direct.effect of

operating in two, anguages,indiscriminately and in a:fairly eciOal pro

portion.. . 1.

The hypothesis would be dispraven in.this case, however. The

proportion of bilinguals in CONTESTANT does not essentially differ

ilk

in a way. that would justify such a hypothesis. Instead, w all:have.,

to assume sych answers 'to reflect more.of'an indirect influ e feolh.

FinhiSh on, part of the Swedish7speaking respondents - particularly

where the School-result was somewhat lower and where the certainty

id*

.
.

perceived was also weaker (cf.'above). Thus,,more of English did not

help.when the result was Weal( and the certa4itY was weak. In view of
,o

the results as a whole, itO may be argued that a poSsible indirect

influence from the. third language (Finnish) would pOssib4y seem to

support a:passive understanOing of the text (= pot-MO influence on

oassive:ability), in the foreign Tangdage (English),bUt weaken a.

conteitUallY proper rendering of the..'text (= negatOe'influence on

active ability) in the mother tongue (Swedish); in.lcases where the

term has got a-Wider semantic extension in the infiueniing (third)

language and can therefore be.used indiscriminately inianon-technical

. as well as in.a technical' sense:' the effe6t Id thus be a bluwriag

of, the relation of'.eorrespondencitis between/SL (English) ,and TL

(Swedish). f.

/
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CONtLUDIN6 REMARKS

In crintrast to other much more dramatic cases of a much:less

merciful nature in the material,
19

these twa cases are rather'mild..

Even so, however, they will lend support to arguments such as:

--not only acceptability (inicomprehending, rendering,
. translating) but also self4erceiv d certainty is

; essential for operations in a fore ng language;

19

acceptability and certainty will often show a rela-
tiOelylgood co- variation,-but will not necessarily
coincifle, and will not infrequently show a striking''
divetgence;'

- a population will normally place itself semantically
not on a binary scale,(wholly wrong vs. wholly right)
but rather on a continuum (more or less),With respect
ta.semantic affinity in TL as compared, to SL;.

- a first-language and a second- language will be drawn
upon by the indivtaual in his attempts to understand
a.text in a foreign language and to render it ade-
quately_in either orthese;

so doing, his attempts will sometimes be made more
easy, sometimes more difficult with respect to ade-
quacy;

- the adding of specifiC meanings to.the general
semantics ,of already known lexical items and the.
subsequent correct mastering of them poses particular'
problems in the learning process for individuals
where such knowledge is required, not only with re-
spect to the lexical item as such but also as a re-.
flection (iregercussiOn) on the whole content of a
particular text.

Eg. aaaet: certainty score 4. .5, no-entry = c. 75%,
accuracy: 8.9%; capita-abundant: certainty. Score
1.5, no-entry . 8.3%, acturacy: 50.4%, entry 'capi-
talist' 28,8% & entry 'capital-poor' 16.9% of non-
acceptable answers; demand: certainty score = 2.7,
no-entry = c.. 3%, accuracy: 72.6%, entry 'claim'.
c. 45% (score 2.7) of non-acceptable answers;

pkoceeda: certainty score = 1.2, no-entry = c. 32%,
accuracy:0.0%, entry 'progress' (score 1.9) 01%.
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CHAIN"COMPOUNGS - ANGLICISMS IN FINNISH.?

Krista Varantola

Univeuity o6 runhu

V

Chain compounds of the type o66-0e-fteco44 atatement, a man-o6-0e-peop&

pkezident, kitt-on -cute methoda are fairly common in the English f

journalism as well as in the language of technology (eg. intemapt-

aikuite Itoutino, end-o6-scan ouipatz, .through-the,ten4

The structures are basically syntactic collocations, ie 'compounds'

with an internally syntactic base. They have been transferred or separated.

frgmtheir original syntactic environment and transformed into,units with

a melog.ef their own which is not necessarily the sum of the"parts.In

the process the basic form may have become_slightly simplified (eg. through

the loss of iirtiCles and prepositions); the change can be eithertemporary

or permanent if the structure is lexicalized.

On the whole, chain compoUndS can be said to be on the borderline

tween syntax and lexis. They are often also style markers'Which arouse
,

m\xed feelings among commentators.

Chain compounds started being noticeable in English journalism at

e end of the nineteenth century (cf. Whatruough 1957:223). This type.of

rd-formatiOn has, however, been Used much longer, but the end of the

la t century seems'to have beem a kind of turning point in their history
.

wh °it their aptness, especially for journalism, was noticed. This can be

se4n, eg., in the stylistic resentment and disapproval of dubious modern-

isms (=Americanisms) that their use caused..Two quotaltions-from the 00

will illustrate the point:

(1894) Vaity Nem "Why, then, should Lord Salisbury sharpen his faculties
and keep them, as the odious modem phraseAs,up 0 date?"

(1891) ""The 0=to-dati reader,- to use a vile g phrase of the present
day, does not much'careabout classics." %

Today chain compounds are more or less n rmalized expressiOns and

aetNecattered along a wide styliescale from useful everyday words

(middte-o6-the-road; sdo-,i,t-youlaetil to Olayful .nonce constructions

(haven't-I-Met-you-loymemheAg routine). And as waspointed out above,

they,havealso proved useful for terminological purposes, for;instince,

*

t
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in the English of technology. As Potter (1966:179) remarks in OuA

Language: .

He (the vigilant observer) sees a disregard for those inherited limits
which_determine word-categories, and he sees a yet more extensive use
of grammatical conversations or functional filii-fts. Word order is becoMing
ever more significant as the determining factor insentencp structure.

There are quite a fek.lexicalized chain compounds in general English.

Hereare some examples. Long.establfshedanouns are eg. wohd-have-been
,

(18th century), atso-nun (19th century). worth -to

/Lute and go-14ow date from the present century. Up-to-date, down-to,

vatth, o66- .the -peg,. devil-may-ea/Le, "do-tit-yowoet; (the noun do-4t-

youotzekie4 is alscruse6), and matteA.-66-6act exemplify lexicalized

.adjectives. From mattekO6-6act we'have also the derivatives mattet-a6-

6ac.t.tv, mattek-oi-actne$4., .

.

Chain compounds have been considered a9thoroughly English'phenomenon.

According to Jespresen (1956:14), they would be "inconceivable in such

langu4es as French, where everything is condemned that cities not conform

to a definite set of rules laid down by grammarians". Vitonite-Genene

(1964:22) claims that premo4ifying chain compouildt are a stricth'modern

English construction, wItjjch does not exist in other InddeueTpean languages.

These opinions need some revision becajse chain compounds do appear in

other languages.as well; eg. in German (das lertrauliche Unte4-hidnnenn-

W,44-leutnani-Ge.sptach, Wandruszka 1968:247); Waren auch Sie frUher ein
6

dot-dast-du-flicht7K0d?,Sctimitz 1972:38), in Swedtsh (denna to diiden

"Vi 4A1,th honom sons hart de -heickat1, and in French (une "poesie"

...du marchand7.de-ballens.0 da ctotim-qui-nec6it-dA.-coup6-de-pied-auk-

Frenzl 1965:277). They are also familiar from

Finnish journalism (Elokuvan Mad-oei-todi6tatava-tehtdvd, joitakin
o'
puuact;an1anen pd,in namvaw ideoita").

It must however be noticed that in the above languages the concep-

tual4zation of chain compqpnds seems to differ from that in English. In

English the attributive chain compodnd is almost without exception seen

,on independent unit which is also orthographically signalled and.

separated from the head word.'In the same ray, the,premodifying parts

could be separated from the 'foreign' examples above. A different Head

. noun would be quite possible, say,.ih the Finnish examples - elOkuv4n

nakd-uti-todistettava 4iktioPsanoma/pdamdditd/taithoituVa4enne,, etc. or

pumofautanen-pain -naamaa -jahauja/hoktaukbia/komiihhaattaaoa,' etc. On

6 1.
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the other hand, the vacillating orthography in the different languages

may also mean that the statusof the chain compound in thekwhole noLn

phrase is not so well established as in English. It has bven.suggested

that Ehglish chain compounds could be partly based on French patterns

(une allure 4in-de-siecte - an end-oli-the-centay mentality, Mutt .1976)

andOlso on German, where heavy oprembdifioation ,structures.are popular

(cf. Crean 1969). The last claim is probably incorrect and the opposite

direction is more likely, at least in the case of modern expressions (cf.

Frenzl 1965, Schmitz 1972, Knobloch 1978).

How, then, and from where have chain compounds come into Finnish?

Present-day English4an analytical language with a minimal number of

endings and seems thus An ideal subject for a syntactic-synthetic type

of word-formation. In Finnish, word-class conversions are much less easy,

and also in other respects Finnish would seem to provide a very ba

fitting frame for chain compound constructions. And yet they seem a
.

have become established.in Finnish journalism, advertising fang ge and

also in fiction thanks to their descriptive and impress onis c qualities.

TWO are obviously also a fad which has its good and ba moments and is

in danger of becoming a mannerism in expressive use. h.\
In the following, examples are given where the English touch can be

easily.seen. Sakari Maattanen's book Tapau4 Jahobum from 1973 is a goOd

-source of eccentric examples, Maatanen's style'has been clearly influenced

by that of American journalism.. MdOtt6nen worked as a correspondent in'

the USA several.years and was still living in New York when the book was

published. It contains so Many chain compdunds that the reader cannot

fail to notice them as a'style marker. In the'first group, the premodqier

and thefheAd are seen as a whole (the Orthography is from Mdattanen

thftighout): .

He ovat New Yorkin rahaylimyStdn ayttelyvieraita, juorupalstojen hoita-
jien aina-4a4jotta-gevaa-aineiztoa. (p.159)

ja kompastuivat ei suinkaan keski- ja sit6 seuraavan sukupOlven
itsestHn-Seliiiind pitam4'dn Moshova-madAM-Suomen-toiminnat-ajattetuun
vaan... (p. 16)

minne vieraat'kutsutaan.huka-huhin-haapungiaza-on-hAjan ja tulojem
mukaan. (P:139)

In the'second group, the chain compounds` seems to form,san independent

unit, where no separate premodifier can be discerned (ie. the English

type taw-and -okda or man,in-the,4theet):
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Mutta molemmille onyhteiSta taki-ja-jakfutya muodossa jos toisgspa
... (p. 19)

ei mitaan suurempia operaatiota tavallista
vuunoon-taakze. (p. 32)

kehittamddn me-tunnelman, joka haihtuu takcaain-tapatiaiaact ympy-.
ndized. (p. :42)

. .

In he third group, the chain. compound has been seen as a separate

modifier and'has been transferred to apposition:"

Suhtautuminen Me-otemme-tated-tehtavadmme-auokittama4o. oli vallalla.
(p. 33)

SDP.:n kansanedustaja Ralf Friberg kirjoitti 18.2.1972 tyyliin hatuan-
mirtrifzin-unoa-4anas'en "Tapaus Jakobscn":... (p. 162)

ja Yhdysvaltain Moskbvan sOurlAetystO,Nastaanotti telex-sanomia:.
.j06-me-vaiku/Ame-voLtot,Witta-M4td-elteitii-Neuvoataiitto-a4ettaizi.
(p. 213)

In the last group, the chain compounds are used as independent

premodifiers unless they are "misprints":'

Sen lisaksi'olivat vuonain-vimai64a-kaydph edustamiset. (p. 137)

Wan oil teroittanut Ylioppilaslehden
vaihatco-udittety-pa2navaaanai4ekai

.julkaisuksi... .(p 85)
..

Maattanen is,. however, not the only one who is fOnd Of this stylistic

means. It isJatr]y easy to find other examples in journalism. The orthog-
A /

raphy As not consistent and sev*al systems are in use. A qutcOlook at

different guide boAS on how to write good Finnish shows that the

phenomenon has been recognized and that the premodifying chain compound

iStusually considered a coMpoUnd phrase that should be united with the "

head by means of a .hyphen, eg. Keako es&teitityy 1-juthaiau (Konttinen

1978:361), mihd-meLea-mdandein-a4eAne or 'mind. meiefd meidAddni
,

:crai:ild-Meifeei'mdandan;Tazenne Raekallio-Teppo 1973:79;see also comments

Itkonen102:261. Pentti14's comment (1963:91) that

as c.hairiacompou :is.. the 'only one that . I have seen on

thelvvcciirrene
".

, ,.

! ,- .

T'eJOIWYkexartiples..cOMe:jrom.ya06usi'-sOurcil'iand it is not easy

to det rffiinelWkirtlwr44 are a6licisiAor

JOurnalisik- y,

!`-,_

Suomen Pankki *eat "Acal Sanplat'
Z9y

1%.

z
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Kouluissamme on aivan liian paljon Kaikhi-eivdt-opi-kaikkea-opettaja.
(Helsingin Sanomat 14.11.79)

Samanlaisessa "ajsiat tiitetevdt, eivia ihmisee hengessa voitaisiin
keskustellemyos muista poliittisista, taloudellisista ja yhteiskunnal-
lisista ongelmista... (Suomen Kuvalehti.27:5.83)

Frowthe' radio:.

Kissingerin cohet coheteetta -potitLikha (cf. step -by -step)

paivittaisen kuoka;cinno4 pen. nuppi -hinnatta

From fiction:

(Eeva Kilpi, Ncazen pitiuiih in ja, POrvoo 1978)

Olen vasynyt; "trehen4ohai athaata" niin-f-y.ys-isestOYLLEV'Y.k-.
kisestikin. (p. 131)

ei "nain oE.i, paimotam ja4a.pyyhi sita kokonaan.pois. (p. 167)

From advertisements:

osta ja 4d44ta pi Witt

Perinteet ovat tassa maassa. melkeinpa pyhia. rixda-hooka-pmat
. kds.ityopajat toimivat edelleen... (about Britain')

Similar' Parallel constructions can be.noticed when the name af

a programme olia campaign h&s been placed:in premodification:

Kattli pettitee -aopimaa

Oman asuntoon -opus

"Man hotona"'.-ohjetma

Romuttuuho penile 80-taUtta -6entinawa

.1.1itthannuA huivak4i -kampanja

Earlier. a form with pdttmodification would have seemed more.natural.

A look at the above examples indicates that some chain compound

types fit rather well into Finnish whereas others try.to find limits

of linguistic tolera ce. Anyway it seems that chain compounds have come

to.Finnish ipdoare ac epted as. a borderline case of word-formation.

277,
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.
This can be seen eg. yn translations from English that started emerging,.

inlhe late 1970's translatiOn exercices at Turku Language Institute:

. to the.back-to-bazic4 movement "tandisin peuhaAiohin"
keefee... : i
Wce to be Wait: .+"muhavaa at& Mate

a purely. 'ev.ave it. to expekt41 attitude

1. lead homma as'iantuntijoiden Aoidettavah4i a4enne
2. antakaa as.iantuntijoiden hoitaa -azenne
3. ast!nne jdtd-se-asiantuntijoidzn-huoteh4t
4. peekka "fuotetaatt aziantunti.joihin azenne"

If. the translations were criticized the argument was that that is hoiv you

say these things nowadays.'

Stylistically, chain compounds.move'in a dangerous area. When used in

moderation they can liven up the style and sound original, When used

in excess they easily become a poring mannerism. In English their frequent

use has often, been criticized as substandard'journalese (cfi Foster

1970208): The critics are-right.in thd sense that many cha n compounds
,.

make the impression that they have beencreated in a hurry, the writer

hm.not had enough time to think out his ideas and formulat them more

exactly. Instead he has resorted to a-direct colloquial expre ion and

transferred it as such to an indirect written context where i may.seem

somewhat. out of place. The resulting chain compound is often i tention

'ally vague and its interpretation often depends on extralingois c

knowledge or associations. On the other hantl,sa chain compound ma be

a very effective means of creating the right atmosphere in the can ext.

In English, at least,.they seem to be more colloquial in content

than in use.

In addition to stylistic factors., the popularity of chain compounds

in English is probably due to the categorizing function of premodification

According to Bolinger (1952:1136), the classifying quality may have led

to the creation of many odd expresSio64 eg. heavieit-than-CIA MAY or

an widen -.the. countelt 60e. The alternative a Bate mulch the couittelt

r?rs to an incideflt not to 'a class as the version'with 1,1Tmodification.

Perhaps we can say the same about some Finnish constructions, eg: voen-

,sop4i aihaaeta -tunne vs. tanne (ettA vekenaohe,* (oti) aehaatta.
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ASPEC S OF PRCEPTION IN L,EARNING,SECOND LANGUAGE VOWEL QUALITY

INTRODUCTION

The role of perceptiOn, ,often emphasized in 'expl aining.the, processes of
.

first i an guage Jearmitig,;:is. largely peglected:in second language' teaching.,
al though fortunately enough it has r:ecently, beek revived id' contrastive'
phonetiC analysis', and is,.besed upon eMpiriCal ,pgi^ceptual research., The

.results show the-Inherent -perceptuartrantferleatures.14. the: 04.ormance .
of Finns . when perceivin6 .Swedish". From s lioin't.'Of _view; the study

tS an error ana,ly,sis :focused "upon' the time Of zero cOmpetencel

target linguage.'A 'bf ident i fi co t tets were carried
naive.Finniii,,speaking listeners, who were asked to N.deritify the,"

......systeMatic al I.,Ophones., of, Swedish vowels in nioniiSyllabiC'wordsin.tet
of :ti.ieeight-,F.itinill phone4s. cPntrasting , pa rts of Souridastems.

, .

in this way reasphable on the. grdtindi:Ithat the superficial and hasty

"viatur,e.of.icortain:.0hanologieaVor,,,other-corithastive' analyses is, or ilas

been, ,prVne .gir'ye oilspto'eritidisnil.$gainst cootrastive --analysis ip

0 geni4r.Itils :iiecessa174'to-iaenetrate "intoPktte, physical; anii _psyCho:

PitY,si4,31-. facts of sound the 'languages contrasted. I am

convinced that .contrastive phone, i prediitionarr7e val id !to a y.

extend:1h interlanguage.0rOductionandperceptiion. Phonetic
4e-tteA.: contAa.s.ta are irrelevant for predictihg,,transfer phe,i9menk in t'Ae'.:y.'

1 ea'rers interlanguage, hut ,thi,c should not be used as an argument

against contrastive analysiS as a Method 'for dinvesti gation'of
contact. ,

. HOW' TO ELICIT THE INHEREtT TRANSFER OFYVOWEL. S
4 .

STEMS. IN CONTACT

:h b"A'ri 'attempt is' ma e... ere o tain aciegyate inf notion traosfer,'Ap7

the pokt iero control. of the target language; to determineythe

inherent pOcho-physiCardiffereeces. between the vowel systems.. of
. . s., .

.3
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and SWedith: An identification teWinvoiving the Swedish systethatic

vowel allophones (2,0 to.22 phonetic -qualities.). administered to native

speakers -of Fintish'makes ft.postibieto pinpoint the Vowel qualities which are

'problematic for .Finnt.The identification fest'was carried out with Finnish-

Speaking. school childreniged 1.1' 613 who Rnew no Swedish. The material

.consisted of monosyllabic .SwediSh:wordsoaf the -§tructure CV(:)C(:),

H.ncruding ttie.20 to 22 Swedqbvpwel elolihones. The exaMPles were

produced by speakers from foil varieties of Swedish, those spoken in

Finland (FISV), the StockholM area (SIN), the north ofSweden or

Norrland (N10) and-the south (SSW). The recordings were played to
. -

'Finnish schoOl'claSses in Oulu, with 23 to 32 pupils each; with each

grodp of)isteners'havjng one series ,of 90 stimuli to judge., They were

asked to categorize thevowel sbUndsAn terms of the phodeme'units P

_the' Finnish vowelsystem'using the vowel letter syMboIs of the Finnish

orthographyt In this respect; atlnr-.many others,'tbe orthe9raPhy of

Finnish.is strictly phonemic.

Certain issues discussed in.this paper were elucidated further by meant

of perceptual tests with synthetic speech (for the procedure tee mNatt

1982).

"

%T NE ISSUES

.1

Before dwelling on the actual catmorization ;data, a demonstration' is

...given of what sort ofinforpation is provided lby a typological' vowel
.

system contrast: of this kind...The Swedish,and Finnish vowel' phoneme

tystemS are shown in Figure:1. The defective'ature of the prediction thatit4S

'42
.

12

71
Y.

1/3e

jigure 1.,..PhonemiCv.oWel systems ofSwedith and Finnish`. Degrees of.lip
rounding are marked by figures above:the symbols for the'phonemiC categOY.,
0 Standing. for.tpeech lip potition, 1 'representing "oUt-rounded",lips,.:
and 2 indiatinla..lip positiOiimith'hintoundinei

,
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of5.:1y thephoneme ,fur / that. is the source of problems for a Finn learning ."

.Swedish vael .phonetics,- in terms of both production and perception, is'

more than evident for any learner or teacher of Swedish as a .secend

. language; Even:systems with identical phonemic units bear differences
. . I

on thesound level ,of° language, 'and the predictive value of mere phoneme'

:systemAontrasting for the 'obtaining of information on pronunciation

,(and:perception)didactics is further reduced by the fact that languages/

also differin the .distribution of their sound .segments, and can 'indeed/

be ridh in hi9hly different allophones With this in mind it is perh6p

vajudble'tcy note thatthere is a lot, of evidence in the phonetic

'literature' that perception and production are to a Substantial extent

allophonically determined'(see papers on "Coarticulation" in Lass 1974)..

Three issues ai:e presented for consideration when dealing with

the present ,data,_ on Identification confus4bA:

(1) What can the misidentifications of different Swedish allophones

reveal' .about the nature of Swedish vowel sounds against the background.

of 'the. native perceptual capacities of a Finn? What information is

ponVeyed by the confusions?

J2; Are 'they identifications ba4sed on certain. systematic .differences-,

between?the'v6Wel systems IA Swedish and Finnish, ie." io there some

systematicmay °Vier-than phonemic in which the vowtl, systems differ?

(3). How 'are the differences between varieties of Swedish reflected in

the responses given by the-Finnsl. What relevance db these differences

' have forthejeaching ,of prehuriciation?

INTEORETING. IDENTIFICATIONS

A'graphical representatiori of the results of the iderltif ication test

is given' in Figure 2. A procedure for teaching upon the system equivalents

.was gone through, in:the tense that certain identifications must be

preferred over others simply 'on the basis that the representatives of

...a certain sound unit in the stiffuluslanguage should be identified as

the- system equivalent of a certain one in the response language.. Thus,

tinge' Swedith has a unit /e /, for instance, the least pdtsible perceptual

transfer is rtvealed by the /e/ reactions in the identification procest

of the speakers of Finnish (see,Figure ,1). This principle enables us to ,

decide-whether an individual ,judgement is "right" or',"Wrong"./The fact

that the eight vowel units correspond in the.systems of Finnish and
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Swedish gives. 1,15_0 frame within which even the qualitatiVel'elationships

of-the.realizations,okktne.units can, be judged..:Arguin.aiongtheSe .

.'lines, it must 40 maintained that nothing can:be "right "...for the Swedish

sounds [14:11; as in .hurl 'housend [alas in hung 'dog', rigoro4sly

speaking, as they lack phonetic equivalentsin Finnish. This methOddoes.

provide information aboutthetr allocation within the Finnish vowel,

space, however,- which is'a main 9:131 of this,type of perceptual study.
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Figure 2. Percentages oficorrect identifications of Swedish systematic
vowel allophOneS in different'vaieties by native speakers of Finnish. -

Despite the apparent equivalents of pe.systems, "incorrect" rttponses

are frequent for certain 3wedish.sounds. The errors are, in'the last

resort, at least as informative as the actual identifications. The

identification results may be roughly classified by setting up arbitrary

borderline -percentages'... The.achievement of 75 % correct identifications

- seems to be. a suitable boundary value for problematicys. unproblematic..

perception of the sound in question. Group identifications below that

value are at; the same time indicative pf hindered or slowed-down neuro-

phonetic processing of the sound values (cf. Aaltonen 1982). Sounds with.

164er identification percentages require longer processing time. Apart'

from the slow-down'transmission; any contrastive phonetics study could

be'argued to be marginally useful oreve.redundant. Linguists with an . ,

283 -
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emphasis upon context as a pan-explanatory forge could maintain that the

phySicai form of the expression is:redundah, only .hints or small cues'
_ . --

about the content being relevant. This view is,very.alien'to the pursuit

of contrastive phonetics and phonetics in gb4iat, since theues are -0

language-specific and far from random. If identification of the cues is

lower,than'75 % cross-linguigically, 5s judged by native listener of

the respon e language will. then very probably encounter decoding problems
,,

with messa e., transmitted Tri the stimulus language. This lengthening of
4

the time-required for decision- making cannot-fail,to be relevant to L2

learnihg, especially for listening compFehension. The present results

point to some 3 -6 allophonic Onitskthat are below this critical
.

.

value (Figure 2)% The, identification percentage of 90 % is chosen here

as a boundary value for optimal identification.Iven in interlanguage
:-.-

perceptual tests momentary inattensiveness.can cut down identification

scores by 5 or 10 %, and thus any identification thatlexceeds 90 % shows
,

ideal or near-to-ideal processing conditions for that sound feature.

DISCUSSION-

To find solution to the liast awe, we shall observe the confilsion

matriXin Table 1, which represents the identificItion,of the /Swedish

-sounds Fe:l.,Alt4omgh the majority of the identifications lie in the'
, -

column of correct.judgemehts,'8.great numler.of deviating identifications

,°.
Tabld 1. Confusion matrix Tor ihe'identiliCaiions of'SW te:jas

r Perceived by ialli5h listeners.

_le

---------PIREEPTION
----------

PRODUCTION'

/e/ /ie/

-,

ri/

.

/ca/

/e6/' /ei/
,....

,

?

FISW
I 66. 21 la

.

iI 07 3

1 247 41 32 , 3
STIf

II -7'7 7' 14!(.., 2.

-' 3- .39 28 ,,-.---111

II 53 6 10

,..

15" . t5 1

---.T 75 1 12 12
SW

II 27 20 1g 24 4 6

MEAN %
EXCL FISW

4$ 1g 19 (7) (5) 3

284.

41r
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also occur. The identification /i/ indicates the greater closeness of

the Swedish le:.1 as compdred with its Finnish counterpart, something

that is not surprising in.the least for one who works in the field of

teaching or stydying Swedish. But this is not the whole truth about the

contrastive quality of the Swedish [eij . Many diphthongal judgements

were also recorded, the most frequent being /ie/ and /ea/. These are

also indexes for Swedish "[ e:3 "'in the ears of Finnish listerners. The

direct conclution can be drawn here that in order to pronounce (and also

perceive) Swedish with the least interference between sound qualities,

a Finn should adopt something of these indexes into his/her neurophonetic

processing of Swedish. In other words, the.results show a need for an

appropriate way of diphthongizing and closing the vowel "Ee:J ". Words

like sed 'habit' and eeda 'lead' should be more aptly transcribed with

vowel symbols D'ej in order to be indicative of the Swedish contrastive:t

quality for a Finn. This is how.the greater perceptual acuity of a

speaker of Finnish could be utilized in acquiring the vowel quality in
. .

pronunciation. The eeeoRd i-64ue, concerning the contrastive systematics

of the phonetic differences between Swedish and Finnish, other than those

implied by contrasting the phonemic systems, can be discussed by first

considering Table 2. An excellent example is offered by the contrastive

quality of the Swedish Cy:3 sounds. Almost all of the mishearings show

a rounding feature to be missing from the response. Is this the result

of an illadministered test, or is it indicative of coherent contrastive

quality differences?The latter is definitely the correct interpretation,

since the Swedish [y:1 is essentially different from its Finnish counterpart

Table 2. Confusion matrix for the identifications of SW ry:-1 as perceived
py' Finnish listeners.

PERCEPTION

iPRODUCilar4 /Y/
/e/

liy/

/Of /ea/ ?

I 80 19FISW ---14
77 -21

ST9
II-

64

-58-
32

38

NLD -
1

II

27

:.57-

_73

33

SSW ! I 48 47

25 43 2

de
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in certain articulatory, acoustic'and contrastive-perceptual respects.

A crucial test with synthetic speech was conducted:and the results are

illuttrated in Figure.3, where attention is called to the differing

diOsions of the vowel space for high vowels in the two' languages. The

Swedish [y:] sound tends to come over to the border values between the

Finnish [y:] and [i:] . A great number of vowel timbres ideally

categorized as,Swedish /y/ are realized'to be ambigous for a speaker

of Finnish. The division of the vowel space along the dimension.of

closed dark/light vowelsjs manifested in terms of acoustico-perceptual

criteria, so that the'Swedish Luu:] not only occupies an otherwise

empty space along the dimensioi, but also applies a certaintpush effect

upon other units along this dinnsion. Thus the physical qualities of

[ y:] are further drawn towards lighter timbres and theCuO qualities

again toward darker timbres, as c mpared with the' manifestation of an

otherwise identical system of cat ries.

4
i800

SW -11
NLD
FIN I. 2000 1500

71

1000

Figure 3. Division of the. perceptual space of high vowels in Swedish
(NLD = Norrland variety) and Finnish, as indicated by F2 values
.(fant 1959).

The tl ' cf,i640.,the/kote o6 tanguage vakietia from a phonetic and

pert tual point of view is illustrated by twn details of perceptual

difference with respect to the Finnish- speaking informants. The first

. concerns their identification Wthe g sounds of Swedish as spoke

in
. ,

Swederyand the [ad sdunds in.Finland 'Even though sosiolingu. tic 4

and osychfliingy#ti.t. arguMens'..may interfere withlny discussion on

teaaiiii9-.one:;iariety:Of Swedish or'th other, 4.second language learners

-tioestionV:that:Ore'dealewithcomprehensiVely.by Loman.(1979) and

NyStrdM(1981) the.differentet shouldpot:bP pasSeduver or, neglected

pronunciatiOp:ofSwedish. to Finns. There seem to

,,be'weightY; reasons, at leastv162:the teaching of pronunciation and

perceptignor taking these :-variety. .differences into account hy means

of phonetically adequate descriptions:in contrastive terms; and by

en using suitableteathing,pr*Urc0 within the university curricula.
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The more commonly used phonetic vartjty of Swedish in Finnish schools

being that spoken in Finland, the other varieties are far less, or even

minimally, known at the time of leaving School. For a learner of Swedish

as a second language the phonetic effects of variety:deviations are

drastic enough. A learner who feels that he is able to use the variety,

spoken in Finland with fair fluency may be ba4f1edby a new communicative

barrier in context of oral' communication with Swedes. Theo language

spoken inSWeden is only tosome extent related to the Swedish spoken it

Finland from phonetic point of view. This failure to,introduce Finnith

learners to.the varieties spoken in Sweden'is mainly, Is far as:can'be

seen, a question of tradition..

PpiCEPTION
-

PRODUCTION-

FISH I

I I

, /u/

83

/9/ jY/A /i/ /9/ /Yu/ /9Y/
. j.

7 3

85 9 6 .
,

SHT

NLD

SSW

I

II "'

I

II

1

96 s----'4---
394 3

2

2
96 a

/yo /:2

2

,,96

6 2 66 13 4- a
TI

-...
65. 15+3+2 8. /yi /:3 2

- Table 3. Confusion matrix for the identification of the Swedish
-representatives of the phoneme /-bu:/ (also marked by /ti:/ as perceived
by Finns.

Goin%back to the actual differences between varietie5,,Table 3 shows
.

how tfle-Nufsed in Finland is identified in over-'80 %
1

&cases as the

Finnish phoneme /u/, whereas its counterpart in bentrallgd.northern

Sweden,[uu] ; is identified as /y/ in over 90 % of cases. The outcome of

.the test suggests that,while[w and pg represent the same phoneme unit

in Swedish, coming only from different varieties orthe language, 'they,

are totally different sounds in, physical terms and appear totally
.

'different to .a Finnish listener. Perceptual substAtition employ different ,

Finnish phonemes and, accordingly, differlent afticulptory manoeuvreg*

should be used when the learner isaiming-to produce the two regidrial

varlan4.. Perceptually speaking, the two differeflt.divisirs of the

perceptual space that are required.fhM the Finntshearner area

as follows:. 4.:

(1-) perceivjnglisfd correctly is conditioned by a4new-divisiZn of the

Fifin4911[Yd block in the perceptual space, and
s rVri w

4

.4'

I.
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practitallY the sane n:-.fn.,th0-- twomafiiefies .(see :ma4tt.6 -19.8?),: arid

consequently .a swedit iitApeakiiigs.FlOn; With: Swedi:sh-aS: his first lanOtigge, I.
does not experience any iliti:Cal diffe-ienCe betWeeh the regional ''".. . a

allophones (for 50 A bolindar IoneS..o-f,identif icet,i- on., : sve.14Na4te
3 2

9Nsv FIS10..

e
. ..;);;

"NAV
4.

Figure 4. Perceptually optimal .areas (90 % identification ormore) in
;the acoustic space of FlIF, of the regional variants of the phoneme
/u.i;/ as perceived by-s0eakers .of the Norrland 'variety of Swedish in
SCieden (SWSW) and Swedtshas spoken fn Finland (FISW). Cf. the

. distribution of areas of the phonethe,/0/, in the two varieties.

The second detail concerns the identification 4,f the Swedish vowel
sound. " [ae :] ", which occurs in the eny4ronment before , /r/ (Table 4).
A differept divi$Vin of the 1_angUage varieties is thtlifested in this
case, "-and the difference between those of Finland and Sweden are not

.1

k
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.so well-defined. It is a prdMinent feature of some'Swedes not to

/pronounce this vowel with a low quality, while the Finnish and .Swedilh

[[ :] timbres in Finland seem to coa]etce in their openness.

Table 4. Confusion matrix for the identifications of the Swedish
representatives of the phoneme /a2/ before"/r/ as perceived by Finns.

ERC

PROD

FISW

STH

NLD

SSW

:PTION

JC TIv
16/

-------7,,/ea/

/e/ Y91 /d/ ,

: *

/a/

_
00

II 100

I. 4

II

-I

79

:t .

12r 7 2 ;'-
-4

.25

9

II

.1

II

22/

7.

4) 5 1

54 113 10 1

33 17 35 9 3. 3

The two examples of the Identification of [w :1 and pet] show how

.contrastive sound pality can vary greatly between Narieties.of one .

and the sarn language. The examples also show what the expectations of

Finnish-speaking learners of the Swedish language are like in phonetic

terms. Solet4ing to consider is the fact that the confusioniniatrices

look very different when the test input is produced in various Atandakd

vanAleticz of the language.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Three issues are discu5sed in this paper:

(1) the relevance of confusion matrices from contrastive perceptual

tests for deyibing contrastive sound qualities;

(2) the contrastive distribution of the vowel space and the divisions

within it, as Compared with the information provided by the contrasting.

of conventional phonemic, or even phonetic, symbols; and'

i3) the question of phonetic language variation within standard limits.

In conclusion, these issues maybe evaluated on the basis of the

fragments of research-0-esented above. Firstly, 'teachers ora.foreign

latguage should be more keen on acquiring, and also providing students

with, unprejudiced information about contrastive sound qualities,.

Various methods used in contrastive and experimental"phonetict may

t"
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prove liplpful in this retpect: Secondly, the nature of the relevant
.

sound fea ture should be studied in greater detail than by choosing

phonetic symbols alone to represent the sounds of the languages. In

vowel studies, for example, the divisions within thg vowel space could

be taken as guidelines in deteryjining contrastive quality where possible.

It seems cjsky to determine the phonetic symboisjor vowels independently

in the'Tespective languages contrasted. Instead, contrastive information

should be C011ited from different empirical sources to serve as data 1

for the did actics of .pronunciation and, if,likely to be needed, to oolh,

suitable symbols to represent objects of contrastive study..Thirdly,

more,attentiOn should be paid to standard regional and social variation

in listening
3
comprehensi'on at all levels of language teaching, and in

connection with university language teaching in particular. In order to

make the student's phojetic,prodbction more uniform, teaching of the

pbonetic,yarieties which the learner is likely to encounter should be

made more explicit at the university leyel.. The perception of features

of language variation is a capacity that should be aimed at in the

teaching process, while an individual.learner's production should be

phonetically consistent in a given communication-`situation.

29.0
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